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THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES, 

CHAPTER XIIL 

VER. 1. 760» 6¢] So Lachm. Tisch. Born. But Elz. and Scholz add 
cwés, against A B Ds, min. vss. Vig. A hasty addition, from 
the supposition that a// the teachers and prophets of the church 
of Antioch could not be named. — Ver. 4. oöro,] Lachm. Tisch. 
read wiro/, after A B 8, min. Vulg. Syr. utr. Ambr. Vig.; Born. 
has oi only, after D, Ath. As the reading of © is not clear, the 
preponderance of witnesses, which alone can here decide, remains 
in favour of the reading of Lachm. — Ver. 6. any] is want- 
ing in Elz., but is supported by decisive testimony. How easily 
would transcribers, to whom the situation of Paphos was not 
precisely known, find a contradiction in öAzv and &xpı IIdpou ! — 
@vöpa tiv] So Lachm. Tisch. Born., after A BC D®, min. 
Chrys. Theophy]. Lucif. and several vss. After rw«, E, 36, Vulg. 
Sahid. Slav. Lucif. have évdpa. But Elz. and Scholz omit &vöpa, 
which, however, is decisively attested by those witnesses, and 
was easily passed over as quite superfluous. — Ver. 9. The 
usual xa/ before drevicus is deleted, according to decisive evi- 
dence, by Lachm. Tisch. Born. — Ver. 14. rs Todas] Lachm. 
and Tisch. read rjv Today, after ABC. But it lacks any 
attestation from the vss. and Fathers. Therefore it is the more 
to be regarded as an old alteration (it was taken as an adjective 
like TWosdixé¢). — Ver. 15. After «/ Lachm. Born. Tisch. have 
rıs, which has preponderant attestation, and from its apparent 
superfluousness, as well as from its position between two words 
beginning with E, might very easily be omitted.— Ver. 17. 
After rourov Lachm. reads, with Elz., ’Iop«yr, which also Born. 
has defended, following ABCD, vss. Its being self-evident 
gave occasion to its being passed over, as was in other witnesses 
rovrov, and in others Aaod rovrov.— Ver. 18. érpogog.] So (after Mill, 
Grabe, and others) Griesb. Matthaei, Lachm. Scholz, Tisch., fol- 

ACTS IL A 



2 THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES, 

lowing A C* E, min. vss. But Elz. Tisch. and Born. have 
zrpomog. (mores eorum sustinuit, Vulg.).. An old insertion of the 
word which came more readily to hand in writing, and was also 
regarded as more appropriate. See the exegetical remarks, — 
Ver. 19. xarexrnpovduncev] Elz. reads xarexAnpodérnoey, against de- 
cisive witnesses. An interpretation on account of the active 
sense. — Ver. 20. za} werd... £öwxe] Lachm. reads we reo rerpa- 
nocloig Aal mevrhrovre, xal werd raüra ¢dwxev, which Griesb. has 
recommended and Born. adopted, after A B C s, min. Vulg. 
An alteration, in order to remove somehow the chronological 
difficulty. — Ver. 23. #yaye] Elz. and Born. read jyepe, in op- 
position to ABEGHN, min. and several vss. and Fathers. 
An interpretation, in accordance with ver. 22. — Ver. 27. daeo- 
réan| Lachm. Tisch. Born, read ¢{aaeoraan, which is so decidedly 
attested by A B C D8, min. Chrys. that the Recepta can only 
be regarded as having arisen from neglect of the double com- 
pound. — Ver. 31. viv] is wanting in Elz, but is, according 
to important attestation, to be recognised as genuine, and was 
omitted because those who are mentioned were already long 
ago witnesses of Jesus. Hence others have &ypı viv (D, Syr. p. 
Vulg. Cant.; so Born.) ; and others still, xa? viv (Arm.). — Ver. 32. 
airay um] Sahid. Ar. Ambr. ms. Bed. gr. have only airav. 
ABC*Ds, Aeth. Vulg. Hil. Ambr. Bed. have only zuäv (so 
Lachm. and Born., who, however; conjectures 5#%!), for which 
Tol. read iuav. Sheer alterations from want of acquaintance 
with such juxtaposition of the genitive and dative. — Ver. 33, 
r& mpurw] Elz. and Scholz read ri devrépy (after parug). But rp 
apwrw, which (following Erasm. and Mill) Griesb. Lachm. (who 
places it after yiyparra, where A BCR, lot. 40 have their 
+ devrépw) Tisch. Born. have adopted, is, in accordance with D, 
Or. and several other Fathers, to be considered as the original, 
which was supplanted by r& öeurtpw according to the usual 
numbering of the Psalms. The bare „Jar, which Hesych. 
presb. and some more recent codd. have, without any numeral, 
is, although defended by Bengel and others, to be considered as 
another mode of obviating the difficulty erroneously assumed. 
— Ver. 41. ö] Elz. reads &, which, as the LXX. at Hab. i. 5 has 
ö, would have to be preferred, were not the quite decisive 
external attestation in favour of «.— The second épyov is wanting 
in DE G, min. Chrys. Cosm. Theophyl. Oec. and several vss. ; 
but it was easily omitted, as it was regarded as unnecessary 
and was not found in the LXX. l.c.— Ver. 42. airy] Elz. reads 
ix rg cuvwywyhs ray "Iovdaiw, Other variations are airay éx r. 

1 Lachmann, Praef. p. ix., conjectured ig’ ua»: ‘ nostro tempore.” 



CHAP, XIII. > 

6uvay. r.’Ioud. OY rav dmoorörw Ex r. oway. v. "Iovd, Sheer inter- 
polations, because ver. 42 begins a church-lesson. The simple 
abrav has decisive attestation. — After upsxarouw Elz. has ra 
evn, which, although retained by Matthaei, is spurious, according 
to just as decisive testimony. It was inserted, because it was 
considered that the request contained here must not, according 
to ver. 45, be ascribed to the Jews, but rather to the Gentiles, 
according to ver. 48,— Ver. 43. After zpooaaa, A B(?) CDR, 
vss. Chrys. have airo7s (so Lachm. and Born.). A familiar addi- 
tion. — rpoouévew] Elz. reads éxéverv, against decisive evidence. 
— Ver. 44. zyouévw] Elz. reads epyouivw, against A C** E*, min. 
An alteration, from want of acquaintance with this use of the 
word, as in Luke xiii. 33; Acts xx. 15, xxi. 26.— Ver. 45. 
dyriktyovreg xi] is wanting in ABC GX, min. and several vss. 
(erased by Lachm.). Ehas évavriotuevor zur. Both are hasty emen- 
dations of style. — Ver. 50. rag cdoy.| Elz. reads xa! rag edoy., 
against decisive testimony. xa/, if it has not arisen simply 
from the repetition in writing of the preceding syllable, is a 
wrongly inserted connective. 

With chap. xiii. commences the second part of the book, 
which treats chiefly of the missionary labours and fortunes of 
Paul. First of all, the special choice and consecration of 
Barnabas and Paul as missionaries, which took place at 
Antioch, are related (vv. 1-3); and then the narrative of 
their first missionary journey is annexed (ver. 4-xiv. 28). 
These two chapters show, by the very fact of their independent 
commencement entirely detached from the immediately pre- 
ceding narrative concerning Barnabas and Saul’ (comp. 
Schleiermacher, Hinl. p. 353 f.), by the detailed nature of 
their contents, and by the conclusion rounding them off, which 
‘covers a considerable interval without further historical data, 

that they have been derived from a special documentary source, 
which has, nevertheless, been subjected to revision as regards 
diction by Luke. See also Bleek in the Stud. u. Krit. 1836, 
p. 1043. This documentary source, however, is not to be 
determined more precisely, although it may be conjectured 
that it originated in the church of Antioch itself, and that the 

! Lekebusch, p. 108, explains this abrupt isolation as designed ; the account 

emerges solemnly. But to this the simplicity of the following narrative does not 
correspond, ER 
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oral communications mentioned at xiv. 27 as made to that 
church formed the foundation of it from xiii. 4 onward. The 
assumption of a written report made by the two missionaries 
(Olshausen) obtains no support from the living apostolic 
mode of working, and is, on account of xiv. 27, neither 

necessary nor warranted. Schwanbeck considers the two 
chapters as a portion of a biography of Barnabas, to which 
also iv. 36 f., ix. 1-30, xi. 19-30, xii. 25 belonged; and 
Baur (I. p. 104 ff.) refers the entire section to the apologetic © 
purpose and literary freedom of the author. 

Ver. 1. This mention and naming of the prophets and 
teachers is intended to indicate how rich Antioch was in pro- 
minent resources for the sending forth messengers of the gospel, 
which was now to take place. Thus the mother-church of 
Gentile Christianity had become the seminary of the mission 
to the Gentiles. The order of the persons named is, without 
doubt, such as it stood in the original document: hence 
Barnabas and Saul are separated ; indeed, Barnabas is placed 
first (the arrangement appears to have been made according 
to seniority) and Saul last; it was only by his missionary 
labours now commencing that the latter acquired in point of 
fact his superiority. — xara tHv odcav ErxkAmoiau] with the 
existing church. éxet is not to be supplied. Comp. Rom. 
xiii. 1. This odoav is retained from the original document ; 
in connection with what has been already narrated, it is 
superfluous. — xatd, with, according to the conception of (here 
official) direction. Bernhardy, p. 240; Winer, p. 374 [E.T. 
500]. — mpodnjrar x. Suddoxarot] as prophets (see on xi. 27) 
and teachers (who did not speak in the state of apocalyptic 
inspiration, but communicated instruction in a regular and 
rational unfolding of doctrine, 1 Cor. xii. 28 ; Eph. iv. 11). — 
The five named are not to be regarded only as a part, but as 
the whole body of the prophets and teachers at Antioch, in 
keeping with the idea of the selection which the Spirit de- 
signed. To what individuals the predicates “ prophet” or 
“teacher” respectively belong, is not, indeed, expressly said ; 

but if, as is probable in itself and in accordance with iv. 36, 

the prophets are mentioned first and then the teachers, the 



CHAP. XIII. 2. 5 

three first named are to be considered as prophets, and the 
other two as teachers. This division is indicated by the posi- 
tion of the particles: (1) re... Kat... Kai; (2) TE... Kai. 
Comp. Kühner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 3. 19; Baeumlein, Partik. 

p- 219 f.— That the prophets of the passage before us, par- 
ticularly Symeon and ‘Lucius, were included among those 
mentioned in xi. 27, is improbable, inasmuch as Agabus is not 
here named again. Those prophets, doubtless, soon returned 
to Jerusalem. — Concerning Simeon with the Roman name 
Niger (Sueton. Aug. 11, al.), and Lucius of Cyrene (Rom. 
xvi. 21 ?), who is not identical with the evangelist Luke, 
nothing further is known. The same is also the case with 
Menahem (87219), who had been ovvtpogos of the tetrarch Herod, 
i.e. of Antipas; see Walch, de Menachemo ovvrpobdw Herodis, 
Jen. 1758. But whether cvvtpodos is, with the Vulgate, 
Cornelius a Lapide, Walch, Heumann, Kuinoel, Olshausen, and 
others, to be understood as foster-brother (conlactaneus, comp. 
Xen. Eph. ii. 3), so that Menahem’s mother was Herod’s nurse ; 
or, with Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Grotius, Raphel, Wolf, Hein- 

richs, Baumgarten, Ewald, and others, browght wp with, con- 

tubernalis —cannot be determined, as either may be expressed 
by the word (see. Wetstein and Kuinoel). The latter meaning, 
however (comp. 1 Macc. i. 6; 2 Mace. ix. 29; and see, in 
general, Jacobs, ad Anthol. XI. p. 38), makes the later Christian 
position of Menahem the more remarkable, in that he appears to 
have been brought up at the court of Herod the Great. At 
all events he was already an old man, and had become a 
Christian earlier than Saul, who is placed after him. 

Ver. 2. Aevtroupyotvrwy . . . TH Kupiw] Aeırovpyeiv, the 
usual word for the temple-service of the priests (LXX. Ex. 
xxviil. 31; Num. iv. 38; Ex. xl. 48; Judith iv. 14; Heb. 
x. 11; comp. on Rom. xv. 27), is here transferred to the 
church (air@v) engaged in Christian worship,’ in accordance 

1 The reference of zöröv not to the collective txxanciz, but to the prophets and 
teachers named in ver. 1 (Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, and many others, including 
Baumgarten, Hoelemann, neue Bibelstud. p. 329 ; Laurent, neut. Stud. p. 146), 
is not to be approved on account of é@opicars and on account of ver. 3. The 
whole highly important missionary act would, according to this view, be per- 
formed only in the circle of five persons, of whom, moreover, two were the 
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with the holy character of the church, which had the ayıörns, 
the xptoua of the Spirit (1 John ii. 20), and indeed was a 
ieparevua äryıov (1 Pet. ii. 5). . Hence: while they performed 
holy service to the Lord (Christ) and (at the same time) fasted. 
Any more specific meaning is too narrow, such as, that it is to 
be understood of prayer (Grotius, Heinrichs, Kuinoel, Olshausen, 

and many others,—on account of ver. 3, but see on that 
passage) or of preaching (Chrysostom, Oecumenius, and others 
in Wolf). Both without doubt are included, not, however, 
the mass (as Catholics hold); but certainly the spiritual songs 
(see on Eph. v. 19; Col. iii. 16). — eiwe to mvedua TO @yıov] 
the Holy Spirit said (comp. on xx. 28), namely, by one or some 
of these Aesrovpyovvres, probably by one of the prophets, who 
announced to the church the utterance of the Spirit revealed 
to him. — 5%] with the imperative makes the summons more 
decided and more urgent; Baeumlein, Partik. p.104 f. Comp. 
on Luke ii. 15. —— por] to me, for my service. — 0 mpoorerimnaı 
avtovs] for which (description of the design) I have called them 
to me (xvi. 10), namely, to be my organs, interpreters, instru- 
ments in the propagation of the gospel. The utterance of the 
Spirit consequently refers to an internal call of the Spirit 
already made to both, and that indeed before the church, “ut 
hi quoque seirent vocationem illorum eique subscriberent,” 
Bengel. The preposition is not repeated before 6 (=eis 8), 
because it stands already before TO épyov, according to general 
Greek usage. See Kühner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 32; Stallb. ad 
Phaed. p. 76 D; Winer, p. 393 [E. T. 524 £.]. 

Ver. 3. The translation must be: Afterwards, after having 
fasted and prayed and laid their hands on them (as the conse- 
cration communicating the gift of the Spirit for the new and 
special holy office, comp. on vi. 6), they sent them away. For 

missionaries themselves destined by the Spirit, and the church as such would 
have taken no part at all, not being even represented by its presbyters,—a pro- 
ceeding which neither agrees with the fellowship of the Spirit in the constitution 
of the apostolic church, nor corresponds with the analogous concrete cases of 
the choice of an apostle (chap. i.) and of the deacons (chap. vi.). Comp. also 
xiv. 27, where the missionaries, on their return, make their report to the church. 
Moreover, it is evident of itself that the prophets and teachers are included in 

auTa@y, 
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there is here meant a solemnity specially appointed by the 
‘church on occasion of that address of the Spirit, different from 

the preceding (ver. 2); and not the termination thereof 
(Kuinoel and many others: “jejunio et precibus peractis”). 
This is evident from the words of Luke himself, who describes 

this act differently (vnorevc. x. mpocevé.) from the preceding 
(Aeırovpy. «. vnot.), and by Tore separates it as something 
later; and also because vnorevcavres, in the sense of “when 

they had finished fasting,” does not even give here any con- 
ceivable sense. — aréAvoav] What the Spirit had meant by 
eis Epyov, 0 mpocKéxd. avtovs, might, when they heard that 
address, come directly home to their consciousness, especially 
as they might be acquainted in particular with the destination 
of Saul at ix. 15; or might be explained by the receiver and 
interpreter of the Spirit’s utterance. — That, moreover, the 
imposition of hands was not by the whole church, but by its 
-representatives the presbyters,, was obvious of itself to the 
reader. 

Vv. 4, 5. Aöroi (see the critical remarks): such was the 
course taken with them; they themselves, therefore, ipsi igitur. 
— Eermeubd. io Tod mvedp.] for “ vocatio prorsus divina erat ; 
tantum manu Dei oblatos amplexa erat ecclesia” Calvin. — 
They turned themselves at first to the quarter where they 
might hope most easily to form connections—it was, in fact, 
the first attempt of their new ministry—to Cyprus, the native 
country of Barnabas (iv. 36), to which the direct route from 
Antioch by way of the neighbouring Seleucia (in Syria, also 
called Pieria, and situated at the mouth of the Orontes), led. 
Having there embarked, they landed at the city of Salamis, 
on the eastern coast of the island of Cyprus. —yevow. év] 
arrived at. Often so in classical authors since Homer? — 
'Iwavvnv] See on xii. 12. — Umnpernv] as servant, who assisted 
the official work of the apostles by performing external ser- 

* Not by the prophets and teachers (Otto, Pastoralbr. p. 61; Hoelemann, /.c.); 
for the subject of vv. 2, 3 is the church, and its representatives are the presby- _ 
ters, xx. 17, 28, xi. 30, xv. 2-23; 1 Tim. iv. 14. The church sends the two 

missionaries to the Gentiles, and consecrates them by its ofüce-bearers (Rom. 
xii, 8; 1 Tim. v. 17). 

? See Nägelsbach on the Iliad, p. 295, ed. 3, 
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vices, errands, missions, etc., probably also acts of baptism 
(x. 48; 1 Cor.i. 14). “ Barnabas et Paulus divinitus nominati, 
atque his liberum fuit alios adseiscere,” Bengel—As to their 
practice of preaching in the synagogues, see on ver. 14. 

Vv. 6, 7. "Ornv mv vijcov| For Paphos, i.e. New Paphos, 
the capital and the residence of the proconsul, sixty stadia 
to the north of the old city celebrated for the worship of 
Venus, lay quite on the opposite western side of the island. 
See Forbiger, Geogr. I. p. 469 f.— nayov] see on viii. 9. 
Whether he was precisely a representative of the cabalistic ten- 
dency (Baumgarten), cannot be determined. But perhaps, from 
the Arabic name Elymas, which he adopted, he was an Arabian 
Jew. payor, although a substantive, is to be connected with 
avöpa (iii. 14). — Bapınooös] ic. Ye 72, filius Jesu (Josuae). 
The different forms of this name in the Fathers and versions, 

Barjeu, Barsuma, Barjesuban, Bapıncovoav, have their origin 

in the reverence and awe felt for the name of Jesus, — 
av@uTratw| Cyprus, which Augustus had restored to the senate, 
was, it is true, at that time a propraetorian province (Dio 
Cass. liv. 4); but all provincial rulers were, by the command 

of Augustus, called proconsules, Dio Cass. liii. 13.— ovvero] 
although the contrary might be suspected from his connection 
with the sorcerer. But his intelligence is attested partly by 
the fact that he was not satisfied with heathenism, and there- 
fore had at that time the Jewish sorcerer with him in the 
effort to acquire more satisfactory views ; and partly by the fact 
that he does not feel satisfied even with him, but asks for the 

publishers of the new doctrine. In general, sorcerers found at 
that time welcome reception with Gentiles otherwise very 
intelligent. Lucian. Alex. 30, Wetstein in loc.— tov roy. 
tov @eod] Description of the new doctrine from the standpoint 
of Luke. See, moreover, on viii. 25. 

Ver. 8. "EXduas] The Arabic name (wakes sapiens, Kat 

eLoynv: magus; comp. Hyde, de relig. vet. Pers. p. 372 f.) 
by which Barjesus chose to be designated, and which he 
probably adopted with a view to glorify himself as the channel 
of Arabian wisdom by the corresponding Arabic name, — 
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6 pcryos| Interpretation of ’EAöuas, added in order to call 
attention to the significance of the name. Comp. Bornemann, 
Schol. in Lue. p. lviii. — Staotpéyat ao] a well-known preg- 
nant construction, which Valckenaer destroys arbitrarily, and 
in such a way as to weaken the sense, by the conjecture 
atrootpéyat: to pervert (and turn aside) from the faith. Comp. 
LXX. Ex. v. 4. 

Ver. 9. Sadros 88, 6 Kal ITaöXos] sc. Aeyowevos. Schaefer, 
ad Bos Ell. p. 213. — As Saul (MV, the longed for) is here for 
the first time and always henceforth (comp. the name Abraham 
from Gen. xvii. 5 onwards) mentioned under his Roman name 
Paul, but before this, equally without exception, only under 
his Hebrew name, we must assume a se¢ historical purpose in 
the remark 6 «al IIaddos introduced at this particular point, 
according to which the reader is to be reminded of the relation 
—otherwise presupposed as well known—of this name to the 
historical connection before us. It is therefore the most pro- 
bable opinion, because the most exempt from arbitrariness, that 
the name Paul was given to the apostle as a memorial of the con- 
version of Sergius Paulus effected by him." “ A primo ecclesiae 
spolio, proconsule Sergio Paulo, victoriae suae trophaea retulit, 
erexitque vexillum, ut Paulus diceretur e Saulo,” Jerome, 
in ep. ad Philem.; comp. de vir. ill. 5. The same view is 
adopted by Valla, Bengel, Olshausen, Baumgarten, Ewald; 

also by Baur, I. p. 106, ed. 2, according to whom, however, 
legend alone has wished to connect the change of name some- 
how adopted by the apostle—which contains a parallel with 
Peter, Matt. xvi. 16—with an important act of his apostolic 
life; comp. Zeller, p. 213. Either the apostle himself now 
adopted this name, possibly at the request of the proconsul 
(Ewald), or— which at least excludes entirely the objection 
often made to this view, that it is at variance with the modesty 
of the apostle—the Christians, perhaps first of all his com- 

1 Lange, apost. Zeitalt. p. 368 (comp. Herzog’s Encykl. XI. p. 243), sees in the 
name Paul (the little) a contrast to the name Zlymas ; for he had in the power 

of humility confronted this master of magic, and had in a N. T. character 
repeated the victory of David over Goliath. Against this play of the fancy it 
is decisive, that Elymas is not termed and declared a master of magic, but 
simply 6 wéyos. 
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pamions at the time, so named him in honourable remembrance 
of that memorable conversion effected on his first missionary 
journey. Kuinoel, indeed, thinks that the servants of the 
proconsul may have called the apostle, whose name Saul was 
unfamiliar (?) to them, Paul; and that he thenceforth was glad 
to retain this name as a Roman citizen, and on account of his 

intercourse with the Gentiles. But such a purely Gentile 
origin of the name is hardly reconcilable with its universal 
recognition on the part of the Christian body. Since the time 
of Calvin, Grotius, and others, the opinion has become prevalent, 

that it was only for the sake of intercourse with those without, 
as the ambassador of the faith among the Gentiles, that the 
apostle bore, according to the custom of the time, the Roman 
name; comp. also Laurent, newt. Stud. p. 147. Certainly it is 
to be assumed that he for this reason willingly assented to the 
new name given to him, and willingly left his old name to be 
forgotten ; but the origin of the new name, occurring just here 
for the first time, is, by this view, not in the least explained 

from the connection of the narrative before us. — Heinrichs 
oddly desires to explain this connection by suggesting that on 
this occasion, when Luke had just mentioned Sergius Paulus, 
it had occurred to him that Saul also was called Paul. Such an 
accident is wholly unnatural, as, when Luke wrote, the name 

Saul was long out of use, and that of Paul was universal. 
The opinion also of Witsius and Hackspan, following Augus- 
tine, is to be rejected: that the apostle in humility, to indicate 
his spiritual transformation, assigned to himself the name 
(Paulus = exiguus); as is also that of Schrader, d. Ap. Paul. 
II. p. 14 (after Drusius and Lightfoot), that he received at his 
circumcision the double name; comp. also Wieseler, p. 222 f. 
— mAnodeis mvein. dy.] “actu praesente adversus magum 
acrem,” Bengel. Comp. iv. 8, 31, vii. 55, xiii. 52. 

Ver. 10. ‘Padioupyias] knavery, roguery. Polyb.xii. 10. 5, 
iv. 29. 4; Plut. Cat. m. 16. Comp. padidpynpa, xviii. 14. — 
vie dsaßoAov] i.e. a man whose condition of mind proceeds from 
the influence of the devil (the arch-enemy of the kingdom of 
the Messiah). Comp. on John viii. 44. An indignant con- 
trast to the name Barjesus. SvaPorov is treated as a proper 
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name, therefore without the article; 1 Pet. v. 8; Rev. xx. 2. 
— maons dikauooüvns] of all, that is right, x. 35. — diactpé- 
gov Tas ddovs Kup. T. evdeias] Wilt thou not cease to pervert 
the straight (leading directly to the goal) ways of the Lord (to 
give them a perverted direction)? «.e. applying this general 
reproach to the present case: Wilt thou, by thy opposition 
to us, and by thy endeavour to turn the proconsul from the 
faith (ver. 8), persist in so working that God’s measures 
(Rom. xi. 33 ; Rev. xv. 3), instead of attaining their aim accord- 
ing to the divine intention, may be frustrated? The straight 
way of God aimed here at the winning of Sergius for the sal- 
vation in Christ, by means of Barnabas and Paul; but Elymas 
set himself in opposition to this, and was engaged in diverting 
from its mark this straight way which God had entered on, 
so that the divinely-desired conversion of Sergius was to re- 
main unrealized. De Wette takes it incorrectly : to set forth 
erroneously the ways in which men should walk before God. 
On dsaorpedwv, comp. in fact, Prov. x. 10; Isa. lix. 8 ; Micah 
iii. 9; and notice that the dvactpépew x«.7.r. was really that 
which the sorcerer strove to do, although without attaining the 
desired success. Observe, also, the thrice repeated emphatic 
TavTos...mdons... maons, and that Kupiov is not to be 
referred to Christ, but to God (whom the son of the devil 
resists), as is proved from ver. 11. 

Ver. 11. Xeip Kupiov] a designation, borrowed according to 
constant usage from the O. T. (LXX. Judg. ii. 15; Job xix. 
21; 2 Mace. vi. 26; Ecclus. xxxiii. 2), of “ God's hand,” Luke 
i. 66, Acts xi. 21, and here, indeed, of the punitive hand of God, 

Heb. x. 31.— emi oe] sc. Eorı, is directed against thee. — Eon] 
The future is not imperative, but decided prediction ; comp. 
v. 9. — un Brérov T. Hdcov] self-evident, but “ auget mani- 
festam sententiam,” Quinctil. ix. 3. 45. To the blind the sun 

is das äbeyyes, Soph. O. 0. 1546. — äxpı kaıpod] for a season. 
Comp. Luke iv. 13. His blindness was not to be permanent ; 
the date of its termination is not given, but it must have been 
in so far known by Paul, seeing that this penal consequence 
would cease with the cause, namely, with the withstanding, 
ver. 8. Comp. on ver. 12. With the announcement of the 
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divine punishment is combined, by äxpı xatpod, the hint of 
future possible forgiveness. Chrysostom well remarks: TO &ypı 
kaıpod de od koAddovros Hv TO pia, GAN Emiorpebovros' ei 
yap Kordlovtos Hv, Svatravtos Av adtov Emolmoe tupdov, Comp. 
Oecumenius. — mapaxpjua de Eememeoev x.t.X.] We are as 
little to. inquire what kind of blindness occurred, as to suppose 
(with Heinrichs) that with the sorcerer there was already a 
tendency to blindness, and that this blindness actually now 
set in through fright. The text represents the blindness as a 
punishment of God without any other cause, announced by 
Paul as directly cognizant of its occurrence. — ayAdvs Kal — 
oxotos| dimness and darkness, in the form of a climax. See 
on avs (only here in the N. T.), Duncan, Lex. Hom., ed. Rost, 
p. 193.—The text assigns no reason why the sorcerer was 
punished with blindness (as, for instance, that he might be 
humbled under the consciousness of his spiritual blindness ; 
comp. Baumgarten). We must abstain from any such asser- 
tion all the more, that this punishment did not befall the 
similar sorcerer Simon. Rom. xi. 34. 

Ver. 12. ’Emi 7H dwayn +. Kupiov] For he rightly saw, 
both in that announcement of punishment by Paul, and in 
the fate of his sorcerer, something which had a connection 
with the doctrine of the Lord (that is, with the doctrine which 
Christ caused to be proclaimed by His apostles ; see on viii. 25). 
Its announcer had shown such a marvellous familiarity with 
the counsel of God, and its opponent had suddenly experienced 
such a severe punishment, that: he was astonished at the doc- 

trine, with which so evident a divine judgment was connected. 
Comp. on the connection of the judgment concerning the doc- 
trine with the miracle beheld, Mark i. 27. The emiorevoev 
obviously supposes the reception of baptism ; comp. iv. 4, 
xi. 21, xix. 18—Whether the sorcerer afterwards became a 
believer the text does not, indeed, inform us ; but the presump- 

tion of a future conversion is contained in d&ype kaıpod, ver. 11, 
and therefore the question is to be answered in the affirmative ; 
for Paul spoke that adyps Kaupod: Öpıov TH youn Sudous, 
Oecumenius. The Tübingen criticism has indeed condemned 
the miraculous element in this story, and the story itself as 
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an invented and exaggerated counterpart of the encounter of 
Peter with Simon Magus, chap. viil.—a judgment in which 
the denial of miracles in general, and the assumption of dog- 
matic motives on the part of the author, are the controlling 
presuppositions (see Baur and Zeller; comp. also Schnecken- 
burger, p. 53). 

Vv. 13-15. Having put to (the open) sea again from Paphos 
(avaxOévres, as xvi. 11, and frequently; also with Greek 
writers, comp. Luke vii. 22), they came in a northerly direc- 
tion to Perga, the capital of Pamphylia with its famous temple 
of Diana (on the ruins, see Fellows’ Travels in Asia Minor, 

p. 142 ff.), where John Mark parted from them’ and returned 
to Jerusalem (for what reason, is not certain,—apparently from 
want of courage and boldness, see xv. 38). But they, without 
their former companion (avroi), journeyed inland to the north 
until they came to Antioch in Pisidia (built by Seleucus 
Nicanor, and made by Augustus a Roman colony ; on its ruins, 
see Hamilton’s Travels in Asia Minor, I. p. 451 ff), where 
they visited the synagogue on the Sabbath (comp. ver. 5). 
Their apostleship to the Gentiles had not cancelled their obli- 
gation, wherever there were Jews, to turn first to these; and 

to Paul, especially, it could not appear as cancelled in the light 
of the divine order: ’Iovdaiw te mp@rov xal”"EXAnuv, Rom. i. 
16, clearly known to him, of his ardent love to his people, 
Rom. ix. 1 ff., of his assurance that God had not cast them off 

(Rom. xi.), as well as of his insight into the blessing which 
would arise to the Gentile world even from the rejection of 
the gospel by the Jews (Rom. xi. 11 ff). Hence, although 
apostle of the Gentiles, he never excludes the Jews from his 
mission (comp. on the contrary, éf’ öcov, Rom. xi. 13), but 
expressly includes them (1 Cor. ix. 20), and is wont to begin 
his labours with them. This we remark against the opinion, 
which is maintained especially by Baur and Zeller, that in the 
Book of Acts the representation of Paul’s missionary procedure 
is unhistorically modified in the interest of Judaism. See, in 

1 Ewald, p. 456, conjectures, that now Titus (Gal. ii. 1) had appeared as an 
-apostolic companion. But how natural it would have been for Luke at least 
here to mention Titus, who is never named by him! 
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opposition to it also, Kling in the Stud. u. Krit. 1837, p. 
302 ff.; Lekebusch, p. 322 ff. — oi wepi tov IIaöAov] denotes 
the person and his companions,—the company of Paul. See 
on John xi, 19, and Valckenaer, p. 499 f£ Now Paul, and no 

longer Barnabas, appears as the principal person. The con- 
spicuous agency of the Gentile apostle at once in the conver- 
sion of Sergius, and in the humiliation of the sorcerer, has 
decided his superiority. — rs IIvo1d.] chorographie genitive; 
Krüger, § 47. 5.5. For other designations of this situation 
of the city, see Bornemann. — exadıcav] on the seats of the 
Rabbins, as Wolf, Wetstein, Kuinoel, think. Possibly; but it 

is possible also, that they had already, before the commence- 
ment of the Sabbath, immediately on their arrival, announced 
themselves as teachers, and that this occasioned the request of 
the president to the strange Rabbins. — tod vouov x. T. mpod. | 
namely, in the Parasha and Haphthara for that Sabbath. See 
on Luke iv. 17. That, as Bengel thinks and Kuinoel and 
Baumgarten approve (comp. also Trip, Paulus, p. 194), the 
Parasha, Deut. i. (because Paul, in ver. 18, hints at Deut. i. 

31), and the corresponding Haphthara, Isa. i., were in the order 
of the reading, is uncertain, even apart from the fact that the 

modern Parshioth and Haphtharoth were fixed only at a later 
period (Zunz, gottesdienstl. Vortr. d. Juden. p. 6; comp. Hup- 
feld in the Stud. u. Krit. 1837, p. 843 f.).—ot apxievvay.] i.e. 
the college of rulers, consisting of the apxıovvaywyos Kat’ eEoxnv 
(nD237 UT), and the elders associated with him. — ev Univ] in 
animis vestris. —ANöyos mapakı.] a discourse of exhortation, 

whose contents are an encouragement to the observance and 
application of the law and the prophets. For: “opus fuit 
expositoribus, qui corda eorum afficerent.” Gloss. in Babyl. 
Schabb. f. 30, 2. Comp. Zunz, p. 332 f. — Aéyere] On Aöyov 
Neyeıv, see Lobeck, Paral. p. 504. 

Ver. 16. Katac. 7H xeıpi] See on xii. 17. — of doßovu. T. 
©eov] is here, as the distinction from 'IopanAiraı requires, the 
formal designation of the proselytes of the gate, who, with- 
out becoming actual ’IopanAtlraı by circumcision, were yet 
worshippers of Jehovah, and attenders at the synagogues (where 
they had their particular seats). Comp. vv. 43, 59, xvii. 4,17, 
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xvi. 14, xviii. 7. Against the unfavourable judgment, which 
the following speech has met with from Schneckenburger, 
Baur, and Zeller,—namely, that itis only an echo of the speeches 
of Peter and Stephen, a free production of the narrator,—we 
may urge as a circumstance particularly to be observed, that 
this speech is directed to those who were still non-believers 
(not, like the Epistles of the apostle, to Christians), and accord- 
ingly does not find in the Epistles any exactly corresponding 
standard with which to compare it; that, further, nothing un- 
Pauline occurs either in its contents or form,—on the contrary, 
the Pauline fundamental dogma of justification (vv. 38 ff. do 
not contain a mere “ timid allusion” to it, as Zeller thinks, p. 

327) forms its important concluding main point;’ and the 
Pauline delicacy, prudence, and wisdom of teaching are dis- 
played in its entire plan and execution ; that, in particular, the 
historical introduction, although it may not have originated 
without some influence from Stephen’s speech, and the latter 
may have, by the editing, been rendered still more similar, yet 
presents nothing which could not have been spoken by Paul, as 
the speech of Stephen was known to the apostle and must have 
made an indelible impression on him; and that the use of 
Ps. xvi. (comp. Acts ii. 25 ff.),as a witness for the resurrection 
of Jesus, was as natural to Paul as it was to Peter, as, indeed, 

to Paul also Christ rose cata tas ypadds (1 Cor. xv. 4). The 
reasons, therefore, adduced against its originality in the main 
are not sufficient, although, especially amidst our ignorance of 
the document from which the speech thus edited is taken, a 
more complete assertion of an originality, which is at all events 
only indirect, cannot be made good.” 

Vv. 17-22. An introduction very wisely prefixed to pre- 
pare the minds of the Jews, giving the historical basis of the 
subsequent announcement that the Messiah has appeared, and 
carried down to David, the royal Messianic ancestor and 
type ; the leading thought of which is not the free grace of 

1 In opposition to Baur’s opinion (I. p. 117, ed. 2), that the author, after he 

had long enough made the Apostle Paul speak in a Petrine manner, felt that he 
must now add something specifically Pauline! ~ 

2 Comp. the thoughtful judgment of Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 220. 
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God, but generally the divine Messianic guidance of the people * 
before the final appearance of the Messiah Himself. 

Ver. 17. Tod Aaod rovrov ’Iop. (see the critical remarks) refers 
with rovrov to the address av8pes ’Iop.,and with the venerated 
name "Icpayd the theocratic national feeling is appealed to. 
Comp. 2, Cor. xi. 22.— é€eréEaro] He chose for Himself, 
namely, from the mass of mankind, to be His peculiar pro- 
perty. On rods marep. nu., the patriarchs, comp. Rom. ix. 5, 
xi. 1, 16. In them the people saw the channels and 
sureties of the divine grace. — iywoev] During the sojourn in 
Egypt, God exalted the people, making them great in number 
and strength, and especially distinguishing and glorifying 
them in the period directly before the Exodus by miraculous 
arrangements (of Moses). The history, which Paul supposes as 
known, requires this interpretation (comp. already Chrysostom, 
who in tipwcer finds the two points: eis mANdos érédocay and 
ra Oatparta Sv adtovs yeyove). Others,among whom are Kuinoel, 
Olshausen, and de Wette, arbitrarily limit üyrwaev merely to the 
increase of number, appealing even to Gen. xlviii. 19, Ecclus. 
xliv. 21,1. 22, where, however, ünrovv, as always (comp. par- 
ticularly Isa. i. 2), signifies nothing else than Zo exalt. The 
special nature of the exaltation is derived purely from the 
context. Calvin, Elsner, and Heinrichs suppose that the 
deliverance from Egypt is meant. But the exaltation, accord- 
ing to the text, occurred ev TH wapouxia Ev yh AiyirTo 
(vii. 6, 29; Wisd. xix. 10), during their sojourn as strangers 
in Egypt. Beza and Grotius think that it is the tywous 
of the people by and under Joseph that is meant. Eıro- 
neously, as ürwoev stands in historical connection with the 
following éfjyayev.— peta PApaxiovos inyrod] i.e. without 
figure: Ev TH ioxyvi adtrod TH pweyddn. LXX. Deut. iv. 37. 
Jehovah is conceived as a leader who advances with uplifted 
arm, at the head of His people, for their defence against all 
their enemies. Comp. Ex. vi. 1, 6; Bar. ii. 11. 

Vv. 18, 19. ‘Qs] might be the as of the protasis, so that 
«ai, ver. 19, would then be the also of the apodosis (so Butt- 

mann, newt. Gr. p. 311 [E. T. p. 362]). But the common 
rendering circiter is simpler and more suitable to the non- 
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periodic style of the entire context, as well as corresponding 
to the os of ver. 20.— On the accentuation of Tercapa- 
kovraern (so Lachmann and Tischendorf), see Ellendt, Lez. | 

Soph. I. p. 405 f.— érpogodop.] He bore them as their 
nourisher (as it were in his arms), we. he nourished and 
‘cherished them. There is here a reminiscence of the LXX. | 
Deut. i. 31, according to which passage God bore (8%) the 
Israelites in the wilderness as a man (ES) beareth his son. 

The LXX. has rendered this xv by érpofod., whence it is 
evident, as the image is borrowed from a man, that it is 
based on the derivation from 6 tpodds and not from % tpodos. 
So also Cyril, in Oseam, p. 182, in Deut. p. 415. In the few 

other passages where the word is still preserved, women are 
spoken of—namely, 2 Mace. vii. 27, and Macar. Hom. 46. 3 
(where of a mother it is said: avaraußaveı Kal mepıdareı 
Kal Tpobobopei Ev moAAN) aropyn). But as in this place 
and in Deut. i. 31 the notion of a male rpobos is quite as 
definitely presented (comp. Plat. Polit. p. 268 A B, Eur. 
Here. f. 45, El. 409; usually tpogeds, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. 
p. 316), it follows that the two references, the male and the 
female, are linguistically justified in an equal degree; there- 
fore Hesychius explains erpododöpneev, entirely apart from 
sex, by €Opeyrev. From misapprehension of this, the word 
erporod. was at an early period (among the Fathers, Origen 
already has it) introduced in Deut. lc. ; he bore their manners 
(Cie. ad Att. xiii. 29, Constitutt. ap. vii. 36, Schol. Arist. Ran. 

1432), because the comparison of God to a nourishing mother 
or nurse, 7 Tpopos, was regarded as unsuitable,’ and following 
this reading in Deut. l.c., érpomod. was also adopted in our 
passage for the same reason. — &dvn émtd] see Deut. vii. 1. 
He destroyed them, i.e. kadeAwv;, see Thuc. i. 4, and Krüger 

in loc. — katexrnpov.| He distributed to them for an inherit- 
ance. LXX. Judg. xi. 24; 1 Kings ü. 8; Isa. xiv. 2, 3; 
3 Esdr. viii. 35. This compound is foreign to other Greek 
writers, but common in the LXX. in an active and neuter 
signification. The later Greeks have kararAmpovyeir. 

1 With the Greeks their fatherland is often represented under this image. 
See Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. p. 470 D. 

ACTS II. B 
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Ver. 20. And afterwards — after this division of the 
land among the Israelites—He gave them, during about 450 
years, judges (DOSY, theocratic dictators, national heroes 
administering law and justice; see Nägelsbach in Herzog’s 
Encykl. XIII. p. 23 ff.; Bertheau, Komment.), until Samuel. 
The dative éreot tetpax. is dative of the time, during which 
something happens (comp. viii. 11). Comp. Joseph. Antt. 
i. 3. 5: 70 Ddwp Nuepaıs teccapdxovta brats Katepépero. 
John ii. 20; Rom. xiv. 25 ; Winer, p. 205 [E. T. 274]. As 
Paul here makes the judges to follow after the division of the 
land, it is evident that he overleaps the time which Joshua 
yet lived after the division of the land, or rather includes it 
in the peta radra, which in so summary a statement is the 
less strange, as Joshua was actually occupied until his death 
with the consolidation of the new arrangement of the land, 
Josh, xxiv. 1-28. But the 450 years are in contradiction 
with 1 Kings vi. 1, where the fourth year of Solomon’s reign, 
the year of the building of the temple, is placed 480 (LXX.: 
440) years after the Exodus from Egypt, which leaves only 
about 300 years for the period of the judges. But, on 
the other hand, the chronology of Josephus, who in Antt. 
viii. 3. 1, comp. x. 8. 5, reckons 592 years from the Exodus 
out of Egypt to the building of the temple, agrees with Paul 
in’ our passage." If, namely, we reckon: (1) 40 years as 
the period of sojourn in the desert; (2) 25 years as the 
period of Joshua’s rule (Joseph. Antt. v. 1. 29); (3) 450 
years as the duration of the judges, to Samuel inclusive 
(according to our passage); (4) 40 years as the reign of Saul 
(see on ver. 21); (5) 40 years as the reign of David (1 Kings 
ii. 11); (6) the first four years of Solomon’s reign,—there 
results from the Exodus out of Egypt to the building of the 

temple 599 years, with which there remains a difference 
between Paul and Josephus, which is fully covered by os in 
the text. Accordingly, it appears as the correct view that 
Paul here follows the chronology entirely different from 1 Kings 

1In Antt. xx. 10, c. Ap. ii. 2, he reckons 612 years for the same period, 

thus 20 years more, which comes still nearer to the statement of time in our 
passage ; see below. 
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vi. 1, which is also followed by Josephus.’ This chronology 
arises from summing up all the numbers mentioned in the 
Book of Judges (ii. 8, 11, 14, 30, iv. 3, v. 31, vi. 1, viii. 

Ba 22 2, 58s) x. 7,9, 20,14; zii. 1) xvi 20,— 

410 years), and adding 40 years for Eli; by which, however, 
a total much too high results, as synchronistic statements are 
included in the reckoning. All attempts at reconciling our 
passage with 1 Kings vi. 1 bear the impress of arbitrariness 
and violence—namely: (1) that of Perizonius (Orig. Aeg. p. 
321) and others, that in 1 Kings vi. 1 the years are not 
reckoned, in which the Israelites in the time of the judges 
were oppressed by heathen nations, with which view Wolf 
agrees; comp. also Keil in the Dörpt. Beitr. IL. p. 311. 
(2) Cornelius a Lapide, Calovius, Mill, and others supply yevo- 
peva after mevrnkovra, post hace, quae spatio 450 annorum 

 gesta sunt, so that the terminus a quo is the birth of Isaac, in 
whom God chose the fathers; from thence to the birth of 

Jacob are 60 years, from the birth of Jacob to the entrance 
into Egypt are 130 years, after which the residence in Egypt 
lasted 210 years, and then from the Exodus to the divi- 
sion of Canaan 47 years elapsed, making in all 447 years,— 
accordingly, about 450 years. With the reading of Lachmann, 
also, we must count in accordance with this computation. 
Comp. Beza. (3) Others have had recourse to critical violence. 
They suppose either (Luther and Beza) that in this passage 
rpiarocloıs is to be read (7 for v), or (Vitringa and 
Heinrichs) that @s Ereoı tetp. x. mevrnk. is an addition of a 
marginal annotator, who (Heinrichs) reckoned thus from the 
birth of Isaac; or, at least (Voss, Michaelis, Kuinoel), that 

1 Kings vi. 1 is corrupt; in which case, however, Kuinoel 
grants that Paul follows a Jewish chronology of his time. — 
€ws ZanoviA] ie. until the end of the series of judges, which 
had commenced with Othniel and closed with Samuel, after 

which Saul’s reign began. See ver. 21. 
Ver. 21. Kaxeidev] and from thence, éxet has only here in 

1 That, nevertheless, the reckoning of 480 years in 1 Kings vi. is not on account 
of our passage to be wholly rejected ; and how far, on the contrary, it is to 
be considered as correct, may be seen in Bertheau on Judges, Introd. p. xvi. ff. 
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the N. T., as also in later Greek, a temporal reference, yet so 

that the time is conceived as something in space stretching 
itself out. So, too, in the passages in Bornemann, Schol. in 

Zue. p. 90 f., but not in Luke xiii. 28.— rn Teocapak.] 
’Eßacirevoe YaovrA, Fapounrov Cadvtos, ETN oxT@ pos Tots 
déxa’ TeAeuTHcavtos de So Kal eikocı, Joseph. Antt. vi. 14. 9 
(according to the usual text, in which, however, «at eikocı is 

spurious ; see Bertheau on Judges, p. xx.). In the O. T. there 
is no express definition of the duration of Saul’s reign. How- 
ever, the explanation (Erasmus, Beza, Calovius, Wolf, Morus, 

Rosenmiiller, Heinrichs) that &r7 teccapdx. (which, in fact, 

contains the duration of &öwrev ... ZaovX) embraces the time 
of Samuel and Saul together, is to be rejected as contrary to 
the text; and instead of it, there is to be assumed a tradition 
—although improbable in its contents, yet determined by the 
customary number 40—which Paul followed. 

Ver. 22. Meraor. abrov] cannot be explained of the death 
of Saul (Grotius, de Wette, also my former interpretation), 
because there is no &x Tov &nv (3 Mace. vi. 12; Polyb, xxxii. — 

21. 3) or the like added, or at least directly suggested, from 
the context. The word is rather to be considered as selected 
and exactly corresponding to the known history of Saul, 
expressing the divine rejection recorded in 1 Sam. xv. 16 ff, 
and deposition of this king from his office, according to the 

current usus loguendi; see Dan. i. 21; 1 Macc. vii. 13; 
Luke xvi. 4; also in Greek writers. — @ kal eime paprtup- 
ncas] for whom He also bearing witness has said. & is governed 
by paptup.; and on elzre paptup., comp. L 24: mpooev&anevor 
eimov. —- evpov Aavid «.7.d.] Ps. Ixxxix. 21 is here quite 
freely blended with 1 Sam. xiii. 14 in the inexact recollection 
of the moment, and formed into one saying of God, as indeed 
in Ps. Ixxxix. 21 God is the speaker, but not in Sam. xiii. 14. 
— evpov] God had sought for the kingdom of His people a (so 
rare) man like David. — cata ti kapdiav pov] i.e. as my heart 
desires him. This and the following és... wov is to be left 
without any more precise limitation (Eckermann, after the 
older commentators, supposes that it applies to the govern- 

ment of the people; Heinrichs: to the establishment of the 
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theocracy), as the text does not furnish such a limitation, and 
mavra Ta Ger, forbids it. On these last words Bengel cor- 
rectly remarks : “ voluntates, multas, pro negotiorum varietate.” 
Comp. Eph. vi. 6; Ps. cii. 7; 2 Mace. i. 3. 

_ Vy. 23-25. Paul now proceeds to his main point, the 
announcement of the Messiah, the Son of David, as having 
appeared in Jesus (ver. 23), whom John already preached 
before His coming (vv. 24, 25). — rovrov] with great 
emphasis, placed first and standing apart. — xar’ erayyıyeXiav] 
according to promise, an essential element for the awakening of 

faith, Comp. ver. 32. — yaye TO 'Iopan\...’Iopan\] He 
brought (Zech. iii. 8) to the Israelites Jesus as deliverer (Messiah), 
John having previously preached before His coming a baptism of 
repentance (baptism obliging to change of mind) to all the people 
of Israel. — po a "59, ae. ante, and that in a tem- 
poral sense (Gesenius, Zhes. II. p. 1111). With ris eicodov, 
according to the context, is meant the official (Messianic) 
emergence among the people. The Fathers strangely and erro- 
neously refer it to the incarnation. See Suicer, Zhes. I. p. 
1042. — @s de ErAnpov 6 'Iwavv. T. Öpouov] but when John 
fulfilled, was in the act of fulfilling (¢mperfect ; see Bernhardy, 
p. 373), the course (without figure: the official work incumbent 
on him; comp. xx. 24; 2 Tim. iv. 7; Gal. ii. 2). Paul con- 
siders John’s definite pointing to the Epxopevos as that with 
which the course of the Baptist approached its termination ; the 
Spomos of the forerunner was actually concluded as regards its 
idea and purpose, when Jesus Himself publicly appeared. — 
Tiva pe voy. elvat ;] is, with Erasmus, Castalio, Calvin, Beza, 

and many others, to be taken as a question ; not, with Luther, 

Grotius, Kuinoel, Lachmann, Buttmann, as a relative clause: 

“quem me esse putatis, non sum,” which, indeed, is linguistic- 

ally justifiable (Matt. x. 19, al.; Winer, p. 159 [E. T. 210]; 
Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 216 [E. T. 251], but detracts from the 
liveliness of the speech. Comp. Jas. iii. 15. — ov ciul eyo] 
namely, the Messiah (John i. 20), as self-evidently the expected 
Person, who was vividly before the mind of John and of his 
hearers. Comp. Mark xiii. 6; Luke xxi. 8; John xiii, 19.— 
On ver. 25 generally, comp. Luke iii. 15 f. | 
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Ver. 26. In affectionate address (dvöpes adeAdoL) earnestly 
appealing to the theocratic consciousness (vioL ıyev. ’Aßp.), Paul 
now brings home the announcement of this salvation (pro- 
cured through Jesus, 6 Aöyos THs owt. Tav’TyS, comp. on V. 
20) to the especial interest of the hearers. Comp. ii. 29, iii. 
25 f. — e£areotaAn] namely, forth from God, ver. 23, x. 36, 
not from Jerusalem (Bengel). But this tiv . . . eEameor. 
actually took place by the very arrival of Paul and his com- 
panions. 

Ver. 27. Tap] Chrysostom leads to the correct interpreta- 
tion: diwow adtois EEovoiav amooxıodhvaı tev Tov povov 
reroAunkötwv. In accordance with the contrast: div and of 
Katoukoovtes év ‘Iepova., the logical sequence is: “ Zo you was 
the doctrine of salvation sent; for in Jerusalem the Saviour 

has been rejected ;” therefore the preaching must be brought 
to those outside in the dvacmopd, such as you are. It does 
not conflict with this view, that at all events the preaching 
would come to them as Jews (objection of de Wette); since 
the fundamental idea rather is, that, because Jerusalem has 

despised Christ, now in place of the inhabitants of Jeru- 
salem the outside Jews primarily are destined for the recep- 
tion of salvation. They are to step into the place of those as 
regards this reception of salvation; and the announcement of 
salvation, which was sent to them, was withdrawn from those 

and their rulers, the members of the Sanhedrim, on account 

of the rejection of the Saviour. Thus there is in yap the 
idea of divine retribution, exercised against the seat of the 
theocracy, and resulting in good to those outside at a distance 
(comp. Tots eis narpav, ii. 39); the idea of a Nemesis, by 
which those afar off are preferred to the nearest children of 

the kingdom. Comp. Matt.. xxi 43. Most of the older 
commentators are silent on yap here. According to Erasmus, 
it is admonitory, according to Calvin, exhortatory to yet greater 
compliance; but in this case the special point must first be 
read between the lines. Contrary to the contrast of dulv and 
of xatoux. ‘Iepovo., yap, according to de Wette, is designed to 

introduce the exposition of the idea of owrtnpia; according to 

Baumgarten, to convey the hint that the informal (?) way, 
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outwardly considered, in which the Adyos had reached Antioch, 
had its reason in the fact that the centre of the theocracy 
had resisted Jesus. — tovrov ayvoncavres «.T.A.] not having 
known Him (ie. Jesus, as the self-evident subject), they have 
also (kai, the also of the corresponding relation) fulfilled by 
their sentence (by the condemnation of Jesus) the voices of the 
prophets, which are read every Sabbath day. This fulfilment 
they effected involuntarily in their folly. But the pro- 
phecies had to be fulfilled, Luke xxiv. 35 f.; 1 Cor. xv. 3. — 
dryvonoavres] a mild judgment, entirely in the spirit of Jesus 
(Luke xxiii. 34). Comp. on iii. 17; see also 1 Cor. ii. 8. 
Therefore not too lenient for Paul (Schneckenburger). Luther, 
Calvin, Grotius, Rosenmiiller,’ Kuinoel, Hackett, and others 

refer ayvono. not only to rodrov, but also to Kat tas ©. T. 
mpod.: “qui hunc non norant, nec prophetarum oracula.. . 
intelligebant, eo condemnando effecerunt, ut haec eventu com- 

probarentur.” Unnecessarily harsh, as «pivavres and émdnp. 
require different supplements. — tas x. m. caßß. avayıvwar.] 
a mournful addition; what infatuation !— xpivavres] judging, 

namely, Jesus. Following Homberg, others have referred it 
to the dwvas T. mp.: “and although judging, correctly valuing 
the voices of the prophets, they nevertheless fulfilled them.” 
Incorrect, because at variance with history, and because the 

resolution of the participle by although is not suggested by the 
context, but rather (Todrov ayvoncavres) forbidden. 

Vv. 28, 29. Kai] and, without having found, they desired. 

On avaıpedfvaı, comp. ii. 23, x. 39. — kadedovres . . . EOnkav 
eis avnw.] The subject is the inhabitants of Jerusalem and 
their rulers, as in the preceding. Joseph and Nicodemus 
(John xix. 28 f.) were, in fact, both; therefore Paul, although 
those were favourably inclined to Jesus, could in this summary 
narrative continue with the same subject, because an exact 
historical discrimination was not here of moment, and the 

taking down from the cross and the placing in the grave were 
simply the adjuncts of the crucifixion and the premisses of the 

corporeal resurrection (1 Cor. xv. 4). On xadeAövres azo T. 
Evdov, comp. Josh. viii. 29; Mark xv. 46. 

Ver. 30. But God, after such extreme and unrighteous 
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rejection of Jesus on the part of those men, what a glorious 
deed has He done! Thus Paul paves the way to announce 
the highest Messianic onpetov of Jesus (comp. Rom. i. 4), the 
resurrection from the dead ; and that according to its certainty 
as matter of experience (ver. 31), as well as a fulfilment of the 
prophetic promise (vv. 32-37). 

Vy. 31-33. ’Emi nuep. mAelovs] for several days, as in Luke 
iv. 25; Nägelsbach on the Iliad, p. 284, ed. 3. Instead of 
the argumentative 6s, öaye would be still more significant. — 
rois ovvavaßäcıv «.7.r.| Thus Paul according to this narrative, 
like Luke in the Gospel, follows the tradition which knows 
only Jewish appearances of the Risen One (see on Matt. 
xxviii. 10). Comp. i. 4. — ofteves] quippe qui. — Kal nuels 
K.T.N.] we also, on our part, engaged in the same work of 
preaching as those eye-witnesses, announce unto you the promise 
made to the fathers, that (namely) God has completely fulfilled 
this, etc. — Ort tavTnv x.T.r.] contains the particular part 
of the emayyedia (the promise of the Messiah generally) which 
is announced. Entirely arbitrarily, Heumann, Heinrichs, Kui- 

noel, and others hold that it should be connected: evayyerı- 
Coucba, Stu THY Tpds Tods TraTépas yevou. emayy. 6 Oeds exmeTH., 
and that tavrnv is without significance. This very repetition 
of tavrnv has rhetorical emphasis; comp. ix. 20; see Dissen, 

ad Dem. de cor. p. 225; Bernhardy, p. 283. — exwerAnpwke] 
stronger than the simple verb, ver. 27; comp. the passages 
from Xenoph. in Sturz, Herod. v. 35: rn» trocyeow EkmAN- 
pacat, Plat. Legg. p. 958 B: exmAnpwon To xpeos aay, Polyb. 
i 67.1: Tas EAmidas x. Tas: EmayyeAlas éxmAnpodv, 3 Mace. 
i. 2, 22. Elsewhere not in the N. T., but comp. exmAnpwasıs, 
xxi. 26.— tots téxvous adr. nuiv) for the benefit of their children 
(descendants), us. The prefixing of 7. téxv. adr. has a peculiar 
emphasis. — avaornoas ’Incodv] by this, that He raised up 
Jesus (from the dead). This interpretation (Erasmus, Luther, 
Hammond, Clericus, Heumann, Morus, de Wette, Baumgarten, 

Lange, and others) is necessarily required by the connection, 
which is as follows: (1) The Jews have put to death Jesus, 
though innocent, and buried Him (vv. 28, 29). (2) But 
God has raised Him from the dead, as is certain from His 
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appearance among His followers and their testimony (vv. 30, 
31). (3) By this resurrection of Jesus, God has completely ful- 
filled to us the promise, etc. (vv. 32,33). (4) But the Raised 
One will, according to God’s assurance, never again die (vv. 34— 

38). This, the only explanation accordant with the context, 
is confirmed by the purposely chosen exwerAnpwke, as, indeed, 
the fulfilment of the promise begun from the very appearance 
of Jesus has, although secured already essentially (as Hofmann 
interprets the compound verb), only become complete by His 
resurrection. It has been objected that ex vexp@v would have 
to be added to avaornoas, as in ver. 34; but incorrectly, as the 
context makes this addition very superfluous, which yet is 
purposely added in ver. 34, in order that the contrast of 
umkrerı werNovra bmooTpebeıv eis SeapPopady might more strongly 
appear. The textual necessity of our interpretation excludes, 
accordingly, of itself the other explanation (Castalio, Calvin, 

. Beza, Grotius, Calovius, Wolf, Bengel, Michaelis, Rosenmüller, 

Heinrichs, Kuinoel, Olshausen, Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erf. II. 

p. 173, Schriftbew. I. p. 123, and others), according to which 
avaornoas is rendered like D’PA, prodire jubens, exhibens (iii. 22, 

vii. 37). This rendering would hardly have been adopted and 
defended, had it not been thought necessary to understand 
Ps. ii. 7 of the appearance of Jesus upon earth. — os... 
yeypamraı] denotes the dvaornoas ’Incoüv as the event which 
took place according to (besides other scriptural passages) the 
saying in Ps. ii. 7.— r@& mpworw] Formerly (see Wetstein)— 
though not universally, yet frequently—the first Psalm was 
wont not to be separately numbered, but, as an introduction 
to the Psalter and certainly composed for this object, to be 
written along with the second Psalm, as it is even now found 
in mss. As, however, such a local citation of a passage is 

found neither in Paul’s writings nor elsewhere in the N. T., 
it must be assumed that Paul did not himself utter the rpwre, 
and that it was not even added by Luke; but that he took 
it over from his documentary source—into which it had doubt- 
less come, because it was esteemed particularly noteworthy 
that this prophecy should be found written on the very front 
of the Psalter. — vids wov ei cd «.7.d.] in the historical sense 
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of the Psalm composed by Solomon on his anointing: My son 
(as the theocratic king) thow art; I (no other) have this day 
begotten thee (made thee by thine anointing and installation to 
be this my son). But, according to the Messianic fulfilment | 
of this divine saying, so far as it has been historically fulfilled 
(it is otherwise in Heb. i. 5) especially by the resurrection of 
the Messiah: My Son (as the Messiah) thou art; I am He 
who has this day (on the day of the resurrection) begotten Thee, 
installed Thee into this divine Sonship by the resurrection 
(Rom. i. 4),—inasmuch, namely, as the resurrection was the 
actual guarantee, excluding all doubt, of that Sonship of Christ. 
Thus has God by the resurrection, after His humiliation, although 
He was from eternity God’s Son, constituted Him the Son of 
God (He has begotten Him). Comp. ii. 36. The expression is 
not to be illustrated from mpwrororos Ex. T. vexpav, Col. i. 18 

(against Baumgarten); because for denoting the installation 
into the divine Sonship the figure begotten suits admirably ; 
but, as a new beginner of life (as Baumgarten explains it), 
Christ would by the resurrection not be begotten, but born. 
Comp. also Rom. viii. 29. The oruepov, moreover, which to 

those interpreters, who explain the avaornoas generally of the 
bringing forward Jesus, must appear without significance and 
included in the quotation only for the sake of completeness (as 
is, however, not the case even in Heb. i. 5), forms an essential 
element of the prophecy in its relation to the connection. 

Ver. 34. But that God raised Him from the dead as one 
who is no more to return to corruption, He has thus 
said. The pnxéts weAAovra . . . SuapOop. is the main element 
whereby the speech advances. Comp. Rom. vi. 9. — eis diad- 
Gopay] into corruption, is not, with Kuinoel (after Beza and 
Piscator), to be explained : in locum corruptionis, i.e. in sepul- 
crum, for which there is no reason at all, as un«erı by no 
means requires the inference that Christ must already have 
been once in the condition of corruption; for unk«erı refers 

logically to the general idea of dying present in the mind of 
Paul, which he, already thinking on Ps. xvi. 10, expresses by 
troatp. eis SiapO. Comp. Winer, p. 574[E.T. 772]. Bengel 
aptly says: “non amplius ibit in mortem, quam alias solet 
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subsequi dıabdopa.” The appeal to the LXX., which renders 
nnv by dvapOopa, is equally inadmissible, for the translators 

actually so understood nn’, and thus connected with their 

ScafOopd no other idea than corruptio (comp. on ii. 27). — 
wow üuiv T. do. A. 7. mıord] a free quotation of the LXX. 
Isa. lv. 3, in which Paul, instead of dtuadncouaı viv Sahrenv 
aiwvıov, gives dHcw vuiv, certainly not designedly, because the 
text of the LXX. represents the appearance of the Messiah as 
something future, as Olshausen thinks; for the words of the 

LXX., particularly the aiwvıov, would have been very suitable 
as probative of our passage; nor yet by a mistake of memory, 
as the passage about the eternal covenant certainly was very 
accurately known to the apostle; but because he saw the 
probative force in ra öoıa A. ta mıora, and therefore, in intro- 
ducing those words on which his argument hinged, with his 
freedom otherwise in quotation he regarded it as sufficient only 
to prefix to them that verb, the idea of which is really con- 
tained in dvaOnoopar vuiv SiaOnxnv aiov. I shall give unto 
you the holy things of David, the sure; %e, the holy blessings 
conferred by me on David, the possession of which will be 
(federally) sure and certain. By this is meant the whole 
Messianic salvation as eternally enduring, which (in an ideal 
sense, for future realization by the Son of David, the Messiah) 
belonged as a holy property to David, the Messianic ancestor, 
and was to come to believers through Christ as a sacred inherit- 
ance. The LXX. translates MI IN inexactly by Ta dora 
Aavié ; but on this very account the literal meaning beneficia 
is not (against Kuinoel and others) to be assumed for öcva. 
It denotes veneranda, pie observanda. Comp. Bremi, ad Lys. 
p. 269, Goth. — The historical meaning of the passage in 
Isaiah contains a promise of the Messianic times alluring the 
exiles to the appropriation of the theocratic salvation; but 
in this very Messianic nature of the promise Paul had reason 
and right to recognise the condition of its fulfilment in the 
eternal remaining-alive of the risen Christ, and accordingly to 
understand the passage as a prophetic promise of this eternal 
remaining-alive ; because through a Messiah liable again to 
death, and accordingly to corruption, those holy possessions of 
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David, seeing they are to be mıcra, could not be conferred ; 
for that purpose His life and His government, as the ful- 
filler of the promises (2 Cor. i. 10), must be eternal. Comp. 
Calvin and Hofmann, Weissag. u. Erf. Il. p. 173 f. As 
surely as God, according to this prophetic assurance, must 
bestow the öoıa Aavid Ta mıora, so surely Christ, through 
whom they are bestowed, cannot again die. Less accurately 
Hengstenberg, Christol. II. p. 384. 

Ver. 35. Aso] therefore, namely, because the Messiah, accord- 

ing to ver. 34, after His resurrection will not again die, but live 

for ever. — év érépe] sc. radpo, which is still present to the 
mind of the speaker from the quotation in ver. 33. — réyer] 
the subject is necessarily that of eipnxev, ver. 34, and so neither 

David (Bengel, Heinrichs, and others) nor the Scripture 
(Heumann), but God, although Ps. xvi. 10 contains David's 
words addressed to God. But David is considered as in- 
terpreter of God, who has put the prayer into his mouth. 
Comp. on Matt. xix. 5. As to the passage quoted, see on 
ii, 25-27. Calvin correctly says: “Quod ejus corpus in 
sepulcro fuit conditum, nihil propterea juris habuit in ipsum 
corruptio, quum illic integrum non secus atque in lecto jacuerit 
usque ad diem resurrectionis.” 

Vv. 36, 37 give the explanation and demonstration (yap), 
that in Ohrist raised by God from the dead this language of the 
Psalm has received its fulfilment. Comp. ii. 29-31. — iöla 
yevea] Dativus commodi: for his own contemporaries. Others 
understand it as the dative of time: sua aetate (Kuinoel and 
the older interpreters) or tempore vitae suae (Olshausen), 
Very tame and superfluous, and the latter contrary to the 
usus loguendi. dia yeved is added in foresight of the 
future Messianic yeved (vill. 33), for which the Son of David 
serves the counsel of God. “ Davidis partes non extendunt se 
ultra modulum aetatis vulgaris,” Bengel. — 74 Tob Ocod BovAn] 
may either be connected with exoıun0n (Erasmus, Castalio, 
Calvin, Vatablus, and others) or with vmnpernoas (Vulgate, 
Beza, Luther, Wolf, Bengel, Kuinoel, Olshausen, Baumgarten, 

and others): after he for his generation had served the counsel - 
of God. The latter meaning is more in keeping with the 
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theocratic standpoint of David and ver. 22. — mpocetéOn mpös 
tods marepas aurod] was added to his fathers, namely, as 

regards his soul in Sheol, whither his fathers had preceded 
him. A well-known Hebrew expression, Judg. ü. 10; Gen. 
xv. 15, xxv. 8, and Knobel thereon. 

Vv. 38—41. From the previously proved resurrection of 
Jesus, there follows (edv), what is now solemnly announced 
(yvwotov x.T.r.) and does not appear as a mere “ passing hint ” 
(Baur) of the Pauline doctrine of justification—that precisely 
through Him, who was thus so uniquely attested by God to 
be the promised Messiah, the Messianic forgiveness and justi- 
fication are offered (vv. 38, 39); and from this again follows 

(oöv, ver. 40) with equal naturalness, as the earnest conclusion 

. of the speech, the warning against despising this benefit. — 
Observe that Paul does not enter on the point, that the causa 
meritoria of forgiveness and justification lay in the death on 
the cross, or how if was so; this belonged to a further instruc- 
tion afterwards ; at this time, on the first intimation which he 

made to those who were still unbelievers, it might have been 
offensive and prejudicial. But with his wisdom and prudence, 
according to the connection in which the resurrection of the 
Lord stands with His atoning death (Rom. iv. 25), he has 
neither prejudiced the truth nor (against Schneckenburger and 
Baur) exhibited an un-Pauline (an alleged Petrine) reference 
of justification to the resurrection of Jesus. 

Vv. 38, 39. Ava rovtov] thr ough this one, ie. throug gh His 
being announced to you. — Kai amo mavrwv .. . Öukasodraı] and 
that from all things, from which (av =a’ dv, see on ver. 2) ye 
were unable to be justified in the law of Moses, every one who 
believes in this One is justified. — dmö tdvtwv] is pregnant: 
justified and accordingly freed (in respect of the bond of guilt) 
from all things. Rom. vi. 7; Ecclus. xxvi. 29; Test. XII. patr. 
p- 540.— év T& vow and the emphatic Ev tovrw represent 
the dicarwOjvas as causally grounded, not in the law, but in 
Christ. But the proposition that one becomes justified in 
Christ by means of faith from all things («.e. from all sins; 
comp. before abeoıs äuaprıav), from which one cannot obtain 
justification in the law, is not meant to affirm that already in 
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the law there is given a partial attainment of justification and 
the remainder is attained in Christ (Schwegler, nachapost. 
Zeitalt. IL. p. 96 f.; admitted also by Zeller, p. 299), which 
would be un-Pauline and contrary to the whole of the N. T. 
On the contrary, Paul, when laying down that proposition in 
itself entirely correct, leaves the circumstance, that man finds 
in the law justification from no kind of sins, still entirely out 
of account, with great prudence not adopting at once an anti- 
nomistic attitude, but reserving the particulars of the doctrine 
of justification in its relation to the law for eventually further 
Christian instruction. The proposition is of a general, theoretic 
nature; it is only the major proposition of the doctrine of jus- 
tification (from all things from which a man is not justified im 
the law, he is justified in Christ by faith); the minor proposi- 
tion (but in the law a man can be justified from nothing) and 
the conclusion (therefore only in Christ can all justification be 
obtained) are still kept back and reserved for further develop- 
ment. Therefore the shift of Neander, I. p. 145, is. entirely 
unnecessary, who (comp. also Schneckenburger, p. 131, and 
Lekebusch, p. 334) very arbitrarily assumes that wavrwv is 
designed to denote only the completeness of the removal of guilt, 
and that, properly speaking, Paul has had it in view to refer 
the relative to the whole idea of ösxamwOnvaı, but by a kind of 
logical attraction has referred it to mavrwv. — We may add 
that the view (Wolf and others, following the Vulgate), accord- 
ing to which kcal... Öwxauodraı is taken as an independent 
proposition (as it is also by Lachmann, who has erased xai, 
after A C* 8), is also admissible, although less in keeping with 
the flow of the discourse, which connects the negative element 
(apeous dwapt.) and the positive correlative to it (S¢caiodra) 
with one another; therefore «ai is the simple and, not: and 

indeed. But it is contrary to the construction to attach xal 
amo... dixatwOjvat to the preceding; so Luther, also Borne- 
mann, who, however, with D, inserts veravoua after «ai. Lastly, 

that neither, with Luther, is ev rovr® to be connected with 

ıorei@v, nor, with Morus, is év Tovtw mas 6 mıor. SixatodTas 
to be taken as a proposition by itself, is evident from the 
close reciprocal relation of ev 7 vouw and Ev Tour. — On 
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the idea of SccavodcOaz, the essence of which here already, by 
mas 6 mioTeiwv, most definitely emerges as the Pauline justitia 
‚Jidei, see on Rom. i. 17. 

Vv. 40, 41. ’Ev tots mpodiytais] in volumine prophetarum, 
Luke xxiv. 44; John vi. 45.— Hab. i. 5 is here quoted, 

according to the LXX. (which, instead of Da, probably read 
o733), from memory with an unimportant deviation. In the 
announcement of the penal judgments to be executed by means 
of the Chaldaeans, which are in Hab. /.c. threatened against 
the degenerate Jewish nation, the apostle sees a divine threaten- 
ing, the execution of which, in the Messianic sense, would ensue 

at the impending last judgment by the punishment befalling - 
the unbelieving Israelites. The divine threatening preserves its 
power and validity even to the end, and has then its last and 
highest fulfilment. This last Messianic judgment of God— 
not the ruin of the Jewish war (Wetstein and others)—is 
here the Epyov. — adavic@nte] vanish, come to nought. Comp. 
Philostr. Imag. i. 26: ody @s amoAoıvro, aAN ws abavıodeiev. 
Jas. iv. 14. So very often in classical writers. See Toup, 
Em. in Suid. I. p.92. The coming to nought through terror is — 
meant. — épyafouat] The present denotes what God was just 
on the point of doing. The éy# annexed (J, whom you despise) 
has the emphasis of divine authority. — épyov] A rhetorically 
weighty anaphora, and hence without dé Comp. Buttmann, 
neut. Gr. p. 341 [E. T. 398]. Krüger, § lix. 1. 3 f. — éxdu- 
rau] tells it quite to the end. Comp. xv. 3; Job xi. 3; 
Ecelus. xxxix. 12, xliii. 31, xliv. 8; Joseph. Anit. v. 8. 3; 

Bell. v. 13. 7. 
Vv. 42, 43. After this speech Paul and: Barnabas depart, 

and on their going out of the synagogue are requested by those 
present (the subject of zapexaX.) to set forth these doctrines 
again next Sabbath. But after the assembly was dismissed 
(Av@eicns), many even follow them (to their lodging), etc. — 
e£.ovtwv de avtav] They consequently departed, as is indisput- 
ably evident from ver. 43, before the formal dismissal of the 
synagogue. Olshausen, indeed, thinks that the é£sdvr. adr. 
did not historically precede the Avdeions THs cuvaywy., but is 
only anticipated as the chief point of the narrative, giving rise 
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to the request to appear again. But this is nothing but an 
arbitrary device, which would impute to Luke the greatest 
clumsiness in his representation. — eis Td petaéd oaßßarov] 
on the next following Sabbath. Instead of wera£éd, D has what is 
correct as a gloss: é&s. In the N. T. this meaning is without 
further example, for Rom. ii. 15 is not a case in point. From 
the apostolic Fathers: Barnabas 13; Clemens, ad Cor. I. 44. 
For the few, but quite certain examples from the other later 
Greek (Plut. Inst. Lac. 42, de diser. amici et adul. 22 ; Joseph. 
c. Ap.i. 21; Bell. v. 4. 2,—but not Bell. ii. 11. 4), see Krebs, 

Obss. p. 220; Kypke, II. p. 67 £.; Wyttenb. ad Plut. Mor. 
p.177 C. Comp. Otto, ad Theoph. Ant. i. 8, p. 26 ff. Others 
(Camerarius, Calvin, Beza, Erasmus Schmid, Rosenmüller, 

Sepp, and others) render: “ diebus sabbatha intercedentibus,” by 
which, following the Recepta (see the critical remarks), those 
making the request are regarded as Gentiles, who would have 
desired a week-day. Comp. Luther : “between Sabbaths.” We 
should then have to explain oaßßarov as week (Mark xvi. 9; 

Luke xviii. 12 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 2), that is: on the intervening week, 
so that it would require no conjectural emendation (Grotius : 
caßßarwv). But the evident connection in which ver. 42 

stands with ver. 44 gives the necessary and authentic explana- 
tion: TO Eexouevo caBBatwo.— T. veßou. mpocnr.] the (God) 
worshipping proselytes. This designation of the proselytes 
occurs only here; elsewhere, merely rpoonAvro: (ii. 10, vi. 55 
Matt. xiii. 21), or merely oeßowevo with (xvi. 14, xviii. 6) 
and without (xiii. 50, xvii. 4,17) ©eov. Yet there is here no 
pleonasm ; but ceSou. is added, because they were just coming 
from the worship, as constant partakers in which they were 
worshipping proselytes. — ottwes] applies to Paul and Bar- 
nabas, who (quippe qui) made moving representations (Erreıdov) 
to those following them to continue in the grace of God (which 
by this first preaching of the gospel had been imparted to 
them), because the apostles by the very following of the people 
(and certainly also by their expressions) might be convinced 
that the xapıs tod Ocod had found an entrance into their souls. 
— Tpocdanrovrvtes| speaking to them; xxvii. 20. Lucian. Nigr. 
7.11, 18; Theophr. Char. 19; Wisd. xiii. 17. 
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Vv. 44, 45. Td de Eexouevo aaßß.] but on the following 
Sabbath. Comp. xx. 15, xxi. 26; Luke xiii. 33; often also 

in classical writers. It is in itself, moreover, highly probable 
that the two apostles were not idle during the week, but con- 
tinued their labours in private circles. — ovvnx@n] As it was 
Sabbath (see also ver. 42), this assembly, at which also the 
Gentiles of the city were present (oyeöov aca 4 mods, and 
see ver. 48), took place certainly in and near the synagogue, 
not, as Heinrichs supposes, “ ante diversorium apostolorum.” 
The whole city = mavres oi moXiraı ; see Valckenaer, ad Phoen. 
932. — rods öyAovs] which consisted in great part of Gentiles, 
whose admission to the preaching of the Messiah now stirred 
up the angry zeal (fjXos) of Israelitish pride (observe that 
here the ’Iovöatoı alone without the proselytes are named). — 
dvriN&yovres is neither superfluous nor a Hebraism (Ewald, 
Lehrb. § 2805), but joined with «at Pracdnp., it specifies 
emphatically the mode of avrexeyov, namely, its hostile and 
spiteful form: they contradicted, contradicting and at the same 
time blaspheming (the apostle and his doctrine). See Lobeck, 
Paralip. p. 532 f. Comp. Judg. iv. 24. 

Vv. 46, 47. °"Hv avayxaiov] namely, according to the counsel 
of God (see on ver. 14) and our apostolic duty.— ov« a&iovs 
kpivere «.T.r.| This judgment of their unworthiness they, in 
point of fact, pronounced upon themselves by their zealous 
contradicting and blaspheming. — idov] “ ingens articulus tem- 
poris magna revolutio,” Bengel. As to the singular, comp. on 
Matt. x. 16.— otrw yap évtéradtat x.7.r.] a proof that the 
orpeböueda eis Ta &0vm occurred not arbitrarily, but in the 
service of the divine counsel. Isa. xlix. 6 (according to the 
LXX., with slight deviation), referring to the servant of God, 
is by Paul and Barnabas, according to the Messianic fulfil- 
ment which this divine word was to receive, recognised and 

asserted as EvroAn for the apostolic office; for by means of 

this office it was to be brought about that the Messiah (ce) 
would actually become the light of the Gentiles (Luke ii. 32), 
etc., for which, according to this oracle, God has destined Him. 

— Tod eivai ce K.r.X.] the final purpose: in order that thou 
mayest be, etc. 

ACTS IL Cc 
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Vv. 48, 49. Tov Aöoyov +. Kupiov] see on viii. 25. — daoı 
joav Terayuevor eis Sanv aiwvıov] as many of them as were 
ordained to eternal (Messianic) life. Luke regards, in accord- 
ance with the Pauline conception (Rom. ix.; Eph. i. 4, 5, 11, 
iii. 11; 2 Thess. ii. 13, al.), the believing of those Gentiles as 

ensuing in conformity to their destination, ordered by God 
already (namely, from of old), to partake of eternal life. Not 
all in general became believers, but all those who were divinely 
destined to this fo; and not the rest. Chrysostom correctly 
remarks: adwpicuévor TO Oc@. The rafıs of God in regard 
to those who became believers was in accordance with His 
mpoyvwois, by means of which He foreknew them as eredi- 
turos; but the divine ra&s was realized by the divine «Anaus 
effectual for faith (Rom. viii. 28-30)—of which Paul, with 
his preaching, was here the instrument. It was dogmatic 
arbitrariness which converted our passage into a proof of 
the decretum absolutum ;' see Beza and Calvin in loc., and 

Canon. Dordrac. p. 205, ed. Augusti. For Luke leaves 
entirely out of account the relation of “being ordained” to 
free self-determination ; the object of his remark is not to 
teach a doctrine, but to indicate a historical sequence. In- 
deed, the evident relation, in which this notice stands to the 

apostle’s own words, Erreıön . . . Sys (ver. 46), rather testifies 
against the conception of the absolute decree, and for the idea, 
according to which the destination of God does not exclude 
(comp. ii. 41) individual freedom (@s od xar’ avayxnv, Chry- 
sostom); although, if the matter is contemplated only from 
one of those two sides which it necessarily has, the other 
point of view, owing to the imperfection of man’s mode of 
looking at it, cannot receive proportionally its due, but appears 

to be logically nullified. See, more particularly, the remark 
subjoined to.Rom. ix. 33. Accordingly, it is not to be ex- 
plained of the actus paedagogicos (Calovius), of the praesentem - 

1 In which case Beza, for example, proceeds with logical self-deception : 
“ Ergo vel non omnes erant vitae aeternae destinati, vel omnes crediderunt.” 
Rather it is to be said: ‘“Omnes erant vitae aeternae destinati, sed credituri.” 
This excludes from the divine +é%:s of salvation those who reject the faith 

through their own fault, 
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gratiae operationem per evangelium (Bengel), of the drawing 
of the Father, John vi. 44, 37, etc., with the Lutheran dogmatic 
writers ; but the literal meaning is to be adhered to, namely, 
the divine destination to eternal salvation: &dero avtods 6 Ocds 
eis TepuTroinow owrnplas, 1 Thess. v. 9. Morus, Rosenmiiller, 
Kuinoel, and others, with rationalizing arbitrariness, import 

the sense: “ quibus, dum fidem doctrinae habebant, certa erat 

vita beata et aeterna,” by which the meaning of the word 
Teraypévot is entirely explained away. Others take joav 
rerayp. in the middle sense (quotquot se ordinaverant ad vitam 
aeternam), as Grotius, Krebs, Loesner, and others} in which 

case Terayp. is often understood in its military sense (qui 
ordines servant ; see Maji Obss. III. p. 81 ff.) : “ qui de agmine 
et classe erant sperantium vel contendentium ad vitam aeter- 
nam” (Mede in Wolf). But it is against the middle rendering 
of rerayp. (comp. on xx. 13), that it is just seized on in order 
to evade an unpleasant meaning; and for the sensus militaris 
of Terayu. no ground at all is afforded by the context, which, 
on the contrary, suggests nothing else than the simple signifi- 
cation “ ordained” for rerayu., and the sense of the aim for eis 
fonv aiwv. Others join eis fw aiwvıov to Eriorevoav, so 
that they understand rerayu. either in the usual and correct 
sense destinati (so Heinrichs), or quotquot tempus constituerant 
(Markland), or congregati (Knatchbull), in spite of the simple 
order of the words and of the expression miotevew eis Conv 
aiwvıov being without example; for in 1 Tim. i. 16 eis 
defines the aim. Among the Rabbins, also, the idea and ex- 

pression “ ordinati (B32) ad vitam futuri saeculi” (as well 
as the opposite: “ ordinati ad Gehennam”) are very common. 
See the many passages in Wetstein. But Wetstein himself 
interprets in an entirely erroneous manner: that they were on 
account of their faith ordained to eternal life. The faith, 
foreseen by God, is subsequent, not previous to the ordination ; 

? Hofmann’s view, Schriftbew. I. p. 238, amounts to the same thing: ‘‘ who, 

directed unto eternal life, were in a disposition of mind corresponding to the offer 
ofit.” The comparison of 1 Cor. xvi. 15 does not suit. Lange, II. p. 173, ina 
similar manner evades the meaning of the words: ‘‘ those who under God’s 
ordination were at that time ripe for faith.” Comp. already Bretschneider, 
“ dispositi,”—that is to say, ‘‘ apti facti oratione Pauli.” 
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by the faith of those concerned their divine ra&ıs becomes 
manifest and recognised. See Rom. vul. 30, x. 14; Eph. 1 
11,13; al. 

Ver. 50. Haporpvvav T. cB. yuv. T. evoyx.] they stirred up 
(Pind. O1. ii. 38; Lucian, Tox. 35) the female proselytes, of 
genteel rank (see xvii. 12, and on Mark xv. 43). Heinrichs 
interprets o¢8. otherwise: “religiosas zeloque servandorum 
rituum etinicorum ferventes.” Against this may be urged 
the stated use of oeß. in this narrative (vv. 16, 43), as well 

‘as the greater suitableness of the thing itself, that the crafty 
Jews should choose as the instruments of their hatred the 
female proselytes, who were sufficiently zealous for the honour 
of their adopted religion to bring about, by influencing their 
Gentile husbands, the intended expulsion of the apostles. 

Ver. 51. ’“Extwak. tr. koviopr.] as a sign of the greatest con- 
tempt. Comp. xviii. 6, and see on Matt. x. 14. — em’ adtovs] 
against them, is to be understood either as denoting the direc- 
tion of the movement of the feet in shaking off the dust, or, 
more significantly, in the sense of the direction, frame of mind, 
in which the action took place. Comp. Luke ix. 5. —’Ixövıov] 
belonging at an earlier period to Phrygia (Xen. Anab.i. 2. 19), 
but at this time the capital of Lycaonia (Strabo, xii. p. 568 ; 
Cic. ad Dw. xv. 4; Plin. N. H. v. 25), and even yet (Konieh 
or Koniyah, see Ainsworth’s Travels in the track of the Ten 
Thousand Greeks) an important city. Ammian. Marc. xiv. 2, 
reckons it to belong to (the neighbouring) Pisidia, in opposi- 
tion to the above witnesses,—an error easily committed. In 
Iconium the legend makes Z'hecla be converted by Paul.— 
From the Pisidian Antioch they did not move farther forward, 
but turned south-eastward, in order (xiv. 26) at a later period 
to return by ship to the Syrian Antioch. 

Ver. 52. What a simple and significant contrast of the 
effect produced by the gospel, in spite of the expulsion of its 
preachers, in the minds of those newly converted! They were 
filled with joy (in the consciousness of their Christian happi- 
ness), and with the Holy Spirit! IId0os yap didacKxddov 
mappneiav ovK Eykömrei, AANA TpoPvpOTEpoV oe TOV maOnTHY, 
as Chrysostom here says. 
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CHAPTER XIV, 

VER. 2. üraboövree| A BC 8, min. have dmedjouvrec, which 
Lachm. Tisch. Born. have adopted ; and rightly, partly on account 
of the preponderating authority (D, however, does not here con- 
cur, as it has an entirely different reading), and partly because 
aweibotvres most directly presented itself to the mechanical scribes 
as a contrast to those who had become believers. If they had 
conformed themselves to woreious, ver. 1, they would have written 
dmornoovres. — Ver. 3. Before d:dévr1 Elz. has x«/, against decisive 
evidence. — Ver. 8. After «aired Elz. has ürdpxav, against 
greatly preponderating evidence. Added from ii. 2 as an 
unnecessary completion. — rspırsrargzsı] So (not wepewer. as 
Elz.) DEG H, min. Chrys. Lachm. and Tisch. have zepierarnoev, 
after A B C8, min. But the regular preference, which in rela- 
tive sentences the Greeks give to the aorist over the pluperfect, 
here easily supplanted the latter. — Ver. 9. jxove] Lachm. Tisch. 
Born. read jzoveev, after A D EG H 8, min. Chrys. Theoph. An 
alteration, as the narrative continues in the aorist, and the inten- 
tional selection of the imperfect here was not understood. — 
Ver. 10. Lachm. Tisch. Scholz (Born. évjAar0, after D) have 7rar0. 
But Elz. has 7AA¢ro, against decisive evidence. The acrist yielded 
to the imperfect on account of cepierdére.— Ver. 12. mév] is, 
after A B C* Dx, rightly erased by Lachm. Tisch. Born. as a 
customary insertion. — Ver. 13. After réAews Elz. has wird. A 
current addition, condemned by the witnesses. — Ver. 14. éZea7- 
öncav] Elz. has eiceryd., against decisive evidence. The less the 
reference of 2&— was understood,the more easily would the better 
known eis be inserted, corresponding to eis riv 6xAo. — Ver. 17. 
zairorye| Others: xa/ye (so D E, Born.). Others: xa/ro: (so A B C* 
n**, Lachm.). With this diversity xa/ro, and also yé, are to be 
considered as certainly and predominantly attested; and there- 
fore xairorys, with C*** G H s*, min. Chrys. Theoph. Oee., is to 
be retained. Beside xa sometimes the one particle and some- 
times the other was omitted, as is also the case in xvil. 27.— 
&yaboupyav| so to be read, with ABCs, min. Ath. Recom- 
mended by Griesb. and adopted by Lachm. Tisch. But Elz. 
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Scholz, Born. have &yaloroöv, which, as the more usual word, 
was inserted. — ivi... iwiv] Elz. has jut... qua, against very 
important witnesses. The alteration arose, because the sentence 
had become a commonplace. — After ver. 18, C D E, min. vss. 
read diarpiBivrwy abrav x. dsdaoxdvrav. So Born. with 62 after dsarp., 
and attaching it to what follows. An interpolation, by way of 
smoothing the transition from ver. 18 to its contrast in ver. 19, 
variously enriched by different insertions. — Ver. 19. vouscavres] 
Lachm, Tisch. and Born. have voyiZovres, after A B D8, min. 
The Recepta arose mechanically from the context. — redvévas] 
Lachm. Tisch. read redvnzeva,, after A B C8, min. Correctly, 
as the contracted form was the more usual.— Ver. 28. After 
diérpiBov dé Elz. has éxe7 which has been, after A B C D 8, min. 
and several vss., erased or suspected since the time of Griesb. 
Insertion for the sake of more precise definition. 

Vv. 1, 2. Kara 70 avto] at the same time, simul (Vulg.), 
ood, Hesych. Comp. 1 Sam. xxxi. 6, and examples in Kypke, 
II. p. 69 f.; Schaefer, ad Bos. Ell. p. 210.—‘E)djvovr] see 
on xi. 20. Comp. xvii. 4, 6. Yet here those Gentiles only 
are meant who were in connection with Judaism as proselytes 
of the gate (comp. xiil. 43), and thus had not by circumcision 
laid aside their Greek nationality. This limitation is required 
by the context; for they are present in the synagogue, and 
in ver. 2 the vy are distinguished from them, so that they 
‘occupy a middle place between the &dvm and the ’Iovdator.— 
obtws] in such a manner, so effectively. — date] refers to the 
preceding otws, as in John iii, 16. Often so in Greek 
writers, e.g. Xen. Mem. i. 2. 1; Sturz, Lex: IV. p. 623. — 

ameı@noavres (see the critical remarks), having refused obedience 
(by unbelief). — exar.] they made evil-affected, put into a bad 
frame of mind, ze. ad iracundiam coneitaverunt (Vulg.), like 
the German phrase, “sie machten bös” This meaning, not in 
use with Greek writers, nor elsewhere in the N. T. or in the 

LXX. (Ps. evi. 32 ?) and Apocr., occurs in Joseph. Anti. xvi. 
1. 2, 7. 3, 8. 6. — xara tdv aderd.] refers to Ermy. K. Exdx. 
conjointly. Both were hostilely directed against the Christians. 

Vv. 3, 4. Oöv represents vv. 3 and 4 as a consequence of 
vv. 1 and 2. “In consequence of that approval (ver. 1) 
and this hostility (ver. 2), they spent indeed (ev) a consider- 
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able time in free-spoken preaching (ver. 3), but (de) there 
arose a division among the multitude” (ver. 4). — emi ro 
Kupio] states on what their bold teaching rested—had its 
stay and support. See Bernhardy, p. 250. Hence as regards 
sense: /reti Domino. Elsewhere in the N. T. with ev. 
Küpıos may as well be Jesus (Heinrichs, Olshausen) as God 
(Grotius, Morus, Kuinoel); the mode of conception of the 
apostolic church admits both the former (Mark xvi. 20) and 
the latter. The latter, however, is preponderantly supported , 
partly by Acts xx. 32, where tijs xapıros avtov is to be 
referred to God, and partly by iv. 29, 30, where &öovrı onpeia 
K.T.X. likewise points to God. Comp. Heb. ii. 4.—7@ pap- 
Tupoüvri... avTav] who gave (practically confirmatory) testimony 
(comp. x. 43, xiii. 22, xv. 8) to the word of His grace (to the 
gospel, xx. 24), in granting that signs and wonders should be 
done by their hands. The second participle didovts, added 
without copula, denotes the form, in which the paprupeiy was 
presented. — eoxio@n] comp. John vii. 43. “ Scinditur incer- 

- tum studia in contraria vulgus.” Virg. Aen. ii. 39. Examples 
in Wetstein. — kai] and indeed. 

Vv. 5-7. ‘Opyn] impetus (Vulg.), but not exactly in the 
sense of an assault (Luther, comp. Castalio, Calvin, and 

others), nor yet a plot (Kuinoel, de Wette, and others). The 
former meaning, according to the context, expresses too much ; 
the latter is not sanctioned by linguistic usage (even in Jas. 
iii. 4). It denotes a strong pressure, a pushing and thronging. 
Comp. Herod. vii. 18: éwet Saovin tis yiveras öpun, Plat. 
Phil. p. 35 D: wbuyfis Edpracay thy Te oppiy Kat ériOvuiay, 
Dem. 309. 4: eis öpunv tod Ta Séovta moLeiv mporperraı, 
Xen. Mem. iv. 4. 2; Jas. iii. 4; 3 Mace. i. 23, iv. 3. — ody 
Tols äpxovoıv aurwv] joins on closely to ’Iovdatwv, whose rulers 
of the synagogue and elders are meant. Comp. Phil.i.1. On 
vBpicat, comp. Luke xviii. 32; 1 Thess. ii. 2; Lucian, Soloec. 
10. — ouviööovres] Comp. on xii. 12. It had become known 
to them, what was at work against them. — Avotpa (some- 
times used as feminine singular, and sometimes as neuter 

1 Aro wAnyals 1 decwois A xa) ZAAw rporw. The distinction there stated of 

ößpiZew with eis is groundless. See, on the contrary, e.g. Dem. 522. ult. 539. 14. 
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plural, as in ver. 8, see Grotius) and A&pßn, two cities of 
Lycaonia, to the north of Taurus, and lying in a south- 
eastern direction from Iconium. Ptol. v. 4 reckons the former 
to belong to the neighbouring Isauria; but Plin. v. 32 confirms 
the statement of our passage. On their ruins, see Hamilton’s 
Travels in Asia Minor, II. pp. 301 f., 307 f.; Hackett, p. 228. 

Vv. 8-10. ’ExdOnto] he sat, because he was lame. Per- 

haps he begged (comp. John ix. 8), like the lame man in 
chap. iii. — mrepimer.] Pluperfect without augment. See on 
Matt. vii. 25, and Valckenaer, p. 504 f. Bornemann, ad Xen. 

Cyr. vi. 2.9. Observe, moreover, the earnest circumstantiality 
of the narrative. — #xove] The imperfect denotes his persever- 
ing listening. — idsov] Paul saw in the whole bearing of the 
man closely scanned by him (in his look, gestures, play of 
features) his confidence of being saved, zc. healed. This con- 
fidence was excited by listening to the discourse of the apostle ; 
by which Paul appeared to him as a holy man of superior 
powers. Bengel aptly says: “dum claudus verbum audit, 
vim sentit in anima, unde intus movetur, ut ad corpus con- 
cludat.” — rod cwOivar| This genitive of the object depends 
directly on wiorıv. See Buttmann’s new. Gr. p. 229 f. 
[E. T. 266]. — peyaryn 79 dwvn] thus, with the wey. predica- 
tively prefixed only here and in xxvi. 24. See, generally, 
Kühner, $ 493. 1, and especially Schaefer, ad Dionys. Comp. 
p. 359. — pos] ita ut erectus stes. See on Matt. xii. 13, and 
Bornemann, Schol. in Luc. p. 39 f.— rato x. mepıerareı] 
Observe the exchange of the aorist and imperfect: he sprang 
up, made a leap, and walked. Otherwise in iii. 8. 

1 Although two cures of the same kind of infirmity and in a similar miraculous 
ınanner naturally enough produce two similar narratives, yet it cannot sur- 
prise us that, according to the criticism of Schneckenburger, Baur, and Zeller, 
the whole of this narrative is assumed to originate from an imitation of the 
narrative of the earlier Petrine miracle in chap. iii. ‘‘But with the miracle 
is withdrawn also the foundation of the attempted worship of the two apostles ; 
this, therefore, cannot be regarded as historical, and so much the less, as it also 
is exposed to the suspicion of having arisen from an exaggerated repetition of a 
trait from the history of Peter,’ Zeller, p. 214. Comp. Baur, I. p. 112 ff. ed. 2. 
In a corresponding manner have the miracles of Paul generally been placed in 
parallelism with those of Peter, to the prejudice of their historical truth. Comp., 
in opposition to this view, Trip, Paulus nach d. Apostelgesch. p. 161 ff. 
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Ver..11. Avkaovıori] Chrysostom has finely grasped the 
object of this remark: ov« %v TodTo ovdérw Sidov, TH yap 
oixela havi epOéyyovto Akyovres, örı oi Geol K.7.. Ata TodTo 
ovdey avtois EXeyov. The more surprised and astonished the 
people were, the more natural was it for them to express 
themselves in their native dialect, although Zeller reckons this 
very improbable and calculated with a view to make the 
homage go as far as possible. Nothing definite can be made 
out concerning the Lycaonian language; perhaps a dialect of 
the Lycian (Lassen in the Zeit. d. Deutsch. morgenl. Gesellsch. 
1856, p. 329 ff.), which Jablonsky (in Iken’s nov. T’hes. II. 
p. 638 ff.) considered as derived from the Assyrian; Grotius, 
as identical with the Cappadocian; and Gühling (de lingua 
Eycaon., Viteb. 1726), as a corrupt Greek. — ouoıwdevres 
avOporros| having become similar to men. Theophanies in 
human form (Hom. Od. xvii. 485 ff.) belonged, at the instance 
of the myths of antiquity,’ to the heathen popular belief, in 
which such conceptions survived as an echo of these ancient 
myths (comp. Themist. vii. p. 90, quoted by Wetstein on ver. 
12); although Baur (comp. Zeller) discovers here an imitation, 
in which the author of the Acts shows himself as “ acquainted 
with mythology.” Comp., moreover, the analogous conception 
which attached itself to the appearance of Pythagoras, of 
Apollonius of Tyana, and others (Valckenaer, p. 506). Such 
a belief was naturally rejected by philosophers (Plat. Rep. ii. 
p. 381 C-E; Cic. de Harusp. 28); but just as naturally it 
lingered among the people. 

Ver. 12. The. fact that Barnabas and Paul were declared to 
be Zeus and Hermes, is explained partly and primarily from 
the well-known provincial myth, according to which these 
gods were once hospitably entertained in the same regions by 
Philemon and Baucis (Ovid. Met. viii. 611 ff.) ; but partly also 
from Zeus having a temple in front of the city (ver. 13), and 
from its being the office.of Hermes, as the eloquent (vocis 
et sermonis potens, Macrob. Sat. I. 8) interpreter (Adyou 
mpodytns, Orph. H. 27. 4) and messenger of the gods 
(Apollod. iii. 10. 2), to accompany his father when he came 

1 See also Nägelsbach, Homer. Theol. p. 153. 
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down to the earth (Hygin. Poet. Astron. 34; Ovid. Fast. v. 
495). Comp. Walch, Diss. in Act. III. p. 173 fi Paul 
was called Hermes, because, in contrast to his companion, it 

was he who was “leader of the word” (adres Av 6 iy. T. X.), 
as Hermes was considered ©eös 6 Tav Aoyywv Nyeu@v, Jamblich. 
de myster. Aeg.1. Probably also his more juvenile appearance 
and greater activity, compared with the calmer and older 
Barnabas, contributed to this; but certainly not, as Neander 

conjectures, his insignificant bodily appearance ; for apart frorn 
the fact that this rests only on very uncertain tradition (in the 
Acta Pauli et Theclae in Tischendorf, Act. apocr. p. 41, he is 
described as puxpos TO weyedeı, Wridos THY Kehadynv, ayKUAOS 
tats kvynuats ; comp. Malalas, Chronogr. x. p. 247; Nicephor. 
H. E. iii. 37), Hermes is always represented as a handsome, 
graceful, very well-formed young man. Comp. Müller, Archdol. 
§ 379, 380. But certainly Barnabas must have had a more 
imposing appearance, kal aid tis Önrews a€vorpemys, Chry- 
sostom. 

Ver. 13. But the priest (then officiating) of the Zeus, who is 
before the city, ü.e. of the Zeus (moXteis), who had his seat in a 
temple in front of the city. iepod is not to be supplied, with 
Kuinoel and others (see Bernhardy, p. 184 f.), as tod Aids 
is the genitive directly belonging to tepeds; but the expres- 
sion Tod övros po Ths wod. is explained from the heathen 
conception that the god himself is present in his temple, con- 
sequently zs (évTos) at the place where his temple stands: 
hence the classical expressions map’ Au (ad fanum Jovis), 
map "Hpn (Jacobs, ad Del. epigr. p. 229). Wolf thinks that 
it is spoken “de Jove, cujus simulacrum (and so not templum) 
ante urbem erectuin erat.” But mere statues had no special 
priests. See Valckenaer, Opusc. II. p. 295, and Schol. I. 

p. 509. It does not, however, follow from this passage, that 
there was also a temple of Jupiter in the city (Olshausen). — 
tavpous Kai oreunara] bulls and garlands. “Taurus tibi, 
summe Deorum,” Ovid. Metam. iv. 755. Beza, Calovius, 
Raphel, Erasmus Schmid, Palairet, Morus, Heinrichs, and 

others, have quite erroneously assumed a hendiadys for tavpous 
eotezuevovs. This would come back to the absurd idea: | 
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bulls and, indeed, garlands. See Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 856. 
Winer, p. 585 [E. T. 786]. The destination of the garlands 
is, moreover, not to be referred to the deified apostles (in 
opposition to Grotius and Valckenaer), who (like statues, comp. 
ep. Jerem. 9) were to have been adorned ; but to the animals 
that were to be adorned therewith at the commencement of the 
sacrifice (see Wetstein and Dougtaeus, Anal. p. 80 ff.; Hermann, 
gottesd. Alterth. § 24. 7), because the design of the garlands is 
included in the dere Qvew. — Emi tos muA@vas] to the gates 
(doors of the gate), namely, of the city. This reference is 
required by the correlation in which Em tods muA@vas stands 
to Tod övros po THS mörews. The alleged incarnate gods were 
in the city, and therefore the sacrifice was to be brought at the 
gates of the city. The reference to the doors of the temple (oi 
pev tepot Tov vew mudra@ves, Plut. Zim. 12), or of the house 
where the apostles lodged, is not in keeping with the context. 

Vv. 14, 15. ’Axovoavres] Perhaps an inhabitant already 
gained by them for Christ brought intelligence of the design. 
— diappn£é. T. inar. avt.| from pain and sorrow. See on Matt. 
xxvi. 65. Not: as doing penance for the blinded people, as 
Lange imagines. — e£ernöncav] they sprang out (from the gate, 
to which they had hastened from their lodging) among the 
multitude. The simple representation depicts their haste 
and eagerness. — ri tavta movie] see on Luke xvi. 2.— 
Kal Mueis K.T.r.] evOéws Er mpooıuiov avétpefav TO Kakov, 
Chrysostom. — öuooradeis] of like nature and constitution. 
Comp. Plat. Tim. p. 45 C, Pol. p. 409 B, comp. p. 464 D; 
Jas. v. 17. — evayyerbouevor...fdvta] contains what is 

characteristic of the otherwise owouoradeis tuiv: we who bring 
to you the message of salvation, to turn you from these vain, 
ae. devoid of divine reality (gods), to the living (true) God. 
evayyeAıd. does not thus mean cohortantes (Heinrichs and 
Kuinoel), but retains its proper import ; and the epexegetical 
infinitive emiorpedeıv states the contents of the joyful news. 
It may be cleared up by supplying öetv, but this conception 
is implied in the relation of the infinitive to the governing 
verb, See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 753 f.; Kühner, IT. § 647, ad 
Xen. Anab. v. 7. 34.— tovtTav tdv naralwv] masculine (not 
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neuter), referring to the gods, present in the conception of the 
hearers, such as Zeus and Hermes, who yet are no real gods 
(1 Cor. viii. 4 ff.).— ds eroinoe] significant epexegesis of the 
fava, whereby the pataiorns of the polytheistic deification of 
the individual powers of nature is made very palpable. Comp. 
with the whole discourse the speech to the Athenians (“sub- 
limiora audire postulantes,” Bengel), chap. xvii. 

Vv. 16-18. Who in the past ages left the Gentiles to them- 
selves (did not guide them by special revelation), although He 
withal made Himself known, doing good to them, by the blessings 
of nature—an indulgent description (comp. xvii. 30) of the 
ungodly character of the heathen, with a gently reproving 
reference. to the revelation of God in nature. “Opa mas 
Navdavovrws tiv Karmyoplav Tißmoı, Chrysostom. Grotius 
aptly remarks: “ Egregiam hic habemus formam orationis, 
quam imitari debeant, qui apud populos in idololatria educatos 
evangelium praedicant.” Comp. Schneckenburger, die natürl. 
Theol. d. Paul. in his Beitr. p. 97 ff. — rats oöois] local! dative: 
in their ways. Comp. on 2 Cor. xii. 18; Jude 11; Judith xiii. 
16; Ecclus. xxxv. 20. What is meant is the development of 
the inward and outward life in a way shaped by themselves, 
without divine regulation and influence, and also without the 
intervention of the divine anger. Comp. Rom. ii. 10 ff, 
i. 22 ff., where the whole moral abomination and curse of this 

relation is unveiled, whereas here only alluring gentleness 
speaks.” — kairovye ov« auapr. «.rA.] An indication that they, 
nevertheless, might and should have known Him. Comp. Rom. 
i. 20, xatrovye, as in John iv. 2, guamquam quidem, and yet. 
See also Baeumlein, Partik. p. 245 ff.; and Krüger, Dion. H. p. 
267. — Observe the relation ‚of the three participles, of which 
the second is logically subordinate to the first, and the third 
to the second: as doer of good, in that He gives you rain, 
thereby filling, etc. — ovpavcev] not uselessly added. “ Coelum 

1 See, generally, on the datinus localis, Becker, Homer. Blätter, p. 208 f. 

2 The announcement of the gospel forms the great epoch in the history of 
salvation, with the emergence of which the times of men’s being left to them- 
selves are fulfilled. See xvii. 30; Rom. iii. 25 f. Comp. also Hebart, natürl. 
Theol. d. Ap. Paul. p. 13. For judgment Jesus has come into the world. 
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sedes Dei,” Bengel. Observe also the individualizing tyiv (see 
critical remarks). — edppocvvns] joy generally. Arbitrarily, 
Grotius and Wolf suggest that (Ecelus. xxxi. 33) wine is 
meant.— tas kapdlas tuov] neither stands for the simple 
buds, nor is it to be taken, with Wolf, of the stomach (Thuc. 

II. 49. 2); but the heart is filled with food, inasmuch as the 
sensation of being filled, the pleasant feeling of satisfaction, is 
in the heart. Comp. Ps. civ. 15; Jas. v. 5.— Tod pur) Ovew 
abrois] comp. x. 47. The genitive depends on kareravcav, 
according to the construction Kara. twa twos, to divert a 
person from a thing, to hinder him in it (Hom. Od. xxiv. 457; 
Plat. Polit. p. 294 E; frequently in the LXX.), and yy is 
the usual particle with verbs of preventing and hindering 
(Hartung, Partikell. IL. p. 167 f.; Baeumlein, Jc. p. 298 ff). 

Vv. 19-22. This unmeasured veneration was by hostile 
Jews, who arrived (é7A@ov) from Antioch (xii. 14, 50) and 
Iconium (vv. 1, 5, 6), transformed in the fickle multitude 
(“ ventosae plebis suffragia!” Hor. Zp. i. 19. 37) into a parti- 
cipation in a tumultuous attempt to kill Paul. Between this 
scene very summarily related and the preceding, no interval 
is, according to the correct text (see critical remarks), to be 
placed (in opposition to Ewald). The mobile vulgus, that 
doradumrorarov Tpayna Tov amavrwv (Dem. 383, 5), is at 
once carried away from one extreme to another. — Kal rei- 
cavtes «.T.r.| and after they (the Jews who had arrived) had 
persuaded the multitude (to be of their party) and stoned’ Paul 
(the chief speaker !), they dragged him, etc. — kuvr\woavrwv] 
not sepeliendi causa (Bengel, Kuinoel, and others)—a thought 
quite arbitrarily supplied; but in natural painful sympathy the 
Lystrians who had been converted to Christ surrounded him who 
was apparently dead. — dvactas eionjAdev eis T. 7.] is certainly 
conceived as a miraculous result. — Ver. 22. kal örı «.r.X.] 
comp. ver. 27 ; but here so, that from zapaxandoodvtes a kindred 
verb (Aéyovtes) must be borrowed. See Kühner, II. p. 605. 

Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 330 [E. T. 385]. Comp. Krebs, p. 
225. — det] namely, ex decreto divino. Comp. ix. 16. — nuäs] 

1 Consequently in the city. It was to be a Povos Ömmorzraros tv race (Soph. 
Ant. 36). 
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we Christians must, through many afflictions, enter into the 
Messianic kingdom (Sac. 7. ©eod, to be established at the 
Parousia). Comp. Matt. x. 38; Rom. viii. 17 f.; also the 
saying of Christ in Barnab. ep. 7: ot OédovTés pe ideiv K. 
änraodai pov tis Bactrelas ddetdovor OUPévTes K. maBovTes 
AaBeivy we. “Si ad vitam ingredi cupis, afflictiones quoque 
tibi necessario sufferendae sunt.” Vajikra Rabba, f. 173, 4.— 

That, moreover, the stoning here narrated is the same as that 
mentioned in 2 Cor. xi. 25 (comp. Clem. Cor. I. 5: Aıdaodeis), 
is necessarily to be assumed, so long as we cannot wantonly 
admit the possibility that the author has here inserted the 
incident known to him from 2 Cor. only for the sake of the 
contrast, or because he knew not a more suitable place to 
insert it (so Zeller). It is, however, an entirely groundless 

fancy of Lange, that the apparent death in vv. 19, 20 is what is 
meant by the trance in 2 Cor. xii. 1 ff. 

Ver. 23. Xe:potovncaytes] Erasmus, correctly: suffragiis de- 
lectos. The ecclesiastical offices were dpyal xeıporovnrat or 
aiperai (Hermann, Staatsalterth. § 148. 1). The analogy of 
vi. 2-6 requires this strict regard to the purposely chosen word, 
which, resting on the old method of choice by lifting up the 
hands, occurs in the N. T. only here and in 2 Cor. viii. 19 
(see on that passage), and forbids the general rendering con- 
stituebant (Vulgate, Hammond, Kuinoel, and many), or eligebant 

(de Wette), so that the appointment would have taken place 
simply by apostolic plenary power (Lohe), although the word 
in itself (comp. x. 41, Lucian. Philops. 12, al.) might denote 
eligere generally without that special mode. Paul and Barnabas 
chose by vote presbyters for them, i.e. they conducted their selec- 
tion by vote in the churches.’ Entirely arbitrary and erroneous 

is the Catholic interpretation (see Cornelius a Lapide, and 
Beelen still, not Sepp), that it refers to the xeıpoßecia at the 

1 Comp. Calvin in loc. ; Rothe, Anf. d. Christl. Kirche, p. 150 ; Neander, I. p. 
.203. Against Schrader, V. p. 543, who finds in the appointment of presbyters 
a Uorepov xporepov ; see Lechler, apost. u. nachapost. Zeitalt. 358f. Onthe essence 

of the matter, Ritschl, altkath. K. p. 363, correctly remarks that the choice was 
only the form of the recognition of the charisma and of subjection to it ; not the 
basis of the office, but only the medium, through which the divine gift becomes 
the ecclesiastical office. Comp. on Eph. iv. 11. 
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ordination of presbyters. — xat’ éxxAnolav] distributively, see 
Bernhardy, p. 240. Each church obtained several presbyters, 
xx. 17; Phil. i. 1. See Rothe, p. 181 ff. — pocev£. pera 
vnor.] belongs to mapedevro, not, as Kuinoel supposes, to 
xeypor. See on xiii. 9. The committing (comp. xx. 32) of 
the Christians of those places to the Lord (commending them 
to His protection and guidance; see on maparıdevaı, Kypke, 
II. p. 70), which took place at the farewell (comp. xx. 32), 
was done by means of an act of prayer combined with fasting. 
The Kvpsos is Christ, as the specific object of faith (eis ov 
memıcr.), not God (de Wette). 

Vv. 25, 26. Il&pyn] see on xiii. 13. — Attalia (now Adalia; 
see Fellows, Travels in Asia Minor, p. 133 ff.) was a seaport 
of Pamphylia, at the mouth of the Catarrhactes, built by 
Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus. Strabo, xiv. 4, p. 
667. —’Avtwoy.] They returned to Syria, to the mother church 
which had sent them forth. — ö0ev jjcav mapadeo. x.7.r.] from 
which they were commended to the grace of God for (the object) the 
work which they had accomplished. ev denotes the direction out- 
wards, in which the recommendation of the apostles to the grace 
of God had taken place at Antioch. See xiii. 3 f. Comp. xv. 40. 

Vv. 27, 28. Zuvayay.] expressly for this object. Comp. 
xv. 30. Calvin observes well: “ quemadmodum solent, qui 
ex legatione reversi sunt, rationem actorum reddere.” — per’ 
avtav] standing in active connection with them. Comp. x. 38; 
Matt. xxviii. 20; also 1 Cor. xv. 10; and Mark xvi. 20: rod 

Kupiov cvvepyovvtos. As the text requires no deviation from 
this first and most natural rendering, both the explanation per 
ipsos (Beza, Piscator, Heinrichs) and the assumption of a 
Hebraism nvy with Oy (Luke i. 72): quae ipsis Deus fecisset 
(Calvin, de Dieu, Grotius, Kuinoel, and many others; comp. 

also de Wette), are to be rejected. — «at dre] and, in particular, 
that, etc. —ivoke Hüpav miorews] a figurative designation of 
admission to the faith in Christ. Corresponding is the figura- 
tive use of @vpa in 1 Cor. xvi. 9; 2 Cor. ii. 12; Col. iv. 3 (of 
the fulfilling of apostolic work); comp. also e/codos, 1 Thess. 
i. 9. — xpovov ov« OAlyyov] is the object of dierpußov, as in ver. 3; 
they spent not a little time in intercourse with the Christians. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

VER. 1. repiréuvyode] A BC D 8, min. Constitut. Ath. Epiph. have 
rsprwndäre. Approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Tisch. 
Born. ; and rightly, as the witnesses are so preponderating, and 
the reference of the aorist easily escaped the notice of the tran- 
scribers. — Ver. 2. ow] Tisch. Born. read 62. The witnesses for 
ö: preponderate. — Cyrjoews | Elz. has ovfyrqjoews, in opposition to 
decisive testimony. From ver. 7. It is also in favour of Zar. 
that it is inserted in ver. 7, instead of ov%yr. in A, N, min. vss., 
which evidently points to the originality of (nr. in our passage. 
— Ver. 4. &reöexd.] Lachm. Tisch. and Born. read sapedéyé., 
according to A B D** (D* has wupsööönoav) 8 lot: These wit- 
nesses preponderate, and there are no internal reasons against 
the reading. — irö] Tisch. reads &rö, following only B C, min. 
— Ver. 7. &v ju] Lachm. Tisch. read 2v iu%, according to A BC 
N,min. and several vss. and Fathers. But 7#% is necessary ; and 
on this account, and because it might easily be mechanically 
changed into iui after the preceding ime, it is to be defended 
on the considerable attestation remaining to it.— Ver. 11. roi 
Kupiou Inoot] Elz. has Kupiou "Inood Xpiorod, against preponderating 
evidence. Whilst the article was omitted from negligence, 
Xpiorod (which also Born. has) was added in order to complete 
the dogmatically important saying. — Ver. 14. rw övöuarı] so 
Lachm. Tisch. Born. But Elz. Scholz have &ri rq évéu.,—an exe- 
getical expansion, against preponderating evidence. — Ver. 17. 
After raira Elz. has rare, which is wanting in ABCD», 
min. and many vss. and Fathers. From LXX. Amos ix. 12, 
and hence it also stands before ratra in EG, min. — Ver. 18. 
Griesb. Scholz, and Tisch. have only yrwora« dm’ aidéivos, SO 
that this must be attached to caira in ver. 17. This reading 
appears as decidedly original, and so Zor... airod as decidedly 
interpolated: partly because B Cs, min. Copt. Sahid. Arm. 
vouch for the simple yrwor& dm’ wiövos, and those authorities 
which have éor... airod present a great number of variations ; 
partly because it was thought very natural to complete yrworde 
aw’ aiévog into a sentence, and to detach it from ver. 17, inas- 
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much as no trace of yword dm’ wlavos was found in Amos ix. 
12; ‘partly, in fine, because, if gor: ... airod is genuine, ver. 18 

- contains a thought so completely clear, pious, and unexception- 
able, so inoffensive, too, as regards the connection, and in fact 
noble, that no reason can be conceived for the omission of or: 

. airod, and for the numerous variations in the words. Lachm. 
has yvwordy dm’ aidivog rq Kupiw rd tpyov airod, after A D, Arm. 
Vulg. Cant. Ir, which betrays a still later origin than the 
Recepta, as the genuine yrword dm’ widvos first gave occasion to 
the casting of the sentence in the plural form, but afterwards, 
in order to bring forward the special reference to the ¢pyov 
in question of the conversion of the Gentiles, the change into 
the singular form was adopted. Matth. has entirely erased 
ver. 18, without evidence. — Ver. 20. xai rot rvarod] is, follow- 
ing Mill, erased by Born. as a later addition ; Ambrosiaster 
already explains the words as such, and, indeed, as proceeding 
from the stricter observance of the Greeks. But they are only 
wanting in D, Cant. Ir. Tert. Cypr. Pacian. Fulgent. Hier. 
Gaudent. Eucher. Ambrosiast., of whom several omit them only 
in ver. 29. The omission is explained from Lev. xvii. 13, where 
the eating of things strangled generally is not forbidden, but 
only the pouring out of the blood is made a condition ; and from 
the laxer view of the Latins. After ver. 20 (so, too, in ver. 
29 after opveias), D, min. vss. and Fathers have the entirely 
irrelevant addition from Matt. vil. 12: xai dow (or dou dv) wi 
OzAwow Eaurois yiveodaı, Erépors un moi (mosire). — Ver. 22. Emıxar.] 

Lachm. has xaActuevov, also commended by Griesb., accord- 
ing to decisive evidence, and adopted by Tisch. and Born. 
Rightly; the former is an interpretation. — Ver. 23. xa/ oi 
aöer901] A BC D n* lot 13, Arm. Vulg. Cant. and some Fathers 
have merely &6eAgo/, which Lachm. and Born. have adopted.! But 
the omission of x«/ os is on hierarchical grounds, for which reason 
also 34 Sahid. have omitted xa/ of ddeAgos entirely. — Ver. 24. 
Aéyores wepir. x. Thpeiv röv vouoy is Wanting in ABD ss, lo 13, 
Copt. Aeth. Sahid. Vulg. Cant. Constitut. Ath. Epiph. Vigil. 
Beda. Besides variations in detail. Deleted by Lachm. Tisch. 
Born. Probably a gloss; yet it remains surprising that it was 
drawn not from ver. 1, but from ver. 5, and so freely. Besides, 
Aéyoures ... vMON might be easily passed over after sMON. — 
Ver. 25. éxAsEapévous] A B G min. read nrs£anevors. So Lachm. 
A stylistic correction. — Ver. 28. Instead of rüv érdvayx. robrav 
is to be written, with Lachm., according to preponderating 
evidence, rourav ray &r.; Tisch. has erased robrwy, yet only after 

? Approved by Buttmann in the Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 358. 

ACTS II. D 
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A and some min. and Fathers. — Ver. 30. 7A¢o] Lachm. and 
Born. read xar7Aéov, which is so decidedly attested (A BC D 8) 
that it may not be derived from ver. 1. The compounds of 
epyecdar were often neglected. — Ver. 33. drooreiruvrag abrovs] 
Elz. reads &roorörovs, contrary to ABCD, min. and several 
vss. and Fathers. A more precisely defining addition, which, 
taken into the text, supplanted the original. — After ver. 33, 
Elz. Scholz, Born. have (ver. 34): £öoge ö: r@ 2/%g Emımehaı abrod, 
to which D and some vss. and Cassiod. add: wövosg 62 ”Iovöug 
£mopeüdn (so Bornemann). Condemned by Mill, Griesb. Matthaei, 
also deleted by Lachm. and Tisch., according to ABEGHS, 
min. Chrys. Theophyl. and several vss. A hasty addition on 
account of ver. 40.— Ver. 37. ¢@ovAetouro] Lachm. reads Eßourero, 
which also Griesb. recommended, after A BC E, min. Born., 
following D, reads ¢@ovrgero, While the two verbs are 
frequently (comp. on v. 33) interchanged, éGodAero is here to be 
preferred on account of its far preponderant attestation. — Ver. 
40, @cot] A B D8, min. vss. have Kupfov. So Lachm. Tisch., also 
Born., who only omits rod, following D*. soi is from xiv. 26. 

Vv. 1, 2. The Jewish-Christian opinion, that the Gentiles 
could only in the way of circumcision and observance of the 
law—that is, in the way of Jewish Christianity—obtain the 
salvation of the Messianic kingdom, was by no means set aside 
by the diffusion of Christianity among the Gentiles, which 
had so successfully taken place since the conversion of Cor- 
nelius. On the contrary, it was too closely bound up with 
the whole training and habit of mind of the Jews, especially 
of those who were adherents of the Pharisees (comp. Ewald, 
p. 464 f.), not to have presented, as the conversions of the 
Gentiles increased, an open resistance to the freedom of the 
Gentile brethren from the law,—a freedom which exhibited 

itself in their whole demeanour to the scandal of the strict 
legalists,—and to have made the question on which it hinged 
the most burning question of the time. This opposition— 
the most fundamental and most dangerous in the apostolic 
church, for the overcoming of which the whole further labour 
of a Paul was requisite—emerged in the very central seat 
of Gentile Christianity itself at Antioch; whither some! from 

' According to Epiphan. Haer. 26, Cerinthus is supposed to have been among 
them. 
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Judaea (Tév memioTevrorwv ATO TIS aipeoews THY Bapıcalov, 
as Syr. p. has on the margin, and codd. 8. 137 in the text, 
as a certainly correct gloss, see ver. 5) came down with this 
doctrine: Jf ye shall not have been circumcised (mepırumd., see 
the critical remarks) according to the custom ordered by Moses 
(and so have taken upon you the obligation of obedience to 
the whole law, comp. Gal. v. 3), ye cannot obtain the salvation 
in Christ ! — oraoews (xxiii. 7,10; Soph. 0. R. 634) «. &yrn- 
oews (xxv. 20; John iti. 25); dwision and disputation. — 
Era&av] namely, the aöeAdot, ver. 1, the Christians of Antioch, 

comp. ver. 3. — Jerusalem was the mother-church of all Chris- 
tianity; here the apostles had their abode, who, along with 
the presbyters of the church, occupied for the Christian theo- 
cracy a position similar to that of the Sanhedrim. Comp. 
Grotius. The recognition of this on the part of Paul is 
implied in Gal. ii. 1, 2. — kat twas dddovs EE adtdy] among 
whom, according to Gal. ü. 1, was Titus, not named at all in the 

Acts, unless Paul voluntarily took him as companion, which is 
more suitable to the expression in Gal. ii. 1.— We may add 
that the commission of the church, under which Paul made 
the journey, is by no means excluded by the statement: cata 
atoxaduw, Gal. ii. 2; see on Gal. lc. Subtleties directed 
against our narrative may be seen in Zeller, p. 224 f. — 
önrnua, quaestio, i.e. question in dispute, in the N. T. only in 
the Book of Acts; often in Greek writers. 

Ver. 3. IIpomweubdevres] after they were sent forth, deducti, 
ae, escorted for a part of the way. Comp. 3 John 6 ; Herod. 

fee Lit, viii. 124,126; Plat. Monex. p. 236 D; Soph. 0. €. 
1663. Morus and Heinrichs: “rebus ad iter suscipiendum 
necessariis instructi.” That, however, must have been sug- 
gested by the context, as in Titus iii. 13. The provision 
with necessaries for the journey is understood of itself; but 
is not contained in the words. — rois aöerdois] They caused 
Joy by their visit and by their narratives, not only to the 

Jewish-Christians (Heinrichs), but to all. 
Vv. 4, 5. Ilapeöexdncav (see the critical remarks) denotes, 

" Although the travellers, on account of the hospitality of the churches, which 
they visited by the way, certainly needed but little. 
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in keeping with the delegation in ver. 2 f., the reception, i.e. the 
formal receiving of the delegates as such. Comp. 2 Macc. iv. 22. 
Observe the prefixing of éx«Anoia; comp. Phil. i. 1.— wer’ 
avTdv] see on xiv. 27; comp. &’ aurwv, ver. 12.— Ver. 5 
belongs to the narrative of Luke, who here records as worthy 
of remark, that at the very first meeting of the delegates 
with the church receiving them, the very same thing was 
maintained by some who rose up in the assembly (é€avéorye.), 
and was opposed (6é) to the narration of Paul and Barnabas 
dca 6 Oeds Erroinse pet avTav, as had been brought forward 
by Jews at Antioch and had occasioned this mission. Those 
mentioned in ver. 1, and those who here came forward, belonged 

to one and the same party (the Pharisee-Christians), and there- 
fore ver. 5 is unjustly objected to by Schwanbeck. DBeza, 
Piscator, Wakefield, and Heinrichs put ver. 5 into the mouth 
of the delegates ; holding that there is a rapid transition from 
the oblique to the direct form, and that &Xeyov is to be supplied 
after e£aveor. ö&. A harsh and arbitrary view, as the change 
in form of the discourse must naturally and necessarily have 
been suggested by the words, as ini. 4 and xvii. 3. That the 
deputation had already stated the object of their mission, was 
indeed self-evident from dedéeyOnoav, and hence it was 
not requisite that Luke should particularly mention it. — 
avrovs| namely, the Gentile-Christians, as those to whom the 
narrative 60a 6 ©eos Er. u. avr. had chiefly reference; not the 
Twas &ddous, ver. 2 (Lekebusch), which is erroneously inferred 
from Gal. ii—TZhey must be circumeised, etc., has a dictatorial 
and hierarchical tone. 

Ver. 6. The consultation of the apostles and presbyters con- 
cerning this assertion (mepl tod Aoyov rovTov, see ver. 5) 
thus put forward here afresh, was not confined to themselves 
(Schwanbeck, who here assumes a confusion of sources), but 
took place in presence, and with the assistance, of the whole 
church assembled together, as is evident from ver. 12, comp. 
with ver. 22, and most clearly from ver. 25, where the azro- 
croAoı Kal ot mpeoßürepoı Kal of aöeAdboi (ver. 23) write of 
themselves: ofev nuiv yevouévors ouoOvpaddv. Against this 
it has been objected that no place would have sufficed to hold 
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them, and therefore it is maintained that only deputies of the 
church took part (Mosheim, de reb. Christ. ante Const. M. p. 
117, Kuinoel, Neander); but this is entirely arbitrary, as the 
text indicates nothing of such a limitation, and the locality 
is entirely unknown to us.—This assembly and its transac- 
tions are not at variance with Gal. ii. 1 ff. (in opposition to 
Baur, Zeller, Hilgenfeld, Hausrath), where, indeed, they are 

presupposed as known to the readers by avrois in ver. 2, 
as well as by ver. 3 and ver. 5. Hofmann, N. 7. I. p. 126, 
judges otherwise, but by a misinterpretation of Gal. ii. 4 ff. 
The words car idiav dé tots Soxovor, Gal. ii. 2, betoken a 
separate discussion, different from these public discussions. 
See on Gal. .c.; comp. also Lekebusch, p. 294 ff.; Lechler, 
p. 398 ff.; Ritschl, altkath. K. p. 150; Trip, Paulus nach d. 

Apostelgesch. p. 86 ff.; Oertel, p. 232 ft. 
Ver. 7. Hoaxas de cufnticews yevouevns] These were the 

preliminary debates in the assembly, before Peter (to whom 
the first word belonged, partly by reason of his apostolic pre- 
cedence, partly and especially because he was the first to con- 
vert the Gentiles) rose up and delivered a connected address.’ 
In this previous moAAn ovntnows may have occurred the 
demand for the circumcision of Titus, indirectly mentioned in 
Gal. ii. 3. See on Gal. l.c. — ad’ Nuep@v apyaiwv] does not 
point to the conversion of Cornelius as to something long 
since antiquated and forgotten (Baur, I. p. 91, ed. 2). But 
certainly that selection of Peter as the first converter of the 
Gentiles, viewed in relation to the entire period, during which 

Christianity had now existed, dated from ancient days, Acts x. 
11.— Ev mpiv ée&eréEato x.7.r.] He made choice for Himself 
among us, that by my mouth, etc. Hence éué is not to be 
supplied, as Olshausen, following older commentators, holds. 
Others (Grotius, Wolf, Bengel, Heinrichs, Rosenmiiller, Kuinoel, 

and many others) unnecessarily take Ev piv for nuäs as a 
Hebraism in accordance with 272 (1 Sam. xvi 9, 10; 

1 There is no further mention of Peter in the Book of Acts.—The reference 
to the conversion of Cornelius is introduced, according to Baur, simply in pur- 
suance of the consistent plan of the author, who makes Peter thus speak after 
the manner of Paul. 
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1 Kings viii. 16; 1 Chron. xxviii: 4, 5; Neh. ix. 7, and the 
LXX. at those places). So also Ewald. Beza aptly says: 
“habito inter nos delectu voluisse.”— Luke has the word 
evaryyyeAsov only here and in xx. 24, not at all in the Higspek 
John also has it not. 

Vv. 8-10. God who knows the heart, who thus could not be 

deceived in the matter (comp. i. 24), has, in reference to this 
their admission effected by my instrumentality into the fellow- 
ship of the gospel and of faith (ver. 7), done two things. He 
has (a) positively borne matter-of-fact witness for them (to 
their qualification for admission) by His giving to them the 
Holy Spirit, as to us (comp. x. 44, xi. 15 ff); and (0) nega- 
tively, He made in no way distinction between us and them, 
after He by faith, of which He made them partakers through 
the gospel, had purified their hearts. God would have made 
such a distinction, if, after this ethical’ purification of the 

heart effected by faith, He had now required of them, for 
their Christian standing, something else, namely, circumcision 
and other works of the law; but faith, by which He had 
morally purified their inner life, was to Him the sole requisite 
for their Christian standing without distinction, as also with us. 
Observe on (a), that dods avrois x.7.r. is contemporaneous with 
Enaprüpnoev, expressing, namely, the mode of it; and on (0), 
that 7. m. kadapioas is previous to the ovdev Öuerpıve. This 
is evident from the course of the speech, as the faith must 
have been already present before the communication of the 
Spirit (comp. xi. 17).—Ver. 10. Accordingly as the matter now 
stands (viv odv). — Ti meıpaßere Tov Oeöv;] i.e. why do ye put 
it to the test, whether God will abandon His attestation of 

non-observance already given to the Gentiles, or assert His 
punitive power against human resistance? “ Apostrophe ad 
Pharisäos et severus elenchus,” Bengel. — eridewar] with the 
design to impose, etc. — &vyov] comp. Gal. v. 1, and Chrysostom 

1 Weiss, Petr. Lehrbegr. p. 321, thinks that it is in the ceremonial sense, 
so that the idea only allusively passes over into that of ethical cleansing. But 
cas zapdies points only to the moral sphere. Comp. Weiss himself, p. 274 f. 
This moral cleansing presupposes, moreover, the reconciliation appropriated by 
faith ; see 1 Pet. i. 18. 
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in loc.: T@ Tod Cvyod övonarı TO Bapd Tov mpayparos (of the 
complete observance of the law) adrois Evöeikvvraı. Contrast 
to this yoke: Matt. xi. 29, 30.— ot warepes n.] since the 

time of Moses. 
Ver. 11. ’AAXa] A triumphant contrast to the immediately 

preceding dv ovte of marepes Hudv ovTE Nueis iaydo. Bacr. 
— dia Ths yap. T. kup. ’I.] Comp. Rom. v. 15,1.7; 1 Cor.i 3; 
2.0232, xt, 135; Ephii2 » Phil 1..2 > 2 Thess.i 2... Not 

elsewhere used by Peter. In triumphant contrast to the yoke 
of the law, it is here placed first. — xa®? öv Tpomov kakeivor] 
sc. TusTevover cwolhvat Sid THs yapeTos Tod Kup. 'Incov. The 
éxeivot are the Gentile-Christians, to whom the whole debate 

relates. Others (Calvin, Calovius, Wolf, and many older com- 

mentators, following Augustine, against Pelagius) make it apply 
to matépes nu@v. Incorrectly, as the salvation of the Jewish 
fathers (servati fuerunt is supplied) is quite alien from the 
question concerning the owrnpia of the Gentile-Christians 
here. But the complete equalization of both parties is most 
fitly brought out at the close; after its having been previously 
said, they as well as we, it is now said, we as well as they. 

Thus the equalizing is formally complete—That Peter in the 
doctrine of the righteousness of faith was actually as accordant 
with Paul as he here expresses himself, is (in opposition to 
Baur, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld, and Zeller) to be inferred even 
from Gal. ii. 15 ff, where Paul acknowledges his and Peter's 
common conviction, after he had upbraided the latter (ver. 14) 
for the inconsistency of his conduct at Antioch. Comp. on 
Gal. l.c. ; also Baumgarten, p. 430 f.; Lekebusch, p. 300 ff. 

Ver. 12. The result of this speech was that the whole 
assembled multitude (wav TO mANj0os) was silent, so that thus 
a new ovtntnows did not begin, and the agitation of the 
opponents was set at rest. A happy beginning for the happy 
issue. Now Barnabas and Paul could without contradiction 
confirm the view of Peter by the communication of their own 
apostolic experiences among the Gentiles—Barnabas jirst, on 

account of his older and closer relation to the church. Comp. 

on ver. 25. — onueia x. repara] Comp. generally also Rom. xv. 
19; 2 Cor. xii. 12, hence so much the less improbable (Zeller). 
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Ver. 13. When these had finished speaking (ovwyncaı), 
James, not the son of Alphaeus, but the brother of the Lord 
(xii. 17), a strict legalist, and highly esteemed in Jerusalem 
as chief leader of the church, delivered his address having 
reference to these matters (dzexpi0n). He first confirmed, 
by a prophetic testimony, the divine call of the Gentiles 
brought into prominence by Peter (vv. 13-17), and then made 
his conciliatory proposal for the satisfaction of both parties— 
in concise, but all the more weighty language. 

Vv. 14-17. Yupesv] formed after the Hebrew fivnw (2 
Pet. i. 1; LXX. Gen. xxix. 33; Luke ii. 25, iii. 30; Acts 
xiii. 1; Rev. vii. 7), while the more usual Siov (1 Chron. 
iv. 20) corresponds to the Rabbinical 10. In the Talmud 
also both forms of the name are used side by side. Moreover, 

the original name of Peter was still the current one in the 
church of Jerusalem. Comp. on Luke xxiv. 34. We are 
not to think of any intentional use of it in this passage (that 
Peter was not here to be regarded according to his apostolic 
dignity, Baumgarten). — &reokeir. AaB. EE edv. Aaöv TO av. 
avrod] he looked to (took care for) the receiving from the Gentiles 
a people for His name, i.e. a people of God, a people that bore 
the name of God as their ruler and proprietor. “ Egregium 
paradoxon,” Benge. Comp. xviii. 10; Rom. ix. 24-26. — 
Ver. 15. rodr@] neuter: and with this, namely, with this fact 
expressed by Aaßeiv EE EOvav x«.r.A., agree, etc. — Kalas 
yeypamraı] He singles out from the Aoyol r@v mpod. a passage 
(comp. xx. 35), in conformity with which that agreement takes 
place, namely, Amos ix. 11, 12, quoted freely by Luke after 

the LXX. Amos predicts the blessed Messianic era, in which 
not only the Davidic theocracy, fallen into decay (by the 
division of the kingdom), will be again raised up (ver. 16), 
but also foreign nations will join themselves to it and be 
converted to the worship of Jehovah. According to the 
theocratic character of this prophecy, it has found its Mes- 
sianic historical fulfilment in the reception of the Gentiles 
into Christianity, after that thereby the Davidic dominion, 
in the higher and antitypical sense of the Son of David 
(Luke i. 32), was re-established. — peta radra] Hebrew and 
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LXX.: ev TH jyépa ereivy. The meaning is the same: after 
the pre-Messianic penal judgments, in the day of the Mes- 
sianic restoration. —dvactpéyow kal avoıkodounew] Jehovah 
had withdrawn from His people; but now He promises by 

the prophet: I will retwrn and build again the fallen (by 
desolation) tabernacle of David. Many assume the well- 
known Hebraism : iterum (MEN) aedificabo. This would only 
be correct were MVx in the original; but there stands only 
DIPS, and in the LXX. only dvactyjow ; and the idea of iterum 
is very earnestly and emphatically presented by the repetition 
of dvotxod. and by dvopd. — tiv cxnvnv Aaviö] The residence 
of David (the image of the theocracy) is represented as a (torn 
down and decayed) tabernacle, “quia ad magnam tenuitatem 
res ejus redactae erant,” Bengel. — örws] not the result, but 

the design, with which what is promised in ver. 16 is to take 
place. — oi katddoiros THV avOp.] ie. the Gentiles. The LXX., 
who certainly had before them another reading (wT 192) 
mim ng DIN NN), deviate considerably from the original 
text, which runs: OUI MN NEHMy WAY WH, that they may possess 
the remainder of Edom ; the remainder, for Amaziah had again 

subdued only a part of it, 2 Kings xiv. 7. As «al mavra 
Ta €0vn «.7.r. follows, James might have used even these 
words, as they are in the original, for his object,’ and therefore 
no set purpose is to be assumed for his having given them 
according to the reading of the LXX. Perhaps they were only 
known to him and remembered in that reading; but possibly 
also they are only rendered in this form by Luke (or the Greek 

2 document used by him) without being, so uttered by James, 
who spoke in Hebrew. — kai mavra Ta &dvm «.T.X.] Kat after 
oi kardA. T. avOp. is necessarily explicative (and indeed), and 
the emphasis of this more precise definition lies on mavra ; 

but the following é¢’ oüs has an argumentative purpose: they 
upon whom, i.e. seeing that, indeed, upon all the Gentiles, etc. 

— éf’ ods émixékr. T. dv. pov] quite a Hebrew expression — 
(Gesenius, Thes. III. p. 1232): upon whom (BMY... WE) 
is named (is uttered as naming them) my name, namely, as 
the name of their Lord, after whom they are designated, so 

1 Comp. Hengstenberg, Christol. I. p. 456. 
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that they are called “ God’s people.” Comp. Jas. ii. 7; Deut. 
sa. tO: Tse.) lea, 19 pier. xiv. 9; Damas 194 ; ‘Rae. il. 

15; 2 Mace. viiil.15. They have the name already, inasmuch 
as the predicted future (comp. Rom. ix. 25 f.) is conceived as 
having already taken place, and as existing, in the counsel of 
God; a praeteritum propheticum, as in Jas. v. 2, 3. The 
at in itself inadmissible, of Hitzig and others: “over 
whom my name (as that of their conqueror) has been formerly 
named, was certainly not that of James. — em’ adtovs] is 
here to be explained not from the Greek use of the repetition 
of the pronoun (Fritzsche, Quaest. Zuc. p. 109 f.; Göttling, ad 
Callim. p. 19 f.), but as an imitation of the Hebi (Butt- 
mann, neutest. Gramm. p. 240f. [E. T. 280]).t40 roy 
radra yvwora am aidvos] Such is to be considered as the 
original text; the other words, ver. 18, are to be deleted. See 
the critical remarks. The Lord who does these things (the 
rebuilding of the theocracy and the conversion of all Gentiles 
designed by it)— known from the beginning. The yvwora an’ 
ai@vos added to the prophetic words are not to be considered 
as the speaker’s own significant gloss accompanying the pro- 
phetic saying, for such a gloss would not have been so directly 
or so curtly added; but as part of the scriptural passage itself. 
The words must at that time either have belonged to the 
original text, as it presented itself to James, or to the text of 
the LXX., as Luke gives it, or to both, as a reading which 
is now no De extant;? whereas there is now at the con- 
clusion of ver. 11, hip "2 (LXX.: xalws ai *pépar Tod 
ai@vos), — ee equivalent to yvwora övra, and therefore 
without an article. By whom they were known from the 
beginning, is evident from the context, namely, by God who 
accomplishes them (mo:@v) in the fulness of time. He accord- 
ingly carries into effect nothing, which has not been from the 
beginning evident to Him in His consciousness and counsel ; 

1 The Greek would say : of xixAnvras (Or taixixAnvras) 0 dvoud mov, OF ols ztrAnrau 

To dvou& mov, OT even iP’ ois xixAnrar m. 6. 2. On tmxixaadsiv, to be distinguished 

from the simple xasiv as denoting an accessory naming, comp. especially Herod. 
Vili. 44 (oüvouefousva... . tmrexinenoev). 

® Comp. Ewald, p. 472, who would, however, read yworiy da’ ulavos vo ipyav 

aurov. 
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how important and sacred must they consequently appear! 
As Bengel well remarks: “ab aeterno scivit; quare non debe- 
mus id tanquam novum et mirum fugere.” Erroneously de 
Wette renders: what was known of old (through the prophets). 
Opposed to this is ar’ aidvos, which also means from the very 
beginning in iii. 21 and Luke i. 70; and how unimportant and 
superfluous would the thought itself be! 

Vv. 19, 20 (29). "Eyo] For my part I vote. — mapevox- 
Neiv] to trouble them withal (at their conversion). Dem. 242. 
16; Polyb.i. 8. 1, iii. 53. 6; Plut. Zimol. 3; frequently also 
in the LXX., both with the dative and the accusative. — 

émioteihat avtois tod amexeodar] to despatch a writing to 
them (Heb. xiii. 22; often with Greek writers, see Loesner, 

p- 207) that they should abstain (aim of the Emioreidaı). — 
amo rov ddoynudtev| may be referred either to Tov eiöwAwv 
only, or to all the following particulars. The latter, as azo 
is not repeated with tis ropveias, is the more natural: there- 
fore: from the pollutions, which are contracted through idols 
and through fornication, etc. aXlorynwa, from the Alexandrian 
adnuoryeiv, polluere (LXX. Dan. i. 8; Mal. i. 7,12; Ecclus. xl. 
29; Sturz, de Dial. Al. p. 145; Korai on Jsoer. p. 299), is a 

word entirely foreign to the other Greek; therefore Hesy- 
chius explains it merely in reference to its present connection 
with tov eiö@Awv: aAtoynudrwv' Ths peTadppews TOV niap@v 
@uoidv. — T@v eiöwAwv] What James meant by the general 
expression, “ pollutions of idols,’ was known to his hearers, _ 
‘and is evident from ver. 29, where the formally composed 
decree required as unambiguous a designation as possible, and 
therefore eiöwAodvrwv is chosen; hence: pollutions occasioned 
by partaking of the flesh of heathen sacrifices (Ex. xxxiv. 15). 
The Gentiles were accustomed to consume so much of the 
sacrificed animals as was not used for the sacrifice itself and 
did not belong to the priests, in feasts (in the temple or in 
their houses), or even to sell it in the shambles. See on 
1 Cor. vili. 1; also Hermann, gottesd. Alterth. § xxviii. 22-24. 

Both modes of partaking of flesh offered in sacrifice, for which 
the Gentile Christians had opportunity enough either by invi- 
tations on the part of their heathen friends or "by the usual 
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practice of purchase, were to be avoided by them as fellowship 
with idolatry, and thus as polluting Christian sanctity. — 
kal ths mopveias| As in the decree, ver. 29, the same ex- 
pression is repeated without any more precise definition, and a 
regulative ordinance, particularly in such an important matter, 
proceeding from general collegiate deliberation, presupposes 
nothing but unambiguous and well-known designations of the 
chief points in question; no other explanation is admissible 
than that of fornication generally, and accordingly all explana- 
tions are to be discarded, which assume either a metaphori- 
cal meaning or merely a single form of mopveia; namely: 
(1) that it denotes figuratively idolatry, and that merely the 
indirect idolatry, which consists in the partaking of eiöw- 
Aodvurwv, so that trav eiöwA. and THs wopyv. form only one 
point (so, entirely opposed to the order in ver. 29, Beza, 
Selden, Schleusner) ; (2) that it is the fornication practised ut 
the heathen festivals (so Morus, Dindorf, Stolz, Heinrichs) ; 
(3) that the ropvıry Ovola is meant, the gains of prostitution 
offered in sacrifice (Heinsius and Ittig) ; or (4) the “ actus pro- 
fessionis meretriciae, in fornice stantis viri vel mulieris mercede 

pacta prostitutae et omnium libidini patentis” (Salmasius) ; or 
(5) the concubinage common among the Gentiles (Calvin); or 
(6) the nuptiae intra gradus prohibitos (Lightfoot, comp. Ham- 
mond), incest (Gieseler in Staeudlin and Tzschirner’s Archiv. 
IV.p. 312; Baur, I. p. 162, ed. 2; Ritschl, altkath. Kirche, p. 

129; Zeller, p. 246; Sepp, and others ; also Wieseler, who, how- 
' ever, on Gal. p. 149, takes it generally, and only treats incest 

as included) ; or (7) marriage with a heathen husband (Hering 
in the Bibl. nov. Brem. IV. p. 289 ff.; Teller) ; or (8) deutero- 
gamy (Schwegler, nachapost. Zeitalt. I. p. 127). Bentley 
has even recourse to conjectural emendation, namely, xoıpeias 

or mopreias (swine’s flesh). Such expedients are only resorted 
to, because all the other particulars are not immoral in them- 
selves, but aöıdbopa, which only become immoral through the 

1 But that the apostles had here in view a sanctification of marriage by the 
cognizance or approval of the rulers of the church, so that the germ of the eccle- 
siastical nuptial ceremony is to be found here, is very arbitrarily assumed by 

Lange, apost. Zeitalt. Il. p. 185. 
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existing circumstances. But the association of mopveia with 
three adiaphora is to be explained from the then moral corrup- 
tion of heathenism, by which fornication, regarded from of old 

with indulgence and even with favour, nay, practised without 
shame even by philosophers, and surrounded by poets with 
all the tinsel of lasciviousness, had become in public opinion 
a thing really indifferent ;+ Grotius in loc., Hermann, Privat- 

_alterth. § 29, 13 ff. Compare the system of Hetaerae in 
Corinth, Rome, etc., and the many forms of the worship of 
Aphrodite in the Greek world. See also on 1 Cor. vi. 12. 
Baumgarten, Ewald, Bleek, Weiss have with reason retained 

the proper and in the N. T. prevailing literal sense of ropveia. 
— kal Tod TviKTOv] ie. the flesh of such beasts as are killed by 
strangling (strangulation by snares, and the like), and from 
which the blood is not let out. This is based on Lev. xvii. 
13, 14, Deut. xii. 16, 23, according to which the blood 

was to be let out from every hunted animal strangled, and 
without this letting out of blood the flesh was not to be 
eaten. Comp. Schoettgen in loc. That the prohibition here 
refers to Roman epicurism (eg. to the eating of fowls suffo- 
cated in Falerian wine), is very inappropriately assumed by 
Schneckenburger, especially considering the humble position 
of most of the Gentile-Christians. —xal Tod aluaros] denotes 
generally any partaking of blood, in whatever form it might 
be found. Lev. iii. 17, vii. 26, xvii. 10, xix. 26; Deut. xii. 
16, 23 ff, xv. 23. The prohibition of eating blood, even yet 
strictly observed by the Jews (Saalschiitz, Mos. R. p. 262 f.), 
is not to be derived from the design of the lawgiver to keep 

1 That even among the heathen the sinfulness of sexual abuse was recognised 
(as Hofmann, heil. Schr. N. T. I. p. 131, objects), makes no difference as regards 
the whole of their moral attitude and tendency. Voices of earnest and thought- 
ful men in Greece and Rome were raised against all vices. Hofmann attaches 
to the notion of xepye/a a width which the word, as actually used, has not: 
**Unbridledness of natural sexual conduct, which neither knows nor desires to 

know moral restriction.” Thus the word, in his view, applies not only to 
sexual intercourse in relationship, but also to sexual conduct in marriage (?). 

2 The omission of zai rod xvxrod in D and Fathers, though approved by Borne- 
mann (here and in ver. 29), can only be regarded as a copyist’s error occasioned 
by Homoioteleuton (xai vot... . xai rod). So decisive are the witnesses in favour 
of these words, 
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the people at a distance from all idolatry (as is well known, 
the sacrificing Gentiles ate blood and drank it mingled with 
wine, Michaelis, Mos. R. IV. § 206), or from sanitary con- 

siderations, but from the conception expressly set forth in Gen. 
ix. 6, Lev. xvii. 11, xiii. 14, Deut. xii. 23, 24, that the blood 

is that which contains “the soul of all flesh.” On this also 
depended the prohibition of things strangled, because the 
blood was still in them, which, as the vehicle of life, was not 

to be touched as food, but was to be poured out (Lev. xvii. 
13; Deut. xii. 15 ff.), and not to be profaned by eating. See 
Ewald, Alterth. pp. 51, 197; Delitzsch, bibl. Psych. p. 242 ff. - 
The very juxtaposition of the two points proves that Cyprian, 
Tertullian, and others (see Wolf in loc.), erroneously explain 
aiua of homicidiwm. With the deep reverence of the Hebrews 
for the sanctity of blood was essentially connected the idea 
of blood-sacrifice ; and therefore the prohibition of partaking 
of blood, in respect of its origin and importance (it was 
accompanied with severe penalties), was very different from 
the prohibition of unclean animals. Comp. also Bahr, Symbol. 
II. p. 240. : 

The following general observations are to be made on ver. 
20 compared with ver. 29:—1. The opinion of James and 
the resolution of the assembly is purely negative ; the Gentile 
brethren were not to be subjected to wapevoxXeiv, but they 
were expected merely arexeodaı, and that from four matters, 
which according to the common Gentile opinion were regarded 
as indifferent, but were deeply offensive to the rigidly legal 
Jewish-Christians. The moral element of these points is here 
accordingly left entirely out of account; the design of the 
prohibition refers only to the legal strictness of the Jewish- 
Christians, between whom and the Gentile-Christians the 

existing dispute was to be settled, and the fellowship of 
brotherly intercourse was to be provisionally restored. The 
Gentile-Christian, for the avoidance of offence towards his 

Jewish brother, was to abstain as well from that which 

exhibited the fundamental character of heathenism (pollutions 
of idols and fornication; comp. on the latter, Rom. i. 21 ff.), 

as from those things by which, in the intercourse of Christian 
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fellowship, the most important points of the restrictions on food 
appointed by God for Israel might be prematurely overthrown, 
to the offence of the Jewish-Christians.—2. That precisely these 
four points are adduced, and neither more nor other, is simply 
to be explained from the fact, that historically, and according 
to the experience of that time, next to circumcision these were 
the stumbling-blocks in ordinary intercourse between the two 
sections of Christians; and not, as Olshausen and Ebrard, 

following many older commentators, suppose (comp. also 
Ritschl, alökath. K. p. 129; Wieseler, p. 185; Holtzmann, 
Judenth. u. Christenth. p. 571 f.), from the fact that they were 
accustomed to be imposed on the proselytes of the gate in 
the so-called seven precepts of Noah (see the same in Sanh. 
56 ab; Maimonides, Tr. Melach. 9. 1), and that the meaning 

of the injunction is, that the Gentile-Christians had no need 
to become proselytes of righteousness by circumcision, but were 
only obliged to live as proselytes of the gate, or at least were 
to regard themselves as placed in a closer relation and fellow- 
ship to the Jewish people (Baumgarten). Were this the case, 
we cannot see why the decree should not have attached itself 
more precisely and fully to the Noachic precepts,’ to which 
not a single one of the four points expressly belonged; and 
therefore the matter has nothing at all in common with the 
proselytism of the gate. Comp. also Oertel, p. 249 ; Hofmann, 
h. Schr. d. N. T. I. p. 128 ff. —3. That the proposal of James, 
and the decree drawn up in accordance with it, were to have 
no permanent force as a rule of conduct, is clear from the 
entire connection in which it arose. It was called forth by 
the circumstances of the times; it was to be a compromise 
as long as these circumstances lasted; but its value as such 
was extinguished of itself by the cessation of the circum- 
stances—namely, as soon as the strengthening of the Chris- 
tian spirit, and of the Christian moral freedom of both 
parties, rendered the provisional regulation superfluous. Comp. 
Ritschl, altkath. K. p. 158 £ Therefore Augustine strikingly 

1 These forbade: (1) idolatry; (2) blasphemy ; (3) murder; (4) incest; 
(5) robbery ; (6) disobedience to magistrates ; (7) partaking of flesh cut from 
living animals. 
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remarks (ec. Munich. 32.13): “ Elegisse mihi videntur pro tem- 
- pore rem facilem et nequaquam observantibus onerosam, in qua 

cum Israelitis etiam gentes propter angularem ulum lapidem 
duos in se condentem aliquid communiter observarent. Trans- 
acto vero illo tempore, quo tlt duo parietes, wnus de cir- 
cumeisione, alter de praeputio venientes, quamvis in angulare 
lapide concordarent, tamen suis quibusdam proprietatibus dis- 

tinctius eminebant, ac ubi ecclesia gentium talis effecta est, ut in 
ea nullus Israelita carnalis appareat: quis jam hoc Christianus 
observat, ut turdas vel minutiores aviculas non attingat, nisi 

quarum sanguis effusus est, aut leporem non edat, st. manu a 

cervice percussus nullo eruento vulnere occisus est? Ht qua 
forte pavei tangere ista formidant, a cacteris irridentur, ita 
omnium animos in hac re tenwit sententia veritatis.” In 
contrast to this correct view stand the Canon. apost. 63 (ei tes 
emiokomos 3) mpeoßürepos 7) Sidkovos N) SAWS TOD KaTaNOyoU 
Tov ieparıkod dyn Kpéa Ev aluarı ruxis abrod, 7) Onpiddwrov 
) Ovnommatov, kadaıpeiodw TobdTo yap 0 vonos ümeimev. Ei de 
Aaixds ein, abopıdeodw), and not less the Clementine Homilies, 

vii. 4, and many Fathers in Suicer, 7hes. I. p. 113, as also 
the Concil. Trull. II. Can. 67, and exegetical writers cited 
in Wolf.’ It is self-evident withal, that not only the prohibi- 
tion of mopveia, but also the general moral tenor and funda- 
mental thought of the whole decree (the idea of Christian free- 
dom, to the use of which merely relative limits given in the 
circumstances, and not an absolute ethical limitation, must be 

assigned), have permanent validity, such as Paul exhibited in 
his conduct and teaching. —4. The Tübingen criticism, finding 
in Gal. ii. the Archimedean point for its lever, has sought to 
relegate the whole narrative of the apostolic couneil and its 
decree to the unhistorical sphere (see besides, Baur, I. 119 ff. 
ed. 2, Schwegler, Zeller, Holsten, especially Hilgenfeld in 
Comm. z Br. an d. Gal., and in his Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol. 
1858, p. 317 ff,1860,p. 118 ff, Kanon u. Krit. d. N. T. p. 

1 Comp. also the Erlangen Zeitschr. f. Protest. u. K., July 1851, p. 53, where 
the abstinence from things strangled and from blood is reckoned as a ““pre- 
cipitate on the part of the external Levitical ordinances” to be preserved in the 
church. 
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188 ff.); because the comparison with Gal. ii. exhibits contra- 
dictions, which cause the narrative of the Acts to be recog- 
nised as an irenic fiction. It is alleged, namely, that by its 
incorrect representation the deeply seated difference between 
the Jewish-Christianity of the original apostles and Paulinism 
free from the law was to be as much as possible concealed, 
with a view to promote union. Holtzmann, Judenth. und 
Christenth. p. 568 ff, more cautiously weighs the matter, but 
still expresses doubt. For a defence of its historical character, 
see Wieseler, Chronol. p. 189 ff, and in his Comm. z. Br. an d. 
Gal. ;* Ebrard, § 125; Dane p. 401 ff. ; Schaff, @esch. 
d. apie K. p. 252 ff, ed. 2; N Behneokenhurser in the Stud. 
u. Krit. 1855, p. 551 I, Teehiet: apost. u. nachapost. Zeitalt. 
p. 396 ff. (also in the Stud, d. Würtemb. Geistl. 1847, 2, p. 
94 ff.) ; Lange, apost. Zeitalt. I. p. 103 ff.; Thiersch, p. 127 ff. ; 
Lekebusch, p. 296 ff.; Ewald, p. 469 ff; Ritschl, altkath. K. 
p. 148 ff.; Hofmann, heil. Schr. N. T. I. p. 127 ff, who, 
however, calls to his aid many incorrect interpretations of 
passages in the Epistle to the Galatians ; Trip, Jc. p. 92 ff. ; 
Oertel, Paul. in d. Apostelgesch. p. 226 ff. The contradictions, 
which serve as premisses for the attack upon our narrative, are 
not really present in Gal. ii. 1 ff. For—and these are the most 
essential points in the question—in Gal. ii. Paul narrates the 
matter not in a purely historical interest, but in personal 

_ defence of his apostolic authority, and therefore adduces inci- 
dents and aspects of what happened at Jerusalem, which do 
not make it at all necessary historically to exclude our nar- 
rative. Moreover, even in Gal. ii. the original apostles are not 
in principle at variance, but at one, with Paul (comp. Bleek, 

Beitr. p. 253 f.); as follows from ver. 6, from the reproach of 

hypocrisy made against Peter, vv. 12, 13 (which supposes an 
agreement in conviction between him and Paul), from the 

edvırws Shs, ver. 14, and from the speech in common, ver. 16 ff. 

(see evasions, on account of ürörpsass, in Schwegler and Baur). 
Further, in Gal. ii. Paul is not contrasted with the original 

1 Who, however, still (see the article ‘‘Galaterbrief” in Herzog’s Hncykl. 
XIX.) identifies the journey in Gal. ii. with that mentioned in Acts xvili. 21 f., 

an opinion which it is impossible to maintain. Comp. on Gal. ii. 1. 

' ACTS IL E 
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apostles in respect of doctrine (for the circumcision of Titus 
was not demanded by them), but as regards the field of their 
operations in reference to the same gospel, ver. 9. By «ar 
iöiav, again, Gal. ii. 2, is meant a private conference (comp. on 
ver. 6), which had nothing to do with the transactions of our 
narrative ; nor is the care for the poor determined on, Gal. 

ii. 10, a matter excluding the definitions of our decree, parti- 
cularly as Paul only describes an agreement which had been 
made, not in any sort of public assembly, but merely between 
him and the three original apostles; the observance of the 
decree was an independent matter, and was understood of itself. 
In fine, the absence of any mention of the council and decree 
in the Pauline Epistles, particularly in the Epistle to the 
Galatians (and even in the discussion on meats offered in sacri- 

fice, 1 Cor. viii. 10, 23 ff), is completely intelligible from the 
merely interim nature and purpose of the statute; as well as, 
on the other hand, from the independence of his apostleship 
and the freedom of believers from the law, which Paul had to 

assert more and more after the time of the council in his 
special apostolic labours, and always to lay greater stress on, 
in opposition to the Judaism which ever raised itself anew 
(see on Gal., Introd. § 3). Indeed, the very circumstance that 
the proposals for the decree proceed from James, is in keeping 
with his position as the highly respected head of the Jewish- 
Christians, and is a testimony of his wise moderation, without 
making him answerable (comp. Jas. i. 25, ii. 12) for the 
Judaistic narrowness and strictness of his followers (Gal. 1. 12). 
And there could be the less scruple to consent on the part of 
Paul, as, in fact, by this henoticon the non-circumcision of the 

Gentiles had completely conquered, and he thereby saw the 
freedom and the truth of the gospel securely established (Gal. 
ii. 3 ff.), while at the same time the chief vice of heathenism, 

mopveia, was rejected, and the right application of the other 
three prohibitions, in accordance with the yv@ous and aydarn 
which his Gospel promoted, was more and more to be expected — 
in confidence on the Lord and His Spirit (2 Cor. iii. 17; Rom. 
yiii. 15). See, in addition, on Gal. ii. 

Ver. 21. See Düsterdieck in the Götting. Monatschr. 1849, 
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p. 282 ff. I dp] gives the reason why it was indispensable to 
enjoin this fourfold arrexeodaı—namely, because the preach- 
ing of the Mosaic law, taking place from ancient generations 
in every city every Sabbath day by its being read in the 
synagogues, would only tend to keep alive the offence which 
the Jewish-Christians (who still adhered to the synagogue’) 
took to their uncircumcised brethren, in view of the complete 
freedom of the latter from the law, including even these four 
points.? These words thus assign a ground for the proposal 
on the score of necessity (corresponding to the éwdvayxes in the 
decree, ver. 28), and, indeed, of the necessity that there must 
be, at least so far, accommodation to the Mosaic law. Others: 

mepırröv Tots Lovdaiows TadTa émucTéAAew' ATO TOV vouov TadTA 
| pavOavovow k.T.d., scholion in Matthaei, Chrysostom, Lyra, and 
many others, and recently Neander. Out of place, as there 
was no question at all about an instruction for the Jewish- 
Christians. Erasmus, Wetstein, Thiersch, and others still more 

arbitrarily import the idea: “ Meque est metuendum, ut Moses 
propterea antiquetur ;” or (so Grotius and Ewald, p. 472): 
it is not to be feared that the Mosaic law generally will be 
neglected and despised. Still more freely Gieseler* reads be- 
tween the lines what is supposed to be meant: “ The Mosaic 
law already has been so long preached, and yet there are few 
who submit to embrace it. Now, when the service of the true 

1 Comp. Lechler, apost. Zeitalt. p. 291 f. 
? Lekebusch and Oertel adopt in the main this interpretation, to which Calvin 

already came very near. Nor is the explanation of Diisterdieck essentially dif- 
ferent. Yet he understands #x« in the sense: he has in his power, holds in 

subjection, which, however, appears not to be admissible, as not the Jews 
generally, but the xnpiecovres, are the object of ¢y«. It is the simple : he has 
them, they do not fail him. 

® Thus in substance also Schneckenburger, Zeller, Baumgarten, Hilgenfeld. 
‘Peculiarly ingenious, but importing what is not in the text, is the view of 
Bengel : ‘‘ Prophetas citavi, non Mosen, cujus consensus est apertior,” holding 

that James had Deut. xxxii. 21 in view. 
* In Stäudlin und Tzschirner’s Archiv. f. Kirchengesch. IV. p. 312. Baur, 

ed. 1, also adopted the explanation of Gieseler. But in the second edition, I. 

p. 137, he interprets it as if James wished to say : “a worship so ancient as the 
Mosaic is perfectly entitled to such a demand.” This, however, is in no way 

contained in the words, in which, on the contrary, the point is the ancient 
preaching and the constant reading. 
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God is preached without the yoke of the law, many are turning 
to Him, and it is indisputable that the ceremonial law is the 
only obstacle to the universal diffusion of true religion.” 
Lange, II. p. 183, likewise imports : “ We have nothing further 
to do. To assert the statutes of Moses, is not our office; there 

are already preachers for that.” Similarly Hofmann, Schriftbew. 
II. 2, p. 41, who, however, discovers under the words of 

James the presupposition as self-evident, that Gentiles, if they 
pleased, might along with the faith embrace also the law of 
Moses; to those, who wished to become Mosaic, nothing need 
be said about the law, because they would always have an 
opportunity to become acquainted with it. As if one could 
read-in such a. very important presupposition as self-evident ! 
And as if Paul and Barnabas could have been silent at a pro- 
position so entirely anti-Pauline! Further, we cannot see 
how what Brenske (Stud. wu. Krit. 1859, p. 711 ff.) finds as 
the meaning, considering the proselytes of the gate as those to 
whom the «npvocew took place, is contained in the words: the 
Knpvocew has the notion of publicity and solemnity, but not of 
novelty (Brenske), which even passages such as Gal. v. 11, 
Rom. ii. 21, should have prevented him from assuming. Lastly, 

Wieseler (on Gal. ii, 11 ff, p. 148) finds in the words the 
designed inference : consequently these statutes have for long 
been not a thing unheard of and burdensome for these Gentiles, 
because there are among them many proselytes. But even 
thus the chief points are mentally supplied. 

Ver. 22. ’ExXe&auevovs] is not to be taken, with Beza, Er. 
Schmid, Kuinoel, and others, for exXexdevras, as the middle 

aorist never has a passive signification; on the contrary (comp. 
ver. 40), the correct explanation is (accusative with the in- 
finitive) : after they should have (not had) chosen men from 
among them, to send them, i.e. to choose and to send men. Comp. 
Vulg., and see Kypke, II. p. 73; Winer, p. 239 [E.T. 319 £.]. 
—Nothing further is known of Judas Barsabas (whom Grotius 
and Wolf consider as a brother of Joseph Barsabas, i. 23). 
Ewald considers him as identical with the person named in x. 23. 
Concerning Silas, ze. Silvanus (see on 2 Cor. i. 19), the apos- 
tolic companion of Paul on his journeys in Asia Minor and 
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Greece (xvii. 4,x. 14f, xviii. 5, also 1 Pet. v. 12), see Cellar. 

de Sila viro apost., Jena, 1773; Leyrer in Herzog’s Encykl. 
XIV.p. 369. These two men, who were of the first rank and 
influence (jyoup., comp. Luke xxii. 26) among the Christians, 
were sent to Antioch to give further oral explanation (ver. 27). 

Vv. 23, 24. Tparravres] while they wrote, should properly - 
agree in case with exXefauevovs. Anacoluthia in carrying out 
the construction by participles is frequent; here it conforms to 
the logical subjeet of of rois «.7.r. See Bernhardy, p. 463; 
Winer, p. 527 [E. T. 709]; also Pflugk, ad Eur. Hee. 970. 
— dia yetpos abr@v] so that they were to be the bearers of 
the letter—As the letter was directed not only to Antioch and 
to Syria (whose capital and chief church was Antioch), but 
also to Cilicia, we are to infer that in this province also similar 
dissensions between Jewish and Gentile Christians had taken 
place, and had come to the knowledge of the apostolic assembly. 
—The genuineness of the letter is supported as well by its 
whole form — which, with all distinctness as to the things 
forbidden (the designation of which is repeated exactly in 
xxi. 25), yet has otherwise so little official eircumstantiality, 
that it evidently appears intended to be orally supplemented 
as regards the particulars—as also by the natural supposition 
that this important piece of writing would soon be circulated 
in many copies (xxi. 25), and therefore might easily, in an 
authentic form, pass into the collection of Luke’s sources." — 
Kat of aderdot] i.e. the whole church, ver. 22. — Xaipew] the 
well-known epistolary salutation of the Greeks.” Comp. xxiii. 
26. The letter addressed to Greek Christians was certainly 
written in Greek. But that it was actually composed by James 
(Bengel, Bleek in the Stud. u. Krit. 1836, p. 1037) does not 
follow at least from Jas. i. 1, although it is in itself possible, 

and indeed from his position in Jerusalem even probable. 
The similarity in the expression of the decree with Luke i. 1, 
does not justify us in doubting the originality of that expression 

1 According to Schwanbeck, the letter is derived from the ‘‘Memoirs of 
Silas.” In this view, of course, it must be assumed that dydpas ayoyr., ver. 22, 

- did not stand in the text at all, or not here. 

2 See Otto in the Jahrb. f. D. Theol. 1867, p. 678 ff. 
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(Schwegler, Zeller), as the subdivision in the protasis and 
apodosis was very natural, and the use of &öo&ev almost neces- 

sary.— avaokevabovres] destroying, subverting, elsewhere neither 
in the N. T. nor in the LXX. and Apocrypha; but see Xen. 
Cyr. vi. 2..25 ; Polyb. ix. 31. 6, ix. 32. 8; Dem. 895. 5. “Non 
parcunt iis, qui dubitationes invexerant,” Bengel. — Aeyovres 
mepitéuv.| without deiv, because in A&y. the sense of command- 
ing is implied. Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. v. 7. 34. Comp. on 
xiv. 14.— The rnpeiv T. vonov is the £uyös; ver. 10, which 
was imposed with circumcision, Gal. v. 3. And the vous is 
the whole law, not merely the ceremonial part. — ols ov 
Sueatevn.| So arbitrarily had they acted. 

Vy. 25-28. Tevopévous onodvuadov]) after we had become 
unanimous. Thus it was not a mere majority of voices: “ non 
parum ponderis addit decreto concors sententia,” Grotius. On 
yiveodaı with an adverb in the sense of a predicate, see 
Bernhardy, p. 337. Comp. on John i. 15. — Bapvaß. x. 
IIavrw] This order (after chap. xiii., almost always inverted) 
is justly regarded by Bleek as a proof of fidelity to the docu- 
mentary source. The placing of Barnabas first was very 
natural to the apostles and to the church in Jerusalem, on the 
ground of the older apostolic position of the man who in fact 
first introduced Paul himself to the apostles. Also at xiv. 
14, xv. 12, this precedence has its ground in the nature of 
the circumstances. — avdpwmoıs x.7.A.] men who have given up 
(exposed to the danger of death) their soul for the name (for 
its glorification, v. 41) of our Lord Jesus Christ. mapad. nv 
yuynv (comp. Plat. Prot. p. 312 C), the opposite of dexew 
owoaı T. uxyv, Luke ix. 24, is not to be identified with 
rıdevaı T. r., and the two are not to be explained from the 
Hebrew W5) ni” (in opposition to Grotius, Kuinoel, Olshausen). 
See on John x. 11. The purpose of these words of com- 
mendation is the attestation of the complete confidence of 
the assembly in the Christian fidelity, proved by such love 
to Christ, of the two men who had been sent from Antioch, 

and who perhaps had been slandered by the Judaistic party 
as egotistic falsifiers of the gospel. Comp. Grotius. — kai 

1 According to Zeller, p. 246, these commendatory words are calculated by the 
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avtouvs K.7..| who also themselves, i.e. in person, along with this 
our written communication, make known the same thing orally 
(Sia Aoyov, see Raphel, Polyb.).— arayyeaX.] stands not for 
the future (against Grotius, Hammond, Heinrichs, Kuinoel), 

but realizes as present the time when Judas and Silas deliver 
the letter and add their oral report. — 7a aür4] namely, what 
we here inform you of by letter. Neander takes it otherwise: 
the same, that Barnabas and Paul have preached to you, namely, 
that faith in the Redeemer, even “ without the observance of 

the law, suffices,” etc. Against this view dca Adyov is decisive, 

by which ra aura necessarily retains its reference to what was 
communicated by letter. — T& äyio mveinarı Kal nuiv] The 
agreement of the personal activity of the advisers themselves 
with the illuminating and confirming influence of the Holy 
Spirit experienced by them when advising. Comp. v. 32. 
Well does Calovius remark: “ Conjungitur causa principalis 

. et ministerialis decreti.” Olshausen supposes that it is equi- 
valent to T® ay. mv. Ev juiv. Just as arbitrarily and erro- 
neously, Grotius, Piscator, and many others hold that there is 
here a &v Ova Övoiv, nobis per Sp. St. Neander: through the 
Holy Spirit we also (like Paul and Barnabas) have arrived at 
the perception. To this is opposed &o£e, which, in accordance 
with ver. 22, must necessarily denote the determination of the 
council, and therefore forbids the reference of the Kal 7iv 
to Paul and Barnabas, which reference, at any rate (see before 
on Ta avTa), is remote from the context. — nuiv] includes, 

according to vv. 22, 23, also the church, to which, of course, Bel- 

larmin and other Catholics concede only the consensus tacitus. 
See, on the contrary, Calovius. — Ta Emavaykes] the things 
necessary. Bernhardy, p. 328; Kypke, IIL. p. 75 f. The 
conjectural emendations, ém’ avdyxns (Salmasius) and Ev aya- 
mats (Bentley), are wholly unnecessary. That eravaykes 
(Herod. i. 82; Plat. Pol. vii. p. 536 D, Conv. p. 176 E, Dem. 
706. 21) is an adverb, see in Schaefer, ad Dem. App. IV. 

author for his readers, as indeed the whole book is held to be only a letter of 

commendation for Paul. 
1 Ewald, p. 476, appropriately remarks: ‘‘ The mention of the Holy Spirit, 

ver. 28, is the most primitive Christian thing imaginable.” 
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p- 540 f. The necessity here meant is not a necessity for 
salvation (Zeller), but a necessity conditioned by the circum- 
stances of the time. See on ver. 20 f. 

Ver. 29. The points mentioned in ver. 20 are here arranged 
more accurately, so that the three which refer to food are 
placed together. — dméyeo@a:] is in ver. 20, as in 1 Thess. 
iv. 3, v. 22, Ecclus. xxviii. 8, and frequently in the LXX., joined 
with dro ; but here, as usually among Greek writers, only with 
the genitive. The two differ “non quoad rem ipsam, sed modo 
cogitandi, ita ut in priori formula sejunctionis cogitatio ad rem, 
in posteriori autem ad nos ipsos referatur.” Tittmann, Synon. 
N. T. p. 225.— && dv Ötarmpodvres Eavtovs| from which (ie. 
at a distance from, without fellowship with them), ye carefully 
keeping yourselves. Comp. John xvii. 5 ; Prov. xxi. 23 : dvatnpet 
Ex Orivews Thy uxnv abrod ; also the corresponding connection 
with azo, Ps. xii. 8; Jas. i 27.— ed mpa£ere] not: ye shall - 
do well (so usually; also de Wette, comp. x. 33), but, as also 
Hofmann interprets it according to the usus loguendi (see 
especially Plat. Ale. i. p. 116 B: öorıs Karas mpdrreı, ovyt 
Kai ed mparreı, Prot. p. 333 D: ei ed mpdttovew adıkodvres, 
Dem. 469. 14: ei Tes @AXos ed uev Emoimoev buds ed TPATTWV, 
Plat. Ep. 3, p. 315 B; the opposite, karws mpdooev, comp. 
Ellendt, Lex. Soph. II. p. 629, and Grimm, s.v. ed), ye shall 
Jare well, namely, by peace and unity in Christian fellowship. 
Quite incorrectly, Elsner, Wolf, Krebs, Kuinoel have under- 

stood the meaning as equivalent to ow@ncesde, which egre- 
giously and injuriously mistakes the apostolic spirit, that 
had nothing in common with the od divacbe aw@nvaı of the 
strict legalists. — &ppwode] the epistolary valete. Xen. Cyr. iv. 
5. 33; Hipp. ep. p. 1275, 20; Artem. iii. 44; 2 Mace. xi. 
21, 33, vii. 9. Comp. Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 323 f. 

Vv. 31, 32. ’Emi 7H maparınoeı] for the consolation, which 
the contents of the letter granted to them. They now saw 
Christian liberty protected and secured, where the abrupt de- 
mand of the Jewish-Christians had formerly excited so much 
anxiety. The meaning cohortatio, arousing address (Beza, 
Castalio, and others), is less suitable to the contents of the 
letter and to the threatening situation in which they had been 
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placed. — al adroit] is to be explained in keeping with 
ver. 27; and so to be connected, not, as is usually done, with 

po. övres (as they also, as well as Paul and Barnabas, were 
prophets), but with Sua Adyou m. wapexdr. #.r.A. Judas and 
Silas also personally (as the letter by writing) comforted and 
etrengthened the brethren by much discourse, which they 
could the more do, since they were prophets (see on xi. 27). 
The maperaxeoav must be interpreted like mapaxdjoe, and 
so not cohortabantur (as usually). Comp. Vulgate; and see 
ver. 27, Ta aura. 

Vv. 33-35. Iloweiv xpovov] to spend a time, Dem. 392. 18. 
See Wetstein and Jacobs, ad Anthol. II. 3, p. 44; also 

Schaefer, ad Bos. Ell. p. 413. — per’ eipnvns] ie. so that wel- 
fare (Diev) was bidden to accompany them, amidst good wishes. 
A reference to the formula of parting: mopevov or imaye eis 
eipnvnv, or Ev eipnvy (xvi. 36; Mark v. 34; Luke vii. 50, 
viii. 48; Jas. ii, 16). — The «al between diddcx. and evayy.' 
is epexegetical. — tov doy. tov Kup.] see on viii. 25.—At this 
period, ver. 35, occurs the encounter of Paul with Peter (Gal. 
ii. 11 ff). The quite summary statement, ver. 35, makes the 
non-mention of this particular incident intelligible enough, 
and therefore there is no reason for the fiction that Luke 
desired, by the narrative of the strife between Paul and 
Barnabas (vv. 37 ff.), merely to mask the far more important 
difference between him and Peter (Schrader, Schneckenburger, 
Baur). This passing and temporary offence had its amport- 
ance in the special interest of the Epistle to the Galatians, 
but not in the general historical interest of Luke, which was 

concerned, on the other hand, with the separation of Paul and 

Barnabas and of their working. The objections of Wieseler 
to the assumed coincidence of time (on Gal. ii. 11) have little 
weight. In particular, the indefinite statements of time, vv. 
33, 35, 36, allow space enough.—As to the spuriousness of 

ver. 34, see on ver. 40. 

Ver. 36. An] see on xiii. 2. — év ais] because macav modu 
contains a distributive plurality. Winer, p. 134 [E. T. 177]. 

1 The added were xaui trép. rorrawy, with yet many others, shows how very great 
the field of labour at Antioch was. 
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— Tas Exovor] how their state is, their internal and external 
Christian condition. The reference to émioKey. Tods adedd. 
depends on well-known attraction. Moreover, Bengel well 
remarks that més &xovas is the nervus visitationis ecclesiasticae. 

Vv. 38, 39. But Paul judged it not right (nEiov, comp. 
xxvii. 22; Xen. Anab. v. 5. 9; Mem. ü. 1. 9) to take with 
them this one who had fallen away from them from Pamphylia, 
etc. (comp. xiii. 13)." Observe the un cupmapadafPelv standing 
in sharp opposition to the cupzrapadaBetv of ver. 37, and the 
rodrov significantly repeated at the close. The purposely 
chosen arooravra, and the decisive rejection which Paul 
founded on this falling away, even in opposition to the highly 
esteemed Barnabas, who did not wish to discard his cousin 

(Col. iv. 10), proves that the matter was not without grave 
fault on the part of Mark. Fickleness in the service of Christ 
(Mark had been od Xpictov dpynodpevos, dAdAa Tov Spopov 
Tov Todvy Kat PBapiy Tapattnodpevos, Oecumenius) was to 
Paul’s bold and decided strength of character and firmness in 
his vocation the foreign element, with which he could not 
enter into any union either abstractly or for the sake of public 
example.— This separation was beneficial for the church, 
because Barnabas now chose a sphere of operation for himself. 
Ver. 39; 1 Cor. ix. 6. And as to Mark, certainly both the 
severity of Paul and the kind reception given to him by Bar- 
nabas were alike beneficial for his ministerial fidelity, Col. iv. 
10; 2 Tim. iv. 11. To pév yap IIaurov boßepöv Ereorperev 
avrov, TO de Bapvaßa xpmorov Emoicı unkerı amoreıdONvaı. 

“Note paxovraı ev, mpos ev de TEAoS Amavra TO Kepdos 
(Chrysostom). — mapo£vouös] an exasperation. Dem. 1105. 
24; Deut. xxix. 28; Jer. xxxii. 37. The expression is pur- 
posely chosen ; it was ov« éxOpa ovdé diroverxia (Chrysostom). 
But the thing itself had its ground in the advOpwrivn Siavola 
according to its relation to the difference of the character con- 
fronting it (ob yap joav Aidoı 7 Evroı, Chrysostom). 

1 Luke does not mention the later reunion (Col. iv. 10; Philem. 24 ; 2 Tim. 

iv. 11), which, if the view as to the book being intended as a reconciliation of 
Paulinism and Petrinism were correct, must occasion great surprise, as Mark _ 
was a disciple of Peter. 
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Vv. 40, 41. ’Emire£anevos Sirav] after he had chosen Silas 
as his apostolic companion. It is accordingly to be assumed 
that Silas (ver. 27), after he had returned to Jerusalem (ver. 
33), and had along with Judas given an account of the result 
of their mission, had in the meantime returned to Antioch. 

But the interpolation, ver. 34 (see the critical remarks), is 
incorrect, as the return of Silas to Jerusalem was a necessary 
exigency of the commission which he had received. ézruAé- 
yeodaı, in the sense sibi eligere, only here in the N. T.; often 

in Greek writers, the LXX., and Apocr. — mapado0. TH yap. 
t. Kupiov] committed to the grace of Christ (see the critical 
remarks). Comp. ver. 11. Not different in substance from 
xiv. 36, but here expressed according to a more specifically 
Christian form. Moreover, the notice, compared with ver. 39, 

leads us to infer, with great probability, that the church of 
Antioch in the dispute before us was on the side of Paul. — 
nv Sup. «. Kırır.] as Barnabas (ver. 39), so Paul also betook 
himself to his native country ; from their native countries the 

two began their new, and henceforth for ever separated, mis- 
sionary labours. Barnabas is unjustly reproached (by Baum- 
garten) with repairing to his own country, instead of to the 
wide fields of heathenism ; in point of fact, we know not the 
‚Further course which he adopted for his labours. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

Ver. 1. After yuvarné¢ Elz. has rwos, which is decidedly spurious 
according to the evidence. — Ver. 3. röv wartpa abroü, örı "EAN. 
Urnpxev] Lachm. reads örı "EAAny 6 carnp abrod UmAPXE, accord- 

instoABCs,min. Rightly; the Recepta is a mechanical 
or designed transposition into the usual mode of expression by 
attraction. If the reading of Lachm. were a resolution of the 
attraction, "Er?yv» would not have been placed first. — Ver. 6. 
öierdövres] A B C DE 8, min. and several vss, and Fathers have 
d:jAdov, and in ver. 7 for the most part 62 after erdövre.. Both 
are adopted by Lachm. and Born. The attestation of this read- 
ing is so preponderating, that it cannot be held as an emenda- 
tion to avoid the recurrence of participial clauses. The Recepta, 
on the contrary, appears to have arisen because of a wish to 
indicate that the hindrance of the Spirit took place only after 
passing through Phrygia and Galatia, which appeared necessary 
if Asia was understood in too wide a sense. The reading of 
the Vulg. presents another corresponding attempt: “transeuntes 
autem... vetati sunt.” — Ver. 7. eis vr. B.] Elz. has xara r. B,, 
against decisive evidence. Hither a mere error of a copyist 
after the preceding xaré, or an intentional interpretation. — 
"Ijood| is wanting in Elz., but supported by decisive evidence. 
If only z<tju« were original, the gloss added would not have 
been *Inood (for «rv. "Incod is not elsewhere found in the N. T.), but, 
from the preceding, rd &yıov. — Ver. 9. The order best attested 
and therefore to be adopted is: d&vjp Maxedav sig jv. So Lachm., 
also Tisch. and Born. ; the latter, however, has deleted jv accord- 
ing to too weak evidence (it was wholly superfluous), and, more- 
over, has in accordance with D adopted iv öpauarı ... ap0n coe! aynp 
x.r.r., an explanatory gloss, as also are the words zara spécwaov 
abrov added after éorws (Born.).—Ver. 10. 6 Kipwos] A B C E 8, 
min. Copt. Vulg. Jer. have 6 @:és. Recommended by Griesb. 
and adopted by Lachm. The Recepta is a gloss in accordance 
with ver. 7 (meine Inood), comp. xili. 2, or written on the margin 
in accordance with ii. 39.— Ver. 13. xix] Approved already 
by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Tisch. Born. instead of the usual 
möxewg, against which A BC D 8, min. Copt. Sahid. Vulg. Cant. 
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witness. rg téAews was written by the side of rij¢ réAns as a gloss 
(as some vss. have still r. ruAng r. réAews), and then supplanted the 
original. — évouifero xpooevyy] A** BC 8, lot 13, 40, Copt. Aeth. 
have évouiZouev mpossuxzv. So Lachm. An alteration, because the 
reading of the text was not understood. From the same mis- 
understanding the reading in D, Epiph. 2ööxsı wpooeuxn (so Born.) 
arose, and the translation of the Vulg., “ubi videbatur oratio 
esse.” — Ver. 16. av xpocevyjv] In Elz. the article is wanting, 
but is supported by preponderating evidence and by its neces- 
sity (ver. 13). — IIidavos] A B C* D(?) 8, lot 33, Vulg. Cant. 

. and some Fathers have riduwve. Adopted by Lachm. Tisch. 
Born. Correctly; the accusative, not understood, was changed for 
the genitive as the more intelligible case, which was well known 
to the transcribers with zvetua (comp. especially, Luke iv. 33). — 
Ver. 17. Instead of the second “ww, Tisch. Born. have iyi, con- 
trary to A C GH, min. vss. and Fathers. But 74%» appeared 
less suitable, especially as a demoniacal spirit spoke from the 
raöionn. —Ver. 24. Instead of siAngucs read, with Lachm. and 
Born., Aaß«v» on decisive evidence. — Ver. 31. Xpiorév] is with 
Lachm. and Tisch. to be deleted as a usual addition (comp. on 
xv. 11), on the authority of A B s, min. Copt. Vulg. Lucif. — 
Ver. 32. xa) rau] A BC Ds, min. Vulg. Cant. Lucif. have ody 
ator. Approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Tisch. Born. The 
x«i easily crept in, because with it the dative r&s, ro% remained, 
and because zai 6 oixös oov (ver. 31) preceded. — Ver. 34. jyar- 
Araoaro] C* (?) D, min. Chrys. Oec. Theophyl. have jyarrrcro. 
Approved by Griesb. and adopted by Born. and Tisch. With 
this weak attestation it is to be regarded as an easily committed 
error of a transcriber. — Ver. 39. e&eAdet rH m6X.] Lachm. and 
Tisch. read aweAéci) aad r. xédX., according to A Bs, min. A 
more definite and precise statement. — Ver. 40. =péc| Elz. has 

- eis against decisive evidence. 

Vv. 1, 2. Acpß. x. Avorp.] See on xiv. 6. — Exei] does not 
refer to both cities, as Otto, Pastoralbr. p. 58, strangely assumes, 
but to the last named, Zystra. Here Timothy, whose conver- 

sion by Paul is to be referred to xiv. 6 f, was at that time 
residing (jv exe?) ; probably it was also his native place, as may 
be inferred from ver. 2 (Ewaprupeito imo T@v Ev Adarpoıs) com- 
pared with ver. 3 (mdeıoav yap dmavtes K.T.X.). Usually (even 

? With this Köhler also agrees in Herzog’s Encykl. XVI. p. 168; Huther and 
Wiesinger leave it undecided ; but Wieseler, p. 25 f., endeavours to uphold the 

usual view. But see on xx. 4, 
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by Olshausen and Neander, but not by de Wette and Baum- 
garten) Timothy is supposed to be a native of Derbe (on 
account of Acts xx. 4; but see remarks on that passage) ; 
Eerei is referred to AépPnv (very arbitrarily), and ver. 2 is ex- 
plained to mean that, besides the (presupposed) good report 
of his native city, Timothy had also the good report of the 
neighbouring cities of Lystra and Iconium; a very forced 
explanation, which Theophilus and the other first readers cer- 
tainly did not hit upon ! — yvvaı. ’Iovö. rıor.] The name of 
this Jewish-Christian was Hunice. See 2 Tim.i. 5. ° Iovdalas 
is the adjective (John iii. 22), as also” EAAnvos and Maxedwv, 

ver. 9. Whether the father was a pure Gentile or a proselyte 
of the gate, the language employed (see on xi. 20) and the lack 
of other information leave entirely undecided. — Euapryp.] as in 
vi. 3.— 'Icovio] see on xiii. 51. What were the peculiar 
circumstances, which had made Timothy honourably known in 
Iconium as well as in the place of his birth, we do not know. 

Ver. 3. Apart from his superior personal qualifications, 
fostered by a pious education (2 Tim. i. 5, iii. 15), Timothy 
was also well adapted to be the coadjutor of the apostle from 
the peculiar external relation in which he stood as belonging 
by parentage both to the Jewish and to the Gentile Christians. 
—raBav mepıierewev] he took and circumcised. There is no | 
reason whatever to suppose that Paul should not have himself 
performed this act, which might in fact be done by any 
Israelite (comp. on Luke i. 59). — 81a rovs "Iovöaiovs] namely, 
to avoid the offence which the Jews in the region of Lystra 
and Iconium would have taken, had Paul associated with 

himself one who was uncircumcised to go forth (e£eXdeiv) as 
his colleague in proclaiming the Messianic salvation. Paul 
acted thus according to the principle of wise and conciliatory 
accommodation (1 Cor. ix. 19), and not out of concession to 
the Judaistic dogma of the necessity of circumcision for 
obtaining the Messianic salvation. He acted thus in order 

1 Erasmus in his Paraphrase (dedicated to Pope Clement vit.) observes: ‘* Non 
quod crederet circumcisionem conferre salutem, quam sola fides adferebat, sed 
ue quid tumultus oriretur a Judaeis.” Observe this distinctively Lutheran 
sola fides, 
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to leave no cause of offence at his work among the yet un- 
converted Jews of that region, and not to please Christian 
Judaists, to whom, if they had demanded the circumcision 

of Timothy, as they did that of Titus at Jerusalem (Gal. i. 
3 f.), he would as little have yielded as he did in the case of 
Titus. This entirely non-dogmatic motive for the measure, 
which was neither demanded by others nor yet took place 
with a view to Timothy’s own salvation or to the necessity of 
circumcision for salvation generally, removes it from all con- 
tradiction either with the apostolic decree (xv. 29) or with 
Gal. ii. 3 ; for in the case of Titus circumcision was demanded 

by others against his will, and that on the ground of dogmatic 
assertion, and so Paul could not allow that to be done on 

Titus (comp. Gal. v. 2) which he himself performed on Timothy. 
This we remark in opposition to Baur and Zeller, who attack 
our narrative as unhistorical, because it stands radically at 
variance with the apostle’s principles and character, so that 
it belongs “ to the absolutely incredible element in the Book 
of Acts” (Baur, I. p. 147, ed. 2). See, on the other hand, 

Lechler in the Wurtemb. Stud. xIx. 2, p. 130 ff., and apost. 

und nachapost. Zeitalt. p. 419; Thiersch, Kirche im apost. 
Zeitalt. p. 136 f.; Lekebusch, p. 272 ff.; Baumgarten, I. p. 
483 ff. Chrysostom has hit in the main on the correct inter- 
pretation: ovdev IIaviov ouverwtepov, wate mavra Tpos TO 
cvudepov émpa . . . Trepietenev va mepıroumv kadeAn. But the 
canon insisted on in the Talmud: partus sequitur ventrem 
(see Wetstein), can hardly have been, taken into consideration 
by the apostle (in opposition to Thiersch and Lange, apost. 
Zeitalt. I. p. 102 f.), because Timothy was already a Christian, 
and thus beyond the stage of Judaism; and therefore it is not 
to be assumed, with Ewald, p. 482, that Paul had wished 

merely to remove the reproach of legitimacy from Timothy— 
even laying aside the fact that Jewesses were not prohibited 
from marrying Gentiles, with the exception only of the seven 
Canaanitish nations (Ex. xxxiv. 16; Deut. vii. 1 ff). The 
circumstance : vids yuvaskos K.T.A., ver. 1, serves only to explain 
whence it happens that Timothy, whose Christian mother was 
known to be a Jewess, was yet uncircumcised ; the father was 
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a Gentile, and had in his paternal authority left him uncir- 
cumeised. — Observe, according to the correct reading örı 
"EM 6 marnp aurod ümnpxev (see the critical remarks), the 
suitable emphasis with which the predicate is placed first: — 
that a Greek his father was. vürapyxeıv in the sense of eivaı 
is used most frequently in the N. T. by Luke. An antithesis 
to daiverOar is arbitrarily and unsuitably imported by Otto. 

Vv. 4, 5. IIapeöidovv] orally, perhaps also partly in writing, 
by delivering to them a copy of the decree, xv. 23 ff. — adrois] 
namely, to the Gentile -Christians in the towns, which the 
connection requires by duAdocew. — Ta Soypata] Luke ii. 1, 
the ordinances. — ims tov amoot. «.r.A.] the mention of 
the leaders was sufficient; the co-operation of the church is, 

according to xv. 22 f, obvious of itself.—tadv ev ‘Iepove. | 
belongs only to +. mpeoßvr.—Ver. 5. They developed them- 
selves internally in stedfastness of faith, and externally in the 
daily increasing number of their members. On the former, 
comp. Col. ii. 5; caf? nuep. belongs to éepico. T. apıduw, 
comp. ii. 46. 

Vv. 6, 7. According to the reading dwjA0ov and, ver. 7, 
eAdövres Sé (see the critical remarks): Now they went through 
Phrygia and Galatia, after they had been withheld by the Holy 
Spirit from preaching in Asia ; but having come toward Mysia, 
they attempted, etc. Observe (1) that this hindrance of the 
Spirit to their preaching in Asia induced them, instead of 
going to Asia, te take their route through Phrygia and Galatia, 
and therefore the founding of the Galatian churches is cor- 
rectly referred. to this period ;* indeed, the founding of these 
may have been the immediate object aimed at in that hindrance. 
The fact that Luke so silently passes over the working in 
Phrygia and Galatia, is in keeping with the unequal character | 
of the information given by him generally—an inequality easily 
explained from the diversity of his documents and intelli- 
gence otherwise acquired—so that it appears arbitrary to im- 
pute to him a special set purpose (Olshausen : he was hastening 

1 Whether he also planted churches in Phrygia, is unknown to us. The 
founding of the church in Colossae and Laodicea took place by means of others, 
Col. ii. 1. 
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with his narrative to the European scene of action; Baum- 

garten : because the main stream of development proceeded 
from Jerusalem to Rome, and the working in question lay 
out of the line of this direction, comp. also Zeller, p. 383 ; 

and quite erroneously Schneckenburger: because there were 
no Jews to be found in those regions, and therefore Luke 
could not have illustrated in that case how Paul turned first 
to the Jews). Further, (2) Asia cannot be the quarter of the 
world in contrast to Europe, but only the western coast of Asia 
Minor, as in ii. 9, vi. 9. To that region his journey from 
Lycaonia (Derbe and Lystra, ver. 1) was directed; but by the 
hindrance of the Spirit it was turned elsewhere, namely, to 
Phrygia and Galatia (the latter taken in the usual narrower 
sense, not according to the extent of the Roman province at 
that time, as Bottger, Thiersch, and others suppose ; comp. on 
Gal. Introd. § 1).—The hindering of the Spirit, taken by 
Zeller in the sense of the apostle’s own inward tact, is in vv. 
6, 7 to be regarded as an influence of the Holy Spirit (that 
is, of the objective Divine Spirit, not of “the holy spirit of 
prudence, which judged the circumstances correctly,’ de 
Wette) on their souls, which internal indication, they were 
conscious, was that of the Spirit. — «ata r. Mvoiav] not: at 
(see ver. 8), but toward Mysia, Mysia-wards, in the direction of 

the border of that land. They wished from this to go north- . 
eastward to Bithynia ; for in Mysia (which, along with Lydia 
and Caria, belonged to Asia) they were forbidden to preach. 
— ro mveüua “Inood] ie. the Ayıov mvedwa, ver. 6; see on 
Rom. viii. 9. 

REMARR.— According to the Received text (öwrdövres . .. 
éAbovres), the rendering must be: having journeyed through 
Phrygia and Galatia, they endeavoured, after they had been 
withheld by the Holy Spirit from preaching in Asia, on coming 
toward Mysia, to journey to Bithynia, etc. Comp. Wieseler, 
p- 31; Baumgarten, p. 489; and see regarding the asyndetic 
participles, which “ mutua temporis vel causae ratione inter se 
referuntur,” Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 1.7; Dissen, ad Dem. 
de cor. p. 249; Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 255 (E. T. 297). 

Vv. 8-10. They were now between Mysia and Bithynia. 
ACTS II. ‘ F 
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To Bithynia the Spirit suffered them not to go; in Mysia 
they were not to preach, because it belonged to Asia. In this 
position of things they saw themselves directed to the West, 
away from all their former sphere of action, and across to 
Greece. This the Spirit now willed. Accordingly they had 
first to make for the Asiatic sea-coast, and therefore they went 
directly westward along the southern border of Mysia (of 
course without preaching, for this they were not permitted to 
do), and thus, having passed by Mysia (mapeAdövres tiv 
Mvoiav), they came down to 7’roas on the Hellespont, in 
order there to determine more precisely their further journey 
to the West, or to receive for this purpose a higher deter- 
mination, which they might expect in accordance with the 
previous operations of the Spirit. And they received this 
higher determination by a visionary appearance (épaya, ix. 10, 
x. 3, xviii. 9) which was made to the apostle during the night 
(ua 7. vuxtds, as in v.19). This vision! is not to be con- 
sidered as a dream (Heinrichs, Kuinoel, Zeller), as is evident 
from the expression itself, and from the fact that there is no 
mention of a «ar övap or the like, or afterwards of an 
avaoras or other similar expression, but after the seeing of 
the vision the e&mryoauev «.7.X. comes in without further 

remark. Olshausen, however, very hastily lays it down as a 
settled point, that revelation by dreams, as the lowest form of 
revelation (? see Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 284), was no longer 
vouchsafed to the apostles who were endowed with the Holy 
Spirit, but that they must have had their visions in ecstasy, 
always in a waking condition. We have far too little infor- 
mation as to the life of the apostles to maintain this. Comp. 
also ii. 17. — Maxedar] is used adjectivally (comp. on v. 1 f.), 
as in Thue. i. 62. 3,1 63. 3. As Macedonian the appear- 
ance annownced itself, namely, by SiaBas eis Maxed. Bond. 
jpiv. It is arbitrary in Grotius to say that an angel had ap- 

1 Taken by Baur, I. p. 166, ed. 2, only as an embellishment of the history, 
namely, as symbolizing the desire of salvation, with which not only the Mace- 
donian population, but the men of Europe in general, called upon the apostle to 
come over to them. This view Zeller also, p. 251, considers as possible. It is 

in the connection of the entire narrative impossible, and simply tends to obscure 
the further occurrences as regards their historical character. 
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peared, and indeed “ angelus curator Macedonum.” Something 
objectively real is not indicated by öpaua py. Comp. x. 
17. — Einryoapev] we sought, directed our view to the neces- 
sity of procuring, first of all, the opportunity of a ship, etc. 
Here Luke, for the first time, includes himself in the narrative, 

and therefore it is rightly assumed that he joined Paul at 
Troas. He does not enter further on his personal relations, 
because Theophilus was acquainted with them.  Olshausen 
arbitrarily thinks: from modesty. On and against the assump- 
tions, that Timothy (Schleiermacher, Mayerhoff, Ulrich, Bleek) 

or Silas (Schwanbeck) wrote the portions in which “ we” 
occurs, see Introd. § 1.— ovußıßabovres x.7.0.] because we 
gathered (colligebamus) as the meaning of that appearance, 
drew from it the conclusion (comp. Plat. Hipp. min. p. 369 D, 
Pol. vi. p. 504 A, and Stallb. zm /oc.), that in it there was 
issued to us the call of God (see the critical remarks), and the 
in itself indefinite BonOncov jyiv was the call for help to be 

afforded by communication of the gospel. 
Ver. 11. Ev@vépou.] having sailed from Troas, we ran by a 

straight course (xxi. 1). The word is not preserved in Greek 
writers, who have, however, ev@vdpouos, and as a verb, evOv- 
TA0ew.—Samothrace, a well- known island off the coast of 

Thrace, in the Aegean Sea. — 79 Emiovon] die postero, used by 
Greek writers both with (vii. 26) and without »uepa. See 
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 464. In the N. T. it occurs only in 
Acts.—WNeapolis, at an earlier period Datos (Strabo, vii. p. 
330), a seaport on the Strymonian Gulf, opposite the island 
of Thasos, at that time belonging to Thrace, but after Vespa- 
sian to Macedonia (Sueton. Vesp. 8; Dio Cass. xlvii. 35; Ptol. 
iil, 13. 9).—On Philippi, formerly Krenides, named from the 
Macedonian Philip, who enlarged and fortified it, see the 
Introd. to Philipp. § 1.— porn tis wepidos Maxed. koAwvia 
mons] As in that district of Macedonia, divided by Aemilius 

Paulus into four parts (Liv. xlv. 29), Amphipolis was the 
capital, and mp@rn modus cannot therefore in a strict sense 

_ mean capital ;* all difficulty is removed simply by connecting, 

1 Without any reason, Wetstein imagined that after the battle at Philippi this 
city was raised to be the capital. From the erroneous interpretation capital 
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and not, as is usually done,! separating, moAıs Kodkwvia: which 
is the first (in rank) colony-town of the part (concerned) of 
Macedonia. Comp. also Baumgarten.” Thus it is unnecessary, 
with Kuinoel, Hug, and others (see also Credner, Einl. II. p. 
418 f.; Mynster, kl. theol. Schr. p. 170), who separate onus 
from xoAwvia, to take mp@rn mods in the sense of a city 
endowed with privileges (Bertholdt compares the French use of 
bonne ville), inscriptions on coins being appealed to, in which 
the formal epithet porn is given to Greek cities which were 
not capitals. See Eckhel, doctr. vet. nwm. I. 4. 282; Boeckh, 

Corpus inscript. I. 2, No. 335. In the case of Philippi itself 
no special privileges are known, except the general colonial 
rights of the jus Italicum ; nor is the title rp#rn found on the 
coins of Philippi, it is met with only in the case of cities in 
Asia Minor (see Rettig, Quaest. Philipp. p. 5 f.). Others take 
porn of local situation, so that they too separate modus from 
korwvia: “ Philippi was the first city of Macedonia at which 
Paul touched in his line of travel.” So Olshausen and 
Wieseler, following Erasmus (who, however, appears to join 
mods KoN.), Cornelius a Lapide, Calovius, Raphel, Wolf, Bengel, 

Eckermann, Heinrichs. In this case we have not to consider 

Neapolis as the mere port of Philippi (Olshausen), but with 
Rettig, van Hengel, ad Phil. p. 4 ff, and De Wette, to lay 
stress on the fact that Neapolis at that time belonged to 
Thrace, and to take éori (Luke did not write jv) as an expres- 
sion of the admitted state of things, that Philippi from that 
side is the first city (consequently the most easterly, see Wiese- 
ler, p. 37 £). But what reason could Luke have to make 
such an exact geographical specification, especially with regard 
to such a well-known city as Philippi? It is quite at vari- - 
ance with his manner elsewhere. And that tco with the 

arose the reading aris toriv zepaan rns Max., roars zoAwvia, Which Bornemann 
regards as original. 

1Thus also Ewald, p. 485, according to whom Philippi, on account of its 
flourishing condition at that time, is assumed to be named “‘ the first city of the 
province of Macedonia.” But yspis does not mean province (irapyia, xxill. 

34, xxv. 1). 
2 Who elaborately explains gespidos, as if ris oixouwévns stood alongside of it, 

so that ras Maxed. would be in apposition to +. epidas. 
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argumentatively (quippe quae) emphatic jrıs? This applies 
also in opposition to Grotius, who takes modus koAwvia together 
(the first colonial-city), but understands mp@rn also of the 
geographical situation. According to our view, there is con- 
veyed in ‘rvs an explanation of the motive for their going to 
Philippi in particular, seeing that it is, namely, the most note- 
worthy colonial-city of the district, so that the gospel might 
at once acquire a very considerable and extensive sphere of 
action in Macedonia. If in itself d&iwud éote TodEws 1) KOAG- 
veva (Chrysostom), this is yet more heightened by mporn.— 
On the combination of two substantives like modus KoAwvia, 

comp. Lobeck, Paralip. p. 344. Instead of xoAwvia, the 
Greek uses droırla or érrovxia ; instead of modus KoNwvia, TOALS 
amoıris—-Philippi was colonized by Octavianus through the 
removal thither of the partisans of Antonius, and had also 
the jus Italicwm conferred on it. See Dio Cass. li. 4; Plin. 

HA. N. iv. 11; Digest. Leg. xv. 6. 
Ver. 13. IIorauov] i.e. not, as Bornemann and Bleek suppose, 

the Strymon, which is distant more than a day’s journey, but 
possibly the rivulet Gangas (so Zeller, Hackett), or some other 
stream in the neighbourhood which abounded with springs.— 
od évopiteto mpocevy? eivar] where a place of prayer was accus- 
tomed to be, i.e. where, according to custom, a place of prayer 
was. On vouibeodaı, in more esse, to be wont, see Hermann, 
ad Lucian. de hist. conser. p. 244; Schweighäuser, Lex. Herod. 
II. p. 126 f.; from Philo, in Loesner, p. 208. Not: where, 
as was supposed, there was a place of prayer (Ewald), in which 
case we should have to supply the thought that the place did 
not look like a synagogue, which, however, is as arbitrary as it is 
historically unimportant. The mpocevyai were places of prayer, 
sometimes buildings, and at other times open spaces (so most 
probably here, as may be inferred from od évopifero eivaı) 
near to streams (on account of the custom of washing the 
hands before prayer), to be met with in cities where syna- 
gogues did not exist or were not permitted, serving the pur- 
poses of a synagogue (Juvenal, iii. 295). See Joseph. Anti. 
xiv. 10. 23; Corp. inscript. II. p. 1005; Vitringa, Synag. p. 
119 ff; Rosenmüller, Morgenl. VI. p. 26 f.— ais cuvend. 
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yuvaei] the women who came together (to prayer). Probably 
the number of Jewish men in the city was extremely small, 
and the whole unimportant Jewish population consisted 
chiefly of women, some of them doubtless married to Gentiles 
(ver. 1); hence there is no mention of men being present. 
More arbitrary is the explanation of Calvin: “ Vel ad coetus 
tantum muliebres destinatus erat locus ille, vel apud viros 
frigebat religio, ut saltem tardius adessent ;” and of Schrader : 
the Jews had been expelled from the city. 

Ver. 14. Kai rıs «.1.1.] Also a woman was listening, ete. 
Avöia was a common female name (Hor. Od. i. 8, iii. 9, vi. 
20), and therefore it remains doubtful whether she received 
her name “a solo natali” (Grotius, de Wette, and others).— 
moppupoT@Nis| 7 Ta Troppupa (fabrics and clothes dyed purple) 
mwXovoa (Hesychius, Phot. Bibl. 201. 41). The dyeing of 
purple was actively carried on (Val. Fl. iv. 368; Claud. Rapt. 
P4274; Plin. A. N. vii. 575 Ael eA. 4.46: Mae 
xl. 2), especially in Lydia, to which Thyatira belonged (Ptol. 
v. 2; Plin. v. 31), and an inscription found at Thyatira par- 
ticularly mentions the guild of dyers of that place. See 
Spon. Miscell. erud. ant. p. 113. — ceBop. +. Ocov] A female 
proselyte. See on xiii. 16, 43.— js 6 Kup. Öujvoıke T. xapsd.] 
Luke recognises the attentive interest, which Lydia with her 
heart unclosed directed to the word, as produced by the influ- 
ence of the exalted Christ (6 Küpıos) working for the promo- 
tion of His kingdom, who opened (Sinvorée) the heart of Lydia, 
Le. wrought in her self-consciousness, as the centre and sphere of — 
action of her inner vital energy, the corresponding readiness, in 
order that she might attend to what was preached (mpooex. Tots 
Nadovu.). The fidem habere (Grotius, Kuinoel, Heinrichs) fol- 
lowed, but still was not the rpooexeıv itself. Comp. on viii. 6. 
Moreover, Chrysostom correctly remarks: To pév odv avoikaı 
Tod Ocod: TO de mpocéyew adths: ware Kat Ociov Kat avdpwarıvov — 
jv. Comp. 2 Macc. i. 4; Luke xxiv. 45; Eph.i.18. She 
experienced the motus inevitabiles of grace, to which she offered 
no resistance, but with willing submission rendered the moral 
self-conscious compliance by which she arrived at faith.’ 

! Comp. Luthardt, vom freien Willen, p. 427 f. 
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Ver. 15. Kat 6 oixos aurns] Of what members her family 
consisted, cannot be determined. This passage and ver. 33, 

with xviii. 8 and 1 Cor. i. 16, are appealed to in order to 

prove infant baptism in the apostolic age, or at least to make 
it probable. “Quis credat, in tot familiis nullum fuisse in- 
fantem, et Judaeos circumcidendis, gentiles lustrandis illis 
assuetos non etiam obtulisse eos baptismo ?” Bengel. See also 
Lange, apost. Zeitalt. II. p. 504 ff. But on this question the 
following remarks are to be made: (1) If, in the Jewish and 
Gentile families which were converted to Christ, there were 

children, their baptism is to be assumed in those cases, when 
they were so far advanced that they could and did confess 
their faith on Jesus as the Messiah ; for this was the universal, 

absolutely necessary qualification for the reception of baptism ; 
comp. also vv. 31, 32, 33, xviii. 8. (2) If, on the other 
hand, there were children still incapable of confessing, baptism 
could not be administered to those to whom that, which was 

the necessary presupposition of baptism for Christian sanctifi- 
cation, was still wanting. (3) Such young children, whose 
parents were Christians, rather fell under the point of: view of 
1 Cor. vii. 14, according to which, in conformity with the 

view of the apostolic church, the children of Christians were 
no longer regarded as axa@aprou, but as @yıoı, and that not on 
the footing of having received the character.of holiness by 
baptism, but as having part in the Christian dy.orns by their 
fellowship with their Christian parents. See on 1 Cor. lc. 
Besides, the circumcision of children must have been retained 

for a considerable time among the Jewish-Christians, according 
to xxi. 21. Therefore (4) the baptism of the children of 
Christians, of which no trace is found in the N. T. (not even 
in Eph. vi. 1, in opposition to Hofmann, Schriftbew. IL. 2, p. 
192), is not to be held as an apostolic ordinance (Origen, in 
ep. ad Rom. lib. v.: “ Ab apostolis traditione accepit ecclesia”), 
as, indeed, it encountered early and long resistance ; but it is 
an institution of the church, which gradually arose in post- 
apostolic times in connection with the development of ecclesi- 

1 It is the most striking example of the recognition of historical tradition in 
the evangelical church, Comp. Holtzmann, Kanon u. Tradit. p. 399 ff. 
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astical life (comp. Ehrenfeuchter, prakt. Theol. I. p. 82 f.) and 
of doctrinal teaching, not certainly attested before Tertullian, 
and by him still decidedly opposed, and, although already 
defended by Cyprian, only becoming general after the time 
of Augustine in virtue of that connection. Yet, even apart 
from the ecclesiastical premiss of a stern doctrine of original 

sin and of the devil going beyond Scripture, from which 
even exorcism arose, the continued maintenance of infant 

baptism, as the objective attribution of spiritually creative 
grace in virtue of the plan of salvation established for every 
individual in the fellowship of the church, is so much the 
more justified, as this objective attribution takes place with 
a view to the future subjective appropriation. And this 
subjective appropriation has so necessarily to emerge with the 
development of self-consciousness and of knowledge through 
faith, that in default thereof the church would have to recog- 
nise in the baptized no true members, but only membra 
mortua. This relation of connection with creative grace, in 
so far as the church is its sphere of operation, is a theme 
which, in presence of the attacks of Baptists and Rationalists, 

must overstep! the domain of exegesis (Matt. xviii, 14; 
Mark x. 13 ff.; Matt. xxvii. 19; John üi. 6; Rom. vi. 3f.; 
Col. ii. 12; Tit. iii. 5; 1 Pet. iii. 21), and be worked out in 
that of dogmatics, yet without the addition of confirmation as 
any sort of supplement to baptism. — ei xexpixate] if ye have 
judged. This judgment was formed either tacitly or openly 
on the ground of the whole conduct of Lydia even before her 
baptism,—the latter itself was a witness of it; hence the 
perfect is here entirely in order (in opposition to Kuinoel, 
Heinrichs, and others), and is not to be taken for the present. 
— ei, in the sense of errei, is here chosen with delicate modesty. 
Comp. Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. p. 195.—pe mot. T. Kup. 
evar] that I am a believer in the Lord (Christ), 2.c. giving faith 
to His word and His promise, which ye have proclaimed (vv. 
13,14). Comp. ver. 34, xvii. 8, where Bengel well remarks : 

1 Comp. Martensen, d. christl. Taufe u. d. baptist. Frage, Gotha 1860, ed. 2, 
and Dogmat. § 255. 

2 See also Richter in the Stud. u. Krit. 1861, p. 225 ff. 
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“ Ipse dominus Jesus testabatur per Paulum.” — rapeßıdoaro] 
Comp. Luke xxiv. 29; 1 Sam. xxvii. 23. The use of this 
purposely-chosen strong word, constraining, is not to be ex- 
plained from the refusal at first of those requested (Chrysos- 
tom, Bengel, comp. Ewald), but from the vehement urgency of 
the feeling of gratitude. 

Ver. 16. That Paul and his companions accepted this 
pressing invitation of Lydia, and chose her house for their 
abode, Luke leaves the reader to infer from xai mapeßıdoaro 

nuäs, ver. 15, and he now passes over to another circumstance 
which occurred on another walk to the same pooevxn men- 
tioned before. What now follows thus belongs to quite another 
day. Heinrichs and Kuinoel assume that it attached itself 
directly to the preceding: that the conversion and baptism 
of Lydia had occurred while the women (ver. 13) were waiting 
at the zpocevyy for the commencement of divine worship ; and 
that, when they were about to enter into the mpocevyn, this 

affair with the soothsaying damsel occurred. In opposition to 
this it may be urged, first, that ver. 15 would only interrupt 
and disturb the narrative (especially by kai mapeßıacaro nuäs); 
secondly, that the beginning of ver. 16 itself’ (éyévero de) 
indicates the narration of a new event; and thirdly, that the 
instruction and baptism of Lydia, and still more of her whole 
house, cannot naturally be limited to so short a period.— 
According to the reading éyovcay mvedua rvOwva (see the 
critical remarks), the passage is to be interpreted: who was 
possessed by a spirit Python, i.e. by a demon, which prophesied 

from her belly. The damsel was a ventriloquist, and as such 
practised soothsaying. The name of the well-known Delphic 
dragon, IIv@wv (Apollod. i. 4. 1), became subsequently the 
name of a datuoviov pavtixoy (Suidas, who has the quotation : 
Tas re mveiuarı IlvOwvos évOovoiwoas ... nélov TO éaopevov 
mapayopevoaı), but was also, according to Plut. de def. orac. 
9, p. 414 E, used appellatively, and that of soothsayers, who 
spoke from the belly. So also Suidas: eyyaorpiwvdos, eyyac- 
Tpinavrıs, öv ties viv midwva, ZoborAns de oTepvonavrır. 
This use of wv@wv, corresponding to the Hebrew xis (which 
the LXX. render by éyyaorpiuvOos, Lev. xix. 31, xx. 6, 27; 
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see Schleusner, Zhes. II. p. 222), and also passing over to the 
Rabbins (R. Salomo on Deut. xviii. 11; Sanhedr. f. 65. 1 in 
Wetstein), is to be assumed in our passage, as otherwise we 
could not see why Luke should have used this peculiar word, 

' whose specific meaning (ventriloquist-soothsayer) was certainly 
the less strange to him, as the thing itself had so important 
allusions in the O. T. and LXX. suggesting it to those pos- 
sessed of Jewish culture (1 Sam. xxviii. 7), just as among the 
Greeks the jugglery which the ventriloquists (the EüpvrXeis 
or EüpvrXeidaı) practised was well enough known; see Her- 
mann, gottesd. Alterth. $ xlii. 16. Without doubt, the damsel 
was considered by those who had their fortunes told by her 
as possessed by a divinity ; and that she so regarded herself, is 
to be inferred from the effect of the och word (ver. 18). 
Hers was a state of enthusiastic possession by this fixed idea, in 
which she actually might be capable of a certain clairvoyance, 
as in the transaction in our passage. Paul, in his Christian 
view (comp. 1 Cor. x. 20), regards this condition of hers as 
that of a demoniac ; Luke also so designates it, and treats her 
accordingly. — tots kupioıs] There were thus several, who in 
succession or conjointly had her in service for the sake of 
gain. Comp. Walch, de servis vet. fatidicis, Jen. 1761. 

Vv. 17, 18. The soothsaying damsel, similar to a somnam- 

bulist,! reads in the souls of the apostle and his companions, 
and announces their characteristic dignity. But Paul, after 
he had first patiently let her alone for many days, sees in her 
exclamation a recognition on the part of the demon dwelling 
within her, as Jesus Himself met with recognition and homage 
from demons (Mark iii. 11); and in order not to accept for 
himself and his work demoniacal testimony, which would not 
of itself be hushed, at length being painfully grieved (Svazrovn- 
Geis, see on iv. 2), and turning to her as she followed him, he, 
in the name of Jesus Christ (comp. iii. 6, iv. 7), commands 

the demon to come out of her. Now, as the slave considered 

Paul to be the servant of the most high God, who thus must 
have power over the god by whom she believed herself pos- 
sessed, her fixed idea was at once destroyed by that command 

! But she was not a somnambulist. See Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 310. 
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of power, and she was consequently restored from her over- 
strained state of mind to her former natural condition. Ofa 
special set purpose, for which the slave made her exclamation, 

odroı of dvOpwiroe «.7.. (Chrysostom : the god by whom she 
was possessed, Apollo, hoped, on account of this exclama- 
tion, to be left in possession of her; Walch: the damsel so 
cried out, in order to get money from Paul; Ewald: in order 
to offer her services to them ; Camerarius, Morus, Rosenmiiller, 

Heinrichs, Kuinoel: in order to exalt her own reputation), 
there is no hint in the text; it was the involuntary and 
irresistible outburst of her morbidly exalted soothsaying 
nature. 

Vv. 19-21. The first persecution which is reported to us 
as stirred up on the part of the Gentiles. Comp. 1 Thess. ü. 2. 
—énl tos äpxovras . . . Tols orparmyois] When they saw 
that with the departure of the god from the slave their hope 
of further gain had departed (E&7Adev), they dragged Paul and 
Silas (not Timothy and Luke along with them, but only the 
two principal persons) to the market (where, according to the 
custom of the Greeks, the courts of justice were erected) to 
the archons. But these, the city-judges (comp. Luke xii. 58, 
and the archons in Athens in Hermann’s Staatsalterth. § 138), 

- must have referred the matter to the otpatnyoi; and therefore 

the narrative proceeds: x. mpooayayovres avtous «.7.r. The 
accusation amounted to revolt against the Roman political 
authority —Ihe otpatnyoi are the praetores, as the two chief 
Roman magistrates (the dwwmvirt, Cie. de leg. agr. 35) in towns 
which were colonies called themselves. Diod. Sic. T. X. p. 
146, ed. Bip.; Arrian, Hpict. ii. 1. 26; Polyb. xxxiii. 1. 5; 
Spanheim, ad Julian. Orat. I. p. 76, de usw et praest. num. I. 
p. 697, II. p. 601; Alberti, Obss. p. 253. The name has its 
origin from the position of the old Greek strategoi. Dem. 
400, 26; Aristot. Polit. vii. 8, ed. Becker, II. p. 1322; Her- 

mann, Staatsalterth. § 153; Dorville, ad Char. p. 447. — éxta- 

paca.] to bring into utter disorder. See on exwenAnpwre, xiii. 
33 ; Plut. Coriol. 19: “ Suberat utilitas privata ; publica obten- 
ditur” (Bengel). — yußv T. moX.] ev prefixed with haughty 

* Not different from Torirapres, xvii. 6. 
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emphasis, and answering to the following “though they are 
Jews.” — 'Poyaloıs odor] proud contrast to the odious "Tovdatoı 
imapxovtes. Calvin aptly says : “ Versute composita fuit haec 
criminatio ad gravandos Christi servos; nam ab una parte 
obtendunt Romanum nomen, quo nihil erat magis favorabile: 
rursum ex nomine Judaico, quod tunc infame erat, conflant 

illis invidiam; nam quantum ad religionem, plus habebant 
Romani affinitatis cum aliis quibuslibet, quam cum gente 
Judaica.”—The introduction of strange religious customs and 
usages (€0n), in opposition to the native religion, was strictly 
interdicted by the Romans. See Wetstein in loc. Possibly 
here also the yet fresh impression of the edict of Claudius 
(see on xviii. 2) co-operated. 

Vv. 22, 23. And at the same time (“cum ancillae dominis,” 
Bengel) the multitude rose up (in a tumultuary manner) 
against them; therefore the praetors, intimidated thereby, in 
order temporarily to still the urgency of the mob, commanded 
the accused to be scourged without examination, and then, 
until further orders, to be thrown into strict confinement. — 

mepıppnE. aurav Ta inarıa] after having torn off their clothes. 
The form of expression of ver. 23 shows that the praetors did 
not themselves (in opposition to Bengel) do this piece of work, 
which was necessary and customary for laying bare the upper 
part of the body (Grotius and Wolf in loc.), but caused it to 
be done by their subordinate lictors. Erasmus erroneously 
desired to read ait@v, so that the praetors would have rent 
their own clothes from indignation. Apart from the non- 
Roman character of such a custom, there may be urged against 
this view the compound zrepipp., which denotes that the rend- 
ing took place all round about the whole body (Plat. Crit. p. 
113 D: mepıppyyvvaı Kixro, Polyb. xv. 33, 4, al. ; comp. Titt- 
mann, Synon. p. 221). — exeXevov] The reference of the rela- 
tive tense is to the personal presence of the narrator; see 
Winer, p. 253 [E. T. 337]. — Paul and Silas submitted to 
this maltreatment (one of the three mentioned in 2 Cor. xi. 25) 
with silent self-denial, and without appealing to their Roman 
citizenship, committing everything to God; see on ver. 37. 
Men of strong character may, amidst unjust suffering, exhibit 
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in presence of their oppressors their moral defiance, even in 
resignation. We make this remark in opposition. to Zeller 
(comp. Baur), who finds the brutal conduct of the praetors, 
and the non-employment by the apostles of their legal pri- 
vilege in self-defence (which Paul, moreover, renounced not 
merely on this occasion, 2 Cor. xi. 25), inexplicable. Bengel 
well remarks: “ Non semper omnibus praesidiis omni modo 
utendum ; divino regimini auscultandum.” Ina similar plight, 
xxü. 25, Paul found it befitting to interpose an assertion of 
his privilege, which he here only used for the completion of his 
victory over the persecution, ver. 37,—a result which, in xxii. 

25, according to the divine destination which he was aware 
of, he recognised as unattainable. 

Ver. 24. The zealous jailor fulfilled the command acdaras 
tnpelv by a twofold measure; he not only put the accused 
into the prison-ward situated more (than the other wards) in 
the interior of the house (eis nv Eowrepav dudaxyv), but also 
secured their feet in the stocks.—eis TO EvAov, in nervum 
(Plaut. Captiv. iii. 5. 71; Liv. viii. 28), ze. in the wooden 
block in which the feet, stretched apart from each other, were 
enclosed, called also modoxdxn and moöoorpaßn, in Heb. 7D 
(Job xiii. 27, xxxiii. 11). See Herod. vi. 75, ix. 37, and later 
writers, Grotius and Wetstein in Joc. 

Vv. 25, 26. In joyful consciousness of suffering for the 
glorification of Christ (v. 41), they sing in the solemn still- 
ness of the night prayers of praise to God,’ and thereby keep 
their fellow-prisoners awake, so that they listened to them 
(€mnxpodvro). Whether these are to be conceived as confined 
in the same Eowrepav pvdaxyyv, or possibly near to it but 
more to the front, or whether they were in both localities, 

cannot be determined. Then suddenly there arises an earth- 
quake, etc. God at once rewards—this is the significant 

relation of vv. 25 and 26—the joy of faith and of suffering 
on the part of Paul and Silas by miraculous interposition. 
The objection, which Baur and Zeller (comp. G£rörer, heil. Sage, 
I. p. 446) take to the truth of this narrative, turns on the 
presupposed inconceivableness of miracles in general. In 

1 “Nihil crus sentit in nervo, quum animus in coelo est,” Tertull. 
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connection with the fiction assumed by them, even the émn- 

Kpodvto ... déop0t is supposed only to have for its object “ to 
make good the causal connection between the earthquake and 
the prayer” (Zeller). — ravr@v] thus also of those possibly to 
be found in other parts of the prison. On ävedn, comp. Plut. 
Alex. 73: tods Secpovs aveivaı. Eustath. ad Od. viii. p. 313. 
17. The reading dvedv@n (Bornemann) is a correct gloss. 

Vv. 27, 28. The jailor, aroused by the shock and the noise, 

hastens to the prison, and when he sees the doors which (one 
behind another) led to it open, and so takes it for granted that 
the prisoners have escaped, he wishes, from fear of the ven- 
geance of the praetors, to kill himself—which (in opposition to 
Zeller’s objection) he may have sufficiently indicated by expres- 
sions of his despair. Then Paul calls, etc. — udyarpav] a sword, 
which he got just at hand (Mark xiv. 47); with the article 
it would denote the sword which he was then wearing, his 
sword. — dravres] Thus the rest of the prisoners, involuntarily 
detained by the whole miraculous event, and certainly also 
in part by the imposing example of Paul and Silas, had not 
used their release‘ from chains (ver. 26) and the opening of 
the prison for their own liberation. The év@dde does not 
affirm that they had all come together into the prison of Paul, 
but only stands opposed to Exredeuyevaı. None is away; we 
are, all and every one, here!—The loosening of the chains, 
moreover, and that without any injury to the limbs of the 
enchained, is, in view of the miraculous character of the event, 

not to be judged according to the laws of mechanics (in oppo- 
sition to Gfrorer, Zeller), any more than the omission of flight 
on the part of the other prisoners is to be judged according 
to the usual practice of criminals. The prisoners were arrested, 
and felt themselves sympathetically detained by the miracle 
which had happened; and therefore the suggestion to which 
Chrysostom has recourse, that they had not seen the opening 
of the doors, is inappropriate. 

Vv. 29, 30. $ora] Lights, ie. lamps (Xen. Hell. v. 1. 8; 
Lucian. Conviv. 15; Plut. Ant. 26), several, in order to light 
up and strictly search everything. — évtpomos yevou. mpocér. | 
He now saw in Paul and Silas no longer criminals, but the 
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favourites and confidants of the gods; the majesty which had 
been maltreated inspired him with terror and respectful sub- 
mission. — iva cw06| in order that I may obtain salvation. 
He means the owrnpia, which Paul and Silas had announced ; 

for what he had heard of them, that they made known odov 
owrnpias (ver. 17), was now established in his conviction as 
truth. This lively conviction longs to have part in the salva- 
tion, and his sincere longing desires to fulfil that by which 
this participation is conditioned. Morus, Stolz, Rosenmiiller 
render it: “in order that I may escape the punishment of the 
gods on account of your harsh treatment.” But, if Luke desired 
to have ow9& and ow@non (ver. 31) understood in different 
senses, he must have appended to cw6 a more precise defini- 
tion; for the meaning thus assigned to it suggests itself the’ 
less naturally, as the jailor, who had only acted as an instrument 
under higher direction (comp. Chrysost.), could not reasonably 
apprehend any vengeance of the gods. 

Vv. 31, 32. The epanorthosis od kat 6 oixds cov extends 
to miorevoov and owdnon.—They lay down faith on Jesus as 
the condition of owrnpia, and nothing else; but saving faith 

is always in the N. T. that which has holiness as its effect 
(Rom. vi.), not “a human figment and opinion which the depths 
of the heart never get to know,” but “a divine work in us 
which transforms and begets us anew from God” (Luther’s 
Preface to the Epistle to the Romans), without, however, 
making justification, which is the act of the imputation of 
faith, to include sanctification. See on Rom. i. 17.—For the 
sake of this requirement of believing, they set forth the gospel 
to the father of the family and all his household (see on 
vill. 25). 

Vv. 33, 34. ITapada8. aitods .. . &Xovoev] he took and 
washed them. Vividness of delineation. Probably he led 
them to a neighbouring water, perhaps in the court of the 
house, in which his baptism and that of his household was 
immediately completed.*— did tév mAnyav] a pregnant ex- 

1 This is confirmed by the fact that baptism took place by complete immer- 
sion,—in opposition to Baumgarten, p. 515, who, transferring the performance 
of baptism to the house, finds here ‘‘an approximation to the later custom of 
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pression: so that they were cleansed from the stripes (from the 
blood of the inflicted wounds, ver. 22 f.). See Buttmann, neut. 
Gr. p. 276 f. [E.T. 322]. — rapaypnpua] the adverb em- 
phatically placed at the end; comp. on Matt. ii. 10, and 
Kühner, $ 863. 1. — avayayav] We are to think of the official 
dwelling of the jailor as being built above the prison-cells ; 
comp. ix. 39; Luke iv. 5, xxii. 67.— wapéOnxe tpameCav] 
quite the Latin apposwit mensam, i.e. he gave a repast ; to be 
explained from the custom of setting out the table before those 
who were to be entertained, Hom. Od. v. 92, xxi. 29; Polyb. 

xxxix. 2. 11.— mavoıki] civ 6Aw To oiko, Phavorinus. It 
belongs to reriot. A more classical form (yet see Plat. Hrym. 
p. 392 C), according to the Atticists, would have been 
mavoıkia or mavouxnoia, Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 514 ff. See 
examples from Philo in Loesner, p. 208. — remioTevkos TO 
Oca] because he had become and was a believer on God (perfect). 
He, the Gentile, now believed the divine promises of salvation 
announced to him by Paul and Silas (ver. 32); comp. ver. 15, 
xviii. 8. That this his wiorebeı was definitely Christian 
faith, and accordingly equivalent to miotevew tH Kupio, was 
self-evident to the reader; see also ver. 32.—- That, after 

ver. 34, Paul and Silas had returned to prison, follows from 
vv. 36-40. 

Vv. 35, 36. The news of the miraculous earthquake, per- 
haps also the particulars which they might in the meantime 
have learned concerning the two prisoners, may have made 
the praetors have scruples concerning the hasty maltreat- 
ment. They consider it advisable to have nothing further to 
do with them, and to get rid of them forthwith by releasing 
them. Curtly and contemptuously (rods avOp. éxeivovs), in 
order to maintain at least thereby their stern official attitude, 
they notified the order by their lictors (6a8dovxous, bearers of 
the ‚fasces) to the jailor, who, with congratulatory sympathy, 
announces it to the prisoners. According to Baumgarten, the 
motives for the severity of the previous day had lost their 

simplifying the ceremony,” according to which complete immersion did not take 
place. Immersion was, in fact, quite an essential part of the symbolism of 
baptism (Rom. vi.).. 
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force with the praetors during the night,—a point in which 
there is expressed a distinction from the persistent enmity of 
the Sanhedrists in Jerusalem. But this would not furnish an 
adequate ground for a proceeding running so entirely counter 
to the course of criminal procedure. The praetors must have 
become haunted by apprehension and ill at ease, and they must 
therefore have received some sort of information concerning 
the miraculous occurrences. — év eipnvn] happily. See on 
Mark v. 34; comp. on xv. 33. 

Ver. 37. IIpös avtovs] to the jailor and the lictors; the 
latter had thus in the meantime come themselves into the 
prison. — ödeipavres «.7.r.] after they had beaten us publicly 
without judicial condemnation,—us who are Romans. This 
sets forth, in terse language precisely embracing the several 
elements, their treatment as an open violation, partly of the 
law of nature and nations in general (axaraxpirovs, found 
neither in the LXX. or Apocrypha, nor in Greek writers), 
partly of the Roman law in particular. For exemption from 
the disgrace of being scourged by rods and whips was secured 
to every Roman citizen by the Zex Valeria in the year 254 
u.c. (Liv. ii. 8; Valer. Max. iv. 1; Dion. Hal. v. p. 292), and 
by the Lex Porcia in the year 506 v.c. (Liv. x. 9; Cic. pro 
Rabvr. 4),before every Roman tribunal (comp. Euseb. H. £. v.1); 
therefore Cicero, in Verr. v. 57, says of the exclamation, Civis 

Romanus sum: “saepe multis in ultimis terris opem inter 
barbaros et salutem tulit.”— That Silas was also a Roman 
citizen, is rightly inferred from the plural form of expression, 
in which there is no reason to find a mere synecdoche. The 
distinction, which was implied in the bestowal of this privi- 
lege, cannot be adduced against the historical character of the 
narrative (Zeller), as we know not the occasion and circum- 
stances of its acquisition. But how had Paul (by his birth, 
xxl. 18) Roman citizenship? Certainly not simply as a 
native of Tarsus. For Tarsus was neither a colonia nor a 

 municipium, but an urbs libera, to which the privilege of having 
governing authorities of its own, under the recognition, how- 
ever, of the Roman supremacy, was given by Augustus after the 
civil war, as well as other privileges (Dio Chrys. IE : 36, ed. 

ACTS II. 
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Reiske), but not Roman citizenship ; for this very fact would, 
least of all, have remained historically unknown, and acquaint- 
ance with the origin of the apostle from Tarsus would have 
protected him from the decree of scourging (see xxi. 29; 
comp. with xxii. 24 ff). This much, therefore, only may be 
surely decided, that his father or a yet earlier ancestor had 
acquired the privilege of citizenship either as a reward of 
merit (Suet. Aug. 47) or by purchase (xxii. 28; Dio Cass. 
lx. 17; Joseph. Bell. Jud. ii. 14), and had transmitted it to 
the apostle. According to Zeller’s arbitrary preconceptions, 
the mention of the Roman citizenship here and in chap. xxii. 
had only the unhistorical purpose in view “of recommending 
the apostle to the Romans as a native Roman.” —xal viv 
AdOpa Huas éxBarr.] is indignantly opposed to deipavres tas 
Snuocia ... €Badrov eis buAakıv: and now do they cast us out 
secretly 2 The present denotes the action as already begun (by 
the order given). Paul, however, for the honour of himself 
and his work, disdains this secret dismissal, that it might not 

appear (and this the praetors intended!) that he and Silas 
had escaped. On the previous day he had, on the contrary, 
disdained to avert the maltreatment by an appeal to his 
citizenship, see on ver. 23. The usual opinion is (so also de 
Wette) that the tumult in the forum had prevented him from 
asserting his citizenship. But it is obvious of itself that even 
the worst tumult, at ver. 22 or ver. 23, would have admitted 

a “Owis Romanus sum,’ had Paul wished to make such an 

appeal. — od yap aAAd] not so, but. It is to be analyzed 
thus: for they are not to cast us out secretly ; on the contrary 
(ana) they are, etc. ydp specifies the reason why the pre- — 
ceding (indignant) question is put, and aAAG answers adver- 
satively to the ov. See Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 48; comp. 
Devar. p. 169, ed. Klotz; also Stallb. ad Protag. p. 343 D, 
and the examples in Wetstein. — avrot] in their own persons 
they are to bring us out. 

Vv. 38, 39. ’Esdoßn6ncav] The reproach contained in 
axataxpirovs did not trouble them, but the violation of citizen- 
ship was an offence against the majesty of the Roman people, 
and as such was severely punished, Dion. Hal. xi. p. 725; 
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Grotius in loc.— Ver. 39. What a change in the state of 
affairs: €AOovtes .. . mapexddeoay (namely, to acquiesce) ... 
eEayayovtes .. . npwotwv!— e&epxeodaı with the simple geni- 
tive, as in Matt. x. 14. Very frequent with Greek writers 
since subsequent to Homer. On mapaxandeiv, to give fair 
words, comp. on 1 Cor. iv. 13. 

Ver. 40. Before they comply with the é&eAeiy rns mrodcws 
(ver. 39), the apostolic heartfelt longing constrains them first 
to repair to the house of Lydia, to exhort (apexddecav) the 
new converts assembled there that they should not become 
wavering in their Christian confession. And from this house 
grew the church, to which, of all that Paul founded, he has 

erected the most eulogistic monument in his Epistle—in this 
sense also the first church which he established in Europe. — 
e&nA0dov] Only Paul and Silas, as they alone were affected by 
the inquiry, appear now to have departed from Philippi. Zuke 
at least, as the use of the third person teaches us, did not go 
with them. Paul left him behind to build up the youthful 
church. Whether, however, Timothy (vv. 1 ff.) also remained 
behind, cannot be determined. He is not again named until 
xvi. 14, but he may nevertheless have already departed from 
Philippi, and need not necessarily have rejoined them till in 
Beroea or Thessalonica. 

REMARK.—In the rejection of the entire history as history 
Baur and Zeller (comp. Hausrath) essentially agree ; it is alleged 
to be formed in accordance with xii. 7 ff, as an apologetic 
parallelism of Paul with Peter. But as Philippian persecutions 
are mentioned also in 1 Thess. ii. 2, the opinions formed by 
them concerning the relation of the two passages are opposite. 
Baur makes 1 Thess. ii. 2 to be derived from the narrative 
before us; whereas Zeller, considering the Epistles to the 
Thessalonians as older, supposes the author of the Acts to have 
“concocted” (p. 258) his narrative from 1 Thess. ii. 2. 
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CHAPTER XVII. 

VER. 2. d%Aéyero] A BS, min. have deacgaro (so Lachm.). D 
E, min. have 6:61, which Griesb. has recommended and 
Born. adopted. Different alterations of the imperf. into the 
aor. (in conformity with :i672e).— Ver. 4. After oeßow. Lachm. 
has xar (A D lo Vulg. Copt.). Offence was taken at the com- 
bination seßow. ‘EAAqy., and therefore sometimes ‘EAAqy. was 
omitted (min. Theophyl. 1), sometimes x«/ was inserted. — Ver. 
5. mpooraß. 6¢ of Iovd.| So Griesb. But Elz. has @nawoavres dé of 
ameibovvres Iovdator, xu! mpoorauß. Lachm.: Cnrwoavres ö& of ’Iovo. nal 
poroß., which also Rinck prefers. Matthaei: mpooA«ß. dé of ’Iovd. 
of awed. So Scholz and Tisch. Still other variations in codd. 
vss. and Fathers (D: oj 6: &aresbotvreg Iovdator ovorpéLavrec, SO Born.). 
The reading of Lachm. has most external evidence in its favour 
(A Bs, min. Vulg. Copt. Sahid. Syr. utr.), and it is the more 
to be preferred, since that of Griesb., from which otherwise, on 
account of its simplicity, the others might have arisen as ampli- 
fications in the form of glosses, is only preserved in 142, and 

- consequently is almost entirely destitute of critical warrant; the 
ameiotvres in the Recepta betrays itself as an addition (from xiv. 2), 
partly from its being exchanged in several witnesses for &reıdn- 
cores, and partly from the variety of its position (E has it only 
after srovnpots). — &yayei| So.H, min. Chrys. Theoph. Oec. But 
D, 104, Copt. Sahid. have éayayew (so Born.); A B &, min. 
Vulg.: rponyaysiv (so Lachm.); E: mposayaysn; G, 11: avayayen. 
All of them more definite interpretations. — Ver. 13. After 
carevovres, Lachm. and Born. have xa/ rapéooorres. SoA BD,®&, 
min. and several vss. But car. was easily explained after ver. 8 
by rap. as a gloss, which was then joined by za/ with the text. — 
Ver. 14. a] A B E®, min. have éws, which Lachm. has adopted. 
But ws was not understood, and therefore was sometimes changed 
into ws, sometimes omitted (D, min. vss.).—Ver. 15. After 
äyayov, Elz. Scholz have airéy, against preponderating testimony. 
A familiar supplement. — Ver. 16. dewpodver] Lachm. and Tisch. 
read éewpovvros, which also Griesb. recommended, after A B E, 8, 
min. Fathers. Rightly; the dative is adapted to the air“. — 
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Ver. 18. Instead of airo’s (which with Lachm., according to 
witnesses of some moment, is to be placed after ednyyer.) Rinck 
would prefer airot, according to later codd. and some vss. A 
result of the erroneous reference of the absolute rjv dvdcracw to 
the resurrection of Jesus. The pronoun is entirely wanting in 
B Gk, min. Chrys. So Tisch.; and correctly, both on account 
of the frequency of the addition, and on account of the variety 
of the order. In D the whole passage örı . . . sunyyerilero 18 
wanting, which Born. approves. — Ver. 20. Instead of ri &, A 
Bs, min. vss. have rive, and instead of ro: ders. Lachm. 
has adopted both. But TIAN was the more easily converted 
after the preceding swe into TINA, as raira follows after- 
wards. The removal of the @ then occasioned the indicative. 
— Ver. 21. xa! &xovev] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read 7 &xobew, which, 
according to A B Dx, Vulg. Sahid. Syr. p. is to be adopted. 
— Ver. 23. Instead of ¢y and roürov, A* BD * lot Vulg. Cant. 
Or. Jer. have ¢ and roöro. So Lachm. Tisch. Born. Rightly ; 
the masculine is an old alteration (Clem. already has it) in 
accordance with what precedes and follows. — Ver. 25. avdpwrivav] 
Elz. Scholz have dvdpirwy, against decisive evidence. — xa! ra 
aévra| BG H most min. and some vss. and Fathers have xara 
ara. So Mill. and Matth. An error of transcribers, to whose 
minds xuar& révra, from ver. 22, was still present. — Ver. 26. 
aiwaros| is wanting in A Bx, min. Copt. Sahid. Aeth. Vulg. 
Clem. Beda, Zachm. The omission easily took place after ®v0=. 
Had there been a gloss, dvdpairov would most naturally have sug- 
gested itself; comp. Rom. v. 12 f.— rüv +d pöcurov] Lachm. 
Tisch. Born. read zavrig rpoowrov, according to A B D8, min. 
Clem. But the article is necessary, and in the scriptio continua 
IIANTO was easily taken together, and r«vros made out of it. 
— mpoorerayg.] Elz. Born. read cporerayu., against decisive testi- 
mony. A frequent interchange.— Ver. 27. Kipiov] Griesb. 
Lachm. read ®söv, according to A B G Hx, min. and several 
vss. and Fathers. So Tisch. and Born. But certainly an inter- 
pretation, which was here in particular naturally suggested, as 
Paul is speaking to Athenians. Té dc in D, Clem. Ir. Ambr., 
inserted from ver. 29, is yet more adapted to this standpoint. — 
nairorye] SoN- But BD GH, min. Fathers read xuiye, which 
Griesb.. has recommended, and Lachm. Tisch. Born. have 
adopted. A E, Clem. read xuiro. See on xiv. 17.— Ver. 30. 
r&0ı] A B D** E x, min. Ath. Cyr. and vss. have draus. Re- 
commended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Born.; and rightly. 
The dative came in after dvdpdcoic.— Ver., 31. ösörı] Lachm. 
Tisch. Born. read xaéér, according to A B D E 8, min. 
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and Fathers. Rightly; it was supplanted by the more usual 
616T1, 

Ver. 1. Amphipolis, an Athenian colony, at that time the 
capital of Macedonia prima (comp. on xvi. 12), around which 
on both sides flowed the Strymon. Apollonia, belonging to 
the Macedonian province Mygdonia, was situated 30 miles 
to the south-west. It is not to be confounded with Apollonia 
in Macedonian Illyria. Z’hessalonica lay 36 miles to the west 
of Apollonia—so called either (and this is the most probable 
opinion) by its rebuilder and embellisher, Cassander, in honour 
of his wife Thessalonica (Dionys. Hal., Strabo, Zonaras), or 

earlier by Philip, as a memorial of his subjection of Thessaly 
(Stephan. Byz., Tzetzes), at an earlier period 7’herme,—on the 
Thermaic gulf, the capital of the second district of Macedonia, 
the seat of the Roman governor, flourishing by its commerce, 
now the large and populous Saloniki, still inhabited by numer- 
ous Jews ; see Lünemann on 1 Thess. Introd. §1. — 7 cuvaywyn] 
Beza held the article to be without significance. The same 
error occasioned the omission (approved by Buttmann in the 
Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 360) of 7 in A BD x, min. Lachm. 

But the article marks the synagogue m Thessalonica as the 
only one in all that neighbourhood. Paul and Silas halted at 
the seat of the synagogue of the district, according to their 
principle of attempting their work in the first instance among 
the Jews. 

Vv. 2-4. Kara 6é ro cio. 7 II.] Comp. Luke iv. 16. 
The construction is by way of attraction (kara de 7. eiwd. aur® 
eiorAdev 6 IIaddos), with anticipation of the subject; Butt- 
mann, newt. Gr. p. 116 [E. T. 133]. — dveréyeto adtois] 
he carried on collogwies with them. Thus frequently in and 
after Plato, with the dative or mpös (Mark ix. 34; Acts xvii. 
17), in which combinations it is never the simple facere verba 
ad aliquem (in opposition to de Wette), not even in xviii. 19, 
xx. 7, nor even in Heb. xii. 5, where the paternal mapaxınaıs 
speaks with the children. Comp. Delitzsch im loc. p. 612. 
The form of dialogue (Luke ii. 46 f.) was not unsuitable even 
in the synagogue ; Jesus Himself thus taught in the synagogue, 
John vi. 25-59; Matt. xii. 9 ff.; Luke iv. 16 ff —ao tap 
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ypad.| starting from the Scriptures, deriving his doctrinal 
propositions from them. Comp. xxviii. 23; Winer, p. 349 

[E.-T. 465]. Isamo trav ypad. to be connected with died. adrots 
(so Vulg., Luther, and many others, Winer and de Wette) or 
with dvavoiywr x«.7.r. (Pricaeus, Grotius, Elsner, Morus, Rosen- 

miiller, Valckenaer, Kuinoel, Ewald)? The latter is, on 

account of the greater emphasis which thus falls on azo r. 
yp-, to be preferred. — diavoly. x. maparıd.] Upon what Paul 
laid down as doctrine (thetically) he previously gave informa- 
tion (by analytical development: ösavowy., Luke xxiv. 32). 
Bengel well remarks: “ Duo gradus, ut si quis nucleum fracto 
cortice et recludat et exemtum ponat in medio.” — örı Tov 
Xpıorov des (Luke xxiv. 26) «.7.A. is related to Kai drt obTos 
K.T.N., a8 a general proposition of the history of salvation to its 
concrete realization and manifestation. The latter is to be 
taken thus: and that this Messiah (no other than He who had to 
suffer and rise again) Jesus is, whom I preach to you. Accord- 
ingly, ’Incods öv €. cat. by. is the subject, and odros 6 Xpictos 
the predicate. By this arrangement the chief stress falls on 
*Inoots «.r.\., and in the predicate odros (which, according to the 

preceding, represents the only true Scriptural Messiah) has the 
emphasis, which is further brought out by the interposition of 
éott between odros and 6 Xpiatos. — eyo] emphatic: I for my 
part. As to the oratio variata, see on 1. 4. — mpocexdnp.] is not 
to be taken as middle (comp. Eph.i. 11), but as passive: they 
were assigned (by God) to them (as belonging to them, as waGn- 
tai). Only here in the N. T.; but see Plut. Mor. p. 738 D; 
Lucian. Amor. 3 ; Loesner, p. 209 f. — rıves . . . moAD TAHOOS] 
The proselytes were more free from prejudice than the native 
Jews. 

Vv. 5, 6. ZmAwcavres (see the critical remarks): filled with 
zeal, and having taken to themselves, namely, as abettors towards 
producing the intended rising of the people. — ayopatoı] are 
market-loungers, idlers, a rabble which, without regular business- 
avocations, frequents the public places, subrostrani, subbasilicant. 
See Herod. ii. 141; Plat. Prot. 347 C, and Ast in loc. The 
distinction which old grammarians make between ayopaios and 
ayöpaıos appears to be groundless from the conflicting charac- 
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ter of their statements themselves (Suidas: the former is 6 &v 
TH ayopa dvactpedopevos avOpwrros, the latter 4 juépa ev H 7) 
ayopa reXeiraı, whereas Ammonius says: the former denotes 
Tov Ev ayopd Tywepevov, the latter tov movnpöv Tov Ev ayopa 
TeOpappévov) ; see Göttling, Accentl. p. 297. Comp. Stephanus, 
Thes. I. p. 430, ed. Paris. —Whether Jason is an originally 
Hellenic name, or only a Hellenic transformation of the Jewish 
Jesus, as according to Joseph. Antt. xii. 5. 1 was certainly the 
case with the high priest in 2 Macc. i. 7, iv. 7 ff, remains 
entirely undecided from our want of knowledge as to the 
man himself. It was his house before which they suddenly 
appeared (emioravres, comp. on Luke ii. 9), because this was 
known to them as the place where Paul and Silas were lodged. 
These two, however, were absent, either accidentally, or de- 

signedly after receiving information. — rov ’Idcova x. Twas 
aöeAdb.] as accomplices, and Jason also as such, and at the 
same time as the responsible host of the insurgents. — roX:- 
rapxas] like rods äpxovras, xvi. 19. Designation of the judicial 
personages acting as magistrates of the city. Boeckh. Inseript. 
II. p. 53, No. 1967. moXirapxos is found in Aeneas Tacticus 
26; elsewhere in classic Greek, moXiapxos. Pind. Nem. vii. 
123; Eur. Rhes. 381; Dio Cass. xl. 46.— of ti oikovu. 
avactat.| who have made the world rebellious! The exaggera- 
tive character of the passionate accusation, especially after 
what had already taken place amidst public excitement at 
Philippi, is a sufficient reason to set aside the opinion that 
the accusation bears the colouring of a ater time (Baur, Zeller) ; 
comp. xxiv. 5.—dvactatow, excito (xxi. 38; Gal. v. 12), 
belongs to Alexandrian Greek. Sturz, de Dial. Al. p. 146. 
Comp. avactdtwats, Poll. iii. 91. 

Ver. 7. "Trmoöedertaı] not secretly, which Erasmus finds 
in bro, but as in Luke x. 38, xix. 6.— As formerly in the 
case of Jesus the Messianic name was made to serve as a 
basis for the charge of high treason, so here with the confessors 
of Jesus (odroı mavres) as the Messiah. Comp. xix. 12. Per- 
haps (see 1 and 2 Thess.) the doctrine of the Parousia 
of the risen (ver. 3) Jesus had furnished a special handle for 
this accusation. — otro: mävres] “ Eos qui fugerant, et qui 
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aderant notant,” Bengel. — amévavte av doyuar. Kaic.] in 
direct opposition to the edicts of the emperor, which interdicted 
high treason and guarded the majesty of the Caesar. On azé- 
vavrı, comp. Ecclus, xxxvi. 14, xxxvii. 4. — Baowd. Aty. Erepov 
etvat| Bacır. in the wider sense, which includes also the imperial 
dignity, John xix. 15; 1 Pet. ii, 12; Herodian, i. 6. 14. 

Vv. 8, 9. ’Erapa£av] This was alarm at revolutionary out- 
rage and Roman vengeance. Comp. Matt. ii. 3.— Aaßövres 
70 ikavov] Comp. Mark xv. 15, where 76 ikavov moueiv Tw is: 
to satisfy one, so that he can demand nothing more. There- 
fore: after they had received satisfaction, so that for the pre- 
sent they might desist from further claims against the persons 
of the accused, satisdatione accepta. Comp. Grotius. But 
whether this satisfaction took place by furnishing sureties or 
by lodging a deposit of money, remains undecided ; certainly its 
object was a guarantee that no attempt against the Roman 
majesty should prevail or should occur. This is evident from the 
relation in which Aaßovres TO ikavov necessarily stands with 
the point of complaint (ver. 7), and with the disquietude 
(erapa£av) excited thereby. Therefore the opinions are to be 
rejected, that Aaß. 7. ix. refers to security that Paul and 
Silas would appear in case of need before the court (Grotius, 
Raphel), or that they would be no longer sheltered (Michaelis, 
Heinrichs, comp. Ewald), or that they should immediately 
‘depart (Heumann, Kuinoel). Moreover, it is erroneous, with 
Luther and Camerarius, to suppose that by 76 ikavöv is meant 
a satisfactory vindication. Luke would certainly have brought 
out this more definitely ; and Aaßövres denotes an actual receipt 
of the satisfaction (70 ixavov), as the context suggests nothing 
else.—-Observe, too, how here (it is otherwise in xvi. 20) the 

_ politarchs did not prosecute the matter further, but cut it 
short with the furnished guarantee, which was at least poli- 

tically the most prudent course. 
Vv. 10-12. Aıa +. vuer.] As in xvi. 9.—Beroea, a city in 

the third district of Macedonia, Liv. xlv. 30, to the south- 
west of Thessalonica. See Forbiger, Geogr. III. p. 1061. 
Now Verria. — amnecav] ares, so frequent in Greek writers, 
only here in the N. T. Comp. 4 Mace. vii. 8 ; 2 Mace. xii. 1. 
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They separated, after their arrival, from their companions, and 
went away to the synagogue. — evyevéotepor] of a nobler cha- 
racter ; Plat. Def. p. 413 B, Polit. p. 310 A; Soph. Ay. 475; 
4 Mace. vi. 5, ix. 27. Theophyl. after Chrys.: emieineorepoı. 
An arbitrary limitation; tolerance is comprehended in the 
general nobleness of disposition. — tév ev Oeooan.| than the 
Jews in Thessalonica. — 70 nal” nuepav] daily. Comp. Luke 
xi. 3, xix. 47; Bernhardy, p. 329. — avarpivovres tas yp.] 
searching the Scriptures (John v. 39), namely, to prove: es Exou 
ravra (which Paul and Silas stated) oitws (as they taught). 
“ Character verae religionis, quod se dijudicari patitur,” 
Bengel. — evoynp.| see on xiii. 50.—The Hellenic women 
and men are to be considered partly as proselytes of the gate 
who had heard the preaching of Christ in the synagogue, and 
partly as actual Gentiles who were gained in private conver- 
sations. Comp. on xi. 20.—‘EAAnvidr] construed with yvvar- 
cov, but also to be referred to avöpwv. See Matthaei, § 441. 
—tThat the church of Beroea soon withered again, is quite as 
arbitrarily assumed by Baumgarten, as that it was the only 
one founded by Paul to which no letter of the apostle has 
come down to us. How many churches may Paul have 
founded of which we know nothing whatever ! 

Vv. 13-15. Kaxei] is to be connected, not with Gov (so 
that then the usual attraction would take place; see on Matt. 
ii. 22), but with oadedovres; for not the coming, but the 
caneverv, had formerly taken place elsewhere.—Ver. 14. Then 
immediately the brethren sent Paul away (from the city), that he 
might journey ws emi nv Oddaccav. Neither here nor else- 
where is ws redundant, but it indicates the definitely conceived 
purpose of the direction, which he had to take toward the sea 
(the Thermaic gulf). See Winer, p. 573 f [E. T. 771]; 
Hermann, ad Philoct. 56; Ellendt, Zex Soph. II. p. 1004. 
Others (Beza, Piscator, Grotius, Er. Schmid, Bengel, Olshausen, 

Neander, Lange) render it: as if toward the sea; so that, in 
order to escape the snares, they took the road toward the sea 
only apparently, and then turned to the land-route. But in 
that case Luke, if he wished to be understood, would not have 

failed to add a remark counter to the mere semblance of the 
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mop. emt T. Odx., especially as in what follows nothing necessarily 
points to a journey by land to Athens..—o6 Tıuo6.] Where 
Timothy, supposing him to have remained behind at Philippi 
(see on xvi. 40), again fell in with Paul and Silas, is uncer- 

tain. — éxet] in Beroea. — Ver. 15. kadıcravar] to bring to the 
spot ; then, to transport, to escort one” Hom. Od. xiii. 274: 
tovs m ererevoa ITvdovde (thus also by ship) karacrneaı. 
Thuc. iv. 78, vi. 103. 3; Xen. Anab. iv. 8. 8.— wa os 
tayioTa K.T.A.] See xviii. 5, according to which, however, 
they only joined Paul at Corinth. But this, as regards 
Timothy, is an incorrect statement, as is clearly evident from 
1 Thess. iii. 1,—a point which is to be acknowledged, and 
not to be smoothed over by harmonistic combinations (such as 
Otto, Pastoralbr. p. 61 f., makes) which do not tally with any 
of the two statements. See Lünemann on 1 Thess. iii. 1. 
According to Baumgarten, Luke has only mentioned the pre- 
sence of the two companions again with Paul (xviii. 5) when 
their co-operation could again take an effective part in the 
diffusion of the Gospel. But it is not their being together, 
but their coming together, that is narrated in Acts xvii. 5. 

Ver. 16. Hapw£üvero] was irritated (1 Cor. xiii. 5; Dem. 

514. 10: opyio@m Kai trapwkivOn) at the high degree of 
heathen darkness and perversity (Rom. i. 21 ff.) which pre- 
vailed at Athens.— 70 mvedua adtod Ev aura] comp. John 
xi. 33, 38.— The genitive dewpodvros, mentally attached to 
avtov (see the critical remarks): because he saw. — xateidwrov] 
fall of images, of idols, not preserved elsewhere in Greek, but 
formed according to usual analogies (karaumeros, karadevöpos, 
katdypucos, karaxıdos, al.).— Athens, the centre of Hellenic 
worship and art, united zeal for both in a pre-eminent degree, 

and was—especially at that period of political decay, when 
outward ritual and show in the sphere of religion and super- 
stition flourished among the people alongside of the philosophi- 
cal self-sufficiency of the higher scholastic wisdom among 

1 Erasmus correctly observes: ‘ probabilius est eum navigavisse. . . quia 
nulla fit mentio eorum, quae P. in itinere gesserit, cui fuerint tot civitates 
peragrandae.” 

* Not: who brought him in safety (Beza and others). 
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people of culture—full of temples and altars, of priests and 
other persons connected with worship, who had to minister 
at an innumerable number of pompous festivals. See Paus. 
i, 24. 3; Strabo, x. p. 472; Liv. xlv. 27; Xen. Rep.. Ath. 
ii. 2; and Wetstein @n Joc. 

Ver. 17. Odv] namely, impelled by that indignation to 
counteract this heathen confusion. He had intended only to 
wait for his companions at Athens, but “ insigni et extraordi- 
nario zelo stimulatus rem gerit miles Christi,” Bengel. And 
this zeal caused him, in order to pave the way for Christianity 
in opposition to the heathenism here so particularly powerful, 
to enter into controversial discussions (see on ver. 2) with Jews 
and Gentiles at the same time (not first with the Jews, and, 
on being rejected by them, afterwards with Gentiles). — ev 79 
ayopa] favours the view that, as usual in Greek cities, there 

was only one market at Athens (Forchhammer, Forbiger, and 
others). If there were two markets (so Otfried Miiller and 
others), still the celebrated dyopa kar’ éEoyyv is to be under- 
stood,’ not far from the Pnyx, the Acropolis, and the Areo- 
pagus, bounded by the stoa moıkiAn on the west, by the 
Stoa Basileios and the Stoa Eleutherios on the south, rich in 

noble statues, the central seat of commercial, forensic, and 

philosophic intercourse, as well as of the busy idleness of the 
loungers. 

Ver. 18. That it was Epicureans and Stoics who fell into 
conflict with him (cuvéBadrov, comp. Luke xiv. 31), and not 

Academics and Peripatetics, is to be explained—apart from 
the greater popularity of the two former, and from the circum- 
stance that they were in this later period the most numerous 
at Athens—from the greater contrast of their philosophic 
tenets with the doctrines of Christianity. The one had their 
principle of pleasure, and the other their pride of virtue! and 
both repudiated faith in the Divine Providence. Comp. 
Hermann, Culturgesch. d. Gr. u. Rom. I. p. 237 £— The 
opinion of these philosophers was twofold. Some, with vain 
scholastic conceit, pronounced Paul’s discourses, which lacked 
the matter and form of Hellenic philosophy, to be idle talk, 

1 Not the Zretria (i viv tori dryopt, Strabo, x. 10, p. 447). 
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undeserving of attention, and would have nothing further to do 
with him. Others were at least curious about this new matter, 

considered the singular stranger as an announcer of strange 
divinities, and took him with them, in order to hear more from 

him and to allow their fellow - citizens to hear him, to the 

Areopagus, etc. — ri av Béror . . . Néyew] if, namely, his speak- 
ing is to have a meaning. See on ii. 12.— 6 omeppordyos] 
originally the rook (Aristoph. Av. 232,579). Then in a two- 
fold figurative meaning: (1) from the manner in which that 
bird feeds, a parasite ; and (2) from its chattering voice, a 
babbler (Dem. 269. 19; Athen. viii. p. 344 C). So here, as 
the speaking of Paul gave occasion to this contemptuous desig- 
nation. See also Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. p. 297. — daınoviwv] 
divinities, quite generally. The plural is indefinite, and denotes 
the category (see on Matt. ii. 20). According to de Wette, it 
is Jesus the Risen One and the living God that are meant in 
contrast to the Greek gods,—an element, however, which, 

according to the subjoimed remark of Luke, appears as 
imported. The judgment of the philosophers, very similar to 
the charge previously brought against Socrates (Xen. Mem. 
i. 1. 1), but not framed possibly in imitation of it (in opposi- 
tion to Zeller), was founded on their belief that Jesus, whom 
Paul preached and even set forth as a raiser of the dead, must be 
assumed, doubtless, to be a foreign divinity, whose announcer 
(karayyereis, not elsewhere preserved) Paul desired to be. 
Hence Luke adds the explanatory statement: örı tov "Inooüv 
kK. T. avdot. evnyy. Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Alexander 

Morus, Selden, Hammond, Spencer, Heinrichs, Baur,’ Lange, 

and Baumgarten, strangely imagine that the philosophers 
meant the ’Avdoracıs as a goddess announced by Paul. 

_ Comp. also Ewald, p.494f. But if Luke had aimed at this by 
his explanatory remark, he must have indicated it more pre- 
cisely, especially as it is in itself improbable that the philo- 

| sophers could, even in mere irony, derive from the words of 

the apostle a goddess ’Avaoracıs, for Paul doubtless announced 
who would raise the dead. Olearius referred 7. dvacr. not to 

* See his Paulus, I. p. 192, ed. 2: the ironical popular wit had out of 
Jesus and the avéeraois made a pair of divinities. 
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the general resurrection of the dead, but to the reswrrection of 
Jesus ; so also Bengel. But Luke, in that case, in order not 
to be misunderstood, must have added avrod, which (see the 
critical remarks) he has not done. 

Vv. 19, 20. ’"EmiAaBopuevor] Grotius aptly says: “manu 
leniter prehensum.” Comp. ix. 27, xxiii. 19. Adroitly con- 
fiding politeness. Ver. 21 proves that a violent seizure and 
carrying away to judicial examination is not indicated, as 
Adami (see in Wolf) and others imagined, but that the object 
in view was simply to satisfy the curiosity of the people flocking 
to the Areopagus. And this is evinced by the whole proceedings, 
which show no trace of a judicial process, ending as they did 
partly with ridicule and partly with polite dismissal (ver. 31), 
after which Paul departed unhindered. Besides, the Athenians 
were very indulgent to the introduction of foreign, particularly 
Oriental, worships (Strabo, x. p. 474; Philostr. Vat. Apollon. 
vi. 7; Hermann, gottesd. Alterth. § 12), provided only there 
was not conjoined with it rejection of the native gods, such 
as Socrates was formerly accused of. To this the assertion of 
Josephus, c. Ap. 2, is to be limited: vouw & iv todTo map’ 
avTois KeKwAupévovy Kal Tıuwpla Kata Tov Edvov eioayovrwv 
Ocdv @pıoro Oadvatos,—which, perhaps, is merely a gene- 
ralization from the history of Socrates. And certainly Paul, 
as the wisdom ef his speech (ver. 22 ff.) attests, prudently 
withheld a direct condemnatory judgment of the Athenian gods. 
Notwithstanding, Baur and Zeller have again insisted on a 
judicial process in the Areopagus—alleging that the legend of 
Dionysius the Areopagite, as the first bishop of Athens (Eus. iv. 
23), had given rise to the whole history ; that there was a wish 
to procure for Paul an opportunity, as solemn as possible, for 
the exposition of his teaching, an arena analogous to the Sanhe- 
drim (Zeller), ete.—Concerning the ”Apeıos waryos, collis Mar- 
tius, so called örı mp@ros "Apns Evrauda éxpiOn (Paus. i. 28. 5), 
the seat of the supreme judicature of Athens, situated to the 
west of the Acropolis, and concerning the institution and 
authority of that tribunal, see Meursius, de Areop. Lugd. Bat. 
1624; Böckh, de Areop. Berol. 1826 ; Hermann, Staatsalterth. 
§ 105. 108. On the present locality, see Robinson, I. p. 11 f.; 
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Forbiger, Geogr. III. p. 937 ff. — övvaueda yvovaı «.r.X.] invi- 
tation in the form of a courteous question, by way of securing 
the contemplated enjoyment. — tis 7 Kawi x.7.r.] what (as 
respects its more precise contents) this new doctrine (namely), 
that which is being announced by you. In the repetition of 
the article (Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. p. 407 B) there is here 
implied a pert, ironical emphasis. — £evidovra] startling. 
Eevitw ob povov to Eévov wrodéyouar, GAAA Kal éxTAnTTH. 
Thom. Mag. Comp. Polyb. iii. 114. 4: &evifovoa apdcoyus 
K. KaTaTAnKTLKH, Diod. Sic. xii. 53; 2 Mace. ix. 6; 3 Mace. 
vii. 3.— eiopépers] namely, whilst you are here, hence the 
present. — Ti dv H&Xoı TadTa eivaı] see on ver. 18, ii. 12, and 
Tittmann, Synon. N. T. p. 129 f. The plural radra indicates 
the individual points, after the collective character of which ri 
inquires. Krüger, $ lxi 8. 2; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Gorg. 
p. 508 C, Euthyphr. p. 15 A. 

Ver. 21. A remark of Luke added for the elucidation of 
vv. 19, 20. But Athenians (AO@nvaio., without the article: 

Athenian people) collectively (mavres, see Fritzsche, ad Mare. 
p.12; Kühner, $ 685, note 2), and the strangers resident there, 

had leisure for nothing else than, etc. evxatpetv, vacare alicur 
rei, belongs to the later Greek. Sturz, de Dial. Al. p. 169; 
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p.125. The imperfect does not exclude 
the continuance of the state of things in the present, but 
interweaves it with the history, so that it is transferred into 
the same time with the latter; see on John xi. 18, and Kühner, 
ad Xen. Anab. i. 4.9. Comp. also the pluperfect ereyeyparrro, 
ver. 23. According to Ewald, Luke actually means an earlier 
period, when it had still been so in Athens, “ before it was 
plundered by Nero.” But then we should at least have ex- 
pected an indication of this in the text by Tore or maxaı, even 
apart from the fact that such a characteristic of a city is 
not so quickly lost. — xawworepov] The comparative delineates 
more strongly and vividly. The novelty-loving (Thuc. iii. 38. 4) 
and talkative (Wetstein and Valckenaer in Joc.) Athenians 
wished always to be saying or hearing something newer than 
the previous news. See Winer, p. 228 [E. T. 305]. Comp. 

Plat. Phaed. p. 115 B; Dem. 43. 7; 160. 2. 
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Ver. 22. Zradeis ev uéow] denotes intrepidity —The wisdom 
with which Paul here could become a Gentile to the Gentiles, 

has been at all times justly praised. There is to be noted also, 
along with this, the elegance and adroitness, combined with 
all simplicity, in the expression and progress of thought; the 
speech is, as respects its contents and form, full of sacred Attic 

art, a vividly original product of the free apostolie spirit. — 
Kata mavra] in all respects. Comp. Col. iii. 20, 22. — deuouwdar- 
noveorepovs] A comparison with the other Greeks, in preference 
over whom Athens had the praise of religiousness (see Valcke- 
naer, Schol. p. 551): ’A@nvatows mrepıoaorepöv Te 7 Tols AAADIS €s 
Ta Ociad éote amovöns, Pausan. in Attic. 24. Comp. Soph. 0. C. 
260; Thue. ii. 40 f.; Eur. Her. 177. 330; Joseph. ¢ Ap. 
i. 12. Sesovdaiuwyv means divinity-fearing, but may, as the 
fear of God may be the source of either, denote as well real 
piety (Xen. Cyr. ii. 3. 58, Agesil. 11. 8) as superstition 
(Theophr. Char. 16; Diod. Sic. i. 62; Lucian. Alex. 9; 

Plutarch, and others). Paul therefore, without violating the 
truth, prudently leaves the religious tendency of his hearers 
undetermined, and names only its source—the fear of God. 
Chrysostom well remarks: poodo7roe? TO Aoyw' Sia TodTO 
eire SevowOatpovertépovs vuds Oewpd. See on this word, 
Hermann, gottesd. Alterth.§ 8.6. Mistaking this fine choice of 
the expression, the Vulgate, Erasmus, Luther, Castalio, Calovius, 

Suicer, Wolf, and others explained it: swperstitiosiores. os: 
I perceive you as more god-fearing, so that you appear as 
such. See Bernhardy, p. 333.— inäs Cewpo] “ Magna per- 
spicacia et parrhesia; unus Paulus contra Athenas,” Bengel. 

Ver. 23. Avepyou.] belongs jointly to ra oeBdop. Um. — 
avabewp. Ta ceB. by.| attentively contemplating (Heb. xiii. 7; 
Diod. Sic. xii. 15 ; Plut. Aem. P. 1; Lucian, Vit. auct. 2 ; comp. 

avadewpyeıs, Cicero, ad Att. ix. 19, xiv. 15 f.) the objects of 
your worship, temples, altars, images (2 Thess. ii. 4; Wisd. 
xiv. 20, xv. 7; Hist. Drag. 27; Dion. Hal. Ant. i. 30, v. 1; 
Suicer, Thes. II. p. 942). — adyvaor@ Oc@] That there actually 
stood at Athens at least one altar with the inscription: “ to an 
unknown god,” would appear historically certain from this pas- ° 
sage itself, even though other proofs were wanting, since Paul — 
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appeals to his own observation, and that, too, in the presence of 

the Athenians themselves. But there are corroborating external 
proofs: (1) Pausan. i. 1. 4 (comp. v. 14. 6) says: in Athens 
there were Bwyol Oedv TE dvopafopévov ayvootwy Kal poder ; 
and (2) Philostr. Vit. Apollon. vi. 2: cwppovéotepov rept 
mavtov Oedv ed Aeyeıv, Kal Tadta AOjvynow, od Kab dayvworwv 
Oedv Bwpoi iöpvvraı. From both passages it is evident that 
at Athens there were several altars, each of which bore the 

votive inscription: ayvoorw Od." The explanation of the 
origin of such altars is less certain. Yet Diog. Laert. Zpim. 3 
gives a trace of it, when it is related that Epimenides put 
an end to a plague in Athens by causing black and white 
sheep, which he had let loose on the Areopagus, to be sacri- 
ficed on the spots where they lay down 7@ wrpoonxovte des, i.e. 
to the god concerned (yet not known by name), namely, who 
was the author of the plague ; and that therefore one may find 
at Athens Bapodls avwvünovs, ic. altars without the designation 

of a god. by name (not as Kuinoel, following Olearius, thinks, 
without any inscription). From this particular instance 
the general view may be derived, that on important occasions, 
when the reference to a god known by name was wanting, as in 

public calamities of which no definite god could be assigned as 
the author, in order to honour or propitiate the god concerned 
(Tov mpoonkovra) by sacrifice, without lighting on a wrong 
one, altars were erected which were destined and designated 
ayvoote Ged. Without any historical foundation, Eichhorn, 
Bibl. III. p. 413 f. (with whom Niemeyer, Interpret. orat. 
Paul. Act. xvii. 22 ff, Hal. 1805, agreed), supposed that such 
altars proceeded from the time when the art of writing was 
not yet known or in use; and that at a later period, when it 
was not known.to what god these altars belonged, they were 
marked with that inscription in order not to offend any god. 
Against this may be urged the great probability that the desti- 
nation of such altars would be preserved in men’s knowledge 
by oral tradition. Entirely peculiar is the remark of Jerome 
on Tit. i. 12: “ Inscriptio arae non ita erat, ut Paulus asse- 

1 Lucian, Philopatr. 9 and 29, is invalid as a proof, for there the reference of 
the pseudo-Lucian to the "Aysweros iv ’Alyvaıs is based on this very passage, 

ACTS II. H 
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ruit: ignoto Deo, sed ita: Diis Asiae et Europae et Africae, Diis 
ignotis et peregrinis.. Verum quia Paulus non pluribus Diis 
ignotis indigebat, sed uno tantum ignoto Deo, singulari verbo 
usus est,” etc. But there is no historical trace of such an 

altar-inscription ; and, had it been in existence, Paul could not 

have meant it, because we cannot suppose that, at the very 
commencement of his discourse, he would have made a state- 
ment before the Athenians deviating so much from the reality 
and only containing an abstract inference from it. The 
ayvoorw Ged could not but have its literal accuracy and form 
the whole inscription; otherwise Paul would only have promoted 
the suspicion of omepuoAoyia. We need not inquire to what 
definite god the Athenians pointed by their ayvdotw Ged. In 
truth, they meant no definite god, because, in the case which 

occasioned the altar, they knew none such. The view (see 
in Wolf) that the God of the Jews—the obscure knowledge of 
whom had come from the Jews to Egypt, and thence to the 
Greeks—is meant, is an empty dogmatic invention. Baur, 
p. 202, ed. 2, with whom Zeller agrees, maintains that the in- 

scription in the singular is unhistorical; that only the plural, 
dyvworot Geot, could have been written; and that only a writer 
at a distance, who “ had to fear no contradiction on the spot,” 
could have ventured on such an intentional alteration. But the 
very hint given to us by Diogenes Laertius as to the origin of 
such altars is decisive against this notion, as well as the correct 
remark of Grotius: “ Cum Pausanias ait aras Athenis fuisse 
dewv ayvoorwv, hoc vult, multas fuisse aras tali inscriptione : 
Ocd ayvoctw, quamquam potuere et aliae esse pluraliter in- 
scriptae, aliae singulariter.” Besides, it may be noted that 
Paul, had he read ayv@croıs Geois on the altar, might have used 

1 But, according to Oecumenius: #sois ’Aciae za) Eipwans zul AiBing bea ay- 
worw zei Ziv». Comp. Isidor. Pelus. in Cramer, Cat. p. 292. According to 
Ewald, this is the more exact statement of the inscription ; from it Paul may 
have borrowed his quotation. But the exactness is suspicious just on account 
of the singular in Oecumenius ; and, moreover, Paul would have gone much too 

freely to work by the omission of the essential term Asßöns (“the unknown and 
strange god of Libya”); nor would he have had any reason for the omission of 
the Zw, while he might, on the contrary, have employed it in some ingenious 
sort of turn with reference to ver. 18. 
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this plural expression for his purpose as suitably as the singular, 
since he, in fact, continues with the generic neuter 6... todTo.— 
On the Greek altars without temples,see Hermann, gottesd. Alterth. 
§ 17.—6 oöv dyvoobvtes evaeßeite, TodTO K.T.A.] (see the critical 
remarks) what ye therefore (according to this inscription), with- 
out knowing it, worship, that (this very object of your worship) do 
I (éy with a self-conscious emphasis) make known unto you. 
Paul rightly inferred from the inscription that the Athenians, 
besides the gods (Zeus, Athene, etc.) known to them, recognised 
something divine as existing and to be worshipped, which was 
different from these (however, after the manner of heathenism, 

they might conceive of it in various concrete forms). And 
justly also, as the God preached by him was another than those 
known heathen gods (Rom. i. 22, 23; 1 Cor. vii. 4 ff, x. 20), 

he might now say that this divinity, which served them in an 
unknown manner as the object of worship, was that which he 
announced to them, in order that it might now become to them 
yvootos Geos. Of course, they could not yet take up this 
expression in the sense of the apostle himself, but could only 
think of some divine being according to their usual heathen 
conception (comp. Laufs in the Stud. und Krit. 1850, p. 584 f.); 
but, most. suitably to the purpose. he had in view, reserving 
the more exact information for the further course of his address, 

he now engaged the religious interest of his hearers in his own 
public announcement of it, and thereby excited that interest 
the more, as by this ingeniously improvised connection he 
exhibited himself quite differently from what those might 
have expected who deemed him a xatayyededs Eévwy Satpovior, 
ver. 18. Chrysostom aptly remarks in this respect: dpa mas 
Seixvuct mpoeiAnboras aurov- ovdev Eévov, dynolv, ovdév kauvov 
eiodepw.— Observe, also, the conciliatory selection of evoeßeire, 
which expresses pious worship. evoeßetv, with the accusative 
of the object (1 Tim. v. 4; 4 Macc. v. 23, xi. 5), is in classical 
writers, though rare, yet certainly vouched for (in opposition 
to Valckenaer, Porson, Seidler, Ellendt). See Hermann, ad 
Soph. Ant. 727. Compare also the Greek doeßeiv rı or Twa. 

Vv. 24-29. Paul now makes that unknown divinity known 
in concreto, and in such a manner that his description at the 
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same time exposes the nullity of the polytheism deifying the 
powers of nature, with which he contrasts the divine affinity 
of man. Comp. Rom. i. 18 ff. 

Vv. 24, 25. Comp. vii. 48; Ps. 1. 10 ff.; also the similar 

expressions fiom profane writers in Grotius and Wetstein, 
Kypke, II. 89, and the passages cited from Porphyr. by Ullmann 
in the Stud. u. Krit. 1872, p. 388; likewise Philo, leg. alleg. 

- II. p. 1087.— Ocparreverar] is served (by offerings, etc.), namely, 
as regards the actual objective state of the case. — mpoodeom. 
Tıvös] as one, who needed anything in addition, .e. to what He 
Himself is and has. Erasmus, Paraphr.: “cum... nullius 
boni desideret accessionem.” Comp. 2 Macc. xiv. 35, and 
Grimm in loc, p. 199. See on this meaning of the verb 
especially, Dem. xiv. 22; Plat. Phil. p. 20 E; and on the dis- 
tinction of mpocdeiedal twos and rı, Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. 
p. 342 A. —avrtos did0vs x.7..] a confirmatory definition to 
ouvde ,.. vos: seeing that He Himself gives, etc. — mäcı] to 
all men, which is evident from the relation of avros . . . mavra 

to the preceding ovöe . . . Teds. — Swi x. mvonv) The former 
denotes life in itself, the latter the continuance of life, which is 
conditioned by breathing. ”"Ewmvovs Er’ cit x. mvoas Oepuas 
amvéw, Eur. Here: f. 1092. The dying man ¢picce mvods 
(Pind. Nem. x. 140) exvei. Erasmus correctly remarks the 
jucundus concentus of the two words. Comp. Lobeck, Paral. 
p- 58; Winer, p. 591 [E.T. 793]. Others assume a hendiadys, 
which, as regards analysis (life, and indeed breath) and form 
(namely, that the second substantive is subordinate, and must 
be converted into the adjective), Calvin has correctly appre- 
hended : vitam animalem. But how tame and enfeebling !— 
Kal Ta mavra] and (generally) all things, namely, which they 
use.— Chrysostom has already remarked how far this very 
first point of the discourse (vv. 24, 25) transcends not only 
heathenism in general, but also the philosophies of heathenism, 
which could not rise to the idea of an absolute Creator. 

1 Luther takes ro; as masculine, which likewise excellently corresponds with 
what precedes, as with the following r@sı. But the neuter rendering is yet to 
be preferred, as affecting everything except God (in the ri there is also every is). 
Comp. Clem. ad Cor. I. 52. 
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Observe the threefold contents of the speech: Theology, ver. 
24 f.; Anthropology, vv. 26-29 ; Christology, ver. 30 f. 

Vv. 26, 27. “ The single origin of men and their adjusted 
diffusion upon the earth was also His work, in order that they 
should seek and find Him who is near to all.” — eroinoe.... 

karoıkeiv] He has made that, from (proceeding from) one blood, 
every nation of men should dwell upon all the face of the earth 
(comp. Gen. xi. 8). Castalio, Calvin, Beza, and others: 
“ fecitque ex uno sanguine omne genus hominum, ut inhabi- 
taret” (after adv@p. a comma). Against this is the eircum- 
stance that öpioas «.t.d. contains the modal definition, not to 
the making (to the producing) of the nations, but to the 
making-them-to-dwell, as is evident from tijs karoıklas avTav ; 

so that this interpretation is not according to the context. — é& 
Evös aluaros] See, respecting alua as the seat of life propagating 
itself by generation, on John i. 13. Paul, by this remark, 
that all men through one heavenly Father have also one earthly 
father, does not specially oppose, as Stolz, Kuinoel, and others, 
following older interpreters, assume, the belief of the Athenians 
that they were auroxdoves (see Wetstein, im loc.) ; the whole 
discourse is elevated above so special a polemic bearing. But 
he speaks in the way of general and necessary contrast to 
the polytheistic nature-religions, which derived the different 
nations from different origins in their myths. Quite irrele- 
vant is what Olshausen suggests as the design of Paul, that 
he wished to represent the contempt in which the Jews were 

held among the Greeks as absurd. — ei wav TO mpocwr. T. 
ys] refers to the idea of the Zotality of the nations dwelling 
on the earth, which is contained in wav €@vos (every nation). — 
opicas] Aorist participle contemporaneous with ézroince, specify- 
ing how God proceeded in that Eroinoe x.7.r.: inasmuch as He 
has fixed the appointed periods and the definite boundaries of 
their (the nations’) dwelling. ths karoık. avt. belongs to both 
—to TpooTer. kaıp., and to Tas opo. God has determined the 
dwelling (katotxia, Polyb. v. 78. 5; Strabo, v. p. 246) of the 
nations, according both to its duration in time and to its exten- 
sion in space, Both, subject to change, run their course in a 
development divinely ordered. Comp. Job xii. 23. Others take 
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mpoorer. kaıp. independently of r. karoır. avr. (so Baumgarten); 
but thereby the former expression presents itself in perplexing 
indefiniteness. The sense of the epochs of the world set forth . 
by Daniel (Baumgarten) must have been more precisely indi- 
cated than by the simple xaspovs. Lachmann has separated 
mpooTerayp. into mpös Terayuevovs unnecessarily, contrary to 
all versions and Fathers, also contrary to the reading rpore- 
rayp. in D* Iren. interpr. — % opofecia is not elsewhere pre- 
served, but 76 opod&ouov, see Bornemann. 

Ver.. 27. The divine purpose in this guidance of the nations 
is attached by means of the telic infinitive (Buttmann, neut. Gr. 
p. 224 [E. T. 261]): in order that they should seek the Lord, i.e. 
direct their endeavours to the knowledge of God, if perhaps they 
might feel Him (who is so palpably near) and find Him. Ols- 
hausen thinks that in $yreiv is implied the previous apostasy of 
mankind from God. But the seeking does not necessarily suppose 
a having lost; and since the text does not touch on an earlier 
fellowship of man with God (although that is in itself correct), 
the hearers, at least, could not infer that conclusion from the 

simple önreiv. The great thought of the passage is simply: 
God the Author, the Governor,and the End of the world’s his- 

tory: from God, through God, to God. —-wWnrad . . . edpover] 
Paul keeps consistently to his figure. The seeker who comes 
on his object touches and grasps it, and has now in reality fownd 
it. Hence the meaning without figure is: ¢f perchance they 
might become conscious of God and of their relation to Him, and 
might appropriate this consciousness as a spiritual possession. 
Thus they would have understood the guidance of the nations as 
a revelation of God, and have complied with its holy design in 
their own case.’ The problematic expression (ei dparye, if they 
at least accordingly ; see Klotz, ad Devar. pp. 178, 192) is in 
accordance both with the nature of the case (Bengel: “via 
patet ; Deus inveniri potest, sed hominem non cogit”), and 
with the historical want of success (see Rom. i. 18 ff., and 
comp. Baumg. p. 550 ff.); for the heathen world was blinded, 
to which also YnAad. points—a word which, since the time of 
Homer, is very frequently used of groping in the dark or in 

! Comp. Luthardt, vom freien Willen, p. 415. 
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blindness (Od. ix. 416; Job v. 14); comp. here especially, 
Plato, Phaed. p. 99 B. — xairouye «.T.A.] although certainly He 
(xiv. 17; John iv. 2) does not at all require to be first sought 
and found, as He is not far (for see ver. 28) from every one of us. 
Comp. Jer. xxiii. 23. This addition makes palpably evident the 
greatness of the blindness, which nevertheless took place. 

Ver. 28. Reason assigned (yap) for od paxp. amd évos 
«.7.r., for in Him we live, we move, and we exist. Paul views 

God under the point of view of His immanence as the element 
in which we live, etc.; and man in such intimate connection 

with God, that he is constantly surrounded by the Godhead and 
embraced in its essential influence, but, apart from the Godhead, 

could neither live, nor move, nor exist. Comp. Dio Chrys. 

vol. I. p. 384, ed. Reiske: dre ob paxpav odd &w tod Oeiov 
Suwktopevot, AAN Ev auto pécw mebvrores x.7.r. This ex- 
planation is required by the relation of the words to the 
preceding, according to which they are designed to prove the 
nearness of God; therefore Ev aur@ must necessarily contain 
the local reference—the idea of the divine repıyopneıs (which 
Chrysostom illustrates by the example of the air surrounding 
us on all sides). Therefore the rendering per eum (Beza, 
Grotius, Heinrichs; Kuinoel), or, as de Wette more correctly 
expresses it, “resting on Him as the foundation” (comp. 
already Chrysostom: ov« eime 50’ adtod, ddd 6 Eyyürepov Tv, 
év auto), which would yield no connection in the way of 
proof with the od waxpav eivaı of the Godhead, is to be aban- 
doned. In opposition to the pantheistic view, see already Calvin. 
It is sufficient to urge against it—although it was also asserted 
by Spinoza and others—on the one hand, that the transcendence 
of God is already decidedly attested in vv. 24-26, and on 
the other, that the ev att@ Caper x.7.X. is said solely of men, 

and that indeed in so far as they stand in essential connection 
with God by divine descent (see the following), in which case 
the doctrine of the reality of evil (comp. Olshausen) excludes 
a spiritual pantheism. — fduev x. kıvolueda x, Eonev] a 
climax : out of God we should have no life, not even movement 
(which yet inanimate creatures, plants, waters, etc. have), nay, 

not even any existence (we should not have been at all). 
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Heinrichs and others take a superficial view when they consider 
all three to be synonymous. Storr (Opusc. III. p. 95), on the 
other hand, arbitrarily puts too much into Céuev: vivimus 
beate ac hilare ; and Olshausen (after Kuinoel), too much into 
Eanev: the true being, the life of the spirit. It is here solely 
physical life and being that is meant; the moral life-fellow- 
ship with God, which is that of the regenerate, is remote 
from the context. — twes tov Kal? ünäas momr.] Namely, 
Aratus (of Soli in Cilicia, in the third century B.c.), Phaenom. 
5, and Cleanthes (of Assos in Mysia, a disciple of Zeno), 
Hymn. in Jov. 5. For other analogous passages, see Wetstein. 
— The acquaintance of the apostle with the Greek poets is 
to be considered as only of a dilettante sort’ (see Introduction 
to the Epistle to the Romans, § 1); his school-training was 
entirely Jewish, but he was here obliged to abstain from O. T. 
quotations. — trav Ka? buds mounr.|] Of the poets pertaining 
to you, te. your poets. See Bernhardy, p. 241.— Tod yap 
Kal yévos Eouev] The first half of a hexameter, verbatim from 
Aratus lc. ; therefore yap xaé is not to be considered in logical 
connection with the speech of the apostle, but as, independently 
of the latter, a component part of the poetical passage, which 
he could not have omitted without destroying the verse. 
Nam hujus progenies quoque sumus: this Paul adduces as a 
parallel (os kai Tıves.... . eipykacı) confirming to his hearers 
his own assertion, ev aur@ bauev.... eouev. As the offspring 
of God, we men stand in such homogeneity to God, and thus 
in such necessary and essential connection with God, that we 
cannot have life, etc. without Him, but only in Him. So 
absolutely dependent is our life, etc. on Him. — od] Here, 
according to poetical usage since the time of Homer, in the 
sense of tovrov. See Kiihner, $ 480, 5; Ellendt, Lew. Soph. 

1 That Paul after his conversion, on account of his destination to the Gentiles, 

may have earnestly occupied himself in Tarsus with Greek literature (Baumgarten), 
to which also the ßßAiz, 2 Tim. iv. 13, are supposed to point, is a very precarious 
assumption, especially as it is Aratus, a fellow-countryman of the apostle, who 
is quoted, and other quotations (except Tit. i. 12) are not demonstrable (comp. 
on 1 Cor. xv. 33). The poetical expression itself in our passage is such a com- 
mon idea (see Wetstein), that an acquaintance with it from several Greek poets 
(rıvi;) by no means presupposes a more special study of Greek literature. 
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II. p. 198. Paul has zdealized the reference of the Tod to 
Zeus in Aratus—In the passage of Cleanthes, which was also 
in the apostle’s mind, it is said: é« ood yap yévos éopév, where 
yévos is the accusative of more precise definition, and means, 

not kindred, as with Aratus, but origin. 
Ver. 29. Since, then, we (according to this poetical saying) 

are offspring of God, so must owr self-consciousness, kindred to 
God, tell us that the Godhead has not resemblance to gold, etc. 
We cannot suppose a resemblance of the Godhead to such 
materials, graven by human art, without denying ourselves as 
the progenies of God.’ Therefore we ought not (our odetroper). 
What a delicate and penetrating attack on heathen worship ! 
That Paul with the reproach, which in our odetAopev K.T.A. is 
expressed with wise mildness (Bengel: “clemens locutio, 
praesertim in prima persona plurali”), does no injustice to 
heathenism, whose thinkers had certainly in great measure 
risen above anthropomorphism, but hits the prevailing popular 
opinion (pds Toüs moAdovs 6 Aoyos Av aura, Chrysostom), 
may be seen in Baumgarten, p. 566 ff. — yévos] placed first 
and separated from +. ©eod, as the chief point of the argu- 
ment. For, if we are proles Dei, and accordingly homogeneous 
with God, it is a preposterous error at variance with our duty 
to think, with respect to things which are entirely hetero- 
geneous to us, as gold, silver, and stone, that the Godhead has 

resemblance with them. — xapdynarı téyv. x. evOup. avOpo- 
mov] a graven image which is produced by art and deliberation 
of a man (for the artist made it according to the measure of 
his artistic meditation and reflection): an apposition to xpvo® 
&.TA., not in the ablative (Bengel). — ro @etov] the divine 
nature, divinum numen (Herod. iii. 108, 1. 32; Plat. Phaedr. 

p. 242 C,al.). The general expression fitly corresponds to 
the discourse on heathenism, as the real object of the latter. 
Observe also the striking juxtaposition of dv@péov and TO 

‚AV > for xapayy. Texv. x. évO. avOp. serves to make the 
Wk OPEYAowev vouifew still more palpably felt: inasmuch as 
aetal ad stone serve only for the materials of human art 

1 Graf viefys it otherwise, but against the clear words of the passage, in the 
| Stud. u. Krys, 1859, p. 232. 
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and artistic thoughts, but far above human artistic subjectivity, 
which wishes to represent the divine nature in these materials, 
must the Godhead be exalted, which is not similar to the human 

image, but widely different from it. Comp. Wisd. xv. 15 ff. 
Vv. 30, 31. It is evident from ver. 29 that heathenism is 

based on ignorance. Therefore Paul, proceeding to the Christo- 
logical portion of his discourse, now continues with pev ody: 
the times, therefore, of ignorance (for such they are, according to 
ver. 29) God having overlooked, makes known at present to all men 
everywhere to repent. — brrepıöwv] without noting them with 
a view to punishment or other interference. Comp. Dion. 
Hal. v. 32. Opposite of ebopäv. See also on Rom. iii. 25; 
Acts xiv. 16. The idea of contempt (Vulg.: despiciens), although 
otherwise linguistically suitable, which Castalio, de Dieu, 

Gataker, Calovius, Seb. Schmid, and others find in the expres- 

sion, partly even with the observation: “indignatione et odio 
temporum ... correptus” (Wolf), is at variance with the 
cautiousness and moderation of the whole speech. — maou 
mavtayov| a popular hyperbolical expression; yet not in- 
correct, as the universal announcement was certainly im course 
of development. Comp. Col. i. 25. On the juxtaposition of maou 
mavt., see Lobeck, Paralip. p. 56 f. — xadörı (see the critical 
remarks) : in accordance with the fact that He has appointed a 
day. It denotes the important consideration, by which God 
was induced taviv mapayyeAXeıv «.7.r. Comp. ii. 24. — ev 
Sixatoc.| in righteousness (so that this is the determining moral 
element, in which the xpivew is to take place), £.e. diralos 
(1 Pet. ii, 23). Paul means the Messianic judgment, and 
that as not remotely impending. — év avöpı] Le. in the person 
of a man, who will be God’s representative. — @ dpice &.T.A.] 
a well-known attraction: whom He ordained (namely, for 
holding the judgment), having afforded faith (in Him as a 
judge) to all, by the fact that He raised Him from the dead. 
The wiotw mapexeıv (see Wetstein and Kypke in loc.) Jas ta. 

operation of God on men, by which He affords to them e faith, 
an operation which He brought to bear on them his-torically, 
by His having conspicuously placed before them in the resur- 
rection of Jesus His credentials as the appointed ju‘S® The 
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resurrection of Jesus is indecd the divine onpetov (comp. John 
ii, 18 f.), and consequently the foundation of knowledge and 
conviction, divinely given as a sure handle of faith to all 
men, as regards what the Lord in His nature and destination 
was and is; and therefore the thought is not to be regarded 
as “not sufficiently ideal” (de Wette) for Paul; comp. on 
ii. 36, iv. 27, x. 38, xiii. 33. The opifew is not, as in x. 42, 
the appointment which took place in the counsel of God, but 
that which was accomplished in time and fact as regards the 
faith of men, as in Rom.i. 4. Moreover, the rictw mapexeıv, 

which on the part of God took place by the resurrection of 
Jesus, does not exclude the human self- determination to 
accept and appropriate this divine wapexeıv ; comp. on Rom. 
ii, 4. Iliorıv mapeyeıv may be rendered, with Beza and 
others (see especially Raphel, Polyb. in loc.), according to 
likewise correct Greek usage: to give assurance by His resur- 
rection, but this commends itself the less, because in that case 

the important element of fazth remains without express mention, 
although it corresponds very suitably to the zaparyryéAnre 
peravoeiv, ver. 30. The conception and mode of expression, 
to afford faith, is similar to weravorav Suöovaı, v. 31, xi. 18, 
yet the latter is already more than wapexeıv (potestatem 
Jacere, ansam praebere credendt). 

Ver. 32. As yet Paul has not once named Jesus, but has 
only endeavoured to gather up the most earnest interest of 
his hearers for this the great final aim of his discourse ; now 
his speech is broken off by the mockery of some, and by a 
courteous relegation to silence on the part of others. — avdo- 
raoıv vexpov| a resurrection of dead persons, as Paul had just 
asserted such a case. The plwral denotes the category ; comp. 
on Rom. i. 4. To take it of the general rising of the dead 

_ at the day of judgment, is quite at variance with the context. 
That, moreover, the of uév were all Epicureans, and the ot 
é Stoics, as Grotius, Wolf, and Rosenmiiller supposed, cannot 
be proved. Calvin, Grotius, Wolf, Rosenmiiller, Alford, and 

others hold axovaoueda cov mad. mept TovTov as meant in 
earnest. But would not Paul, if he had so understood it, 

"have remained longer in Athens? See xviii. 1.—The re- 
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pellent result, which the mention of the resurrection of Jesus 
brought about, is by Baur (comp. Zeller) supposed to be only 
a product of the author, who had wished to exhibit very 
distinctly the repulsive nature of the doctrine of the resurrec- 
tion for educated Gentiles; he thinks that the whole speech 
is only an effect fictitiously introduced by the author, and that 
the whole narrative of the appearance at Athens is to be 
called in question—“a counterpart to the appearance of 
Stephen at Jerusalem, contrived with a view to a harmless 
issue instead of a tragical termination,” Zeller. But with all 
the delicacy and prudence, which Paul here, in this ‘EAAdéos 
‘Enaas (Thucyd. epigr., see Jacobs, Anthol. I. p. 102), had to 
exercise and knew how to do so, he could not and durst not be 

silent on the resurrection of Jesus, that foundation of apostolic 
preaching ; he could not but, after he had done all he could to 
win the Athenians, now bring the matter to the issue, what 

effect the testimony to the Risen Oue would have. If the 
speech had no? this testimony, criticism would the more easily 
and with more plausibility be able to infer a fictitious product 
of the narrator; and it would hardly have neglected to do so. 

Vv. 33, 34. Oürws] ie. with such a result. — xodrnOévtes 
avT@| having more closely attached themselves to him. Comp. 
v. 13, ix. 26.—o ’Apeomay.] the assessor of the court of 
Areopagus. This is to be considered as the well-known dis- 
tinctive designation (hence the article) of this Dionysius in 
the apostolic church. Nothing further is known with certainty 
of him. The account of Dionysius of Corinth in Eus. H. E. 
iii. 4, iv. 23, comp. Constitt. ap. vii. 46. 2, that he became 

bishop of Athens, where he is said to have suffered martyrdom 
(Niceph. ii. 11), is unsupported. The writings called after 
him (mepi tis ovpavias tepapyias «.T.A.), belonging to the later 
Neoplatonism, have been shown to be spurious. According to 
Baur, it was only from the ecclesiastical tradition that the 
Areopagite came into the Book of Acts, and so brought 
with him the fiction of the whole scene on the Areopagus. — 
Adpapis] wholly unknown, erroneously held by Chrysostom 
to be the wife of Dionysius (which is just what Luke does 
not express by the mere yur). Grotius conjectures Aauadıs 
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(juvenca), which name was usual among the Greeks. But 
even with the well-known interchange of A and p (Lobeck, 
ad Phryn. p. 179), we must assent to the judgment of 
Calovius : “ Quis nescit nomina varia esse, ac plurima inter se 
vicina non tamen eadem.” Asa man’s name we find Jauapiwv 
in Boeckh, Znscr. 2393, and Aapdpys, 1241, also Aauaperos 
in Pausan. v. 5. 1; and as a woman’s name, Japapérn, in 

Diod. xi. 26. 
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CHAPTER XVIIL 

VER. 1. 6 IatAog is wanting in important witnesses. Rightly 
deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. With xwpıodeis a church-lesson 
begins. — Ver. 2. x] ABDEGS, min. Vulg. have dz. So 
Lachm. Tisch. Born., and rightly, on account of the decisive 
attestation.—On preponderating evidence, r7 réyyv7 is, in ver. 3, 
to be adopted, with Lachm. and Tisch., instead of ray rexum. — 
Ver. 5. rö Adyw] Elz. has r& svedwars, in opposition to A B D E 
G Ss, min. several vss. and Fathers. Defended by Rinck on 
the ground that r& Aöyw is a scholion on d:amapr. But it 
was not ösawapr., but ouveixero, that needed a scholion, namely, 
rö avelwars, Which, being received into the text, displaced the 
original rö Adyw.— Ver. 7. ’Iovorov] Syr. Erp. Sahid. Cassiod. 
have Titov; E 8, min. Copt. Arm. Syr. p. Vulg. have Tirov 
"loborov; B D**: Tiriov’I. A traditional alteration.! — Ver. 12. 
dvouraretovros| Lachm. Born. read dvdurdrov övros after A B DX, 

min. An explanatory resolution of a word not elsewhere 
occurring in the N. T.— Ver. 14. ow] Lachm. and Born. have 
deleted it according to important testimony. But it was very 
easily passed over amidst the cumulation of particles and 
between weN and 7N, especially as oöv has not its reference in 
what immediately precedes.— Ver. 15. (armu«] A B D** 38, 
min. Theophyl. and several vss. have @arjuara. Recommended 
by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. The singular was, 
in spite of the several objects afterwards named, very easily 
introduced mechanically as an echo of ddianua and padsmipynua. 
— ydp] is to be deleted, with Lachm. Tisch. Born. in accord- 
ance with AB Ds, Vulg. Copt., as a connective addition. 
— Ver. 17. After wüvrec, Elz. Born. read of “EAAnves, which is 
wanting in A BX, Erp. Copt. Vulg. Chrys. Bed. Some more 

1 Occasioned by the circumstance that Justus does not elsewhere occur alone 
as a name, but only as a surname ; and that the person here meant must be a 
different person from those named in i. 23 and Col. iv. 11. Wieseler judges 
otherwise, on Galat. p. 573, and in Herzog’s Encykl. XXI. 276 ; he prefers Tirou 
’ [4 

loverov. 
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recent codd. have, instead of it, of ’Iovda%. Both are supple- 
“mentary additions, according to different modes of viewing the 
passage. See the exegetical remarks.— Ver. 19. xurzurnos] 
Lachm. Tisch. read xarjyrnoay, after A BEN, 40, and some vss. 
The sing. intruded itself from the context.— airot] txe% which 
Lachm. and Born. have according to important evidence, was 
imported as by far the more usual word.— Ver. 21. ürsr«£uro 
air. eirwv] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read droru&dwsevos nai eiruv (with 
the omission of xai before #,7x0r), after AB DEN, min. vss. 
Rightly; the Recepta is an obviously suggested simplification. 
— de? we adurws ... eig 'Iepoo.] is wanting in ABE s, min. Copt. 
Sahid. Aeth. Arm. Vulg., as well as ö after zéAw. Both are 
deleted by Lachm. and Tisch.,and condemned already by Mill and 
Bengel. But the omission is far more easily accounted for than 
the addition of these words,—occasioned possibly by xix. 21, xx. 
16, or by the réAw dévax. presumed to be too abrupt,—as in what 
directly follows copyists, overlooking the reference of dvaßds in 
ver. 22, found no journey of the apostle to Jerusalem, and 
accordingly did not see the reason why Paul declined a longer 
residence at Ephesus verified by the course of his journey. — 
Ver. 25. ‘Ijoot] Elz. has xupiov, against decisive testimony. — 
Ver. 26. The order IIpiox. x.’Ax. (Lachm.) is attested, no doubt, 
by A B Ex, 13, Vulg. Copt. Aeth., but is to be derived from 
ver. 18.— riv rod deov 6dév] A BS, min. vss. Lachm. have rn» 
öööv rot deod ; E, vss. have r. 60. rod xvpiov; D has only ray ööov 
(so Born.). With the witnesses thus divided, the reading of 
Lachm. is to be preferred as the best attested. 

Vv. 1, 2. In Corinth, at which Paul had arrived after his 

parting from Athens (xwpıc®., comp. i. 4), he met with the 
Jew ’Axvdas (Greek form of the Latin Aquila, which is to be 
considered as a Roman name adopted after the manner of the 
times instead of the Jewish name; see Eust. ad Dion. Per. 

381), a native of the Asiatic province of Pontus, but who had 
hitherto resided at Rome, and afterwards dwelt there also 

(Rom. xvi. 3), and so probably had his dwelling-place in that 
city—an inference which is rendered the more probable, as his 
temporary removal to a distance from Rome had its compulsory 
occasion in the imperial edict. We make this remark in 
opposition to the view of Neander, who thinks that Aquila 
had not his permanent abode at Rome, but settled, on account 

of his trade, now in one and then in another great city forming 
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a. centre of commerce, such as Corinth and Ephesus. The 
conjecture that he was a freedman of a Pontius Aquila (Cie. 
ad Famil. x. 33. 4; Suet. Caes. 78), so that the statement 
TIovtixov TO yéver is an error (Reiche on Rom. xvi. 3, de 
Wette), is entirely arbitrary. Whether IIpiexır\a (identical 
with Prisca, Rom. xvi. 3, for, as is well known, many Roman 

names were also used in diminutive forms ; see Grotius on 

Rom. Jc.) was a Roman by birth, or a Jewess, remains 
undecided. But the opinion—which has of late become 
common and is defended by Kuinoel, Olshausen, Lange, 

and Ewald—that Aquila and his wife were already Christians 
(having been so possibly at starting from Rome) when Paul 
met with them at Corinth, because there is no account of 

their conversion, is very forced. Luke, in fact, calls Aquila 

simply 'Iovöatov (he does not say, twa uaßnrnv "Iovö.), whereas 
elsewhere he always definitely makes known the Jewish 
Christians ; and accordingly, by the subsequent wavras Tovs 
*Iovdaious, he places Aquila (without any distinction) among 
the general body of the expelled Jews. He also very par- 
ticularly indicates as the reason of the apostle’s lodging with 
him, not their common Christian faith, but their common 

handicraft, ver. 3. It is therefore to be assumed that Aquila 
and Priscilla were still Jews when Paul met with them at 
Corinth, but through their connection with him they became Chris- 
tians.. This Luke, keeping in view the apostolic labours of 
Paul as a whole (comp. Baumgarten, p. 578), leaves the reader 
to infer, inasmuch as he soon afterwards speaks of the Christian 
working of the two (ver. 26). We may add that the reply 
to the question, whether and how far Christianity existed at 
all in Rome before the decree of Claudius (see on Rom., Introd. 
§ 2), can here be of no consequence, seeing that, although 
there was no Christian church at Rome, individual Christians 

might still at any rate be found, and certainly were found, 
among the resident Jews there. —- rpoopdtws] nuper (Polyb. 
ii, 37. 11, üi. 48. 6; Alciphr. 1. 39.; Judith iv! 3) 5598 
Mace. xiv. 36), from zpdcdatos, which properly signifies fresh 
(=just slaughtered or killed), then generally new, of quite 

1 See also Herzog in his Encykl. I. p. 456. 
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recent occurrence ; see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 374f.; Klausen, 

ad Aesch. Choeph. 756. — dıa 70 dıarerax. KX. «.7.d.] “Judacos 
impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit,” Sueton. 
Claud. 25. As Chrestus was actually a current Greek and 
Roman name (Philostr. » Soph. ü. 11; Inser. 194; Cic. ad 
Fam. xi. 8), it is altogether arbitrary to interpret impulsore 
Chresto otherwise than we should interpret it, if another name 
stood instead of Chresto. Chrestus was the name of a Jewish 
agitator at Rome, whose doings produced constant tumults, 
and led at length to the edict of expulsion.’ See also 
Wieseler, p. 122, and earlier, Ernesti, in Suet., lc. This we 

remark in opposition to the hypothesis upheld, after older 
interpreters in Wolf, by most modern expositors, that Suetonius 
had made a mistake in the name and written Chresto instead 
of Christo—a view, in connection with which it is either 

thought that the disturbances arose out of Christianity having 
made its way among the Jewish population at Rome and simply 
affected the Jews themselves, who were thrown into a ferment by 
it, so that the portion of them which had come to believe was 
at strife with that which remained unbelieving (Wassenbergh, 
ad Valcken. p. 554; Kuinoel, Hug, Credner, Baur, Gieseler, 

Reuss, Thiersch, Ewald; also Lehmann, Stud. zur Gesch. d. 
apost. Zeitalt., Greifsw. 1856, p. 6 ff.; Sepp, Mangold, 
Beyschlag in the Stud. wu. Krit. 1867, p. 652 f.; Laurent, 
neutest. Stud. p. 88, and others); or it is assumed (Paulus, 
Reiche, Neander, Lange, and others) that enthusiastic Messianic 
hopes excited the insurrection among the Jews, and that the 
Romans had manufactured out of the ideal person of the Messiah 
a rebel of the same name. While, however, the alleged 
error of the name has against it generally the fact that the 
names Christus and Christiani were well known to the Roman 
writers (Tacitus, Pliny, and Suetonius himself, Wer. 16), it 

may be specially urged against the former view, that at the time 
1 Herzog, in the Jahrb. f. D. Theol. 1867, p. 541, rightly defends this ex- 

planation (against Pressensé). The objection is entirely unimportant, which 
Mangold also (Rémerbr. 1866) has taken, that short work would have been 

made with an insurgent Chrestus at Rome. He might have made a timely 
escape. Or may he not have been actually seized and short work made of him, 
without thereby quenching the fire ? 

ACTS IL I 
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of the edict (probably in the year 52, see Anger, de temp. rat. 
p. 118; Wieseler, p. 125 ff.) the existence of an influential 
number of Christians at Rome, putting the Jewish population 
into a tumultuous ferment, is quite improbable; and against 

the latter view, that the Messianic hopes of the Jews were 
well enough known to the Romans in general (Tacit. Hist. v. 
13) and to Suetonius in particular (Suet. Vesp. 4). Hence 
the change (attested by Tertull. Apol. 3, ad nat. i. 3, and by 
Lactant. Inst. div, iv. 7. 5) of Christus into Chrestos (Xpnoros) 
and of Christianus into Chrestianus (which pronunciation 
Tertullian rejects by perperam) may not be imputed to the 
compiler of a history resting on documentary authority, but 
to the misuse of the Roman colloquial language. Indeed, 
according to Tacit. Ann. xv. 44: “Nero... poenis affecit, » 
quos... vulgus Christianos appellabat ; auctor nominis ejus 
Christus,’ etc., it must be assumed that that interchange of 

“names only became usual at a later period ; in Justin. Apol. 
I. 4,706 Xpnorov is only an allusion to Xpıoriavoi. The _ 
detailed discussion of the point does not belong to us here, 
except in so far as the narrative of Dio Cass. lx. 6 appears to 
be at variance with this passage and with Suet. lc. : tovs Te 
"Iovöalovs trcovacavtas avOis, date yadeTTas dv dvev Tapayns 
bd Tod öxAov chav Ths Toews eipxOnvaı, our EEmAace per, 
To de 6 marpiw vouw Bio xpwpévous éxéhevoe um ovvab- 
poitecOa. This apparent contradiction is solved by our 
regarding what Dio Cassius relates as something which hap- 
pened before the edict of banishment (Wieseler, p. 123, and 
Lehmann, p. 5, view it otherwise), and excited the Jews to 
the complete outbreak of insurrection.” The words @ote... 
eipx@nvaı, which represent the ordinance as a precautionary 
measure against the outbreak of a revolt, warrant this view. 
From xxviii. 15 ff, Rom. xvi. 3, it follows that the edict of 

1 Ewald, p. 346, wishes to insert od before xypwptvovs, so that the words would 

apply to the Jewish-Christians. 
* To place the prohibition mentioned by Dio Cassius as early as the first year 

of Claudius, A.D. 41 (Laurent, neutest. Stud. p. 89 f.), does not suit the peculiar 
mildness and favour which the emperor on his accession showed to the Jews, 
according to Joseph. Antt. xix. 5. 2f. The subsequent severity supposes a 
longer experience of need for it. Laurent, after Oros. vi. 7, places the edict of 
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Claudius, which referred not only to those making the tumult 
(Credner, inl. p. 380), but, according to the express testimony 
of this passage, to all the Jews, must soon either tacitly or 
officially have passed into abeyance, as, indeed, it was incapable 
of being permanently carried into effect in all its severity. 
Therefore the opinion of Hug, Eichhorn, Schrader, and Hemsen, 
that the Jews returned to Rome only at the mild commence- 
ment of Nero’s reign, is to be rejected. — ravras Tovs ’Iovöaiovs] 
with the exception of the proselytes, Beyschlag thinks, so that 
only the national Jews were concerned. But the proselytes 
of righteousness at least cannot, without arbitrariness, be ex- 
cluded from the comprehensive designation. 

Vv. 3, 4. It was a custom among the Jews, and admits of 
sufficient explanation from the national esteem for trade gene- 
rally, and from the design of rendering the Rabbins inde- 
pendent of others as regards their subsistence (Juch. xliii. 1, 2), 
that the Rabbins practised a trade. Olshausen strangely holds’ 
that the practice was based on the idea of warding off tempta- 
tions by bodily activity. Comp. on Mark vi. 3, according to 
which Christ Himself was a téxtwv. — dud TO öuorexvov eivaı] 
sc. avtov, because he (Paul) was of the same handicraft. Luke 
might also have written dua td oudteyvos eivaı (Kühner, II. 
p. 352); but comp. on the accusative Luke xi. 8, and see on 
the omission of the pronoun, where it is of itself evident from 
the preceding noun, Kiihner, § 852 b, and ad Xen. Mem. i. 2. 
49.— jcav] the two married persons. — oxnvorouoi] is not 
with Michaelis to be interpreted makers of art-instruments, 
which is merely based on a misunderstanding of Pollux,vii.189, 
nor yet (with Hug and others) makers of tent-cloth. It is true 
that the trade of preparing cloth from the hair of goats, which 
was also used for tents (kı\ikıa), had its seat in Cilicia (Plin. 
N. H. vi. 28; Veget. de re mil. iv. 6; Serv. and Philarg. ad 
Virg. Georg. iii. 313, vol. II. pp. 278 and 338, ed. Lion); but 

expulsion as early as the ninth year of Claudius, a.p. 49; but he is in conse- 
quence driven to the artificial explanation that Aquila indeed left Rome in A.D. 
49, but remained for some time in Italy, from which (ver. 2: &rö cis IraAias) 
he only departed in A.n. 53. Thus he would not, in fact, have come to Corinth 
at all as an immediate consequence of that edict, which yet Luke, particularly 

by the addition of wposp&rws, evidently intends to say. 
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even apart from the fact that the weaving of cloth was more 
difficult to be combined with the unsettled mode of life of the 

apostle, the word imports nothing else than Zent-maker (Pollux, 
l.c.; Stob. ecl. phys. i. 52, p. 1084), tent-taxlor, which meaning 
is simply to be retained. Such a person is also called oxnvop- 
pados, Ael. V. H. ii. 1; and so Chrysostom’ designates the 
apostle, whilst Origen makes him a worker in leather (Hom. 
17 in Num.), thinking on leathern tents (comp. de Dieu). 
— Ereıde is the result of Suedéyero (xvii. 2, 17). He con- 
vinced, persuaded and won, Jews and Greeks (here—as it is 
those present in the synagogue that are spoken of—-proselytes 
of the gate). | 

Ver. 5. This activity on his part increased yet further when 
Silas and Timothy had come from Macedonia (xvii. 14 f.), in 
whose fellowship naturally the zeal and courage of Paul could 
not but grow.—The element of increased activity, in relation 
to what is related in ver. 4, is contained in auveiyero TO AOYO: 
he was wholly seized and arrested by the doctrine, so that he 
applied himself to it with assiduity and utmost earnestness. 
Comp. Wisd. xvii. 20, and Grimm in loc. So in the main, 
following the Vulgate (“instabat verbo”), most modern inter- 
preters, including Olshausen, de Wette, Baumgarten, Lange, 

Ewald. Against my earlier rendering: he was pressed in © 
respect of the doctrine (comp. on Phil. i. 23), he was hard- 
beset (comp. Chrysostom, reading 76 mveiuarı: ernpéalov auto, 
ebloravro auro), it may be decisively urged, partly on linguistic 
erounds, that the dative with avvexeoda: is always the thing 
itself which presses (comp. xxviii. 8; Luke viii. 37), partly 
according to the connection, that there results in that view no 
significant relation to the arrival of Silas and Timothy. — tov 
Xpicrov *Incody, as in ver. 28. 

Ver. 6. The refractoriness (Rom. xiii. 2) and reviling, 
which he experienced from them amidst this increased activity, 
induced him to turn to the Gentiles. — éxtwak. ra inar.] he 

1 See also Theodoret on 2 Cor. ii. 6: rocotroy iaxus zul ypapav 6 aumvopf&ßos. 
2 Comp. also Thue. ii. 49. 3, iii. 98. 1; Arrian, vi. 24. 6; Plat. Soph. p. 250 D; 

Xen. Oec. i. 21, and many other passages ; Heind. ad Plat. Soph. 46 ; particu- 

larly Wisd. xvii. 20; Herodian i. 17, 22; Ael. V. A. xiv. 22. 
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shook out his garments, ridding himself of the dust, indicating 
contempt, as in xiii, 51.—70 aia tuor .. . vuav] sc. EAdErw 
(Matt. xxiii. 35), ie. let the blame of the destruction, which will 
as a divine punishment reach you, light on no other than your- 
selves. Comp. 2 Sam. i. 16; 1 Kings ii. 33; Ezek. iii. 16 ff, 

xxxiii. 4, 7 ff. On Em or eis 7. kebaAnv, see Dem. p. 323, 
ult. 381. 15. On the elliptical mode of expression, see Matt. 
xxvii. 25; 2 Sam.i.16; Plat. Huthyd. p. 283 E; Arist. Plut. 
526. The expression is not to be explained from the custom 
of laying the hands on the victim (Lev. xvi. 31; comp. Herod. 
ii. 39), as Elsner and others suppose, or on the accused on 
the part of the witnesses (so Piscator) ; but in all languages 
(comp. Heinsius, ad Ov. Her. xx. 127) the head is the signi- 
ficant designation of the person himself. The significance here 
lies particularly in the conception of the divine punishment 
coming from above, Rom, i. 18.— What Paul intends by the 
destruction which he announces as certainly coming, and the 
blame of which he adjudges to themselves, is not moral cor- 
ruption (de Wette, who sees here an un-Pauline expression), 
but eternal ar@deva, which is conceived as davaros (Rom. i. 
32, vi. 16, 21, 23, vii. 5,10, 13, 24, vüi. 2, 6 al.), and there- 

fore symbolized as aiwa (to be shed), because the blood is the 
seat of life (comp. on xv. 20). The setting in of this aroxecıa 
occurs at the Parousia (2 Thess. i. 8). Thus Paul, as his con- 
duct was already in point of fact for his adversaries an évde/Exs 
amwnelas (Phil. i. 28), expressly gives to them such an Evöei&ıs. 
—Kabapos éyo] comp. xx. 26.— damö Tod viv «.r.A.] as in 
xii. 46. 

Ver. 7. Paul immediately gave practical proof of this solemn 
renunciation of the Jews by departing from the synagogue 
(exeidev, which Heinrichs and Alford after Calvin explain, con- 
trary to the context, ex domo Aquilae), and went, not into the 

house of a Jew, but into that of a proselyte, the otherwise unknown 
Justus, who is not to be identified with Titus (Wieseler). That 
Paul betook himself to the non-Jewish house nearest to the syna- 
gogue, is entirely in keeping with the profoundly excited emo- 
tion under which he acted, and with his decision of character. 
— ouvonopeiv] to border wpon, is not found elsewhere; the 
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Greeks use önopeiv in that sense. Observe, moreover, that a 
change of lodging is not mentioned. 

Ver. 8. This decided proceeding made a remarkable impression, 
so that even Crispus, the president of the synagogue, whom the 
apostle himself baptized (1 Cor. i. 14), with all his family, be- 
lieved on the Lord (xvi. 15, 34), and that generally many Corin- 
thians (Jews and Gentiles; for the house of the proselyte was 
accessible to both) heard him and received faith and baptism. 

Vv. 9-11.! But Jesus Himself, appearing to Paul in a night- 
vision (comp. ix. 10), infused into him courage for fearless 
continuance in work. — Addex x. un ctw7r.] solemnly emphatic. 
Comp. Isa. Ixii. 1, and: see on John i. 3, 20. — döorı is 
both times simply propterea quod. — éy] Bengel well says: 
“ fundamentum fiduciae.” — erıßycerai cot Tod Kak. ce] will set 
on thee (aggredi) to injure thee. On the classical expression 
emirideodai Twwı, to set on one, i.e. impetum facere in alig., see 
many examples in Wetstein and Kypke.. The attempt, in fact, 
which was made at a later period under Gallio, signally failed. 
— 61671 Aads K.T.X.] gives the reason of the assurance, éyo eins 
META Gov, K. Odd. Emißno. cor TOD Kak. oe. Under His people 
Jesus understands not only those already converted, but like- 
wise proleptically (comp. John x. 16, xi. 52) those who are 
destined to be members of the church purchased by His blood 
(xx. 28; Eph. i. 14),—the whole multitude of the reray- 
pévot eis Conv aiwvıov (xiii. 48) at Corinth. — éwavrov x. 
pnvas €| The terminus ad quem is the attempt of the Jews 
(ver. 12), and not (in opposition to Anger, de temp. rat. p. 62 f., 
and Wieseler, p. 45 f.) the departure of Paul, ver. 18. For 
after Luke in vv. 9, 10 has narrated the address and promise 
of Jesus, he immediately, ver. 11, observes how long Paul in 
consequence of this had his residence, ze. his quiet abode, at 

Corinth (€ca@ice, as in Luke xxiv. 49), attending to his mini- 
stry ; and he then in vv. 12-18 relates how on the other hand 
(5é, ver. 12, marks a contrast to ver. 11) an attack broke out, 
indeed, against him under Gallio, but passed over so harmlessly 

1 According to Laurent, neut. Stud. p. 148 f., ver. 11 was a marginal note of 
Luke to auipus ixavés, ver. 18. But ver. 11 is by no means superfluous in its 
present textual position, but attests the fulfilment of the promise, ver. 10. 
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that he was able to spend before his departure yet (observe 
this €rı, ver. 18) a considerable time at Corinth (ver. 18). — 
Ev avtois] ie. among the Corinthians, which is undoubtedly 
evident from the preceding ev 7H mon. T. 

Vv. 12, 15. Achaic (ae. according to the Roman division 
of provinces, the whole of Greece proper, including the Pelopon- 
nesus, so that by its side Macedonia, Illyria, Epirus, and Thessaly 

formed the province Macedonia, and these two provinces com- 
prehended the whole Grecian territory), which originally 
had been a senatorial province (Dio Cass. liii. p. 704), but by 
Tiberius was made an imperial one (Tacit. Ann.i. 76), and was 
again by Claudius (Suet. Claud. 25) converted into a senatorial 
province (see Hermann, Staatsalterth. § 190, 1-3), and had in 
the years 53 and 54 for its proconsul (areiranes see on xiii. 
7) Jun. Ann. Gallio, who had assumed this name (his proper 
name was M. Ann. Novatus) from L. Jun. Gallio, the rhetorician, 

by whom he was adopted. He was a brother of the philo- 
sopher L. Ann. Seneca (Tacit. Ann. xv. 73, xvi. 17), and was 
likewise put to death by Nero. See Lipsius, in Senec. prooem. 
2, and ep. 104; Winer, Realw. — karereor.] they stood forth 
against him,is found neither in Greek writers nor in the LXX. 
— mapa 7. vou.) ie. against the Jewish law. See ver. 15} 
To the Jews the exercise of religion according to their laws 
was conceded by the Roman authority. Hence the accusers 
expected of the proconsul measures to be taken against Paul, 
whose religious doetrines they found at variance with the 
legal standpoint of Mosaism. Luke gives only the chief point 
of the complaint. For details, see ver. 15. 

Vv. 14, 15. The mild and humane Gallio (Stat. Silv. ii. 7, 
32; Seneca, Q. Nat. 4 praef.) refuses to examine into the 

complaint, and hands it over, as simply concerning doctrine, 
to the decision of the accusers themselves—to the Jewish tri- 
bunal—without permitting Paul, who was about to begin his 
defence, to speak. — odv] namely, in pursuance of your accusa- 
tion. — padiovpy. tudv] I should with reason (see Plat. Rep. 

1 They do not mean the law of the state ; nor yet do they express themselves 
in a double sense (Lange, apost. Zeitalt. II. p. 240). Gallio well knew what 
6 vowos signified in the mouth of a Jew. 
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p. 366 B; Wetstein in loc.; Bernhardy, p. 241) bear with you, 
i.e, according to the context: give you a patient hearing. 
Comp. Plat. Phil. p. 13 B; Rep. p. 367 D. “ Judaeos Gallion 
sibi molestos innuit,” Bengel. — ei öe Gntjpata... ünäs] but if 

(as your complaint shows) there are questions in dispute (xv. 2) 
concerning doctrine and names (plural of: category ; Paul’s asser- 
tion that the name of Messiah belonged to Jesus, was the 
essential matter of fact in the case, see ver. 5), and of your 
(and so not of Roman) law. — rod cad” ipas] See on xvii. 28. 
— kpırns x.7..] Observe the order of the words, Judge will J 
for my part, etc. Thus Gallio speaks in the consciousness of 
his political official position; and his wise judgment— which 
Calovius too harshly designates as duédeva atheistica—is after 
a corresponding manner to be borne in mind in determining 
the limits of the ecclesiastical power of princes as bearing on 
the separation of the secular and spiritual government, with 
due attention, however, to the circumstance that Gallio was 

outside the pale of the Jewish religious community. 
Vv. 16, 17. ’AmnAacev] he dismissed them as plaintiffs, 

whose information it was not competent to him to entertain. 
Comp. Dem. 272. 11. 1373. 12.— Under the legal pretext 
of the necessity of supporting this amnAacev of the proconsul; 
all the bystanders (wavres, partly perhaps Roman subordinate 
officials, but certainly all Gentiles, therefore ot “EXAnves is a 

correct gloss) used the opportunity of wreaking their anger on 
the leader and certainly also the spokesman of the hated 
Jews; they seized Sosthenes, the ruler of the synagogue, even 
before the tribunal, and beat him. — Saoévns is by Theodoret, 
Erasmus, Calvin, and others, also Hofmann, heil. Schr. d. N. T. 

II. ii. p. 4 f,, very arbitrarily (especially as this name was so 
common) considered as identical with the person mentioned 
in 1Cor.i.1;; hence also the erroneous gloss ot Iovdaios added 
to madvtes has arisen from the supposition that he either was 
at this time actually a Christian, or at least inclined to Chris- 
tianity, and therefore not sufficiently energetic in his accusa- 
tion. Against this may be urged the very part which Sosthenes, 
as ruler of the synagogue, evidently plays against Paul;* and 

? According to Hofmann, he was so linked with his people, that, although in- 
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not less the circumstance, that the person mentioned in 1 Cor. 
i. 1 was a fellow-labourer of Paul out of Corinth ; according 
to which, for the identification of the two, a more extended 

hypothesis would be necessary, such as Ewald has. Chrysos- 
tom considers him even identical with Crispus. — tov apxıevv.] 
Whether he was a colleague (see on xii. 15) of the above- 
named Kpiomos, ver. 8, or successor to him on his resignation 

in consequence of embracing Christianity (Olshausen, de Wette, 
Baumgarten, Ewald, and others), or whether he presided over 
another synagogue in Corinth (Grotius), remains undetermined. 
— kal oVdev TOVTWV K.7.r.] and Gallio troubled himself about 
none of these things, which here took place ; he quite disregarded 
the spectacle. The purpose of this statement is to exhibit the 
utter failure of the attempt. So little was the charge success- 
ful, that even the leader of the accusers himself was beaten by 
the rabble without any interference of the judge, who by this 
indifference tacitly connived with the accused. 

Ver. 18. ’Amoraooeodai tit] to say farewell to one. See 
on Mark vi. 46. — keıpanevos T. keb.] is not to be referred to 
Paul, as Augustine, Beda, Erasmus, Luther, Beza, Calvin, Calo- 

vius, Spencer, Reland, Wolf, Bengel, Rosenmiiller, Morus, Ols- 

hausen, Zeller, de Wette, Baumgarten, Lange, Hackett, Lechler, 

Ewald, Sepp, Bleek, and others connect it, but to Aquila, with 
Vulgate, Theophylact,’ Castalio, Hammond, Grotius, Alberti, 

Valckenaer, Heinrichs, Kuinoel, Wieseler, Schneckenburger, also 

Oertel, Paul. in d. Apgesch. p. 191. A decisive consideration 
in favour of this is the order of the names IIpierıAXa kai 
"Arvxas, which (comp. with vv. 2 and 26) appears as design- 
edly chosen. Luke, if he had meant the cepa. of Paul, would, 
by placing the wife first, have led the reader himself into error, 

whereas, with the precedence naturally given to the husband, no 

wardly convinced by the preaching of the apostle, he yet appeared at the head of 
the furious multitude before the proconsul against Paul, because he could not 
forsake the synagogue. What acharacter would thus be the result! And what 
reader could from the simple words put together for himself traits so odious / 
How entirely different were Joseph and Wiesdennd ! 
ı Chrysostom and Oecumenius do not clearly express to whom they refer 

xsipé. But in the Vulgate (“ Aquila, qui sibi totonderat in Cenchris caput”) 
the reference is undoubted. 
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one would have thought of referring xetpdy. to any other than 
Paul as the principal subject of thesentence. If, accordingly, 
kerpd. is to be referred to Aquila, Luke has with design and 
foresight placed the names so; but if it is to be referred to 
Paul, he has written with a strange, uncalled for, and mislead- 

ing deviation from vv. 2 and 26 (comp. 1 Cor. xvi.19)2 Om 
the other hand, appeal is no doubt made to Rom. xvi. 3 (comp. 
2 Tim. iv. 19), where also the wife stands first (see especially, 
Neander, p. 349, and Zeller, p. 304); but Paul here followed 
a point of view determining his arrangement (see on Rom. 
xvi. 3), which was not followed by Luke in his history, as is 
evident from vv. 2 and 26. Accordingly, we do not need to 
have recourse to the argument, that it could not but at all 
events be very strange to see the liberal Paul thus, entirely 
without any higher necessity or determining occasion given from 
without (the case in xxi. 23 ff. is different), voluntarily engag- 
ing himself in a Jewish votive ceremony. How many occasions 
for vows had he in his varied fortunes, but we never find a 

trace that he thus became a Jew to the Jews! If there had 
been at that time a special reason for accommodation to such an 
exceptionally legal ceremony, Luke would hardly have omitted 
to give some more precise indication of it (comp. xvi. 3), and 
would not have mentioned the matter merely thus in passing, 
as if it were nothing at all strange and exceptional in Paul’s 
case. Of Aguila, a subordinate, he might throw in thus, 
without stating the precise circumstances, the cursory notice 
how it happened that the married couple joined Paul on his 
departure at the seaport ; regarding Paul as the bearer of such 
a vow, he could not but have entered into particulars. Nothing 
is gained by importing suggestions of some particular design ; 
e.g. Erasmus here discovers an obseguium charitatis toward the 
Jews, to whom Paul had appeared as a despiser of their legal 
customs (and so in substance Lange, apost. Zeitalt. II. p. 249 £.); 
Bengel supposes” that the purpose of the apostle was: “ ut 

1 It is true that A BEN have also in ver. 26 Myox. x. ’Axvaas (so Lachm.), 
but that transposition has evidently arisen from our passage. 

2 With Bengel agrees in substance Ewald, p. 502, who supposes that Paul, in 
order, perhaps, not to be fettered by Priscilla and Aquila in Ephesus, made the 
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necessitatem sibi imponeret celeriter peragendi iter hoc Hiero- 
solymitanum ;” Neander presupposes some occasion for the 
public expression of gratitude to God in the spirit of Christian 
wisdom ; and Baumgarten thinks that “ we should hence infer 
that Paul, during his working at Corinth, lived in the state 
of weakness and self-denial appointed by the law and placed 
under a special constitution ;”* whereas Zeller uses the refer- 
ence to Paul in order to prove a design of the writer to im- 
pute to him Jewish piety. — ev Keyypeais] Keyypeai (in 
Thuc. Keyxpesal) noun kal ALyunv aréxov THs Toews daov 
EBdounkovra oradıa. Tovtm pev ody ypavtat mpos Tovs Er 
Tis “Acias, mpos de Tovs éx Ths 'Irarias TH Aexaiw, Strabo, 
Vili. 6, p. 380. — eixe yap evxnv] states the reason of Kevpay. 
tT. ked. ev K.: for he had a vow on him, which he discharged by 
having his head shorn at Cenchreae.— The vow itself is not to 
be considered as a Nazarite vow (Num. vi.), called by Philo edy7) 
peyarn, according to which a man bound himself, for the glory 
of Jehovah, to permit his hair to grow for a certain time and 
to abstain from all intoxicating drink (“Tres species sunt 
prohibitae Nasiraeis, immundities, tonsura et quicquid de vite 
egreditur” (Mischna Nasir, vi. 1), and then after the lapse 
of the consecrated time to have his hair shorn off befcre the 
temple, and to present a sacrifice, into the flames of which the 
hair was cast. See Num. lc. ; Ewald, Alterth. p. 113 ff. 

Comp. on xxi. 23 ff. For the redemption of such a vow had 
to take place, as formerly at the tabernacle, so afterwards 
at the temple and consequently in Jerusalem, Num. vi., Reland, 
Antiquitt. p. 277; and entirely without proof Grotius holds: 
“haec praecepta...eos non obligabant, qui extra Judaeam 
agebant.” If it is assumed (Wolf, Stolz, Rosenmüller) that 
the Nazarite vow had in this case been interrupted by a Levi- 
tical uncleanness, such as by contact with a dead person 
(according to Lange, by intercourse with Gentiles), and was 
begun anew by the shearing off of the hair already conse- 

solemn vow of his desire to be at Jerusalem even before Easter, and in sign 
thereof shaved his head, which had no connection with the Nazarite vow, and 
is rather to be compared to fasting. 

[This is a literal rendering. The meaning seems to me obscure.—Eb. ] 
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crated but now polluted (Num. vi. 9), this is a mere empty 
supposition, as the simple eöye yap euxnv indicates nothing at 
all extraordinary. And even the renewal of an interrupted 
Nazarite vow was bound to the temple. See Num. vi. 10. 
Therefore a proper Nazarite vow is here entirely out of the 
question; it is to be understood as a private vow (votum civile) 
which Aquila had resting upon him, and which he discharged at 
Cenchreae by the shaving of his head. On the occasion of some 
circumstances unknown to us,—perhaps under some distress, 

in view of eventual deliverance,—he had vowed to let his 

hair grow for a certain time; this time had now elapsed, 
and therefore he had his head shorn at Cenchreae. Comp. 
Salmasius, de coma, p. 710; Wolf, Cur. in loc. ; Spencer, de 

leg. Jud. rit. p. 862 ff. The permitting the hair to grow is, in 
the Nazarite state, according to Num. vi. 7, nothing else than 
the sign of convplete consecration to God (whence also Judg. xvi. 
17 is to be explained), comp. Ewald, Alterth. p. 115, not that 
of a blessed, flourishing life, which meaning Bahr, Symbol. II. 
p. 432 f., imports (comp. in opposition to this, Keil, Archdol. 
§ Ixvii, 11); nor yet, from the later view of common life, 
1 Cor. xi. 14, a representation of man’s renunciation of his 
dignity and of his subjection to God (Baumgarten), which is 
entirely foreign to the matter. In a corresponding manner is 
the usage in the case of the vow to be understood. For the 
vow was certainly analogous to the Nazarite state (see Ewald, 
Alterth. p. 28 f.), in so far as one idea lay at the root of both; 
but it was again specifically different from it, as not requiring 
the official intervention of the priests, and as not bound to the 
temple and to prescribed forms. Neander correctly describes 
the edy7 in this passage (comp. Bengel) as a modification of the 
Nazarite vow ; but for this very reason it seems erroneous that 
he takes the shearing of the head as the commencement of the 
redemption of the vow, and not as its termination.’ See Num. 
vi. 5, 18; Joseph. Bell. Jud. ii. 15.1: rods yap 7 voow kara- 
movovuevovs, 7 Tiow dANals avaykaıs, Eos eyerOar mpö 
Tpıakovra Nuepav, Is Amoowaeıy werAoıev Ovalas, oivov TE 

1 Comp. Calovius: ‘‘ Causa redditur, cur Paulus navigarit in Syriam, quia 
sc. votum fecerat, quod expleri debebat in templo Hierosolymitano.” 
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adéEacbai ka Eupjoacdaı tds köpas, where the meaning from 
&0os onwards is thus to be taken: “They are accustomed, 
thirty days before the intended presentation of the offering, to 
vow that they will abstain from wine and (at the end of that 
period) have the head shorn.”——-A special set purpose, more- 
over, on the part of Luke, in bringing in this remark concern- 
ing Aquila, cannot be proved, whether of a conciliatory nature 
(Schneckenburger, p. 66), with the assumed object of indirectly 
defending Paul against the charge of antagonism to the law, 
or by way of explaining the historical nexus of cause and effect 
(Wieseler, p. 203, conjecturally), according to which his object 
would be to give information concerning the delay of the 
departure of the apostle, and concerning his leaving Ephesus 
more quickly. 

Vv. 19, 20. Karédurev auto] he left them there, separated 
himself from them, so that he without them (adrds, he on his 

_ part) went to the synagogue, there discoursed with the Jews 
(ver. 4, xvii. 2,17), and then, without longer stay, pursued his 
journey. The shift, to which Schneckenburger has recourse, 
that avrds de properly belongs to amertdé. avdtois, is impossible ; 
and that of de Wette, that Luke has written xakelvovs karte. 

avr. in anticipation, “in order, as it were, to get rid of these 
- secondary figures,” is arbitrarily harsh—We may remark, that 

within this short abode of the apostle at Ephesus occurred the 
first foundation of a church there, with which the visit to the 

synagogue and discussion with the Jews are appropriately in 
keeping as the commencement of his operations. So much 
the less, therefore, is an earlier presence there and foundation 
of the church to be assumed.’ — ézi wr. xp.] for a longer time. 
It was to take place only at a later period, chap. xix. 

Ver. 21. What feast was meant by tv éoptiy tHv épxop. 
must remain undetermined, as de we mavrws does not allow 
us absolutely to exclude the winter season dangerous for navi- 
gation, and as the indefinite Huepas ikavas, ver. 18—which 
period is not included in the one and a half years (see on 
ver. 11)—prevents an exact reckoning. ‘It is commonly sup- 

i As Marker (Stellung d. Pastoralbriefe, 1861, p. 4f.) places the same bo- 
tween ix. 30 and xi. 25. 
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posed to be either Easter or Pentecost. The latter by Anger, de 
temp. rat. p. 60 ff., and Wieseler, p. 48 ff. The former (Ewald) 
is at least not to be inferred from the use of the article “ the 
feast,’ which in general (Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 804), and here 
specially on account of the addition 77» épxoy., would be an 
uncertain ground. The motive, also, of the determination 
indicated by Se? is completely unknown. — zoıev] as in 
ver. 23; see on xv. 33.—eis ‘Iepoo0X.] see Winer, p. 387 
[E. T. 518]. — wadw 6€ «.r.X.] which took place, xix. 1. 

Vv. 22, 23. Fourth journey to Jerusalem, according to 
chap. ix., xi, xv.—From Ephesus Paul sailed to Caesarea (i.e. 
Caesarea Stratonis, the best and most frequented harbour in 
the neighbourhood of Jerusalem; not, as Jerome, Beda, and 

Lyra suppose, Caesarea in Cappadocia, against which the very 
word avnx@m serves as a proof), and from thence he went 
up to Jerusalem, whence he proceeded down to Antioch.— 
avaßas] namely, to Jerusalem. So Erasmus, Calvin, Beza, 

Grotius, Bengel, Rosenmiiller, Heinrichs, Olshausen, Neander, 

Anger (de temp. rat. p. 60 f.), de Wette, Wieseler, Baumgarten, 
Lange, Ewald, and others. Others refer it to Caesarea (so 

Calovius, Wolf, Kuinoel, Schott, and several others), and think 

that the word is purposely chosen, either because the city 
was situated high up from the shore (Kuinoel and others), or 
because the church had its place of meeting in an elevated 
locality (de Dieu and others). The reference to Caesarea 
would be necessary, if Se? we mavrws x.7.r., ver. 21, were not 

genuine; for then the reference to Jerusalem would have no 
ground assigned for it in the context. But with the genuine- 
ness of that asseveration, ver. 21, the historical connection 

requires that avaB. x. adomac. T. éxxd. should contain the 
fulfilment of it. In favour of this we may appeal both to the 
relation in meaning of the following xareßn to this avaßas, 
and to the circumstance that it would be very strangely in 
contrast to the hurried brevity with which the whole journey is 
despatched in ver. 22, if Luke should have specially indicated 
in the case of Caesarea not merely the arrival at it, but also the 
going up (2)to it. In spite of that hurried brevity, with which 
the author scarcely touches on this journey to Jerusalem, and 
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mentions in regard to the residence there no intercourse with 
the Jews, no visit to the temple, and the like, but only a 
salutation of the church, the fidelity of the apostle to the 
Jewish festivals has been regarded as the design of the nar- 
rative (Schneckenburger), and the narrative itself as invented 
(Zeller, Hausrath ; comp. Holtzmann, p.695). The identifica- 
tion of the journey with that mentioned in Gal. ii. 1 (Wieseler) 
is incompatible with the aim of the apostle in adducing his 
journeys to Jerusalem in that passage. See on Galatians. 
Nor can the encounter with Peter, Gal. ii. 11, belong to the 
residence of Paul at that time in Antioch (Neander, Wieseler, 

Lange, Baumgarten). — nv Taxar. x. T. Dpuwy.] certainly, 
also, Lycaonia (xiv. 21), although Luke does not expressly 
name it. On émvotnpifwv, comp. xiv. 22, xv. 32, 41. 

Vv. 24-28. Notice interposed concerning Apollos, who, 

during Paul’s absence from Ephesus, came thither as a Mes- 
sianic preacher proceeding from the school of the disciples of 
John, completed his Christian training there, and then before 
the return of the apostle (xix. 1) departed to Achaia. 

Ver. 24. "Azodrws] the abbreviated ”AmoAAwvıos, as D 
actually has it, His working was peculiarly influential in 
Corinth. 1 Cor. i. 12, iii. 5 £., iv. 6 ff.—Aöyıos] may mean either 

learned or eloquent. See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p.198 ; Jacobs, ad 
Anthol. XII. p. 116. Neander (also Vatablus) takes it in the 
former signification. But the wswal rendering, eloguens, corre- 
sponds quite as well with his Alexandrian training (after the 
style of Philo), and is decidedly indicated as preferable by the 
reference to vv. 25 and 28, as well as by the characteristic 
mode of Apollo’s work at Corinth. Besides, his Scripture- 
learning is particularly brought forward alongside of Aoyıorns 
by öuvaros dv Ev T. ypad.: he had in the Scriptures, in the 

1 The so short residence of the apostle in Jerusalem is sufficiently intelligible 
from the certainly even at that time (comp. xxi. 21 ff.) very excited temper of 
the Judaists, with whom Paul now recognised it as incompatible with his more 

extended apostolic mission to meddle. See Ewald, p. 503 f. 
? On Apollos, see Heymann in the Sächs. Stud. 1843, p. 222 ff.; Bleek on 

Hebr. Introd, p. 394 ff. ; Ewald, p. 513 ff. We should know him better, if he 
were the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, which, however, remains a matter 
of great uncertainty. 
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understanding, exposition, and application of them, a peculiar 
power, for the conviction and winning of hearts, refutation of 
opponents, and the like. 

Ver. 25. Katnynpévos t. 06. t. Kup.] Apollos was instructed 
concerning the way of the Lord (i.e. concerning Christianity as 
a mode of life appointed and shaped by Christ through means 
of faith in Him, see on ix. 2) doubtless by disciples of John, 
as follows from émuctap. wovov t. Bart. ’Iwavvov. How im- 
perfect this instruction had been’ in respect of the doctrinal 
contents of Christianity, appears from the fact that he knew 
nothing of a distinctively Christian baptism. He stood in 
this respect on the same stage with the pa@nrai in xix. 2; 
but, not maintaining the same passive attitude as they did, he 
was already—under the influence of the partial and preliminary 
light of Christian knowledge—full of a profound, living fervour, 
as if seething and boiling in his spirit, <.e. in the potency of 
his higher self-conscious life ({éev T® mveinarı, see on Rom. 
xii. 11), so that he Adder Kai edidacKey axpiBds Ta Trepl 
tov Inood. What had reference to Jesus, to whom as the 
Messiah John had borne witness, was naturally that concern- 
ing which he had in his Johannean training received most 
information and taken the deepest interest. He must have re- 
garded Jesus—His historical person—actually as the Messiah 
(not merely as a precursor of Him, Baumgarten), which Bleek 
erroneously denies, contrary to the express words of the pas- 
sage; but he still needed a more accurate Christian instruction, 
which he received, ver. 26. The incompleteness and even the 
lack to some extent of correctness in his Christian knowledge, 
made him, with his might in the Scriptures and fervour in 
spirit—which latter was under the control of the former—not 
incapable to teach, according to the measure of his knowledge, 
with accwracy” concerning Jesus, although he himself had to 
be instructed yet axpıßeorepov, ver. 26 (in opposition to Baur 

and Zeller, who find here contradictory statements). In a 
corresponding manner, for example, a missionary may labour 

1 Erasmus, Paraphr.: ‘‘hic Apollos erat semichristianus.” 

2 Not to be taken in a subjective sense ; carefully (Beza and others), which 
the comparative in ver, 26 does not suit. 
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with an incomplete and in part even defective knowledge of the 
way of salvation, if he is mighty in the Scriptures and of fer- 
vent spirit. — éddd. x. 618. are simply to be distinguished as 
genus and species ; and axpiBas, exactly, receives its limitation ' 
by emier. pov. r. B. I. — Emiotauevos pov. 7. Batt. "Iwavvov] 
although, etc. The view, that by this an absolute ignorance of 
Christian baptism is expressed, is incredible in itself, and not 

to be assumed on account of John iii. 26. Notwithstanding, 
the simple literal sense is not to be interpreted, with Lange 
(apost. Zeitalt. II. p. 260), as though Apollos was wanting 
only in “complete Christian experience of salvation and 
maturity ;” but, inasmuch as he did not recognise the charac- 
teristic distinction of the Christian baptism from that of John, 
he knew not that the former was something superior to the 
latter (xix. 3, 4); he knew only the baptism of John.’ 

Ver. 26. Te] to which öe afterwards corresponds, see Winer, 

p. 409 [E. T. 548]; Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. v. 5. 8. — np£aro] 
beginning of the mappne. év TH ovvay. Immediately afterwards 
Aquila and Priscilla, who had temporarily settled in Ephesus 
(ver. 18 f.), and had heard him speak—from which they could 
not but learn what he lacked—took him to themselves for 
private instruction. — Tv Tob Oeod 660v] the same as Ty Oddy 
rt. Kupiov, ver. 25, inasmuch as the whole work of Christ is 

the work of @od. That, also, Christian baptism was adminis- 

tered to Apollos by Aquila, is neither to be assumed as self- 
evident (Erasmus, Grotius, and others), nor is it to be arbitrarily 
added, with Olshausen, that he first received the Holy Spirit 
at Corinth by Paul (?). Ewald correctly remarks: “there 
could be no mention of a new baptism in the case of a man 
already, in a spiritual sense, moved deeply enough.” See on 
xix. 5. The Holy Spirit had already taken up His abode in 
his fervent spirit——a relation which could only be furthered 
by the instruction of Aquila and Priscilla. 

Ver. 27. AıeAdeiv eis r. "Axaiav] probably occasioned by 
what he had heard from Aquila and Priscilla concerning the 
working of Paul at Corinth. — mpotpey. of ad. éypayp. Tots 
pant. aod. avt.| The Christians already at Ephesus (doubt- 

1 Comp. Oertel, Paulus in der Apostelgesch. p. 28 f. 

ACTS II, i ea 
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less but few at first, vv. 19 f.) wrote exhorting (issued a letter 
of exhortation) to the disciples (the Christians of Achaia) to 
receive him hospitably as a teacher of the gospel. So Luther, 
Castalio, and others, also de Wette and Ewald. The con- 

tents of their letter constituted a Adyos mpotpemruxds, Plat. 
Clit. p. 410 D. But many others, as Erasmus, Beza, Grotius, 

Bengel, following Chrysostom (mporweumovor x. ypaupata 
émioudoacw), refer mpotpey. to Apollos" as its object, not to the 
paOnras (“sua exhortatione ipsum magis incitaverunt fratres. 
et currenti addiderunt calcar,” Calvin); according to which 
we should necessarily expect either a defining aurov with 
mpotpeyr., or previously BovAouevov de avtov.— ovveRareTo] 
he contributed much (contulit, Vulg.; profuit, Cod. It.), helped 
much, Dem. 558.13; Plat. Legg. x. p. 905 C; Polyb. i. 2. 8, 
ii. 13. 1; Philo, mgr. Abr. p. 422 D. This meaning, not 
disseruit (xvü. 18), is required by the following yap. — Tois 
memictevxoot| Bengel appropriately remarks : “ rigavit Apollos, 
non plantavit.” Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 6. — dia TAs xapıros] is not 
to be connected with rois erıor. (Hammond, de Wette, 

Hackett, and others), but with ovveß. wodv; for the design of 
the text is to characterize Apollos and his working, and not 
the weriorteve. The xapıs is to be explained of the divine 
grace sustaining and blessing his efforts. Not only is the view 
of Hammond and Bolten, that it denotes the gospel, to be re- 
jected, but also that of Raphel, Wetstein, and Heinrichs, that 

it signifies facundia dicendique venustas, in which case the 
Christian point of view of Luke, according to which he sig- 
nalizes that ovveßa‘. moAv, is entirely mistaken. Apollos 
thus laboured, not by his art, but by grace. But the reception 
of baptism is not presupposed by this xapıs (in opposition to 
Grotius) ; see on ver. 26. 

Ver. 28. Evrövws] nervously, vigorously, also in Greek 
writers used of orators. Comp. Luke xxiii. 10. — duakarnA.] 
stronger than «arnA.; not preserved elsewhere. The dative of 
reference (comp. Symm., Job xxxix. 32 : Öuedeyxouevos Mee) is 
to be rendered: for the Jews, %.e. over against the Jews, to 

1 This reference is implied also in the amplification of the whole verse in D, 
which Bornemann has adopted. 
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instruct them better, he held public refutations, so that he 
showed, etc. — önuwooia] The opposite is id/a, Xen. Hier. xi. 9. 
It comprehends more than the activity in the synagogue. See 
xix. 9.— dia tav ypad.| by means of the Scriptures, whose 
expressions he made use of for the explanation and proof of 
his proposition that Jesus was the Messiah (Incovv is the 
subject, comp. ver. 5).— The description of the ministry of 
Apollos, vv. 27, 28, entirely agrees with 1 Cor. iii. 6. 
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BEAPTER, RER, 

Vv.1,2. eipév] A B S, min. Copt. Vulg. Fulg. have eöper, and then 
re (or 62) after er. So Lachm. Tisch. But how easily might 
evpwv, after éAdci, be changed by transcribers into super ! — eirov, 
ver. 2, and zpis adrovs, ver. 3 (both deleted, after important wit- 
nesses, by Lachm. Tisch. Born.), have the character of an addi- 
tion for the sake of completion. — Ver. 4. «v] is wanting in 
ABDs8&, min. Vulg. Deleted by Lachm.and Born. The want 
of a corresponding 6é occasioned the omission.—Before ‘Iyooty 
Elz. Scholz read Xpiorév, which is deleted according to prepon- 
derating testimony. A usual addition, which was here parti- 
cularly suggested by eis r. épx.— Ver. 7. dexadt0] Lachm. Born. 
read dwdexa, it is true, according to A B.D EX, min, but 
it is a change to the more usual form. — Ver. 8. s& zepi] 
B D, min. vss. have sp. So Lachm. Tisch. Born. See on 
vill. 12. — Ver. 9. rwig] is wanting in A B 8, min. vss. Lachm. 
Tisch., but was, as apparently unnecessary, more easily omitted 
than inserted. — Ver. 10. After Kup/ov Elz. has, against decisive 
testimony, ’Incoö, which Griesb. has deleted. — Ver. 12. dogép.] 
recommended by Griesb., and adopted by Lachm. and Tisch., 
after A BES, min. But Elz. Scholz, Born. read zmigép. Occa- 
sioned by éa? +. dod. — éxmopevecdar] Elz. reads eépyecdas car 
avray, against preponderating evidence. The usual word for the 
going out of demons! and dr air. was added from the preceding. 
— Ver. 13. xui] after ris, is approved by Griesb. and adopted 
by Lachm. Tisch., according to ABENS, min. Syr.; Elz. Scholz 
read «ws, according to G H, min.; Born. reads éz, after D. Ac- 
cordingly something, at all events, originally stood after srwés. 
But had &#s or éx stood, no reason can be perceived why they 
should be meddled with; xa/, on the other hand, might be 
found perplexing, and was sometimes omitted and sometimes 
exchanged for &r6 or éx.— öpxila] So A BD ERS, min. Copt. 
Arm. Cassiod. But Elz. has épxiZouev. Correction to suit the 
plurality of persons. — Ver. 14. rig viol 3x. "I. dpy. &rra] Lachm. 
reads rwog 3x. ’I. apy. &rr& vio. Both have important evidence, 
and the latter is explained as a correction and transposition 
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(Tisch. has rwes indeed, but follows the order of Lachm., also 
attested by &), the transcribers not knowing how to reconcile 
rwes with éxrrdé. — oi] is deleted by Lachm., according to insuf- 
ficient evidence. Superfluous in itself; and, according to the 
order of Lachm., it was very easily passed over after vior. — 
Ver. 16. épurrgu.] A B s*, 104. Lachm. reads !paröu. Cor- 
rectly ; the Recepta arises from the inattention of transcribers. 
— Before xuraxip. Elz. Scholz have xa/, which is deleted accord- 
ing to predominant testimony. An insertion for the sake of 
connection. — &ugorépwy| Elz. has airév, against A BD x, min. 
Theophyl. 2, and some vss.; &#9., which is recommended by 
Griesb. and adopted by Lachm. Tisch. Born., was objectionable, 
as before there was no mention of two.— Ver. 21. dieAddv] 
Lachm. Born. read ösrden, according to AD E. Resolution of 
the construction, by which xa/ became necessary before wopsusodazs, 
which, also, D has (so Born.). — Ver. 24. wapeixero] Lachm. reads 
rupsixe, according to A* DE; yet D places ös before, and has 
previously 7» after ric (so Born.). The middle was less familiar 
to transcribers. — Ver. 25. Elz. Scholz have „wäv; Lachm. 
Tisch. Born. read 44%, according to AB D Es, min. Vulg. 
Copt. Sahid. Theophyl. 2. The latter is to be received on 
account of the preponderance of testimony, and because zwar 
would more easily suggest itself to unskilful transcribers. — 
Ver. 26. air] Lachm. Born. read ard zus, after A BG, min. 
vss. Chrys. Both suitable in meaning; but x«/ would more 
easily after od wövov be mechanically inserted (comp. ver. 27) 
than omitted. — Ver. 27. roy:objvas, werrem] Lachm. Born. read 
Aoyiobjozras, erde, according to weighty evidence; but cer- 
tainly only an emendation of a construction not understood. 
— riv neyar.] Lachm. reads rig weyadsryros, A B E 8, min. 
Sahid. Correctly; the genitive not being understood, or not 
having its meaning attended to, yielded to the more naturally 
occurring accusative. — Ver. 29. Ay] is wanting in A Bx, min. 
Vulg. Copt. Arm., and is deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. An addi- 
tion which easily suggested itself. — Ver. 33. xpo<6/Bacav] Lachm. 
reads cvve8/Bacuy, according to AB E &, min.; Born. reads 
xureßiß., after D*. In this diversity owesßiß. is indeed best 
attested by Codd., but yet is to be rejected as completely un- 
suitable. As, further, xar<@/8. has only D* for it, the reading of 
the Recepta, which was glossed in a variety of ways, is to be 
retained. — Ver. 34. émryvévrec] Elz. has éaryvévrwy, against decisive 
evidence. A correction in point of style.—Ver. 35. cvépwoc] 
Lachm. Tisch. read dvépazwv, according to A B EX, min. vss. 
The Recepta came in mechanically.—After weyda. Elz. has deüs. 
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Condemned by decisive testimony as an addition. — Ver. 37. 
dev] Elz. reads edv, against decisive testimony.— Instead of 
iwav, Griesb. approved, and Lachm. and Born. read, „wö», 
according to A D E** s, min. vss. But with the important 
attestation which öwäv also has, and as the change into jmay 
was so naturally suggested by the context, the Recepta is to 
be defended. — Ver. 39. ep! &rtpav] B, min. Cant. have wepasrépw, 
Preferred by Rinck, adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.; and cor- 
rectly, as alterations easily presented themselves for a word not 
occurring elsewhere in the N. T. (E has «sp érepov), and which is 
hardly to be ascribed to the transcribers. — Ver. 40. After sep/ 
ov Griesb. and Matth. have adopted od, which, however, has 
more considerable authorities against it than for it (A G H 8). 
Writing of the ot twice. — resp before ris ovorp. is found in 
A BEN, min. vss.; it is, with Lachm., to be adopted, because, 
being superfluous and cumbrous, it ran the risk of being 
omitted, but was not appropriate for insertion. 

Ver. 1. "AzroAX@] Concerning this form of the accusative, 
see Winer, p. 61 [E. T. 72].— 7a dvwrepixd] the districts 
lying more inland from Ephesus, as Galatia and Phrygia, 
xviii. 23. Comp. Kypke, II. 95. The reading of Theophy- 
lact, Ta avaroXıka, is a correct gloss. A more precise defini- 

tion of the course of the journey (Böttger, Beitr. I. p. 30, and 
de Wette: through the regions of Hierapolis, Philadelphia, 
and Sardes) is not to be attempted. — nadnras] i.e. as no 
other definition is added, Christians. It is true that they 
were disciples of John (ver. 3), who had been, like Apollos, 
instructed and baptized by disciples of the Baptist (comp. 
xviii. 25), but they had joined the fellowship of the Christians, 
and were by these regarded as fellow-disciples, seeing that they 
possessed some knowledge of the person and doctrine of Jesus 
and a corresponding faith in Him, though of a very imperfect 
and indefinite character,—as it were, misty and dawning: 
therefore Paul himself also considered them as Christians 
(ver. 2), and he only learned from his conversation with them 
that they were merely disciples of John (ver. 3). Hein- 
richs (comp. Wetstein, also Lange, II. p. 264) thinks that 
they had received their instruction (xvi. 25, 26) and baptism 
of John from Apollos, and that Paul was also aware of this. 
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But the very ignorance of these disciples can as little be re- 
conciled with the energetic ministry of Apollos as with any 
already lengthened residence at Ephesus at all, where, under 
the influence of the Christians, and particularly of Aquila and 
Priscilla, they must have received more information concerning 
the wveüua dy. Therefore it is most probable that they were 
strangers, who had but just come to Ephesus and had attached 
themselves to the Christians of that place. As disciples of 
John they are to be regarded as Jews, not as Gentiles, which 

ver. 2 contains nothing to necessitate (in opposition to Baum- 
garten, II. p. 3)—Observe, also, that the earlier keeping back 
of the apostle from Asia on the part of the Spirit (xvi. 6) 
had now, after his labours thus far in Greece, obtained its 

object and was no longer operative. Of this Paul was con- 
scious. Cod. D has a special address of the Spirit to this 
effect,—an interpolation which Bornemann has adopted. 

Ver. 2. The want of the distinctively Christian life of the 
Spirit in these disciples must have surprised the apostle; he 
misses in their case those peculiar utterances of the Holy 
Spirit, commencing with Christian baptism, which were else- 
where observable (1 Cor. xii 13; Tit. iii, 5). Hence his 
question. — ei] The indirect form of conception lies at the 
foundation, as in i. 6.— miorevoavres] after ye became be- 
lievers, 1.e. Christians, which Paul considered them to be. See 

on ver. 1.— add ovd€ ei mv. Ay. €. HKovc.] As the existence of 
the Holy Spirit at all cannot have been unknown to the men, 
because they were disciples of John and John’s baptism of water 
had its essential correlate and intelligible explanation in the 
very baptism of the Spirit—even apart from the O. T. training 
of these men, according to which they must at least have been 
aware that the Holy Spirit was something existing—éorw (to 
be so accented) must necessarily be taken as adest, as in John 
vii. 39: No, we have not even heard whether the Holy Spirit is 
there (already present on the earth). Accordingly, they still 

remained ignorant whether that which John had announced, 
namely, that Jesus would baptize with the Holy Spirit, had 
already taken place, and thus the veüua äyıov had become 
present. The supplements, do0év, Exxvvouevov, and the like, 
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give the sense, just as in John vii. 39, but are quite unneces- 
sary. The view which takes it of eazstence generally has 
misled Olshausen to import the here inappropriate dogmatic 
assertion: that God still stood before their minds as a rigid, 
self-contained, immediate unity, without their knowing anything 
of the distinctive attributes of the Father, Son, and Spirit, ~ 
necessarily conditioned by the nature of the Spirit; and, with 
Baumgarten, has given rise to the supposition that they were 
Gentiles.—On ddXa, in the reply, see Klotz, ad Devar. p. 11 f. 
The question occurred to them as surprising ; Baeumlein, 
Partik. p. 14. 

Ver. 3. Eis ti] reference of the baptism (Matt. ii. 11, 
xxvill.,19; Rom, vi. 8 5,3 Cor, 1213, x..2, mii toga 

iii. 37): unto what, then, as the object of faith and confession, 

to which you were referred, were ye baptized ? — ovv] accord- 
ingly, since the matter so stands, since ye have not even heard 

of the existence of the Holy Spirit. The presupposition in this 
eis ri oöv is, that they, baptized in the name of Christ, could 
not but have received the Holy Spirit. — eis 70 "Iwavy. Barr.] 
in reference to the baptism administered by John, so that thus 
the baptism performed in our case was to be the baptism of 
John, in relation to which we were baptized. 

Ver. 4. M&v] See oni. 1. Instead of following it up by an 
apodosis, such as: “but Jesus is the coming One, on whom 
John by his baptism bound men to believe,’ Paul already 
inserts this idea by Tor. &orıv eis r. “I. into the sentence begun 
by pév, and, abandoning the pév, entirely omits to continue the 
construction by 6é.— éBamr. Bart. petav.| he baptized (ad- 
ministered) a baptism (which obliged) to repentance. See Mark 
i. 4. On the combination of Pamtifm with a cognate noun, 

comp. Luke vii. 29, xii. 50; Mark x. 38.— eis T. épy.] is 
with great emphasis prefixed to the va. Comp. on Gal. 
ii. 10; Eph. iii. 18. — iva mıor.] is to be understood purely 
in the sense of design ; saying to the people: (that he admini- 
stered a baptism of repentance) in order that they should believe 
on Him who was to come after him, i.e. on Jesus. This terse 
information concerning the connection of the baptism of John, 
which they had received, with Jesus, decided these disciples to 
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receive Christian baptism. The determining element lay in 
tor éotw eis tov 'Incoöv, which Paul must have more 
precisely explained to them, and by which they were trans- 
planted from their hitherto indistinct and non-living faith into 
the condition of a full fides explieita—from the morning dawn 
of faith to the bright daylight of the same. 

Ver. 5. Eis 70 övoua t. Kup. ’I.] on the name of the Lord 
Jesus, which they were to confess, namely, as that of the Mes- 
siah. Comp. on Matt. xxviii. 19.—These disciples of John thus 
received (whether from Paul himself, or from a subordinate 
assistant, the text leaves undetermined; but see for the latter 

view 1 Cor. i. 17; comp. Acts x. 48) Christian baptism, for 
it had appeared that they had not yet received it. The 
Anabaptists have from the first wrongly appealed to this 
passage ; for it simply represents the non-sufficiency of John’s 

baptism, in point of fact, for Christianity, and that purely 
in respect of the twelve persons, but does not exhibit the 
insufficiency of the Christian baptism of infants. Many, more- 
over, of the orthodox (comp. Beza, Calixtus, Calovius, Suicer, 

Glass, Buddeus, Wolf, and several of the older commentators), 

in a controversial interest,—both against the Roman Catholic 
doctrine of the distinction between the Johannean and the 
Christian baptism (Trident. Sess. vu. Can. 1), and also against 
the Anabaptists,—have wrongly attached ver. 5 to the address 
of the apostle: “ but after they had heard it they were baptized 
(by John), etc.” But against this it may be urged, that John did 
not baptize in the name of Jesus, and that 6é, ver. 5, stands in 

no logical connection at all with wev, ver. 4. On the other 

hand, Calvin and others have maintained, against the Anabap- 
tists, that ver. 5 is meant not of the baptism of water, but of 

the baptism of the Spirit, which ver. 6 only more precisely 
explains; but this shift is just another, quite as utterly 
unexegetical, error of dogmatic presupposition. We may add, 
that it may not be inferred from our passage that the disciples 
of John who passed over to Christianity were uniformly re- 
baptized; for, in the case of the apostles who passed over 
from John to Jesus, this certainly did not take place (John 
iv. 2); and even as regards Apollos, the common opinion that 
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he was baptized by Aquila is purely arbitrary, as in xviii. 26 
his instruction in Christianity, and not his baptism, is nar- 
rated. Indeed,in the whole of the N. T., except this passage, 

there is no example of the rebaptism of a disciple of John. 
Hence the baptism of the disciples of John who passed over to 
Christianity was not considered as absolutely necessary ; but it 
did or did not take place according as in the different cases, and 
in proportion to the differences of individuals, the desire of the 
persons concerned and the opinion of the teachers on the matter 
determined. With those twelve, for example, Paul regarded 
it as conducive to his object and requisite that they should be 
baptized, in order to raise them to the elevation of Christian 
Spiritual life; and therefore they were baptized (evidently 
according to their own wish and inclination, as is implied 
in akovoavres de EBarrr.), whilst Apollos, on the other hand, 
could dispense with rebaptism, seeing that he with his fervid 
spirit, following the references of John to Christ and the in- 
struction of his teachers, penetrated without any new baptismal 
consecration into the pneumatic element of life. If, however, 

among the three thousand who were baptized at Pentecost _ 
(ii. 38, 41) there were some of John’s disciples —which is pro- 
bable,—it was their desire to be baptized, and apostolic wisdom 

could not leave this unfulfilled. Accordingly, the opinion of 
Ziegler (theol. Abh. II. p. 162), that those twelve were rebap- 
tized, because they had been baptized by some disciple of 
John not unto the &pxopevos, but unto John himself, and thus 
had not received the true Johannean baptism, is to be rejected. 
They did not, in fact, answer, in ver. 3, eis tov "Iwavynv! 

Vv. 6, 7. After the baptism the imposition of the hands of 
the apostle (see on viii. 15, remark) became the vehicle of the 
reception of the rveöüua ayov on the part of the minds opened 
by the apostolic word. The Spirit descended upon them, and 
manifested Himself partly by their speaking with tongues 
(see on x. 46), and partly in prophetic inspiration (see on 
xi. 27). These two must, according to the technical mode of 
reference to them in the apostolic church attested by 1 Cor. 
xii_xiv., be distinguished, and not treated as equivalent, with 

van Hengel, who (comp. on chap. ii. 10) finds here merely in 
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general an expression of the inspired praising aloud of God in 
Christ. See his Gave d. talen, p. 84 ff.; Trip, p. 185, follows 
him, The analogy of the phenomenon with what occurred in 
the history of Cornelius (x. 44 ff.) serves Baur, I. p. 212 f, 
ed. 2 (with whom Zeller agrees; and see earlier, Schnecken- 
burger, p. 56 ff.), for a handle to condemn the whole narrative 
as unhistorical, and to refer it to the set purpose of placing 
the Apostle Paul, by a new and telling proof of his apostolic 
dignity and efficiency, on a parallel with the Apostle Peter. 
The author had, in Baur’s view, seeing that the first yAwooas 
Naretv (chap. ii.) is exhibited in the person of Jews, and the 
second (chap. x.) in that of Gentzles, now chosen for the third a 
middle class, half-believers (like the Samaritans! see Schwegler). 
With all this presumed refinement of invention, it is yet sin- 
cular that the author should not have carried out his parallel- 
ism of Paul with Peter even so far as to make the descent of 
the Holy Spirit and the speaking with tongues take place, as 
with Cornelius, before baptism, on the mere preaching of the 
apostle! People themselves weave such fictions, and give forth 
the author of the book, which is thus criticised, as the ingenious 

weaver. — Ver. 7. A simple historical statement, not in order 
to represent the men “as a new Israel.”* 

Ver. 8. IIei@wv] is not equivalent to dıödexwv, but contains 
the result of dvadey. He convinced (men’s minds) concerning 
the kingdom of the Messiah. Comp. on reideıv with the mere 
accusative of the object (Plat. Pol. p. 304 A; Soph. 0. C. 
1444), Valckenaer, ad Hur. Hipp. 1062. 

Ver. 9. But when some were hardened and refused belief, 
he severed himself from them (from the synagogue) and sepa- 
rated the Christians, (henceforth) discoursing daily wm the school 
of a certain Tyrannus. Tyrannus (the same name in Apollod. 
ii. 4. 5 ; Boeckh, Corp. Inser. 1732 ; 2 Macc. iv. 40; Joseph. 
Antt. xvi. 10. 3, Bell. i. 26. 3; and among the Rabbis pimw, 
see Drusius i loc.) is usually considered (as by Lange and 
Baumgarten, comp. Ewald, p. 516) as a Gentile rhetorician, 

who had as a public sophist possessed a lecture-room, and is 
1 So Baumgarten, II. p. 7, whom the very 4c:/ ought to have preserved from 

this fancy, 
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perhaps identical with the one described by Suidas: Tupavvos: 

codıorns TEept oTacewr x. Siatpecews Adyov BiBria dera. But 
as the text does not indicate a transition of the apostle wholly 
to the Gentiles (see, on the other hand, xviii. 6, 7, xiii. 46), 

but merely a separation from the synagogue, and as in the 

new place of instruction (axon, a teaching-room, often in 

Plutarch, ete.), “Iovéaioc (and these are named first, ver. 10) 
continued to hear him; as, in fine, Tyrannus, had he been a 

Gentile, would have to be conceived of as veßonevos tov Ger, 
like Justus, xviii. 7,—an essential point, which Luke (comp. 
xviii. 7) would hardly have left unnoticed: the opinion of 
Hammond is to be preferred, that Tyrannus is to be considered 
as a Jewish teacher who had a private synagogue, w79 n'a 
(“in Beth Midrasch docuerunt traditiones atque earum ex- 
positiones,” Babyl. Berac. f. 17. 1; see Lightf. ad Matth. 
p. 253 f.; Vitringa, Synag. p. 137). Paul with his Chris- 
tians withdrew from the public synagogue to the private 
synagogue of Tyrannus, where he and his doctrine were more 
secure from public annoyance. The objection, that it would 
have been «inconsistency to pass from the synagogue to a 
Rabbinical school (Baumgarten), is of no weight, as there were 
also Rabbins like Gamaliel, and Tyrannus must be considered, 
at all events, as at least inclined to Christianity. — 7. ddov] 
see on ix. 2, xviil. 25. 

Ver. 10. ’Emi érn vo] for two years (as ver. 8, xviii. 20, 
and frequently). The three months, ver. 8, are to be reckoned 
in addition to this for the whole residence at Ephesus. This 
statement of the time is not at variance with xx. 31, if only 
we take the Sveréa in our passage, and the rpıeria in xx. 31, not 
as documentarily strict, but as approximate statements. Comp. 
Anger, de temp. rat. p. 59. There is not, therefore, sufficient 
reason to suppose, nor is there any hint in the narrative, that 
we are to reckon the &rn övo. as not extending further than 
ver. 20 (Schrader, Wieseler, and others). — @ore mavras K.T.A.] 
a hyperbolical expression. In Ephesus, flourishing by com- 
merce and art, with its famous temple of Diana and festivals 
(Edecia, Locella, ad Xen. Eph. p. 132), strangers were con- 
tinually coming and going from all parts of Asia Minor, Jews 
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and Gentiles, the latter particularly for the sake of worship. 

The sensation which Paul made excited very many to hear 
him; a great sphere of labour was opened up to him, 1 Cor. 
xvi. 9. —”E)Xnvas] comprehends here both proselytes of the 
gate and complete Gentiles. Comp. on xi. 20. The private 

- school, which Tyrannus had granted to Paul, was made acces- 
sible by the latter also to the Gentiles, which could not have 
been the case with a public synagogue. 

Vv. 11, 12. Od tas Tuyovc.] not the usual, i.e. distingwished, 
not to be compared with those of the Jewish exorcists 
(ver. 13). Comp. xxviii. 2. The opposite: puxpat kai ai 
tuxodeaı mpa£eıs, Polyb. i. 25. 6. On rvx@v, in the sense of 
vulgaris, see generally, Vigerus, ed. Hermann, p. 364; and on 
the very frequent connection by way of litotes with ov, see 
Wetstein in loc.; Valckenaer, p. 559 f.; from Philo, Loesner, 

p. 219. Comp. 2 Mace. iii. 7.— dcrte kal «.r.A.] so that also 
(among other things) towels and aprons were brought to the sick 
from his skin, and (thereby) the ailments were removed from 
them, etc. —ouuırivdiov, not preserved elsewhere, the Latin semi- 
cinctium, is explained either as a handkerchief (Oecumenius : 

Ev Tais xepol kareyovaı... mpös TO amonarreodaı Tas brypd- 
TnTas TOU Tpoowmov, olov iSpatas, TTVEAoV, Ödkpvov K. Ta 
önora, comp. Theophylact and Suicer, Z’hes. II. p. 959), or 
usually as an apron, in favour of which is the etymology, and 
Martial, Zpigr. xiv. 151. Very probably it was a linen apron 
(auborepa AwoedH ctor, Schol. ap. Matth.), which workmen or 
waiters (Pignor. de serv. p. lxxv.) wore after laying aside their 

- upper garment, aud which, when they had it on, they likewise 
used for the purpose remarked by Oecumenius. — dao Tod 
xpwros avtod] so that they had just been used by him and 
been in contact with his skin. Luke, who also here (comp. 
Luke iv. 40 f. al.) distinguishes the ordinary sick from the 
possessed, represents the healing of the former and the deliver- 
ance of the latter as an effect, which was brought about by the 
cloths laid on them; for wate down to éxzrop. forms together 
the description of a peculiar kind of those unusual miraculous 
Suvdpets. Purely historical criticism, independent of arbitrary 

premisses laid down & priori, has nothing to assail in this 
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view, as the healing power of the apostle, analogous to the 
miraculous power of Jesus, might through his will be trans- 
mitted by means of cloths requested from him to the suffering 
person, and received by means of the faith of the latter. The 
truth of the occurrence stands on the same footing with the 
N. T. miraculous cures in general, which took place through 
the will of the worker of miracles, partly with and partly 
without sensible transmission. By relegating the matter from 
the historical domain of miracles, which is yet undoubtedly to 
be recognised in the working of Paul (Rom. xv. 19; 2 Cor. 
xii. 12), to the sphere of legends as to relics (Baur, Zeller), 
with comparison of v. 15, or to that “of the servants’ rooms 
and houses behind ” (Hausrath), the narrative of our passage is 
easily dismissed, but not got rid of, although a more special 
embellishment of it by the importunity of those seeking help, 
and by the pouring out of the sweat of the apostle as he 
worked (Baumgarten), of which the text indicates nothing, is 
to be set aside. | 

Ver. 13. But some, also, of the itinerant Jewish demon- 

exorcisers (sorcerers, who, for the healing of demoniacs, used 

secret arts derived from Solomon, and charms, see Joseph. 
Antt. viii. 2. 5, Bell. Jud. i. 1. 2; Matt. xii. 27) undertook 
(Errexeip., see on Luke i. 1), in expectation of greater results 
than their own hitherto had been, and provoked by the effects 
which Paul produced by the utterance of the name of Jesus, to 
use this formula with the demoniacs: I conjure you (to come 
out, ye evil spirits, ver. 15) by Jesus (who, besides, will punish 
you), whom Paul announces. — mi Tovs &x.] denotes the local 
direction: towards the possessed, not, as Kuinoel proposes, on 
account of the possessed (perhaps with a design towards, of the 
direction of the will), in which case the vivid form of the 
representation is entirely overlooked. — ra rveöu. Ta Trov.] are 

_ the demons concerned, then and there to be expelled. — rov 
’Incoöv] Comp. Mark v. 7; 1 Thess. v. 27. Equivalent to 
T® övönarı tod 'I., 3 Esdr. i. 48. | 

Ver. 14. ’Apxıep.] Whether he was a former head of one of 
the twenty-four priestly classes, or a past de facto high priest, 
remains undecided, as this Skewas—according to A: Skeujas, 
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according to Ewald, perhaps 722% —is otherwise entirely 
unknown,— Teves . . . era] is by many (including Kuinoel 
and Olshausen) taken as some seven, i.e. about seven ; but then 
Luke would have placed the pronoun close to the numeral, either 

before or after it (xxiii. 23; Thue. vii. 34. 4, emra rues, and 
see Kiihner, § 633. 5; Kriiger, § li. 16. 4); and the merely 
approximate expression would not be in keeping with the 
significance of the number seven. The correct mode of taking 
it is: but there were certain sons of Skeuas, a Jewish high priest, 
(and indeed) seven, who did this. The number, not thought 
of at the very beginning (instead of tevés), is introduced after- 
wards. Baur, I. p. 215, ed. 2, converts the sons into disciples, 

without any ground whatever in the text. 
Ver. 15. But how entirely did that Emexeipnoav fail of 

success in the very first instance of its application! Bengel 
well remarks on ver. 13: “ Si semel successisset, saepius ausuri 
fuerant.” — TO mvedua] the demon, who had taken possession 
of the individual consciousness in the man.—By tov ’Inoodv 

. errioranaı he recognises the power of Jesus and of the 
apostle over him ; by üuess de tives (what sort of men !) eote 
he shows his contempt for the presumption of his powerless 
(not empowered by Jesus and Paul) opponents. dels is with 
depreciating emphasis placed first. 

Ver. 16. ’Edaronevos (see the critical remarks) Em’ avtods 
K.T.N.] having leaped upon them, after overpowering both he so 
prevailed against them, that, etc. The mode of representation is 
not exact, as we only see from dudotépwr that here of those 
seven but two were active, whom Luke has already conceived 
to himself in adrovs. According to Ewald, aydor. is neuter : 
on both sides, i.e. from above and from below. This would be 
am’ aupotépwv, map’ audor., auborepn, aupotépwlev.—yupvovs] 
whether entirely naked, or merely divested of their upper 
clothing (see on John xxi. 7), remains an undecided point. 

Vv. 17, 18. The first impression of this signal miscar- 
riage of that application of the name of Jesus was in the 
case of the Ephesian multitude naturally fear, dread (see on 
ii, 43) on account of its extraordinary nature (on ézémece 
&oßos, comp. Luke i. 12); and then followed universal praise 
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of that name (comp. Luke vii. 16). And many who (through 
this event now) were believers (rév meruar.') came (to Paul) and 
confessed and made known (an exhaustive description) their 
deeds, This open confession (e£&owoX., see on Matt. iii. 6) of 
their previous practices, which had been entirely alien and 
opposed to the faith in Christ, was the commencement of their 
new life of faith, In woAAoi and tas mpa£. adr. the con- 
verted sorcerers and their evil tricks are meant to be in- 
cluded, but not they only (in opposition to Heinrichs and 
Olshausen) ; for it is not till ver. 19 that these exclusively - 
are treated of. As to mpa£eıs in a bad sense, comp. on Rom. 

vi. 13. 
Ver. 19. On srepiepyos, often joined in Greek writers with 

dToTos, aTavos, avontos, and the like, male sedulus, cwriosus, 

and on Ta repiepya, what is useless, especially employed of the 
practices of sorcerers, see Kypke, II. p. 95, and Wetstein. 
Comp. epiepyateodaı, Plat. Apol. $. p. 19 B.—The article 
here denotes that which is known from the context. — räs 
BißXovs] in which the magical arts were described, and the 
formulae were contained. Such formulae of exorcism, carried 

on slips as amulets, proceeded in large quantities from the 
sorcerers at Ephesus ; hence the expression “Egecia ypaunara. 
See Wetstein and Grotius @n loc.; Valckenaer, Schol. p. 564; 
Hermann, gottesd. Alterth. § xlii. 17. — ovveryjg¢icar] The sor- 

_cerers themselves reckoned up the prices, which, indeed, others 
could not do. From this is partly explained the greatness of 
the sum. — cvp. apy. pup. mevre] they found (got out as the 
sum, see Raphel in loc.) in silver money jifty thousand, namely, 
drachmae” As the word is not apyupiwyv, but apyvpiov (comp. 
Dem. 949.1: tpicrxirlas eykaXecas apyvpiov Spaypds); as Luke 

1 This rendering of cay rerirr. is justified by tueyaadvero x.7.a., ver. 17. 
Others, as Baumgarten, understand those who had already previously been 
believers, but who had not yet arrived at such a confession. This, however, is 
not reconcilable with «erzvo® as the necessary moral condition of faith and 

baptism, which condition must have at an earlier period been fulfilled by those 
who had already at an earlier time become believers. Luther (see his gloss) 
has misunderstood the verse. 

2 The silver drachma stands, as is well known, to the gold drachma in the 

proportion of 10 to 1. . 
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did not write for a Hebrew, and as the scene of the transaction 

was a Greek city, the opinion of Grotius, Hammond, and 

Drusius, that shekels are meant, is to be rejected. The state- 

ment of a sum, without naming the sort of money of the 
drachmae, was usual with the Greeks. See Bos, Zllips., ed. 
Schaefer, p. 119 f.; Bernhardy, p. 187. An Attic drachma 
(=6 oboli) is about 24 kreuzers, accordingly the sum is about 
20,000 Rhenish gulden [about £1875].—Baur, according to 
his presupposition, cannot but reject the whole history of the 
demoniac, etc., as unhistorical; he holds even the judgment 

in ver. 20 as itself unworthy of the associates of an apostle ; 
and the following history, vv. 21-40, appears to him only to 
have arisen through an @ priori abstraction, the author wish- 
ing to give as splendid a picture as possible of the labours of 
Paul at Ephesus. Zeller declares himself more neutrally, yet 
as suspecting the narrative (p. 265), as does also Hausrath, 
2.80. f. 

Ver. 20. So (so much) with power (par force) grew (in ex- 
ternal diffusion, vi. 7, xii. 24) and displayed itself powerful (in 
the production of great effects) the doctrine of the Lord. — cata 
kpdros] See Valckenaer, p. 565; Bernhardy, p. 241; Borne- 
mann, ad Xen. Cyr. i. 4. 23. The reference of «paros to the 
power of Christ (Eph. i. 19) has occasioned the order tod 
Kvupiov 6 Aoyos (Lachmann and Tischendorf, following A B x*), 

Vv. 21, 22. Tatra] these things hitherto reported from - 
Ephesus (vv. 1-19). Schrader (der Apostel Paulus, II. p. 85 f.) 
would strangely refer it to the entire past labours of Paul, 
even including what is not related by Luke. An arbitrary 
device in favour of his hypothesis, that after ver. 20 a great 
journey to Macedonia, Corinth, Crete, etc., occurred. See, on 

the contrary, Anger, de temp. rat. p. 64 ff.— ero & 7a 
mveöp.] he determined in his spirit, he resolved. Comp. on 

- v. 4.— mv Maxed. x. ’Ax.] see on xviii. 12.— ropevecbar 
eis ‘Iepovo.] The special object of the journey is known from 
1 Cor. xvi. 1 ff; 2 Cor. viii.; Rom. xv. 25 ff. The non- 
mention of this matter of the collection is so much the less to 
be set down to the account of a conciliatory design of the 
book (Schneckenburger, p. 67; Zeller, p. 267),—as if it made 

ACTS IL L 
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the apostle turn his eyes towards Jerusalem on account of 
the celebration of the festival (xx. 16, xxiv. 11, 17),—since the 
very aim of the collection would have well suited that alleged 
tendency.’ — del] in the consciousness of the divine deter- 
mination, which is confirmed by xxiii. 11. From this con- 
sciousness is explained his earnest assurance, Rom. i. 10 ff. 
And towards Rome now goes the whole further development? 
of his endeavours and of his destiny. He was actually to see 
Rome, but only after the lapse of years and as a prisoner.— 
"Epaorov] 2 Tim. iv. 20. Otherwise unknown and different 
from the person mentioned in Rom. xvi. 23.— éméoxe xpovov] 
he kept himself (remained) behind for a time. See examples in 
Wetstein, and from Philo in Loesner, p. 219. — eis 7. ’Aclav] 

does not stand for ev TA Ac. (in opposition to Grotius, Hein- 
richs, Kuinoel, and many others), but it denotes the direction 

in which this keeping back took place, toward Asia, where he 
was. Comp. the well-known és Sduous pévesv, Soph. 47.80. 
Considering the frequency of this construction (comp. xviii. 
21) generally, and in the N. T. (Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 287 
[E. T. 333]), it is not to be rendered, with Winer: for Asia, in 
order to labour there. 

Ver. 24. The silver-beater (a4pyupoxomos) Demetrius had a 
manufactory, in which little silver temples (d¢idpvuara) re- 
presenting the splendid (Callimach. Hymn. in Dian. 249) 
temple of Diana? with the statue of the goddess, &s zıßapıa 
puxpa (Chrysostom), were made. These miniature temples 
must have found great sale, partly among Ephesians, partly 
among strangers, as it was a general custom to carry such 
miniature shrines as amulets with them in journeys, and to 
place them in their houses (Dio Cass. xxxix. 20; Diod. Sie. 
i. 15; Amm. Marc. xxii. 13; Dougt. Anal. IL p. 91); and 
particularly as the "Apreuis ’Ederla was such a universally 
venerated object of worship (Creuzer, Symbol. II. p. 176 ff.; 

1 Comp. 2 Cor. ix. 12 ff. ; see Lekebusch, p. 280. How wndesignedly the 
work of the collection remained here unmentioned, is evident from xxiv. 17. 

2 Compare Klostermann, Vindiciae Luc. p. 35 ff. 
3 See concerning this temple, burned by Herostratus on the night in which 

Alexander the Great was born, and afterwards built with greater magnificence, 
Hirt, d. Temp. d. Diana z. Ephes., Berlin 1809, 
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Preller, Mythol. I. p. 196 ff; Hermann, gottesd. Alterth. 
§ lxvi. 4, Ixviii. 39). We are not to think of coins with the 
impression of the temple (in opposition to Beza, Scaliger, 
Piscator, Valckenaer), as the naming of coins after the figure 

impressed on them (boves, puellae, pulli, testudines ; see Beza 

in loc.) is only known in reference to living creatures ; 
nor can the existence of such coins with the impress of the 
Ephesian temple be historically proved. 

Vv. 25, 26. Demetrius assembled not only the artisans 
(os) who worked for him, but also the other workmen who 
were occupied in similar industrial occupations (7a tovadra). 
Bengel correctly remarks: “ Alii erant reyviraı, artifices nobi- 
liores, alii Epyaraı operarii.” — od povoy ... adda] without 
kai, like the Latin non modo... sed, contains a climax; see 

Maetzn. ad Antiph. p. 129 ; Bremi, ad Isocr. Exc. IX.; Butt- 
mann, neut. Gr. p. 317 [E. T. 369].—peréor.] namely, from the 
worship of the gods. — 6tu our ict Oeoi] The people identified 
the statues of the gods with the gods themselves, or at least 
believed that the nwmen of the divinity filled them. See 
Elsner, Obss. p. 453 ff.; Wolf, Cur. ; Hermann, gottesd. Alterth. 

§ xviii. 19.—Observe the order of the words, accordant with 

their emphasis, marked also by dislocation in ver. 26, and the 
scornful and bitter 6 Ilaödos ovros: that Paul there ! — 
eoi is predicate. How Paul looked on the heathen gods, 
may be seen at 1 Cor. vill. 4, x. 20. The gods=«mages, were 
to him of course only the work of men, without any reality of 
that which they were intended to represent. Comp. xvii. 29. 

Ver. 27. And not only this matter (uépos, see on Col. ii. 16), 
this point, namely, our lucrative trade, is in danger for us of 

coming into contempt, but also’ the temple of. the great goddess 
- Artemis (is in danger) of being regarded as nothing, and there 

will also (he added) be brought down the majesty of her, whom, 
etc.— nuiv] dative of reference, i.e. here incommodi.— eis aren. 

€XO.] ü.e. to come into discredit ; dmedeyuos is not preserved 
elsewhere; but comp. éAeyyos, frequent in the LXX. and 
Apocr. — THs peyadns] a habitually employed epithet, as of 

other gods, so particularly of the Ephesian Artemis. Xen. Eph. 
1 « Ffficax sermo, quem utilitas et superstitio acuit,” Bengel. Comp. xvi. 19, 
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i. 11; Alberti, Obss. p. 259. — With pédrrgev the oratio 
recta passes into the oratio obligua ;' see Buttmann, newt. 
Gr. p. 330 [E T. 385]. — re is and, simply annexing ; 
kai is also, climactic: “ destructumgue etiam iri majestatem,” 
etc. Comp. xxi. 28; Buttmann, p. 309 [E. T. 360]. — rös . 
poeyareorntos (see the critical remarks) is to be taken par- 
titively (as if ri stood with it); there will be brought down 
something of her majesty. Comp. Xen. Hellen. iv. 4. 13: Tov 
reıyav KadeXeiv, also ii. 2. 11. Nothing of this magnificence 
will they sacrifice. On xadaıpeiv of the lowering of the 
honour of one, comp. Herodian. iii. 3. 4, vii. 9.24. mv... 
aeßeraı] again the direct form of address. See on such mixing 
of direct and indirect elements, Kühner, ad Xen. Anab.i. 3.14; 

Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. p. 203. The relative applies to adrijs. 
Vv. 28, 29. Meyarn 4 "Apr. ’Ed.] An enthusiastic outcry 

for the preservation of the endangered (and yet so lucrative !) 
majesty of the goddess. — @punoav] namely, those who ran 
together along with Demetrius and his companions. — öpodv- 
pacor] here also: with one mind (in opposition to Deyling, 
Krebs, Loesner, and others, who think that, on account of 

ver. 32, it must be rendered simul); for they were at one on 
the point, that in the theatre something in general must be de- 
termined on against Paul and his companions for the defence of 
the honour of the goddess (ver. 34), although specially the most 
might not know tivos &vexev avverAnAvdeıcav (ver. 32).—It is 
well known that the theatre was used for the despatch of 
public transactions and for popular assemblies (even for such 
as were tumultuary). See Wetstein @n doc. ; Hermann, Staats- 
alterth. § 128. 9. Consequently the more easy it is to under- 
stand, why the vehement crowd poured itself into the great 
theatre.’ — ovvaprrao.] First, they drew along with them the 
two fellow-travellers (cvvexs.) of the apostle, and then rushed 
into the theatre. But it may also be conceived as simul- 

1 Still gras may also be governed by xwöw. Ariv. But in that case wéarcw 
would itself simply appear very unnecessary, and the passage would more fittingly 

after the preceding be continued : xaéaipsiobai re zul x.7.2. 
2 It was one of the largest, as its ruins show. See Ottfr. Müller, Archäol. d. 

Kunst, p. 391. 
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taneous; while they carried along with them, oe rushed, 
etc. Whether they fetched these two men from their lodgings, 
or encountered them in the streets, cannot be determined. — 

Caius is otherwise unknown, and is not identical with the 

Caius mentioned in xx. 4 (see in loc.), or with the one men- 
tioned in Rom. xvi. 23; 1 Cor. i. 15.— 'Apiorapy.] See 
xx, 4, xxvii. 2; Col. iv. 10; Philem. 24. 

Vv. 30, 31. ITavrov] whom doubtless the rioters had not 
found present at his usual place of abode. “ Nulla militaris 
audacia par huic fortitudini,” Bengel. — eis 7. önjuov] among 
the people that ran together into the theatre (ver. 31). Comp. 
xii, 22, xvii. 5. 0 Önwos is also among Greek writers very 
often the multitude (Dem. 383. 5; Diod. Sie. xvi. 84), plebs, 
vulgus. See Sturz, Lex. Xen. 1. p. 665; Nägelsbach on the 
Tliad,p.277,ed. 3. Contrary to the whole course of proceed- 
ing as narrated, Otto (Pastoralbr. p. 103) understands a formal 
assembly of the people, of which we are not to think even in 
the case of exkAnoia, ver. 32.—The ten presidents of sacred 

rites as well as of the public games in proconsular Asia were 
called “Acvapyai (corresponding to whom in other provinces 
were the Tadatapyai, Bı@vviapyai, Zupıapxai x.7.d.). They had 
to celebrate, at their own expense, these games in honour of 
the gods and of the emperor. Each city annually, about the 
time of the autumnal equinox, delegated one of its eitizens, 
and these collective delegates then elected the ten. It was 
natural that one of these—perhaps chosen by the proconsul— 
should preside, and hence may be explained the remark in 
Eusebius, H. E. iv. 15, that Polycarp was executed under the 
Asiarch Philip. But the inference from our passage is his- 
torically indemonstrable, that only one was really Asiarch, and 
that the plural is to be explained from the fact that the other 
nine, but particularly the retired Asiarchs (like the past high 
priests of the Jews), bore the title (Salmasius, Valesius, Tillemont, 

Harduin, and Deyling), which is in itself improbable on account 
of the enormous expense which in that case would have been 
laid on one. See generally, Spanheim, de usw et praest. num, 
Il. p. 694; van Dale, Dissertt. ad antiq. et marmor. p. 273 ff.; 
Winer, Real, I. p. 97 £.; Babington in Numism, Chronicie, 
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1866, p. 93 ff. Comp. also Jacobs, ad Anthol. XII. p. 313. 
— um Sodvat Eavrov] apprehension of danger to life. On 
the expression with eis of a dangerous locality, comp. Polyb. 
wy 149, 

Vv. 32, 33. Odv] joins on, by way of inference, the descrip- 
tion of the concourse (ver. 29), interrupted by vv. 30 and 31. 
— do... dAdo] Comp. Charit. i. 5: 6 Ojos amas eis THY 
ayopay ouverpexev AAwv GAA KEeKpayotwy, Plat. Charm. 
p. 153 D: jpétwy dé adros aAXo. The following ri might 
have been left out (Kiihner, § 836, note 5), but it is only 
wanting in D (Bornemann). — 7 exkAnoia] It was no Evvowos 
EKKN., ver. 39, and accordingly no legal popular assembly, 
neither an ordinary one (vomipos), nor an extraordinary (aüy- 
KAnros), but simply an assemblage of the people, who had flocked 
together of their own accord,—a concio plebis exlex et abusiva. 
— ovykexup.| confused, in an uproar. Comp. ver. 29. It 

lacked all order, guidance, self-restraint, discipline, etc. — 

mpoeß.’ANeE. mpoPadr. avt. T. ’Iovö.] a vivid description of 
its tumultuary character. The Jews shoved (pushed) him for- 
ward from behind (7poB8andx.), and others, standing in front, 
brought or drew him out of the crowd (ex 7. éyAou rpoeß.). 
Grotius, Wetstein, Heinrichs, Kuinoel, and others take rpo- 

Badrewv as to propose (see Xen. Anabd. vi. 1. 25, vi. 2. 6 ; Dem. 
519. 16; Kypke, IL p. 101 £.), but this does not at all suf- 
fice for the lively picture of the tumult. Alexander, other- 
wise entirely unknown, was certainly a Christian, since only 
to such a one is the subsequent aroXoyelodaı suitable, not a 
Jew (Beza, Grotius, Ewald, and others). He is commonly, 

but arbitrarily, especially considering the frequency of the 
name, considered as identical with the Alexander mentioned 

in 1 Tim. i 20, 2 Tim. iv. 14, in which case it is in its 

turn presupposed that the name occurring at those two pas- 
sages denotes one person. Such completely indemonstrable 
assumptions cannot serve to prove the genuineness and time 
of the composition of the Epistles to Timothy (in opposition 
to Otto). The Alexander in our passage had, in the Christian 
interest, mixed among the crowd, and was pushed forward by 
the malicious Jews that he might make a public address and, 
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if possible, become a sacrifice to the fury of the multitude. If 
we hold him to be a non-Christian Jew (which does not result 
from ver. 34), it is to be supposed that the Jews would be afraid 
that, on this occasion, they also might be attacked, and there- 

fore pushed forward Alexander, an eloquent man and hostile 
to Paul, that he might maintain the innocence of the Jews to 
the destruction of the Christians. But Luke must have called 
attention to swch a connection, and that the more as the 

simple azronoyeio Pat, to make a defence, points quite naturally 
to the accusation of the Christians referred to. — karao. T. x.] 
moving his hand wp and down? (for a sign that he wished to 
speak). — 7 Önu@] before the people, Herod. vii. 161; Plat. 
Prot. p. 359 A; Lucian. Gall. 3. See Bernhardy, p. 79.— 
Önnos is as in ver. 30, and the aroAoyeiodaı cannot there- 
fore be meant to be a defence of the Jews (Bengel, Ewald) 
and of the dyAos (Otto). 

Vv. 34, 35. “Ore 'Iovöatos Eorı] Alexander was a Jewish 
Christian ; but his Christian position was either unknown to 
the mob, or they would listen to nothing at all from one 
belonging to the Jewish nation as the hereditary enemy of the 
worship of the gods. — éuyvovtes] Nominative participle, 
having reference to the logical subject. See Winer, p. 528 
[E.T. 710]; Buttmann, newt Gr. p. 256 [E.T. 298]. — kara- 
oreikas] after he had quieted. Plut. Mor. p. 207 E; Joseph. 
Antt. xiv. 9. 1, i. 1. 2.—The ypaypared’s, who had come up 
in the meantime, perhaps being sent for, is the city-secretary 

(Thue. vii. 19, 6 ypappareds 6 THs möXews), to whose office 
belonged the superintendence of the archives, the drawing up 
of official decrees, and the reading of them in the assemblies 
of the people. See van Dale, l.c., p. 423 f. ; Hermann, Staats- 

alterth. § 127. 20, 147. 6.— Tis yap «.r.A.] who is there then, 
etc. With yap the speaker glances back on his efforts to calm 

1 Otto, p. 108, makes up the scene more artificially, and that so as to make 
Alexander even the soul and secret spring of the whole uproar. According to 
Hausrath, the author gives designedly only a fragmentary account of the Jewish- 
Christian Alexander, because the conduct of the Jewish-Christians at that time 

did not suit the conciliatory object of his book. 
2 Comp. xii. 17, xiii. 16, xxi. 40, where, however, the verb is joined with the 

dative, which, therefore, also D, al, (Bornemann) have here. 
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them as completely justified, since there is certainly no one 
who does not know, etc. The question introduced with yap 
therefore states the motive of the karacreiXas. Comp. Nägels- 
bach on the Iliad, p. 59, ed. 3. Thus vividly does the question 

fit into the position of affairs. — tiv ’Edeoiov mod] with 
patriotic emphasis. — On vewxopos (properly, temple-sweeper, 
temple-keeper, Xen. Anab. v. 3.6; Plat. Legg. 6, p. 759 A-C) 
as an honourable epithet of cities, particularly in Asia, in 
which the temple-service of a divinity or of a deified ruler has 
its principal seat, see van Dale, l.c., p. 300 ff; Valckenaer, p. 
570 £.; Krause, de civit. neocoris, Hal. 1844 ; Hermann, gottesd. 

Alterth. § 12. 7.— 76 Swmerés] that which fell from Zeus. 
That this was the dyadwa fallen from heaven (Eur. Jph. T. 
977; Herodian, i. 11. 2) was obvious of itself. The image 
of Artemis in the temple of Ephesus (according to Vitruvius, 
i. 9, of cedar; according to Plin. xvi. 40, of the wood of the 
vine; according to Xen. Anab. v. 3. 12, of gold, or at least 

gilt; and according to others, of ebony) was given out as 
such. See Spanheim, ad Callim. in Dian. 238; Wetstein 
in loc. On the figure of the image,’ see Creuzer, Symbol. IT. 
p. 176 ff. It represented the goddess with many breasts 
(multimammiam, Jerome). According to our passage it must 
have been rescued at the burning of Herostratus, at least ac- 
cording to general opinion. 

Ver. 37. Tap] justifies the expression used, rporeres, rashly, 
~ without consideration. 

Ver. 38. Oöv] accordingly, since these men are neither 
robbers of temples, etc. On éyew mpos twa Adyov (an utter- 
ance, 1.e. complaint), see examples in Kypke, II. p. 103. — 
ayopatot] by Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Borne- 
mann, following Suidas, accented ayopaıoı (but see on xvii. 5), 
are judicial assemblies (in construing it, cvvodoe is to be con- 
ceived as supplied). Comp. Strabo, xiii. p. 629; Vulg.: con- 
ventus forenses. — Kat avbümaroı eioiv] and there are pro- 
consuls, The plural is here also (comp. xvii. 18) the plural 
indefinite of the category. Arbitrarily Calvin and Grotius hold 

1 With enigmatical words on forehead, girdle, and feet; see upon it Ewald, 
Jahrb, Il. p. 175 £. 
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that the proconsul and his legate are meant. Bengel correctly 
says: “de eo quod nunquam non esse soleat.” 

Vv. 39, 40. But if you desire anything further thereupon 
(beyond matters of private law), zt will be discussed (cleared 
up) in the lawful assembly of the people (“ qui a magistratu 
civitatis convocatur et regitur,’ Grotius; in contrast to this 
illegal concourse, comp. on vv. 32, 30). On mepautépw (see 
the critical remarks), comp. Plat. Phaed. p. 107 B: ovdév 
Intnoere Tepartépw.— Kal yap Kwovv.| for we even run the 
risk of being charged with tumult (otacews : genitive of accusa- 
tion) on account of this day. yap gives the reason why the 
speaker in the latter case (ver. 39) has relegated the matter to 
the Evvouos éxxrno. Tis ojpepov is not to be connected with 
oracews (Vulgate, Luther, Calvin, and others).'—pndeves aitiov 
... Tavrns| there being no reason, on the ground of which we 
shall be in a position to give account of this concourse. md. 

_aitiov, taken as masculine (Vulgate), would less accord with 
the prudence of the speaker, who with wise forbearance clothes 
the threatening in a form embracing others, including his own 
responsibility.— Very wisely, on the whole, has the politically 
adroit man of business, in the first instance, by way of capi- 

tatio benevolentiae praised the Ephesian worship of Diana in its 
unendangered world-wide fame (ver. 35); then from this in- 
ferred the unseemliness of such a hasty proceeding (vv. 36, 37); 
further, pointed Demetrius and his companions to the legal 
form of procedure in their case (vv. 38, 39); and finally, put 
on the people the lasting curb of the fear of Roman punish- 
ment (ver. 40). — «al raüra eimwv K.T.A.] oürws Eoßeoe TOV 
Oupov: dotrep yap padiws EEamreraı, ouTw Kal padiws aBevvvraı, 
Chrysostom.—How lightly Baur deprives this whole history of 
its historical character, may be seen in his Paulus, I. p.217,ed. 2. 

1 So also Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 154 [E. T. 177]. Certainly the ordéccws 
wepi is in keeping with iyxarsiodas wepi civos, xxiil. 29, xxvi. 7. But it may be 
urged, on the other hand, that such a position of the preposition after the noun 
(Krüger, § lxviii. 4. 2; Kühner, § 626) is not usual in the N. T., and also that 
the ypruxoreis in his speech was too diplomatically prudent to designate, on his 

part, the affair exactly as a tumult (crdéois). In his mouth it is only a con- 
course (overpop7).—We may add, that in Greek writers rpocxaazizéa:, with the 

simple genitive, is the usual expression. 
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CHAPTER XX. 

VER. 1. xa) doruc.|] A BD EX, min. vss. have xai rapuxadrétous, 
aorac. So Lachm. Yet D has sorrG before rupaxad. (so Born.), 
and E xu; before dorac. Other witnesses have xa! vupax. dorauc. 
vz. SoRinck. sapaxuda. has certainly preponderant attestation 
in its favour, but against it the internal decisive consideration, 
that no reason is apparent for its subsequent omission, whereas _ 
it might very easily suggest itself from ver. 2 and xvi. 40 as 
a pious marginal remark to dorac.— Ver. 4. IIöffov] is wanting 
in Elz., and is condemned by Mill as an addition from tradi- 
tion. But it has greatly preponderant attestation, and might 
be passed over quite as well on the ground of a varying tradi- 
tion, as by mistake of the transcribers on account of the similar 
sound of the initial syllable in the following name.— Ver. 5. 
oöroı] Lachm. reads oöro, 62, after A BE 8, min. A connective 
addition. — Ver. 7. juév] Elz. has rév wadyrav, in opposition to 
A BD E, min. Chrys. Aug. and most vss. An interpolation on 
account of the following würors. Still stronger witnesses sup- 
port je, in ver. 8, for which Elz. has jouv.— Ver. 9. xadjmevos| 
Instead of this, »«deZöusvos (Lachm. Tisch. Born.) is preponderantly 
attested. Comp. on ii. 2.— Ver. 11. é&prov] Lachm. Tisch. Born. 
read röv éprov, according to ABC D*x* Rightly; the article 
was neglected after ver. 7, because its force was overlooked. — 
Ver. 15. xai wen. &v Tpwy., 77] ABCEN, min. have merely 7 
ö.. So Lachm. Several vss. and some more recent codd. have 
zai rj. But there was no occasion for the insertion of wen. &v 
Tp., whereas its omission is very capable of explanation, because 
Trogyllium was not situated in Samos, as the context seemed to 
say. — Ver. 16. xexpixer] Recommended by Griesb., adopted by 
Lachm. Tisch. Born., according to greatly preponderating evi- 
dence. But Elz. Scholz have éxpwe. A church-lesson begins at 
ver. 16, and therefore the tense, which has its reference in what 
precedes, was altered. — 7] Lachm. reads <7, following con- 
siderable witnesses. A grammatical improvement. — Ver. 18. 
After wpis airév A has öwod ovrwy airav, which Lachm. adopted; 
others have öwoduumösv; and others ouéoe dyrwv brav (so Born., 
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according to D). Different additions for the sake of completion. 
— Ver. 19. Before éaxp. Elz. has woAAdv, which already Griesb. 
rejected, according to decisive testimony. A strengthening ad- 
dition from 2 Cor. ii. 4. — Ver. 22. According to decisive testi- 
mony read ?y#, with Lachm. Tisch., after dedeu.— Ver. 23. 
wor] is wanting in Elz., but is decidedly attested, and was easily 
passed over as quite unnecessary. — ue] is, according to decisive 
evidence, to be placed after ¢a‘perg (Lachm. Tisch.). Born. has 
jor Ev “TepoooAdmors, according to D, vss. Lucif., and that only after 
wévovew. But wor is a mechanical repetition from the preceding, 
and év ‘Iepoood. is an addition by way of a gloss; the two, more- 
over, are not equally attested. — Ver. 24. aA oddevdg . . . Ewaurä] 
very many variations. Lachm. has dar oddevig Aöyov exw, odd: 
Tove rv buyny TiLiav EWaurd. Tisch. reads aan ovdevis Adyou 

monde shy "yuxiv rıwlav guavr®@, according to B C DER, 

vss. Lucif. Born. reads essentially as Lachm., yet adding «u 
after &xw, and pov after uxjv. The Zecepta is founded on 
E G H, Chrys. Theophyl. Oec.; but G, Chrys. have not wov. The 
reading of Lachm. (A D* s, min. Vulg.), as well as the Recepta, 
are to be considered as alterations and expansions of the reading 
of Tisch., which was not understood. — After dpéuov wou Elz. 
Scholz have were yapés, which is wanting in ABDNs, min. 
Lueif. Ambr. and several vss. A scholion. — Ver. 25. rod Ooi] 

"is wanting in A B Cx, 13, 15*, 36, Copt. Syr. p. Arm. Chrys. 
Rightly deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. A supplementary addi- 
tion. D has rod ’Inooo. So Born.— Ver. 26. ©y&] Considerable 
witnesses have «ius, which Griesb. has recommended and Lachm. 
adopted. Rightly; 2,6 came from xviil. 6.— Ver. 28. rod Kupiov] 
Elz. has rod @cod, which is adhered to among recent critics 
(following Mill, Whitby, Wolf, Bengel, and others), by Scholz, 
Alford, Rinck, Zucubr. crit. p. 82 f. The weight of evidence is 
externally decisive for roi Kupiov; A C* DE, 13, 15, 18, 36, 40, 
69, 73, 81, 95*, 130, 156, 163, 180, Copt. Sahid. Syr. p. (on the 
margin) Arm. Aeth. Constitutt. (ii. 61), Ir. (iii. 14), Eus. (on 
Isa. xxxv.), Ath. (ad Serap. 1 in ms.), Didym. (de Sp. St. 11), 
Chrys. Lucif. Aug. Jer. al. roi cod is found among uncial mss. 
only in B s, and, besides, only in about twenty more recent and 
inferior codd., and among vss. in the Vulg. Syr. p. (in the text); 
but among the Fathers in none before Epiph. and Ambros. See 
the more detailed statement of the evidence in Tisch. The 
internal decisive argument for r. Kupiov lies in the fact that in 

- the Pauline Epistles éxxa. r. Kup. never occurs, but éxxa. r. Ooi 
eleven times; hence at our passage the Pauline expression was 
written on the margin as a parallel, and then, welcome to hyper- 
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orthodoxy (already in Ignat. ad Eph. 1, and in Tert. ad um. ii. 3, 
there is found the expression blood of God, which others, even 
Ath., censured as unbiblical; see Wetstein and Tisch.), was taken 
into the text and transmitted. This appears far more accordant 
with the dogmatic tendency of those times and the monastic 
spirit than the usual justification of rod @od: “ Probabilius est 
ob sequentia mutatum, quam e scriptis Pauli illatum esse” 
(Rinck, l.c.). The readings roi Kupiov @zod, rod Ozot x. Kupiov, and 
rod Kupiou x. ©eod (this latter Griesb. recommends, without, how- . 
ever, approving it, but Matth. received it), are combinations of 
the original reading with the Pauline parallel written on the 
margin. Teller’s and van Hengel’s proposal to read only ra» 
22x21. is destitute of all critical support. — rod aiwaros rod iöiou] Elz. 
has rod iéfov aiwaros, in opposition to A BC D E8, min. vss. Ir. 
Lucif. An alteration, which arose from the adoption of . ©eoi, 
in order to establish the interpretation of the blood of God. — 
Ver. 29. After éyo Elz. Scholz, Tisch. have yép, against A O* Dx, 
min. Vulg. Fathers. The more to be rejected, as others read 
örı éyw (B), others éyw 62 (8*), others still xa/ éy#. A connective 
addition. roöro also, which Elz. Scholz, Tisch. have after oféa, 
has such preponderating evidence against it, and in such essen- 
tial agreement with those witnesses which condemn ydp, that it 
cannot be considered as original, although, taken by itself, it 
might be more easily omitted than added. — Ver. 32. After uwäs 
Elz. Scholz have «&éeAgo/, which Lachm. Tisch. Born. have 
deleted, according to A B D Ns, 33, 34, 68, Syr. Erp. Copt. 
Sahid. Vulg. Jer. If it had been original, there is no apparent 
reason for its omission; on the other hand, its insertion at this 
solemn passage was very natural. — o/xod.] Approved by Griesb., 
adopted by Lachm. Born. But Elz. Scholz, Tisch. have éroimod., 
against decisive testimony. A more precise definition corre- 
sponding to the persons in question; and therefore, also, D E, 
vss. add iuaés — Ver. 35. réiv Adyov] G and more than thirty 
min. Vulg. Sahid. Arm. Aeth. Chrys. Theophyl. have röv Adyov, 
So Rinck. Others have rod Aöyov after min.; so Bengel. Both 
are alterations, because only one saying of Christ afterwards 
follows.—The order w&Arov dsdéves (Elz. inverts it) is decidedly 
attested. 

Vv. 1-3. Mera S€ 7d mavo. T. GopvB.] is simply a state- 
ment of time, not, as Michaelis, Eichhorn, Bertholdt, and Hug ~ 

hold, the motive of departure, for which there is no hint in the 
text (see on the contrary, xix. 21), and against which the 
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resultless character of the tumult testifies. — domaoauevos] here 
of the farewell salutation (combined with kissing and embrac- 
ing), vale dicere, as Xen. Anab. vii. 1. 8, 40; Hell. iv. 1. 3; 

Oyrop. ii. 1. 1.—adtovs] the Macedonian Christians. — 
“Ernada] we. "Ayatav, xix. 21. Luke alternates in his use 
of the appellations well known as synonymous, which, after xix. 
21, could occasion no misunderstanding. This against Schrader, 
who understands ‘EAX. here of the districts lying between the 
Peloponnesus and Thessaly and Epirus, especially of Attica, and 
would have the journey to Corinth only inferred from xix. 31. 

_—Toujoas Te phvas Tpeis] certainly for the most part in 
Corinth. The anakoluthic nominative, as in xix. 34. That 

Luke, moreover, gives us no information of the foundation of 
the church at Corinth, and of the apostle’s labours there, is 
just one of the many points of incompleteness in his book. — 
Tov wroaTp.| namely, to Asia (ver. 4), from which he had come. 
‘The genitive depends directly on yon, as in xiv. 9, xxvii. 20. 

Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 5. 
Ver. 4. "Axpı THs "Acias*] excepting only the short separa- 

tion from Philippi to Troas, ver. 5, where those companions 
(ovveimero), having journeyed before the apostle, waited for him. 
The statement is summary, not excluding the sailing before 
from Philippi to Troas, the Asiatic emporium; but Tittmann, 
Synon. N. T. p. 85, erroneously judges: “ eos usque in Asiam 
cum Paulo una fuisse, deinde praeivisse eumque expectasse.” 
Vy. 5, 6 are at variance with this. Nor is there, with 

Wieseler, p. 295, and Baumgarten, to be artificially deduced 

from äxpı tis ’Aclas the meaning: “up to that point from 
which people crossed to Asia;” so that Luke would oddly 
enough have indicated nothing else than as far as Philippi. 
On ovvérreo Gaz (only here in the N. T.), comp. 2 Mace. xv. 2; 
3 Mace. v. 48, vi. 21; very frequent in the classics.—Of 
Sopater, the son of Pyrrhus, of Beroea, and whether he is 
identical with Sosipater, Rom. xvi. 21, nothing is known. — 
The other companions were two Thessalonians, Aristarchus 

1 The omission of zx r. ’Acias is not strongly enough attested by BN, 13, 

Vulg. Aeth. Erp. Beda, particularly as it might easily have taken place for the 
sake of ver. 5. It is, however, approved by Lekebusch. 
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(xix. 29) and Secundus (entirely unknown); further, an in- 
habitant of Derbe, Caius (thus different from the Macedonian, 
xix. 29; for Derbe belonged to Lycaonia, see on xiv. 6); 
Timotheus, whose dwelling is supposed as known and therefore 
is not specified (see on xvi. 1); and lastly, the two Asiatics, 
Tychicus (Eph. vi. 21; Col. iv. 7; 2 Tim. iv. 12; Tit. üi. 
12) and Trophimus (xxi. 29; 2 Tim. iv. 20). It was 
nothing but arbitrary violence, when Ernesti, Valckenaer, and 

Kuinoel, in order to identify Caius (how extremely frequent 
was the name!) with the Caius of xix. 12 and to make 
Timothy a native of Derbe, wished to put a comma after 
Taios and then to read Aepß. de Ty. (Heinrichs: cai Top. 
Aepß.)." Following the same presupposition, Olshausen con- 
tents himself with merely putting a point after I'dios and then 
taking «ai in the signification of also! And for this even 
Wieseler, p. 26, and in Herzog’s Encykl. XXI. p. 276, has 
declared himself, appealing to the parallelism of the language, 
according to which, from @eocaXovır. onwards, the nomen 

gentilitium is always placed first. But the parallelism is 
rather of this nature, that the nomen gentilitium first follows 
after (Bepov.), then precedes (Ococadovix.), then again follows 
after (Aepß.), and lastly, again precedes (’Acvav.), thus in regu- 
lar alternation. — We may add, that no special reason for such 
a numerous escort is indicated in the text, and hypotheses? 
referring to the point amount to mere subjective fancies. 

Vv. 5, 6. ‘Huäs] Luke had remained behind at Philippi, 
xvi. 40. Now, when Paul, on his present journey back 
through Macedonia, came to Philippi, Luke again joined him. 
But the above-mentioned seven companions (odtov) journeyed 
before (wherefore ? is unknown ; possibly to make preparations 
for the further sea voyage) to Troas, and there waited the 

I Lachmann, Praef. p. ix., conjectured xa! Asp6. Tied. He places a point 
after Tisé., and makes the 32, read by him after otro, ver. 5, to be resumptive 

(repeating the 3¢ after ’Asızvoi), which, as the discourse is not interrupted by 
parentheses, would be without motive and forced. 

2 According to Schneckenburger, they are the collection-commissioners of the 
chief churches ; according to Baumgarten, they appear, in their number corre- 
sponding to the deacons in Jerusalem, as representatives of the whole Gentile 
church ; comp. also Lange, II. p. 291. Such inventions are purely fanciful. 
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arrival of Paul and Luke. For oöroı cannot, without arbi- 

trariness, be otherwise referred than to all the seven above 

‚mentioned, which is not preeluded by xxi. 29, xxvii. 2, and 

thereby, no doubt, our passage is decisive against the hypothesis 
that Timothy speaks in the pets (see Introduction, § 1). 
Hence the supporters of that hypothesis are necessarily reduced 
to refer, as already Beza and Wolf have done, otro: merely to 
Tychicus and Trophimus (Steiger on Col. p. 337; Schenkel in 
the Stud. u. Krit. 1841, p. 85; Ulrich, Bleek, Beitr. I. p. 52; 

de Wette, Lachmann).— peta tas nuep. tov af] Paul re- 
mained over the Paschal days (A.D. 59) in quietness, keeping 
holy the festival of his people in Christian freedom. Comp. 
Chrys. — dypis sep. mevre] specifies dyps tivos (Heliod. iv. 
19. 65), 2c. how long the Epxeodaı lasted from the sailing from 
Philippi, namely, wp to jive days. Comp. on Luke ii. 37; 
Plut. Mor. p. 791 E. The reading reurrraio, (D, Born.) is a 
correct gloss. — nuepas értd] a full week. Comp. xxi. 4. 
More is not to be sought behind this simple statement of time 
(in opposition to Baumgarten, II. p. 48 f.). 

Ver. 7. But on the first (see on Matt. xxviii. 1; 1 Cor. xvi. 
2) day of the week. That the Sunday was already at this time 
regularly observed by holding religious assemblies and Agapae 
(xAdoaı apTov ; see on ii. 42), cannot, indeed, be made good 
with historical certainty, since possibly the observance of the 
Agapae in our passage might only accidentally occur on the 
first day of the week (because Paul intended to depart on the 
following day), and since even 1 Cor. xvi. 2, Rev. i. 10, do 
not necessarily distinguish this day as set apart for religious 

services. But most probably the observance of Sunday is based on 
an apostolic arrangement—yet one certainly brought about only 
gradually and in the spirit of Christian freedom '—the need of 
which manifested itself naturally (importance of the resurrection 
of Jesus and of the effusion of the Spirit at Pentecost) and 
indeed necessarily, in the first instance, when the gospel came 
to be diffused among the Gentiles who had no Sabbath festival ; 
and the assumption of which is indispensable for the explana- 
tion of the early universal observance of that day (79 Tod nAiov 

! See Neander in the Deutsch. Zeitschr. 1850, p. 208 ff, 
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Neyouevn Huepa TavTwov KaTa TrOdELS N) Aypoüs pmevovT@Y emt TO 
avTo ouvérevars yiveraı, Justin, Apol. I. 67; comp. ce. Tryph. 
p. 34; Ignat. ad Magnes. 9; Barnab. 15), although for a long 
time the observance of the Sabbath along with it was not given 
up by the Jewish Christians and even by others (Constitt. ap. 
ii. 59. 2, vii. 23. 2, can. 66; Orig. Hom. 28; Eus. iii. 27),— 
a circumstance which was doubtless connected with the anti- 
gnostic interest. Rightly, therefore, is the ula rav caPP. in 

our passage regarded as a day of special observance. See on 
the whole subject, Augusti, Denkw. III. p. 345 ff.; Schone, 

über die kirchl. Gebräuche, I. p. 335 ff.; Neander, apost. K. 1. 
p. 198; Ewald, p. 164 ff.; Harnack, christl. Gemeindegottesd. 
p. 115 ff. The observance of Sunday was not universally 
introduced by law until aD. 321 by Constantine. See 
Gieseler, K. G.I. 1,p. 274, ed. 4. — adrots] to the assembled. 
Luke changes his standpoint (previously 7uev), as the discourse 
was held with the Christians of that place. — wexpı pecov.| 
On Sunday (not Saturday) evening they had assembled for the 
love-feast. On reivew and its compounds, used of long 
speaking, see Heind. ad Plat. Gorg. p. 465 D; Pflugk, ad 

Eur. Med. 1351. 
Vv. 8-10. ”Hoav 5é Aaum. ix.] therefore the fall of the 

young man could at once be perceived. The lamps served for 
the lighting up of the room, for it was night; but perhaps at 
the same time for heightening the solemnity of the occasion. 
According to Ewald, Luke wished to obviate the evil reports 
concerning the nocturnal meetings of the Christians (comp. 
Calvin and Bengel); but they remained withal nocturnal 
and thereby exposed to suspicion. — Whether Hutychus was 
a young man serving (Rosenmiiller, Heinrichs), which at least 
is not to be inferred from the occurrence of the name 
among slaves and freedmen (Artem. iii. 38 ; Phaedr. 3, prol.), 
the text does not say. — mi tis Ovpiö.] on the (open) window, 
ie. on the window-seat. The openings of the windows in the 
East, having no glass, were sometimes with and sometimes with- 
out lattice-work (see Winer, Realw.). So they are still at the 
present day. — catadepopevos «.T.A.] falling into a deep sleep. 
karabepeodaı is the proper word for this among Greek 
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writers (comp. also Aquila, Ps. Ixxv. 6), usually with eis 
üUrrvov (Lucian, Dial. mer. ii. 4; Herodian, ii. 1. 3, ii. 9. 6). 

Comp. Hom. Od. vi. 2: Umvo x. kaudrw apmuevos. Observe 
the logical relation of the participles: But as there sat (nabefou., 
see the critical remarks) a young man, falling (in his sitting 
there) into deep sleep during the prolonged discourse of Paul, 
he fell, overpowered by the sleep, from the third story, etc. — 
As to ei Aelov, comp. on iv. 17. The discourse continued 
for a longer time (xvüi. 20) than the young man had expected. 
— do Tov vTrvod]| dio denotes the proceeding from, the power 
producing the effect (Bernhardy, p. 222; Butimann, newt. Gr. 
p. 277 [E. T. 322]), and the article denotes the sleep already 
mentioned (Matt. i. 24). — pO vexpos] he was taken up dead. 
The words affirm nothing else than that the young man 
actually fell down dead and was taken up dead (Chrys.: ova 
roüro amodavov, iva IlavAov axovon, Calvin, Beza, and others ; 
recently Schneckenburger, Schwegler, Zeller, and Baumgarten) ; 
and only so understood has the fall, as well as the conduct of 
the apostle in ver. 10 and the result, the significance which can 
have induced its being narrated, namely, as a raising from the 
dead." This we remark in opposition to the view which has 
become common, as if > vexpös were used (“ apparently dead,” 
de Wette; comp. Ewald). — Errerresev auto «.T.A.] not in order 
to examine him, but in order to revive him by his contact, in 
a way similar to the procedure of Elisha and Elijah, 2 Kings 
iv. 34; 1 Kings xvii. 17 ff.— um Oopvßeicde 4 yap uy? 
«.T.\.] Thus he speaks, obviating the consternation of those 
present (comp. on un Gopu8., Dem. de cor. 35), when he had con- 
vinced himself of the successful intervention of his miraculous 

influence. His soul is in him, ve. he is living! 1 uy) adrod 
(not ev auro) has the emphasis, not spoken without a lively 
Feeling of victory. The young man had, in fact, been but now 
äyruxos. Accordingly there is no ambiguity of the words, in 
which Lekebusch asserts that we desiderate an added “ again,” 
and would explain this ambiguity on the ground that the author 

 Baur’s criticism in the case, however, converts an event which was in itself 

natural into a parallel in a miraculous form with the raising of the dead narrated 
of Peter in chap. ix. 

ACTS IL M 
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himself was not quite convinced of the miraculous nature of 
the incident. See, on the other hand, Oertel, Paulus in d. 

Apostelgesch. p. 147. 
Vv. 11, 12. On account of the discoursings the intended 

partaking of the Agapae (ver. 7) had not yet taken place. But 
by the fall of the young man these discoursings were broken 
off; and now, after Paul had returned to the room, he com- 

mences, as the father of a family among those assembled, the 
so long deferred meal—he breaks the bread, and eats, and 
discourses at table (comp. Chrysostom) until break of day, 
whereupon he thus (oörws, after all that is mentioned in advaBas 

.. alıyns, see Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 262 [E. T. 306]) leaves 
the place of meeting. After his departure, they (“ qui reman- 
serant apud adolescentem,’ Erasmus) brought the lad alive 
(into the room), and they (those assembled) were by this 
greatly (od petpiws, often so with Plutarch, also in Isocrates 
and others) comforted over their separation from the apostle, 

who had left behind such a onpetov of his miraculous power. 
— k\acas Tov (see the critical remarks) dprov stands in de- 
finite reference to «Adoaı üpr., ver. 7, and therefore the article 

is put. Piscator, Grotius, Kuinoel, and others erroneously 
hold that a breakfast’ is meant, which Paul partook of to 
strengthen him for his journey, and that therefore yevodu. is 
subjoined. But the Agape was, in fact, a real meal, and 
therefore yevodu. denotes nothing else than that Paul had 
begun to partake of it. It is only added to bring more pro- 
minently forward this partaking as having at length taken 
place. — öwıAncas, as in Luke xxiv. 14; more familiar than 

Suanrey., ver. 9. Comp. x. 24. — yayov] they brought him, so 
that he came into the midst of them ; but only now, so that thus 
subsequently to his revival, ver. 10, he must have gradually 
recovered, in order to be able to return into the room. — tov 

maida] he must consequently have been still very young. — 
Gavra] Opposed to vexpös, ver. 9, and for the joyful confirma- 
tion of the words of the apostle, ver. 10. 

Ver. 13. “Hueis] without Paul. —”Aooos, a seaport in 
Mysia, south of Troas, opposite Lesbos, éf’ üyrnAod x. o&éos K. 
dvoavodov Tomov, Steph. Byz. — jv Svatetayp.] middle (Winer, 
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p. 246 [E. T. 328]), for he had so arranged, namely, that 
they should from thence (exeidev) receive him on board 
(avarauß.). —avtos] He for his part chose the route by land, 
probably because he had a particular official object in view. 
More arbitrary are the suggestions of Calvin, that it took place 
valetudinis causa ; of Michaelis and Stolz, that he wished to 

escape the snares of the Jews; of Lange, that he acted thus in 
order to withdraw himself from the circle of his too careful 
protectors ; and of Ewald, that he did so in order to be solitary. 

Vv. 14,15. Eis tiv”Aocov] The element of the previous 
movement — the notion of coming-together — still prevails. 
Kühner, II. p. 317. So also the landing eis Zawov, ver. 15. 
— Mirvryvn, the beautiful (Hor. Od. i. 7.1, Ep. i. 11. 17) 
capital of Lesbos, on the east coast. — avrırpt'] over against. 
See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 444. — kal peiv. ev Tpwy.] Thus on 
the same day they had sailed over from Samos, where they 
had touched (mapeßar.), to Trogyllium (a town and promon- 
tory on the Ionian coast, Strabo, xiv. p. 636 £; Plin. N. Z. 

v. 29), distant only forty stadia, and there passed the nicht. 
On the different modes of writing the name Tpwy., see Borne- 
mann. 

Vv. 16,17. The ship was thus entirely at his disposal, 
probably one hired specially for this voyage. — mapar\. T. 
"Eoeoov] he sailed past Eph.; for in the chief church of Asia, to 
which Paul stood in such intimate relation, and where he also 

would encounter his opponents (1 Cor. xvi. 9), he would have 
been under the necessity of tarrying too long. In order to 
avoid such prolonged contact with friend and foe, because on 
account of the aim of his journey he might not now spend 
the time (xpovorp., comp. Aristot. Rhet. iii. 3; Plut. Mor. 
p. 225 B) in Asia, he arranged the interview with the 
presbyters, which was to subserve the longing of his parting 
love as well as the exigency of the threatening future, not 
at the very near Trogyllium, but at Miletus, distant about 
nine geographical miles from Ephesus. — e Svar. fv adro] 
% it should be possible for him. Direct form of expression 
(Kühner, $ 846). Of another nature is the conception in 
XXVii. 39: ei Sdvawto. — yeveodaı] in the sense of coming, as 
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in John vi. 25; Luke xxii. 40, al. Comp. xxi. 17, xxv. 15. 
— reunyas] as in Matt. xiv. 10, and in the classical writers. 
He caused them to be summoned to him by an embassy to 
Ephesus. 

Vv. 18,19. “ In hac concione* praecipue huc insistit Paulus, 
ut, quos Ephesi creaverat pastores, suo exemplo hortetur ad 
munus suum fideliter peragendum,” Calvin. It is a clear and 
true pastoral mirror.—Only the Ephesian (rMs éxxAgo., ver. 17) 
presbyters were assembled; not, as Iren. iii. 14. 2 relates, 
those also of the neighbouring churches—an error which 
arose, perhaps, on account of ver. 28, from the later epis- 

copal dignity. — amo mpatns . . . "Aciav] belongs to the follow- 
ing mas... éyevounv, to which it is emphatically prefixed 
(comp. on 1 Cor. xv. 2; Winer, p. 522 [E. T. 702]), not to 
errioraode;, for the point was not the continuity of the know- 
ledge of those addressed, but that of the apostolic conduct. 
Tholuck, with justice, here calls attention to the frequency 
and force of the self-witness, which we meet with in Paul 

(1 Cor. iv. 16, xi. 1; 2 Cor. i. 12; Phil ii. 17, of.; comp 

Trip, p. 214 ff). The reason thereof lies in his own special 
consciousness, 1 Cor. iv. 4, xv. 10; and it is wrong to find in 

the self-witness of this speech the apologetic fabrication of 
a later adorer (see particularly, Zeller, p. 273).— The jürst 
day; see xviii. 19. On pe ty. Eyevön., comp. vii. 38. — 
T® Kupie| to Christ, as His apostles. — pera rac. tarrewodp. | 
with all possible humility, TOANa yap elön Ths Tameıvobpocvvns, 
Oecumenius. See also Theile, ad Ep. Jac. p. 6 ff. — daxpiwv] 
See on ver. 31. 

Vv. 20, 21. “As otdév «.r.A.] sets forth more precisely the 
mas. — Tod pn avayy.] contains the design which would 
have been present in the vreor.: how I have held back (dis- 

1 On the Pauline character of this speech (in opposition to Baur, üb. d. Pas- 
toralbr. p. 93), see Tholuck in the Stud. u. Krit. 1839, p. 305 ff. ; Neander, 
p. 473 ff. According to Baur and Zeller, the whole speech (according to 
Schneckenburger, only part of it) is an apologetic fiction. Ewald correctly 
remarks: ‘‘to doubt its historical character in general, is folly itself.”— 
Precisely this speech, and that to the Athenians, chap. xvii., bear most de- 

eidedly and most directly the impress of vivid originality. See also Kloster- 

mann, Vindiciae Luc. p. 40 ff.; Trip, Paulus, p. 206 ff. 
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simulavi) nothing of what was profitable, in order not to preach 
and to teach it to you, etc. So also ver. 27: for I have not 
been holding back, in order not, etc. The px extends to both 

infinitives. That dissimulare might have taken place from 
the fear of men, or in order to please men. But see Gal. 
ii, 14, i. 10; Rom. i116; 1 Cor. iv. 3, al.—On ovdev üre- 

oTeıAaunv, comp. Dem. 54, ult.: mav0 adds, ovdev bToaTEL- 
Adpevos merappneiaonaı, and 980. 22.: wndev broocTeANopevoy 
and aloxvvöuevov, also 415. 2: pera mappnoias SiadexPjvae 
pndev broorteN‘öuevov (according to Becker). Isocr. p. 134 C; 
Diod. Sic. xiii. 70; also Plat. Ap. Socr. p. 24 A; and Stallb. 
in loc. ; Krebs, Obss. p. 241.—Tav cupdepovtwr] “ Haec docenda 
sunt ; reliqua praecidenda,” Bengel. Comp. 1 Cor. vu. 35, 

xii. 7. — nv eis T. Ocdv werav.] the repentance, by which we turn 
to God. Comp. iii. 19, viii. 22, xxvi. 20. It is not, with 

Beza, Bengel, Heinrichs, Kuinoel, to be referred only to the 

Gentiles (and mioriv «.7.d. to the Jews) ; for the call to this 
peravora was addressed also to the Jews, inasmuch as they 
were unfaithful to God, not indeed by idolatry, but by im- 
morality and hypocrisy (Rom. ii. 3). Comp. Mark i. 15. 
Bengel, moreover, aptly remarks: Repentance and faith are 
the “ summa eorum quae utilia sunt.” 

Ver. 22. ’Iöov] Singular, although addressed to several; 
see on Matt. x. 16.— éyé] apostolic sense of personal signifi- 
cance in the consciousness of his important and momentous 

destiny. — dedeuevos TH mveiuarı] cannot denote the shutting off 
of any inward glimpse into the future, which is first expressed 
afterwards and in plain terms (Hahn, Theol. d. N. T. I. p. 412). 
Since, moreover, the Holy Spirit first comes in at ver. 23, and 
since the being fettered was first to befall the apostle in Jeru- 
salem, ver. 23, those views are to be rejected, which explain 70 
veüua of the Holy Spirit and dedeuevos of the being fettered. 
Accordingly, the words are neither to be taken as: bound to the 

‚Holy Spirit (Rom. vii. 2; 1 Cor. vii. 27), ie. dependent on 
Him (my first edition); nor: constrained by the Holy Spirit 
(Beza, Calvin, Calovius, Kypke, and others) ; nor: fettered, 1.0. 
already as good as fettered, J go at the instigation of the Holy 
Spirit (Oecumenius, Theophylact, who put the comma after 
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Öedeu.); nor yet: fettered (ae. vincula praesentiens) in my 
spirit (Erasmus, Grotius, Wolf, Bengel, Morus); but Paul 
expresses his consciousness of internal binding: bound, &.e. 
compelled and urged in my spirit (dative of more precise 
limitation). He knows, that as regards his journey to Jeru- 
salem, he follows a necessity present to his higher self-con- 
sciousness and binding its freedom,—an irresistible internal 
drawing of his higher personal life. Comp. Heinrichs, Kuinoel, 
de Wette, Lange, Ewald, Hackett. On dedewévos, comp. Plat. 
Rep. viii. p. 567 C, waxapla dpa... ävanykm Öederau, 1) mpoo- 
TATTEL AUT@ K.T.N. — Ta Ev adTH... eiöws] The relation ‘to 
ver. 23 is as follows: Paul knew not specially what was to 
befull him at Jerusalem, but only in general it was testified to 
him by the Holy Spirit in every city, that bonds and afflictions 
were awaiting him there. 

Ver. 23. II» örı] except that, only knowing that, Plat. 
Phaed. p. 57 B; Soph. El. 418.— 76 mveüua To äyıov] 
namely, by prophets (comp. xiii. 2, xxi. 4, 11), who made this 
known to me. This explanation, and not any reference to an 
internal intimation of the Spirit, is required by xara moAıv 
(city by city, at which I arrive on this journey). That Luke 
has not as yet mentioned any such communication, does not 
justify the supposition of an unhistorical prolepsis (Schnecken- 
burger, p. 135), as he has related the journey, ver. 14 ff., only 
in a very summary manner. 

Ver. 24. According to the reading aA ovddevds Adyou 
Towovpat THY Avynv Tysiav éwavT@ (see the critical remarks), 
this verse is to be interpreted: But of no word do I accownt 
my soul (my life) worthy for myself, i.e. the preservation of my 
life for my own personal interest is not held by me as worth speak- 
ing of. On rıuiav, comp. Plat. Soph. p. 216 C: rois pév 
Soxodow eivar Tod umdevös Tino, rois & Ett TOD mavros, and 
on ovdevds Aöryov, Herod. iv. 28: Aöryov d&ov (worthy of mention), 
Thue. vi. 64. 2. According to the Recepta, as also according 
to Lachmann, it'would have to be taken as: but to nothing 
do I take heed (I do not trouble myself about any impending 
suffering), even my life is not reckoned to me valuable for my- 
self. On Aoyov moıeiv Twos, comp. Wetstein and Kypke; and 

4 
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on Aoyov éyew twos (Lachmann), Herod. i. 62, i. 115, al. 
(Schweigh. Lew. Herod. II. p. 76); Theocr. iii, 32; Tob. 
vi. 15. — os Tedevoae «.7.d.] purpose in this non-regarding 
of his own life: in order (not to remain stationary half-way, 
but) to finish my course, etc. On Spouos, comp. xiii. 25; 
meaumaoivy, 7; Gali 2%; Phil ü. 16; 1 Cor. ix, 24. On as 
with the infinitive in the telic sense, see Bornemann, Schol. in 
Luc. p. 175, and in the Sdchs. Stud. 1846, p. 60 ; Sintenis, 

ad Plut. Them. 26. Only here so in the N. T. — xai mv 
Siaxoviay x.T.A] Epexegesis of the preceding figurative expres- 
sion, — TO evayy. T. yap. T. Oeod] the knowledge of salvation, 
whose contents is the grace of God (manifested in Christ). 
Comp. xiv. 3. 

Ver. 25 points back to ver. 22, now representing the separa- 
tion there announced, for which vv. 23, 24 have prepared 
them, as one of perpetuity for the life in time. — éyo] em- 
phatic, as in ver. 22, and with deep emotion. — The oiöa, dtu 
ovxéTL K.T.A., rests, according to ver. 23, on the conviction 

which ke has now (viv) obtained by the communications of 
the Holy Spirit received from city to city concerning the fate 
impending over him at Jerusalem, that the imprisonment and 
affliction there awaiting him would terminate only with his 
death. And he has not deceived himself! For the assump- 
tion that he was liberated from Rome and returned to the 
earlier sphere of his labours, is unhistorical; see on Rom. 
Introd. $ 1. But precisely in connection with the unfolding 
of his destination to death here expressed by him with such cer- 
tainty, there passed into fulfilment his saying pointing to Rome 
(xix. 21), however little he himself might be able at this time 
to discern this connection ; and therefore, probably, the thought 
of Rome was again thrown temporarily into the background 
in his mind. The fact, that he at a later period in his im- 
prisonment expected liberation and return to the scene of his 
earlier labours (Philem. 22; Phil. ii. 24), cannot testify against 
the historical character of our speech (Baur, Zeller), since he 
does not refer his oféa in our passage to a divinely-imparted | 

ı He does not say: that I shall not see you, but he says: that you sirall not see 
me. He has not his own interest in view, but theirs. 
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certainty, and therefore the expression of his individual con- 
viction at this time, spoken, moreover, in the excited emotion 

of a deeply agitated moment, is only misused in support of 
critical prejudgments. With this certainty of his at this time, 
—which, moreover, he does not express as a sad foreboding 

or the like, but so undoubtingly as in ver. 29,—quite agrees 
the fact, that he hands over the church so entirely to the 
presbyters as he does in ver. 26 ff.; nor do we properly 
estimate the situation of the moment, if we only assume, with 
de Wette, that Luke has probably thus composed the speech 
from his later standpoint after the death of the apostle. Accord- 
ing to Baumgarten, II. p. 85 ff, who compares the example 
of King Hezekiah, the olda «.7.X. was actually founded on 
objective certainty: God had actually resolved to let the 
apostle die in Jerusalem, but had then graciously listened to 
the praying and weeping of the Gentile churches. But in such 
passages as Philem. 22, there is implied no alteration of the 
divine resolution; this is a pure fancy. — dpeis mavres, Ev 
ois OupAOov] all ye, among whom I passed through. In his deep 
emotion he extends his view; with this address he embraces 

not merely those assembled around him, nor merely the Ephe- 
sians in general, but, at the same time, all Christians, among 

whom hitherto he had been the itinerant herald of the king- 
dom. In ver. 26 the address again limits itself solely to 
those present. 

Vv. 26, 27. do] because, namely, this now impend- 
ing separation makes such a reckoning for me a duty. — 
poaptvpouat] I testify, I affirm. See on Gal. v. 3.— ev 7H 
on. 4épa] “ hoc magnam declarandi vim habet,” Bengel: it 
was, in fact, the parting day. — dtu kadap. einı (see the critical 
remarks): that I am pure from the blood of all (comp. on 
xviii. 6), £.e. that I am free of blame in reference to each one, 
if he (on account of unbelief) falls a prey to death, 2.e. to the 
eternal damwAeıa. Each one is affected by his own fault; no 
one by mine. xadapos azo (Tob. iii. 14) is not a Hebraism, 
Da *P}; even with Greek writers xa@ap. is not merely, though 
commonly, joined with the genitive (Bernhardy, p. 174), but 
also sometimes with amo (Kypke, II. p. 108 £.).—ov yap 
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imreotetd.] brought forward once more in accordance with ver. 
20; so extremely important was it to him, and that, indeed, 
as the decisive premiss of the xadapos eins K.T.A. —THV 
Rov Tod Ocod] the divine counsel «ar é£oynv, ü.e. the 
counsel of redemption, whose complete realization is the Paci- 
Neva TOV cod, the Messianic kingdom ; hence here avayy. . . . 

Qeod, in ver. 24 Ssapapr. ... Ocod, and in ver. 25 Knpdco. tr. 
Bao. Tr. Ocod, denote one and the same great contents of the 
gospel, although viewed according to different aspects of its 
nature. — mäcav] the whole, without suppressing, explaining 
away, or concealing aught of it. 

Ver. 28. Oöv] Therefore, since J am innocent, and thus the 
blame would be chargeable on you. — Eavrois x. 7. T. moıwvio] 
in order that as well ye yourselves, as the whole church (Luke 

xii, 32; John x. 1 ff.), may persevere in the pure truth of the 
gospel. See vv. 29, 30. On the prefixing of Eavrots, comp. 
1 Tim. iv. 16.— ro tv. r. dy. &dero] This was designed to 
make them sensible of the whole sacredness and responsibility 
of their office. The Holy Spirit ruling in the church has Him- 
self appointed the persons of the presbyters, not merely by 
the bestowal of His gifts on those concerned, but also by His 
effective influence upon the recognition and appreciation of the 
gifts so bestowed at the elections (see on xiv. 23). Comp. 
xiii. 2, 4. — emiokomovs (also very common with classical 
writers), as overseers, as stewards,’ denotes the official function 
of the presbyters (ver. 17), and is here chosen (not mpeoßv- 
repovs) because in its literal meaning it significantly corre- 
sponds to the wocaiver. “ Ipso nomine admonet velut in 
specula locatos esse,” etc., Calvin” The figurative (Isa. xl. 11; 
Jer. i. 8; Ezek. xxxiv. 2; John x. 14, xxi. 15; and see 

Dissen, ad Pind. Ol. x. 9, p. 124) moıwaiveıv comprehends the 

two elements, of official activity in teaching (further specially 
designated in Eph. iv. 11; comp. 1 Tim. iii. 2), and of the 

1 The comparison of the Athenian éxiczoro in dependent cities, with a view 
to explain this official name (Rothe, p. 219 f.; see on these also Hermann, 

Staatsalterth. § 157. 8), introduces something heterogeneous. 
2 How little ground this passage gives for the hierarchical conception of the 

spiritual office, see on Eph, iv. 11; Höfling, Kirchenverf. p. 269 £. 
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oversight and conduct of the discipline and organization of 
the church. For the two together exhaust the emiokoreiv 
(1 Pet. v. 2).—On r. éxxAno. tod Kupiov (see the critical 
remarks), comp. Rom. xvi. 16; Matt. xvi. 18. With the 

reading Tod Ocod this passage was a peculiarly important locus 
for the doctrine of the divinity of Christ and the communi- 
catio idiomatum against the Socinians. See especially Calovius. 
— iy mepıemomoato K.t.r.| which He has acquired (for His 
possession, Eph. i. 14; Tit. ii. 14; 1 Pet. ii. 9) by His own 
blood, by the shedding of which He has redeemed believers 
from the dominion of the devil and acquired them for Himself 
as heirs of His eternal salvation. “ Hic ergo grex est pre- 
tiosissimus,” Bengel. Comp. on Eph. i. 14; 1 Cor. vi 20, 
2351 Peta 7, 19. 

Vv. 29, 30. “Eyo] with similar emphasis, as in ver. 25: 
After my departure—J/ know it—not only will enemies from 
without intrude among you (Ephesian Christians, as whose 
representatives the presbyters were present), who will be 
relentlessly destructive to the welfare of the church; but 
also within the church itself, out of the midst of you, will 

men with perverse doctrines arise. — That by the very common 
figure of ravenous (vehementes, comp. Bapttatos dvraywvıorns, 
Xen. Ages. 11, 12) wolves (Matt. vu. 15; Luke x. 3; John 
x. 12) is not meant, as Grotius supposes, persecutio sub Nerone, 
but false teachers working perniciously, is rendered probable 
by the very parallelism of ver. 30, and still more certain by 
the relation of eicedevo. to peta nv adi&iv pov, according to 
which Paul represents his presence as that which has hitherto 
withheld the intrusion of the Av«os,—a connection which, in 

the case of its being explained of political persecutors, would be 
devoid of truth. — aduéis is here not arrival (as almost con- 
stantly with Greek writers), but departure, going away, Dem. 
58, pen.; Herod. vii. 58. Paul does not specially mean his 
death, but generally his removal (discessionem, Vulgate), on 
which the false teachers necessarily depended for the assertion 
of their influence. Moreover, his prediction without doubt 
rests on the observations and experiences (comp. 1 Cor. 
xvi. 9) which he had made during his long ministry in 
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‘Ephesus and Asia. He must have known the existence of germs 
in which he saw the sad pledge of the truth of his warning ; 

and we have no reason to doubt that the reality corresponded 
to this prediction. At the time of the composition of the 
Epistle to the Ephesians, the false teachers may not yet have 
been working in Ephesus itself, but in Colossae and its neigh- 
bourhood these—they were Judaists of an Essene-Gnostic 
type—had made themselves felt (see Introduction to Colos- 
sians, § 2), and in Asia Minor generally the heretics of the First 
Epistle of John and probably also of that of Jude are to be 
sought, not to mention those of the Apocalypse and Pastoral 
Epistles. The indefinite and general expressions, in which 
the false teachers are here described, correspond to the cha- 
racter of prophetic foresight and prediction. According to 
Zeller, a later writer has by these sought to conceal his other- 
wise too glaring anachronism ; whereas Baur finds the sectarian 
character, such as it existed at most toward the close of the 

first century, so definitely delineated, that he from this circwm- 
stance recognises a vaticinium post eventum! Thus the same 
expression is for the one too indefinite, and for the other too 
definite ; but both arrive at the same result, which must be 
reached, let the Paul of the Book of Acts speak as he will. — 
dmoomäv K.7.r.| to draw away, from the fellowship of true be- 
lievers, after them. “ Character falsi doctoris, ut velit ex se 
uno pendere discipulos,” Bengel. On öriow avr., comp. v. 37. 

Ver. 31. IT'pmyopeite] “ verbum pastorale,’ Bengel,—comp. 
MPOTEXETE EaUTOS Kal mavri TH ToLuvio, ver. 28,—and that, 
encouraged by the recollection of my own example, wvnno- 
vevovTes, ÖTL K.T.N. — Tpieriav] See on xix. 10. — peta daxptor] 
extorted both by afflictions (ver. 19) and by the sympathetic 
fervour with which Paul prosecuted his quite special (Eva 
EraoTov) pastoral care, 2 Cor. xi. 29, ii. 4 — virra x. jpeép.| 
See on Luke ii. 37. vi«ra is here placed first, because it 
most closely corresponds to the figurative ypmyopeire. — As to 
the idea of vovfecia, admonition, see on Eph. vi. 4. 

Ver. 32. And now I commend you to God (xiv. 23) and to 
the word of His grace (ver. 24),—entrust you to Him to pro- 
tect and bless you, and to the gospel to be the rule of your 
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whole conduct,—to Him who is able to build up (to promote the 
Christian life), and to give you inheritance (a share in the Mes- 
sianic blessedness) among all who are sanctified (consecrated to 
God by faith). — r@ övvauevo] is, with the Vulgate, Luther, 
Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Wolf, Bengel, de Wette, and others, to 

be referred to God; so that a very natural hyperbaton occurs, 
according to which xat Té Aoyo THs xapıros aurod appears as an 
inserted annexation to the general and main element 76 Oc@ 
of an accessory idea, which was not to be separated from 7@ Oc@, 
but which also does not prevent the continuance of the address 
by a more precise description of r@ Oe@ bearing on its object. 
Comp. Bernhardy, p. 459. We should, in reading, lay the 
emphasis on 76 @ed, and pass on more quickly over xal TO Aoy@ 
...avtod. Others refer TH duvap. to TS Aoyo, and understand 
the Aoryos either correctly of the doctrine (Erasmus, Heinrichs, 
Kuinoel, Lange, and others), or erroneously (opposed to Luke’s 
and Paul’s mode of conception) of the personal (Johannean) 
Logos (Gomarus, Witsius, Amelot). But such a personifica- 
tion of the saving doctrine (Jas. i. 21), according to which even 
the Sodvat kAnpovomiay (evidently an act of God !) is assigned to 
it, is without scriptural analogy. Comp. Col. i. 12 f.; Gal 
iv. 7; Luke xii. 32.— As to «Anpovouia, transferred from the 
allotted share in the possession of Palestine (Mom) to the share 
of possession in the Messianic kingdom, see on Matt. v. 5; Gal. 
iii. 18; Eph.i.11. One&vr. pyıaoyu., comp. xxvi. 18 ; Eph.i. 18. 

Vv. 33-35. Paul concludes his address, so rich in its 

simplicity and deeply impressive, by urging on the presbyters 
the complete disinterestedness and self-denial, with which he 
had laboured at Ephesus, as a rUrros (2 Thess. iii. 9) for similar 
conduct. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 4 ff.; 2 Cor. xi. 7 ff, xii 14 ff ; 

2 Thess. iii. 8 ff. Reason for this: not the obviating of a 
Judaistic reproach (Olshausen), not a guarding of the independ- 
ence of the church in the world (Baumgarten); but the neces- 
sity of the avTiAapBavecOa Tav äcdevovvrwv, ver. 35. — apy. 
7 xpvo. 7 war.) specification of what are usually esteemed the 
most valuable temporal possessions. Comp. Jas, v. 2, 3.— 
auroi] without my needing to say it to you.— xal Tois over 
per’ Euod] Thus also for his companions, to their necessities, 
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he applied the gain of his manual labour. — aöraı]) he shows 
them, and certainly they were not soft and tender. — ravra ! 
brédevEa vpiv, örı] either in all points (1 Cor. x. 33; see on 
Eph. iv. 15 ; Lobeck, ad Aj. 1402; Kühner, § 557 A. 4) J. 
have shown to you (by my example) that; or, all things I have 
showed to you (by my example) in reference to this, that, etc. 
(67. = eis exeivo, örı, as in John ii. 18, ix. 17; 2 Cor. i. 18; 
Mark xvi. 14, et al.). The former is simpler. — oörw] so labour- 
ing, as I have done, so toiling hard (comp. 1 Cor. iv.12). Not: 
my fellow-labourers in the gospel (Klostermann), which, at vari- 
ance with the context, withdraws from ottws its significance. 
It is the example-giving o¥tws. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 24, 26; 
Phil. iii. 17.— t@v aodevovvrwov] is, with Erasmus, Calvin, 
Beza, Grotius, Calovius, Er. Schmid, Bengel, and others, includ- 

ing Neander, Tholuck, Schneckenburger, Baumgarten, to be 
explained of those not yet confirmed in Christian principles and 
dispositions. Comp. Rom. xiv. 1, xv. 1; 1 Cor. ix. 22; 
1 Thess. v. 14; 2 Cor. xi. 21. These might easily consider 
the work of one teaching for pay as a mere matter of gain, 
and thus be prejudiced not only against the teacher, but also 
against the doctrine, 1 Cor. ix. 12. But if, on the other 
‚hand, the teacher gained his livelihood by labour, by such 
self-devotion he obviated the fall of the unsettled, and was 

helpful to the strengthening of their faith and courage (comp. 
2 Cor. xii. 14). This is that avtiNapRavecOa Tov aodevovv- 
Tov, in which Paul wished to serve as a model to other teachers 

and ecclesiastical rulers. Others (Chrysostom, Oecumenius, 
Theophylact, et al., including Wetstein, Heinrichs, Kuinoel, 

Olshausen, de Wette, Hackett) render it: that they should 
help the poor and needy by support (comp. Eph. iv. 28); which 
meaning would have to be derived not from the usus loguendi 
of aodev. taken by itself, but, with Kuinoel (“ qui non possunt 
laborando sibi ad vitam tuendam necessaria comparare ”), from 
the context. Comp. Arist. Pac. 636 ; Eur. Suppl. 433 ; Herod. 
ii. 88. See Valckenaer, ad Herod. viii. 51; and Raphel, 

1 Lachmann, whom Klostermann follows, refers révra to ver. 34, as Beza 

already proposed. Butif so, Paul, in ver. 24, would evidently have said too 
much, especially on account of xa? cots obo: wer’ ipod. 
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Herod. in loc. But the recommendation of liberality is 
remote from the context; the faithfulness and wisdom of 

the teacher manifesting itself in gaining his own support by 
labour, of which the text speaks, must have a spiritual object, 
like the teaching office itself (1 Cor. ix. 12)—not the giving of 
alms, but the strengthening of the weak in faith. The more 
naturally this meaning occurs, the less would Paul, if he had 
nevertheless meant the poor, have expressed himself by dode- 
vovvrov, but rather by mrwx&v or a similar word. — uvnuo- 
vevew ... Aapßaveıv] and to be mindful of the saying of the Lord 
Jesus (namely) that He Himself has said: It is blessed (i.e. bliss- 
giving ; the action itself according to its moral nature, similarly 
to the knowing in John xviii. 3, is conceived as the blessedness 
of the agent) rather ( potius) to give than to receive. “ The two 
being compared, not the latter, but rather the former, is the 
paxapwov.” The special application of this general saying of 
Christ is, according to the connection in the mind of the 
apostle, that the giving of spiritual benefits, compared with 
the taking of earthly gain as pay, has the advantage in confer- 
ring blessedness ; and the uaxapıörms itself is that of eternal 

life according to the idea of the Messianic recompense, Luke 
vi. 20 ff, 38, xiv. 14. — The explanatory 67, dependent on 
pvnpov., adduces out of the general class of tév Noy. T. Kup. a 

single saying (comp. xv. 15), instead of all bearing on the 
point— Whether Paul derived this saying, not preserved in 
the Gospels (see on the dicta dypada of Christ, Fabric. Cod. 
Apoer. N. T. pp. 321-335; Ewald, Jahrb. VI. 40 £, and 
Gesch. Chr.p. 288), from oral or written tradition, remains un- 
decided.—References to the same saying: Constitt. ap. iv. 3.1: 
erei kab 6 Küpıos yarapıov elmev eivar tov Siddvta Hrep Tov 
Aaußavovra, perhaps also Clem. 1 Cor. 2: öwov Öuöovres 
7 Aaußavovres. Analogous profane sayings (Artemidor. iv. 3) 
may be seen in Wetstein. The opposite: avontos 6 Öudovs, 
edtux7s © 6 Aaußavwv, in Athen. viii. 5. 

Vv. 36-38. What a simple, true,’ tender, and affecting 

! It borders on wantonness to affirm that this impression of the speech is not so 
much that which the presbyters received from it, as that which ‘‘ the reader of the — 
Book of Acis is meant to receive from the previous narrative,” Zeller, p. 274. 
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description !— xarebiAovv] denotes frequent and fervent kiss- 
ing. Comp. on Matt. xxvi. 49; Luke xv. 20. — @ewpeiv] to 

behold, is chosen from the standpoint of the dduvepevor. On 
the other hand, in ver. 25, Oyreode. — mpoereum.] of giving a 
convoy, aS in XV. 3, xxi. 5. 
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CHAPTER, RATTE 

VER. 3. xarqydnue] A BES, 34, Vulg. al. have xar7rdouer. So 
Lachm. A gloss. — Ver. 4. Both dyveup. 6 (Tisch.) and rods before 
wad. (which Beng. Matth. Rinck condemn) have decided attesta- 
tion. — airot] A E G, 68, 73 have airozs; so Lachm. Altera- 
tion to suit cirwes. “ Ubicunque in s. s. airod repertum est, 
scrupulum legentibus injecit,” Born.— dvaß.] Lachm. Tisch. 
read é8., according to important testimony. Rightly; the 
more usual word was inserted.— Vv. 5, 6. spoonuéduscbu. Kal 
doraccevor} Lachm. and Tisch. read wpoosvEauevor arnorucmusda, 
and then xas before <=. SOCABCEN, min. Rightly. The 
Recepta has arisen partly through a simplifying resolution of 
the participle zpocsuEduevo, and partly through offence at the 
compound druordleoda: not elsewhere occurring. — Ver. 6. &rt- 
Bnwev] Lachm. reads 228., and Tisch. é8. The witnesses are 
much divided. As, however, a form with N is at all events 
decidedly attested, A C s* having ansß., and B E N** enc. ; 
ave 8nuev is to be preferred, instead of which 2vé6., the more usual 
word for embarking, slipped in, and éa<¢8. was inserted from 
ver. 2, comp. xxviii. 2.— Ver. 8. After 2&0. Elz. has of epi r. 
Tadao (comp. xiii. 13), against decisive testimony. With e&enré. 
there begins a church-lesson. — Ver. 10. 4uéav] is condemned by 
A BCH, min, as an addition. — Ver. 11. re aires] A BC D 
E &, min. have éavrod. Approved by Griesb. Rinck, and adopted 
by Lachm. Tisch. Born., and rightly on account of the decisive 
testimony. Orig. also testifies for it (éauriv xeıpav x.7.A.).— ras 
xeipas x. r. mööas| Lachm. Tisch. Born. read +. 760, x. r. x., pre- 
ferred also by Rinck, following important witnesses (not A), 
but evidently a transposition, in accordance with the natural 
course of the action. — éy ‘Ispovo.] Born. reads eig ‘Iepouc., but only 
according to D, min. Chrys. Epiph. Itarose from a gloss (Orig. : 
areAbovre eig ‘Iepouc.). — Ver. 14. On decisive evidence read with 
Lachm. and Tisch. rod Kupiov rd béAnua yivécdw.— Ver. 15. Zion. | 
Elz. Scholz read &roox., only according to min.; so that it must 
be regarded as a mere error of transcription. The decidedly 
attested éaox. is rightly approved or adopted by Mill, Beng. 
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Griesb. Matthaei, Knapp, Rinck, Lachm. Tisch. The readings 
aapuon. (C, 7,69, 73) and drora&duw. (D, Born.) are interpreta- 
tions. — Ver. 20. dev] Approved by Griesb., and adopted by 
Lachm. Tisch., according to A BC EGx, min. Chrys. Theophyl. 
and most vss. Elz. Scholz, Born. read xipiov, against these de- 
cisive witnesses. — 'Iovöaiav] Lachm. Tisch. read é 075 "Iovöwiors, 
which is to be adopted, according to A BC E, min. Vulg. Aeth. 
Copt. The & r7 “Iovdaie in D, Syr. Sahid. Jer. Aug. speaks 
also for this (so Born.). The Recepta was occasioned by the 
following ray zerorcuxérav, after which accordingly in some 
Fathers ’Iovda‘av has found its place. &, Oec. and some min. have 
merely viv xemior., which makes all these additions suspicious, 
yet the testimony is not sufficiently strong for their deletion. — 
Ver. 21. rdévras] deleted by Lachm., according to A D* E, 13, 
Vulg. Copt. Jer. Aug. The omission appears to be a historical 
emendation. — Ver. 24. yuicovra:] Elz. reads yvéor, in opposition 
to ABC DES, min. Aug. Jer. and some vss. A continuation 
of the construction of iva. — Ver. 25. éreoreiAauev] Lachm. Born. 
read drsorsirauev, according to BD, 40, and some vss. Rightly ; 
the Recepta is from xv. 20.— unösv to un is wanting in A Br, 
13, 40, 81, and several vss. Condemned by Mill and Bengel, 
and deleted by Lachm. But if it had been added, the expres- 
sions of xv. 28 would have been used. On the other hand, the 
omission was natural, as the direct instruction wnösv rorürov 
rnpei) is not contained in the apostolic decree. — Ver. 28. The 
form ravraxn is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be adopted accord- 
ing to decisive evidence ; it is not elsewhere found in the N. T. 
— Ver. 31. cvyxéyvras] Lachm. and Born. read suyxiveros, accord- 
ing to AB Ds (in, ver. 31 to xxii. 30 is wanting). With 
this preponderating testimony (comp. Vulg.: confunditur), and 
as, after ver. 30, the perfect easily presented itself as more 
suitable, the present is to be preferred. — Ver. 32. rauparafs. | 
Lachm. reads awSuy, only according to B.— Ver. 34. ¢Gswy] 
Lachm. Tisch. Born. read érepuvouv, according to A B DEX, 
min., which witnesses must prevail. — un duvémevos ö£] Lachm. 
Tisch. Born. (yet the latter has deleted 62) read un duvamévov 6: 
airod, according to decisive testimony. The Recepte is a stylistic 
emendation.— So xp&Zov, ver. 36, is to be judged, instead of 
which xpé@ovres is, with Lachm. and Tisch., to be preferred. 

Vv. 1, 2. ’Amoomao6.] denotes the painful separation, 
wrung from them by the consciousness of necessity. See on 
Luke xxii. 41.— On the small island Cos, now Co, or Stan- 

_ chio in the Aegean Sea, celebrated for its wine and manu- 
ACTS IL N 
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facture of costly materials for dress, see Küster, de Co insula, 
Hal. 1853. On the accusative form, see Locella, ad Xen. 

Eph. p. 165 f. — ra IIdrapa] a great seaport of Lycia, with an 
oracle of Apollo active only during the six winter months. For 
its ruins, see Fellows, Asia Minor, p. 219 f.— ösarepwv] which 
was in the act of sailing over. For dvayOjvat, comp. on xiii. 13. 

Ver. 3. ”Avabavevres de thv Kirp.] but when we had sighted 
Cyprus. The expression is formed analogously to the well- 
known construction weriortevuaı TO evayyédcov and the like. 
Winer, p. 244 [E.T. 326]; Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 164 [E. T. 
189]. — evevupov] an adjective to aurmv. See Kiihner, 
§ 685, and examples in Wetstein. — eis Zupiav] towards 
Syria. See on Gal. i. 21.— karayeodaı, to run in, to land, 
the opposite of dvdyecOa (vv. 1, 2), xxvii. 2, xxviii. 12; 
Luke v. 11; often with Greek writers since the time of 

Homer. — éxeioe yap... youov] for thither the ship unladed 
its freight ; éxetoe denotes the direction (toward the city) which 
they had in view in the unlading (in the harbour). — arobopr:£.] 
does not stand pro futuro (in opposition to Grotius, Valckenaer, 
Kuinoel, and others), but 7v dmodp. means: it was in the act 

of its unlading. Comp. Winer, p. 328 [E. T. 439]. 
Ver. 4. "Avevpovtes] See on Luke ii. 16. The Christians 

there (rods ua0.) were certainly only few (see xi. 19, xv. 3), 
so that they had to be sought out in the great city of Tyre. 
mavTov ... Tekvoıs, ver. 5, also points to a small number of 
Christians. — dia tod mvevpatos] so that the Holy Spirit 
(speaking within them) was the mediating occasion. The Spirit 
had testified to them that a fate full of suffering awaited 
Paul in Jerusalem, and this in their loving zealous care they 
took as a valid warning to him not to go to Jerusalem. But 
Paul himself was more fully and correctly aware of the will of 
the Spirit; he was certain that, in spite of the bonds and suffer- 
ings which the Spirit made known to him from city to city, 
he must go to Jerusalem (xx. 22). 

Vv. 5, 6. ’E&£apricaı] cannot here denote to fit out (Lucian, 
V. H. i. 33; Joseph. Antt. iii. 2. 2; comp. 2 Tim. iii. 17), to 
provide the necessaries for the journey, partly because the 
protasis: “ but when we fitted out in those days” (not: had — 
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fitted out), would not suit the apodosis, and partly because 
in general there was no reason for a special and lengthened 
provisioning in the case of such a very short voyage. Hence 
we must adhere to the rendering usual since the Vulgate 
(expletis diebus) and Chrysostom (aAnpdcar): but when it 
happened that we completed the (seven) days of our residence 
there, ie. when we brought these days to a close. And that éEap- 
rite was really so used by later writers, is to be inferred 
from the similar use of amaprtifew (Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 447). 
—ovv yuvacki x. Terv.| the more readily conceivable and 
natural in the case of the small body of Christians after so 
long a stay. Baumgarten finds here the design of a special 
distinction of the church. — ei tov aiysar.| on the shore, be- 
cause this was the place of the solemn parting. Hammond, 
overlooking this natural explanation, imagined quite arbitrarily 
that there was a mpocevyy (see on xvi. 13) on the shore. — 
amnomacaneda (see the critical remarks): we took leave of 
one another, Himerius, p. 184. Lachmann, Praef. p. IX., 
unnecessarily conjectures avrnomacapeda. — eis Ta idva] to 
their habitations. Comp. on John xvi. 32, xix. 27; and see 
Valckenaer, p. 581 f.— Whether the ship prepared for the 
voyage (Td Aoiov) was the same in which they had arrived, 
cannot be determined. 

Ver. 7. Atavvewv] to complete entirely, only here in the N. T., 
but very often in classical writers, particularly of ways, journeys, 
and the like. But we, entirely bringing to an end (Svavicavtes 
is contemporaneous with katnvrjcapev) the voyage, arrived 

from Tyre (from which we had sailed for this last stage) at 
Ptolemais (from which we now continued our journey by 
land). — r. mAodv] from Macedonia, xx. 6. IItodeuais, the 

ancient 13 (even yet called by the Arabs K-, by the Euro- 
peans St. Jean d Acre), on the Mediterranean Sea, belonging to 
the tribe of Asher (Judg. i. 13), but never possessed by the 
Jews (hence Hiros. Gittin. f. 43. 3: “In Acone est terra 
Israelitica, et non”), reckoned by the Greeks as belonging to 
Phoenicia (Ptol. v. 15; Strabo, xvi. p. 758; Plin. N. 2. 
v. 17), and endowed by Claudius with the Roman citizenship. 

Vv. 8,9. Kavcdp.] See on viii 40.—What induced the 

ae 
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travellers to make their journey by way of Caesarea? Baum- 
garten thinks that, as representatives of the converted Gentiles, 
they wished to come in contact on the way only with Gentile 
churches. No; simply, according to the text, because Philip 
dwelt in Caesarea, and with this important man they purposed 
to spend some time in the interest of their vocation. — Tod. 
evayy. Ovros ex T@v Emra] Since it was not his former posi- 
tion as overseer of the poor, but his present position as evan- 
gelist, that made him so important to the travellers, namely, 
through his participation in the calling of a teacher, the 
words are not to be rendered: because he was one of the seven, 
vi. 5 (comp. Winer, p. 127 [E. T. 168], de Wette); but the 
comma after evayy. is to be deleted (so also Tisch. Born.), and 
the whole is to be taken together: who was the evangelist out of 
the seven. He was that one of the seven, who had embraced 

and prosecuted the calling of an evangelist. The fact that he 
now dwelt at Caesarea presupposes that he no longer filled 
the office which he held in Jerusalem. Perhaps the peculiar 
skill in teaching which he developed as an emigrant (viii. 5 ff, 
26 ff.) was the reason why he, released from his former 
ministry, entered upon that of an evangelist. To regard the 
words évtos ex T. ewrd as an addition of the compiler (Zeller), 
and also to suspect o evayyeAuorys (Steitz in the Stud. w. Krit. 
1868, p. 510), there is no sufficient reason. Zvangelists were 
assistant-missionaries, who, destined exclusively for no parti- 
cular church, either went forth voluntarily, or were sent by 
the apostles and other teachers of apostolic authority now here 
and now there, in order to proclaim the evayyédvov of Jesus 

Christ, and in particular the living remembrances of what He 
taught and did,’ and thereby partly to prepare the way for, and 

1 They had thus in common with the apostles the vocation of the evayyexifer- 
écs ; but they were distinguished from them, not merely by the circumstance that 
they were not directly called by Christ, and so were subordinate to the apostles 
(2 Tim. iv. 5), and did not possess the extraordinary specifically apostolic xepie- 
para; but also by the fact that their ministry had for its object less the sum- 
ming up of the great doctrinal system of the gospel (like the preaching of the 
apostles) than the communication of historical incidents from the ministry of 
Jesus. Pelagius correctly remarks: ‘‘ Omnis apostolus evangelista, non omnis 
evangelista apostolus, sicut Philippus.” See generally, Ewald, p. 235 f., and 
Jahrb. II. p. 181 ff.—Nothing can be more perverse than, with Sepp, to interpret 
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partly to continue, the apostolic instruction, Eph. iv. 11; Eus. 
H.E. iii. 37.—Euseb. iii. 31, 39, v. 24, following Polycrates and 
Caius, calls this Philip an apostle, which is to be regarded as a 
very early confusion of persons, going back even to the second 
century and found also in the Constitt. ap. vi. 7. 1, and is not 
to be disposed of, with Olshausen, to the effect that Eusebius 

used dmdctodos in the wider sense, which, considering the 
very sameness in name of the apostle and evangelist, would 
be very inappropriate. But Gieseler’s view also (Stud. u. 
Krit. 1829, p. 139 ff), that the apostle Philip had four 
daughters, and that ver. 9 is an interpolation by one who 
had confounded the apostle with the deacon, is to be rejected, as 
the technical evidence betrays no interpolation, and as at all 
events our narrative, especially as a portion of the account in 
the first person plural, precedes that of Eusebius. — Ouyarepes 
mapdevo] virgin (intactae) daughters. On the adjective rap- 
Oévos, comp. Xen. Mem. i. 5. 2: Ouyarepas mapdevovs, Cyrop. 
iv. 6. 9; Lobeck, ad Aj. 1190. — mpodnt.| who spoke in pro- 
phetic inspiration, had the xapıopa of mpobnreia. See on xi. 27. 
—The whole observation in ver. 9 is an incidental remarkable 
notice, independent of the connection of the history ;* to the 
contents of which, however, on account of its special and 
extraordinary character, the precept in 1 Cor. xiv. 34, 1 Tim. 
ii. 12, is not to be applied; nor yet is any justification of the 
life of nuns to be founded on it, with the Catholics (see Cor- 
nelius a Lapide). Comp. Luke ii. 36. Baumgarten thinks 
that the virginity of the daughters corresponds to the condi- 
tion of the church, which looks forward to her betrothal only 
in the future. This is exegetical trifling.” 

Vv. 10, 11. ’Eripevovrwv] without a subject (see the critical 

the appellation evangelist in the case of Philip tomean, that he had brought the 
Gospel of Matthew into its present form. The evangelists were the oral bearers 
of the gospel before written gospels were in existence. 

1 If this circumstance was meant to be regarded (in accordance with Joel iii. 1 
[ii. 28]) as ‘* a sign of special grace with which the Holy Spirit had honoured this 
church in the unclean Caesarea” (Baumgarten), Luke must of necessity have indi- 
cated this point of view. The suggestion, that we ought to be finding purposes 
everywhere without hint in the text, leads to extravagant arbitrariness. 

2 According to Clem. Al. Strom. vi. 52 (and in Euseb. iii. 30. 1), some of the 
daughters at least were married. 
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remarks) ; Matthiae, § 563 ; Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 271 [E. T. 
316], —"Ayaßos] There is no reason against the assumed 
identity of this person with the one mentioned in xi. 28. 
Luke’s mode of designating him, which does not take account 
of the former mention of him, admits of sufficient explanation 
from the special document giving account of this journey, which, 
composed by himself before his book, did not involve a refer- 
ence to earlier matters, and was left by him just as it was; 
nor did it necessarily require any addition on this point for the 
purpose of setting the reader right. — dpas] he took it up, from 
the ground, or wherever Paul had laid it. — Öncas ... modas] 
as also the old prophets often accompanied their prophecies 
with symbolic actions; Isa. xx.; Jer. xiil.; Ezek. iv.,al. See 

Grotius ; Ewald, Proph. I. p. 38. On the symbol here, comp. 
John xxi. 18. — éavtod] his own; for it was not his girdle, 
but Pauls. This self-binding is to be conceived as consisting 
of two separate acts.— TO wv. T. üy.] whose utterance I, 
namely, as His organ express. 

Vv. 12-14. Oi evromios] the natives (the Christians of 
Caesarea), only here in the N. T., but classical. — ri moıueire 
Kralovtes;| What do ye, that ye weep? Certainly essentially 
the same in sense with Ti xAaiere, but the form of the con- 
ception is different. Comp. Mark xi. 5, also the classical ofov 
mowets with the participle (Heind. ad Plat. Charm. p. 166 C). 
— k. cvvOp. u. T. Kapd.] and break my heart, make me quite 
sorrowful and disconsolate. The ovvbpurreı had actually 
commenced on the part of those assembled, but the firm 
Erolums Exw K.T.X. of the apostle had immediately retained the 
upper hand over the enervating impressions which they felt. 
“Vere incipit actus, sed ob impedimenta caret eventu.” 
Schaefer, ad Eur. Phoen., Pors. 79. Comp. on Rom. ii. 4, 

The verb itself is not preserved elsewhere, yet comp. Opürreıv 
nv wuxnv, and the like,in Plutarch and others. — yap] refers 

_ to the direct sense lying at the foundation of the preceding 
question: “do not weep and break my heart,” for I, I for my 
part, etc. Observe the holy boldness of consciousness in this 
ey. — eis ‘Iepovo.] Having come to Jerusalem. Comp. 
viii, 40. Isaeus, de Dicacog. hered. p. 55: moA&nov, eis ov 
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.. dmoßvjorovo. Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 287 [E. T. 334]. 
imép Tod ov.| See on v. 41, ix. 16. — jovydcaper] we left off 
further address. Comp. xi. 18.— 7. Kupiov] not “ quod Deus 
de te deerevit” (Kuinoel and de Wette, following Chrysostom, 
Calvin, and others), but the will of Christ. The submission 
of his friends expresses itself with reference to the last words 
of the apostle, ver. 13,in which they recognised his conscious- 
ness of the Lord’s will. 

Vv. 15, 16. ’Emiokevao.] after we had equipped ourselves 
(praeparati, Vulg.), made ourselves ready ; 2.e. after we had put 
our goods, clothes, etc., in a proper state for our arrival and 

residence in Jerusalem." The word, occurring here only in the 
N. T., is frequent in Greek writers and in the LXX. Such 
an equipment was required by the feast, and by the inter- 
course which lay before them at the holy seat of the mother 
church and of the apostles. Others arbitrarily, as if dro&uyıa 
stood in the text (Xen. Zell. vii. 2. 18); “sarcinas jJumentis 
imponere,” Grotius.—tdv pabyt.] sc. Tıves. Winer, p. 548 
[E. T. 737]; Buttmann, newt. Gr: p. 138 [E. T. 158]. — 
äyovres Tap @ Eeviodauev Mvac.] who brought us to Mnason, 
with whom we were to lodge in Jerusalem. So correctly Luther. 
The dative Mvac. is not dependent on @yovres (in opposition 
to Knatchbull, Winer, p. 201 [E. T. 268 f.], and Fritzsche, 

Conject. I. p. 42; and see on ii. 33), but to be explained, with 
Grotius, from attraction, so that, when resolved, it is: d&yovres 

mapa Mvacova, tap & Eeviod. See on Rom. iv. 17. Bor- 
nemann, Schol. in Luc. p. 177 (comp. on Rosenmiiller, Repert. 
II. p. 253); Buttmann, p. 244 [E. T. 284]; Dissen, ad 
Dem. de cor. p. 233 f. The participle @yovres indicates what 
they by ovviXd. o. iv not merely wished (infinitive), but 

1 The erroneous reading érocx., though defended by Olshausen, would at most 
admit the explanation : after we had conveyed away our baggage (Polyb. iv. 81.11 ; 
Diod. Sic. xiii. 91; Joseph. Anté. xiv. 16. 2), according to which the travellers, 

in order not to go as pilgrims to the feast at Jerusalem encumbered with much 
luggage, would have sent on their baggage before them. The leaving behind of 
the superfluous baggage at Caesarea (Wolf, Olshausen, and others), or the laying 
aside of things unworthy for their entrance into and residence in Jerusalem 
(Ewald), would be purely imported ideas: Valckenaer, p. 584, well remarks: 

**Putidum est lectiones tam aperte mendosas, ubi verae repertae fuere, in sanc- 
tissimis libris relinqui.” 
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at the same time did: they came with us and brought us, etc. 
See Hermann, ad Viger. p. 773; Bernhardy, p. 477. — Others 
(Vulgate, Erasmus, Castalio, Beza, Calvin, Wolf) take the 

sense of the whole passage to be: adducentes secum apud quem 
hospitaremur Mnasonem. Likewise admitting of justification 
linguistically from the attraction (Kühner, II. 508 ; Valckenaer, 
Schol. I. p. 586; Hermann, ad Soph. El. 643. 681); but then 
we should have to suppose, without any indication in the 
context, that Mnason had been temporarily resident at Caesarea 
precisely at that time when the lodging of the travellers 
in his house at Jerusalem was settled with him.—Nothing 
further is known of Mnason himself. The name is Greek 
(Ael. V. H. iii. 19; Athen. vi p. 264 C, 272 B; Lucian, 
Philops. 22), and probably he was, if not a Gentile Christian, at 
any rate a Hellenist. Looking to the feeling which prevailed 
among the Jewish Christians against Paul (vv. 20, 21), it was 
natural and prudent that he should lodge with such a one, in 
order that he should enter into further relations to the church. 
— apyaim pa0.] So much the more confidently might Paul 
and his companions be entrusted to him. He was a Christian 
from of old (not a veodutos, 1 Tim. iii. 6); whether he had 
already been a Christian from the first Pentecost, or had 
become so, possibly through connection with his countryman 
Barnabas, or in some other manner, cannot be determined. 

Vv. 17-19. Tevon.] having arrived at ; xiii. 5. — of aöeAdor] 
the Christians, to whom we came,—Mnason and others who 

were with him. It was not until the following day, ver. 18, 
that they, with Paul at their head, presented themselves to 

the rulers of the church. Accordingly, there is not to be found 
in this notice, ver. 17, any inconsistency with the dissatis- 
faction towards Paul afterwards reported (Baur) ; and of aöerd. 
is not to be interpreted of the apostles and presbyters (Ruinoel). 
—ovv piv | witnesses to the historical truth of the whole 

narrative down to ver. 26: those who combat it are obliged 
to represent this ovv nuiv as an addition of the compiler, 

who wished “ externally to attach” what follows to the report 
of an eye-witness (Zeller, p. 522). See, in opposition to this 
wretched shift, Ewald, Jahrb. IX. p. 66. — mpös "Iakwßov] 

Meas ee tn 
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the Lord’s brother, xii. 17, xv. 13. Neither Peter nor any 
other of the Twelve can at this time have been present in 

Jerusalem ; otherwise they would have been mentioned here 
and in the sequel of the narrative.' — dv] rovrwv & Usual 
attraction. 

Vv. 20, 21. The body of presbyters—certainly headed by 
its apostolic (Gal. i. 19) chief James as spokesman—recognises 
with thanksgiving to God the merits of Paul in the conversion 
of the Gentiles, but then represents to him at once also his 
critical position toward the Palestinian Jewish-Christians, 
among whom the opinion had spread that he taught all the 
Jews living i in the diac7ropa among the Gentiles, when preach- 
ing his El to them, apostasy from the law of Moses. This 
ation was, according to the principles expressed by Paul in 
his Epistles (see especially Rom., Gal., and 1 Cor.), and 
according to his wisdom in teaching generally, certainly erro- 
neous ; but amidst the tenacious overvaluing of Mosaism on 
the part of the Judaists, ever fomented by the anti-Pauline 
party, it arose very naturally from the doctrine firmly and 
boldly defended by Paul, that the attainment of the Messianic 
salvation was not conditioned by circumcision and the works of 
the law, but purely by faith in Christ. What he had taught by 
way of denying and guarding against the value put on Mosaism 
(so as to secure the necessity of faith), was by the zealous 
Judaists taken up and interpreted as a hostile attack, as a 
direct summons to apostasy from the Mosaic precepts and in- 
stitutions. See Ewald, p. 563 ff., on these relations, and on 
the greatness of the apostle, who ee and in clear 
consciousness of the extreme dangers which ihrehtenel him, 

does not sever the bond with the ee mother-church, but 
presents himself to it, and now again presents himself pre- 
cisely amidst this confluence of the multitude to the feast, like 

Christ on His last entrance to Jerusalem. — @ewpeis] is not, 
with Olshausen, to be referred to the number of the presbyters 

1 Nevertheless, on the part of the Catholics (see Cornelius a Lapide), the 
presence of all the apostles is assumed ; Mary having at that time died, and risen, 
and ascended into heaven. According to other forms of the variously-coloured 
legend, it occurred twelve years after the death of Jesus. See Sepp, p. 68 ff. 
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present, who might represent, as it were, the number of be- 

lievers : for only the presbyters of Jerusalem were assembled with 
James (ver. 18), but to the Judaean Christians themselves 
(Christians of the Jewish land), the view of whose many 
myriads might present itself to Paul at Jerusalem in the great 
multitude of those who were there, especially at the time of 
the feast. — mooaı wupidöes] a hyperbolical expression! of a 
very great indefinable number (comp. Luke xii. 1), the men- 
tion of which was to make the apostle the more inclined to 
the proposal about to be made; hence we are not, with Baur 
(I. p. 230, ed. 2), to understand orthodox Jews as such (believing — 
or unbelieving). The words, according to the correct reading 
(see the critical remarks), import: how many myriads among 
the Jews there are of those who are believing, te. to how 
many myriads those who have become believers among the 
Jews amount. — GAwtal T. vönov] zealous observers and 
champions of the Mosaic law. Comp. Gal. i. 14. — karnyxy- 
Oncav] they have been instructed (Luke i. 4; Acts xviii. 25; 
Rom. ii. 18; 1 Cor. xiv. 19; Gal. vi. 6; Lucian, Asim. 48) 

by Judaistic anti-Pauline teachers. Actual instruction (comp. 
Chrysostom), not generally audierunt (Vulg.), nor bare suspicion 
(Zeller), is expressed. — un mepitéuvew avtods #.T.A.]” accord- 
ing to the notion of commanding, which is implied in Aeyo» ; 
see on xv. 24.— ois Geo] observing the Mosaic customs. 
Comp. Töv vouov duddocwr, ver. 23. The dative is as in ix. 31. 
—The antagonism of Judaism to Paul is in this passage so 
strongly and clearly displayed, that the author, if his book were 
actually the treatise with a set purpose, which it has been 
represented as being, would, in quite an “incomprehensible 
manner, have fallen out of his part. In the case of such a 
cunning inventor of history as the author, according to Baur 
and Zeller, appears to be, the power of historical truth was 
not so great as to extort “against his will” (Baur) such a 
testimony at variance with his design. 

1 But yet, comp. with i. 15, ii. 41, iv. 4, Gal. i. 22, an evidence of the great 

progress which Christianity had thus made in Palestine with the lapse of time. 
2 The Jewish-Christians zealous for the law must thus have continued to 

circumcise the children that came to be born to them, 
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Vy. 22, 23. Ti od» &orı;] What is accordingly the case? 
How lies then the matter? See on 1 Cor. xiv. 15; Rom. iii. 9. 

The answer rodro oincov has the reason for it in the first in- 

stance more precisely assigned by the preliminary remark, wav- 
Tos... €dndvOas: a multitude (of such Jew-Christians) must 
(inevitably will) come together (assemble around thee, to hear thee 
and to observe thy demeanour), for, etc. That James meanta 

. tumultuary concourse, is not stated by the text, and is, on the 

contrary, at variance with the sanguine de? ; but Calvin, Grotius, 
Calovius, and many others erroneously hold that 7Aj@. auverd. 
refers to the convoking of the church, or (so Lange) to the united 
body of the different household-congregations (in that case ro 
mAn0. must at least have been used). — edyny ey. ep’ Eavr.] 
having a vow (xviii. 18) for themselves. This é¢’ &avr@v repre- 
sents the having of the vowas founded on the men’s own wish and 
self-interest, and accordingly exhibits it as a voluntary personal 
vow, in which they were not dependent on third persons. The 
use of eb Eavrwv in the sense of for oneself, at one’s own hand, 
and the like, is a classical one (Xen. Anab. ii. 4.10; Thue. 
v. 67. 1, viii. 8. 11), and very common; Hermann, ad Viger. 
p. 859; Kühner, II. p. 296. A yet more express mode of 
denoting it would be: adroit éf’ éavrav. With this position 
of the vow there could be the less difficulty in Paul’s taking 
it along with them; no interest of any other than the four 
men themselves was concerned in it. Moreover, on account 

of ver. 26, and because the point here concerned a usage ap- 
pointed in the law of Moses (otherwise than at xvi. 18), we 
are to understand a formal temporary Nazarite vow, under- 
taken on some unknown occasion (Num. vi., and see on 
xviii, 18). See on such vows, Keil, Archdol. I. § 67; 
Oehler in Herzog’s Encykl. X. p. 205 ff. 

Ver. 24. These take to thee (bring them into thy fellowship) 
and become with them a Nazarite (dyvicOnts, be consecrated, 

LXX. Num. vi. 3, 8, corresponding to the Hebrew 33), and 
make the expenditure for them (ém’ avrois, on their account, see 
Bernhardy, p. 250), namely, in the costs of the sacrifices to be 
procured (Num. vi. 14 ff.). “More apud Judaeos receptum 

1 x reads 29’ tavray, a gloss substantially correct, 
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erat, et pro insigni pietatis officio habebatur, ut in pauperum 
Nasiraeorum gratiam ditiores sumtus erogarent ad sacrificia, 
quae, dum illi tonderentur, offerre necesse erat,’ Kypke. See 

Joseph. Antt. xix. 6. 1, Bell. ii. 15. 1; Mischn. Nasir ii. 5. 6; 

Wetstein in loc.; also Oehler, l.c. p. 210. The attempt of 
Wieseler, p. 105 ff., and on Gal. p. 589, to explain away the 
taking up of the Nazarite vow on the part of the apostle, is 
entirely contrary to the words, since ayvifeo Gat, in its emphatic 
connection with ovv adrois, can only be understood according 
to the. context of entering into partieipation of the Nazarite 
vow, and not generally of Israelitish purification by virtue of 
presenting sacrifices and visiting the temple, as in John xi. 55. 
— va Evpje.] contains the design of Samay. em’ avr., in order 
that they (after the fulfilment of the legal requirement had 
taken place) might have themselves shorn (and thus be released 
from their vow). The shearing and the burning of the hair 
of the head in the fire of the peace-offering, was the termina- 
tion of the Nazaritic vow. See Num. vi. 18.— Kai yvooortat 
«.TA.] and all shall know: not included in the dependence on 
iva, as in Luke xxii. 30. — dy] as in ver. 19. — oddév Eorı] 
that nothing has a place, is existent, so that all is without 

objective reality. Comp. on xxv. 11.— kat ards] also for thy 
own person, whereby those antinomistic accusations are practi- 
cally refuted. On oroıxeiv, in the sense of conduct of life, 
see on Gal. iv. 25. 

Ver. 25. “ Yet the liberty of the Gentile Christians from the 
Mosaic law remains thereby undiminished ; that is secured by 
our decree” (chap. xv.). The object of this remark is to 
obviate a possible scruple of the apostle as to the adoption of 
the proposal. — els dreoreirauev (see the critical remarks), 
we, on our part, have despatched envoys, after we had resolved 
that they have to observe no such thing (nothing which belongs 
to the category of such legal enactments). The notion of dev 
(see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 753 ff.; Schoem. ad Is. p. 397 f.) 
is implied in the reference of xpivavtes (necessariwm esse cen- 

suimus). Comp. ver. 21.— ei un puddocecbas x.7.d.] except 

that they should guard themselves from, etc. See xv. 28. On 

durdececbal tt or tia, to guard oneself from, comp. 2 Tim. 
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iv. 15; Wisd. i 11; Ecclus. xix. 9 ; Herod. i. 108, vii. 130.— 
This citation of the decree of the apostolic synod told Paul what 
was long since accurately known to him, but was here essentially 
pertinent to the matter. And for Paul himself that portion of 
the contents of the decree which was in itself indifferent was 
important enough, in view of those whose consciences were weak 
(1 Cor. viii. 1 ff.; Rom. xiv. 1 ff.), to make him receive this 
reminiscence of it now without an express reservation of his 
higher and freer standpoint, and of his apostolic indepen- 
dence—a course by which he complied with the öovAevewv 

T® kaip@, Rom. xii. 11. 
Vv. 26, 27. James had made his proposal to Paul—by a 

public observance of a custom, highly esteemed among the 
Jews, and consecrated by Moses, practically to refute the 
accusation in question—in the conviction that the accusation 
was unfounded, and that thus Paul with a good conscience 
(without contradiction of his principles) could accept the pro- 
posal." And Paul with a good conscience accepted it; in 
which case it must be presumed that the four men also did 
not regard the Nazarite vow as a work of justification ;° other- 
wise Paul must at once on principle have rejected the proposal, 
in order not to give countenance to the fundamental error 
(opposed to his teaching) of justification by the law, and not 
to offer resistance to Christ Himself as the end of the law 
(Rom. x. 4). In fact, he must have been altogether convinced 
that the observance of the law was not under dispute, by 
those who regarded him as an opponent of it, in the sense of 
justification by the law; otherwise he would as little have con- 

1 For if James had, in spite of Gal. ii. 9, regarded Paul as a direct adversary 
of Mosaism, he would, on account of what he well knew to be Paul’s deci- 

sion of character, have certainly not proposed a measure which the latter could 
not but have immediately rejected. It remains possible, however, that, though 
not in the case of James himself, yet among a portion of the presbyters there 

was still not complete certainty, and perhaps even different views prevailed 
with regard to what was to be thought of that accusation. In this case, the 
proposal was a test bringing the matter to decisive certainty, which was very 
correctly calculated in view of the moral stedfastness of the apostle’s character. 

2 They were still weak brethren from Judaism, who still clave partially to 
ceremonial observances. - Calvin designates them as novices, with a yet tender 
and not fully formed faith. 
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sented to the proposal made to him as he formerly did to the 
circumcision of Titus; and even the furnishing of explanations 
to guard his action (which Schneckenburger, p. 65, supposes 
that we must assume) would not have sufficed, but would 
rather have stamped his accommodation as a mere empty 
show. Moreover, he was precisely by his internal complete 
freedom from the law in a position, without moral self-offence, 

not only to demean himself as, but really to be, a @uvAdco@v 
Tov vouov, where this duAdoceı was enjoined by love, which 
is the fulfilment of the law in the Christian sense (Rom. xiii. 
8, 10), as here, seeing that his object was—as un dv avTos Umo 
vopov, but as évvouos Xpıioroo—to become to the Jews as 
’Iovöatos, in order to win them (1 Cor. ix. 19 ff). Thus this 
work of the law—although to him it belonged in itself to the 
oTorxeia Tod Koo pov (Gal. iv. 3; Col. ii. 8)—became a form, de- 
termined by the circumstances, of exercising the love that fulfils 
the law, which, however different in its forms, is imperishable 

and the completion of the law (Matt. v.17). The step, to which 
he yielded, stands on the same footing with the circumcision 
of Timothy, which he himself performed (xvi. 3), and is sub- 
ject essentially to the same judgment. The action of the 
apostle, therefore, is neither, with Trip (following van Hengel 
in the Godgeleerd. Bijdrägen, 1859, p. 981 ff.), to be classed as 
a weak and rash obsequiousness (this were indeed to Paul, near 
the very end of his labours, the moral impossibility of a great 
hypocrisy) ; nor, with Thiersch, are we to suppose that he in a 
domain not his own had to follow the direction of the bishop 
(but see Gal. ii. 6); nor, with Baumgarten, II. p. 149, are we 
to judge that he, by here externally manifesting his continued 
recognition of the divine law, “ presents in prospect the ulti- 
mate disappearance of his exceptional standpoint, his thirteenth 
apostleship” (Rom. xi. 25 ff), which there is nothing in the 
text to point to, and against which militates the fact that to 
the apostle his gospel was the absolute truth, and therefore he 
could never have in view a re-establishment of legal customs 
which were to him merely oxida t&v uerAövrwv (Col. ii. 17). 
Not by such imported ideas of interpreters, but by a right esti- 
mate of the free standpoint of the apostle (1 Cor. iii. 21 ff), — 
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and of his love bearing all things, are we prevented from 
regarding his conduct in this passage, with Baur, Zeller, and 

Hausrath, as un-Pauline and the narrative as unhistorical. See, 

on the other hand, Neander, p. 485 ff.; Lekebusch, p. 275 ff. ; 
Schneckenburger in the Stud. wu. Krit. 1855, p. 566 ff. — 
cv avtois ayvıodeis] consecrated with them, i.e. having entered 
into participation of their Nazarite state, which, namely, had 
already lasted in the case of these men for some consider- 
able time, as ver. 23 shows. They did not therefore only 
now commence their Nazarite vow (Neander), but Paul agreed 
to a personal participation in their vow already existing, in 
order, as a joint-bearer, to bring it to a close by taking upon 
himself the whole expense of the offerings. According to 
Nasir i. 3 (comp. Joseph. Bell. ü. 15. 1), a Nazarite vow 
not taken for life lasted at least thirty days; but the subse- 
quent accession of another during the currency of that time 
must at least have been allowed in such a case as this, where 

the person joining bore the expenses. — eioyeı eis T. iep.] 
namely, toward the close of the Nazarite period of these men, 
with which expired the Nazarite term current in pursuance of 
the avy aurois äyvıodeis for himself. — dsayyeAAwv] notifying, 
namely, to the priests (comp. Thue. vii. 73. 4; Herodian, ii. 2. 5; 
Xen. Anab. i. 6. 2), who had to conduct the legally-appointed 
sacrifices (Num, vi. 13 ff.), and then to pronounce release from 
the vow.’ The connection yields this interpretation, not: 
omnibus edicens (Grotius), or (Bornemann) with the help of 
friends spreading the news, which in itself would likewise accord 
with linguistic usage (Luke ix. 60; Rom. ix. 17). — mv 
EXTANPHOLY TOV Nuep. T. üyv.] zc. he gave notice that the vowed 
number of the Nazarite days had quite expired, after which only 
the concluding offering was required. This idea is expressed 
by €s od rpoonvéyxOn «.7.r., which immediately attaches itself 
to Ti ErmAnpwoıv K.7.r.: the fulfilment of the Nazarite days, 
until the offering for each individual was presented by them, so 

1 The compound (internuntiare) is purposely chosen, because Paul with his 
notice acted as internuntius of the four men. Socommonly diayytaacy is used in 
Greek writers, where it signifies to notify, to make known. Comp. also 2 Macc, 
i, 33, 
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that &ws od rpoonvéy On «.r.X. contains an objective more precise 
definition of the exmAnpwoıs added from the standpoint of the 
author : which fulfilment was not earlier than until there was 
brought, etc. Hence, Luke has expressed himself not by the 
optative or subjunctive (comp. xxui. 12), which Lachmann, 
Praef. p. ix., has conjectured, but by the indicatwe aorist (“ the 
fulfilment up to the point that the presentation of the offering 
took place”). Wieseler arbitrarily (comp. already Erasmus, 
Paraph.) makes &ws od dependent on eioyer TO iepov, supply- 
ing “and remained there.’—Observe, further, that in aurwv 
Paul himself is now included, which follows from ody avrois 
üyvıodeis, as well as that Evos Exdotov is added, because it is 
not one offering for all, but a separate offering for each, which 
is to be thought of. — Ver. 27. ai Emra nuepaı] is commonly 
taken as: the seven days, which he up to the concluding sacrifice 
had to spend under the Nazarite vow which he had jointly under- 
taken, so that these days would be the time which had still to 
run for the four men of the duration of their vow. But 
against this may be urged, first, that the ekmAnpwoıs TH np. T. 
ayv., ver. 26, must in that case be the future fulfilment, which 

is not said in the text; and, secondly and decisively, that the ai 

emtTa nu., with the article, would presuppose a mention already 
made of seven days (comp. Judith viii. 15; comp. vii. 30). 
Textually we can only explain it as: the well-known seven days 
required for this purpose, so that it is to be assumed that, 
as regards the presentation of the offerings (according to Num. 
vi 13 ff, very varied in their kind), the interval of a week 
was usual. Incorrect, because entirely dissociated from the 
context, is the view of Wieseler, p. 110, and on Gal. p. 587 
(comp. Beza), that the seven days of the Pentecostal week, of 
which the last was Pentecost itself, are meant. So also 

Baumgarten, and Schaff, p. 243 ff. See, on the other hand, 

Baur in the Zheol. Jahrb. 1849, p. 482 ff, who, however, 

brings out the seven days by the entirely arbitrary and 
groundless apportionment, that for each of the five persons a 
day was appointed for the presentation of his offering, prior 

1 Comp. Erasmus, Paraphrase: ‘‘Totum hoc septem diebus erat peragen- 
dum ; quibus jam paene expletis,” etc. ; also Ewald, p. 571. 
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to which five days we have to reckon one day on which James 
gave the counsel to Paul, and a second on which Paul went 
into the temple. On such a supposition, besides, we cannot 
see why Luke, in reference to what was just said, imép évds 

. €kdorov aur@v, should not have written: ai Eure Nuepaı. — 
oi amo T. ’Acias ’Iovö.] “ Paulus, dum fidelibus (the Jewish- 
Christians) placandis intentus est, in hostium (the unconverted 
Asiatic Jews) furorem incurrit,” Calvin. How often had 
those, who were now at Jerusalem for the feast of Pentecost, 

persecuted Paul already in Asia! —év 76 iep@] To see the 
destroyer of their ancestral religion in the temple, goaded their 
wrath to an outbreak. — ouvexeov] xix. 32. 

Vy. 28, 29. T. romov Todr.] vi. 14.— Erı Te kai "EAAnvas 
K.T.A.] and, besides, he has also (further, in addition thereto) 
brought Greeks (Gentiles) into the temple. As to Te Kat, see on 
xix. 27. That by 70 iepov we have to understand the court 
of the Israelites is self-evident, as the court of the Gentiles 

was accessible to the Greeks (Lightfoot, ad Matth. p. 58 f.). 
—"E)Anvas] the plural of category, which ver. 29 requires; 
so spoken with hostile intent. — Ver. 29 is not to be made 
a parenthesis. —joav yap mpoewpakotes K«.T.A.] there were, 
namely, people, who had before (before they saw the apostle in 
the temple, ver. 27) seen Trophimus in the city with him. Ob- 
serve the correlation in which the rpoewp.” stands with Qeaca- 
pevot, and the Ev 7H more with ev TO icpd on the one hand, 
and with eis 76 iepov on the other. So much the more erro- 
neous is it to change the definite po, before, into an inde- 
finite formerly, which Otto, Pastoralbr. p. 284 ff., dates back 

even four years, namely, to the residence in Jerusalem men- 
tioned in xviii. 22. Beyond doubt the po does not point 
back farther than to the time of the present stay in Jerusalem, 
during which people had seen Trophimus with Paul in the 

* On the screen of which were columns, with the warning in Greek and 
Latin: wh deiv dAACQUAG ivris To &yiov apocıtvaı, Joseph. Bell. v. 5. 2. 

* The = is not local, as in ii. 25 (my former interpretation), but, according 
to the context, temporal. The usus loquendi alone cannot here decide, as it 

may beyond doubt be urged for either view ; see the Lexicons. So also is it 
With zpoidcivy, The Vulgate, Erasmus, Luther, Castalio, Calvin, and others 
neglect the vp entirely. Beza correctly renders : antea viderant. 

ACTS II, (6) 
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city, before they saw the latter in the temple. — Tpodipov tov 
"Edéouov] see xx. 4. Among those, therefore, who accom- 
panied the apostle @ypı tis "Acias, Trophimus must not have 
remained behind in Asia, but must have gone on with the 
apostle to Jerusalem. Comp. on xxvii. 2. — évouifov] The 
particular accusation thus rested on a hasty and mistaken 
inference ; it was an erroneous ‘suspicion expressed as a 
certainty, to which zealotry so easily leads ! — dy évousfov 670] 
comp. John viii. 54. 

Ver. 30. "E&@ tod iepod] in order that the temple enclosure 
might not be defiled with murder; for they wished to put 
Paul to death (ver. 32). Bengel and Baumgarten hold that 
they had wished to prevent him from taking refuge at the 
altar. But the right of asylum legally subsisted only for 
persons guilty of unintentional manslaughter." See Ex. 
xxl. 13, 14; 1 Kings ü. 28 ff Comp. Ewald, Alterth. 
p. 228 f.— ExXeicd.] by the Levites. For the reason why, 
see above. Entirely at variance with the context, Lange, 

apostol. Zeitalt. II. p. 306, holds that the closing of the temple 
intimated the temporary suspension of worship. It referred 
only to Paul, who was not to be allowed again to enter. 

Vv. 31-33. But while they sought to kill him (to beat him 
to death, ver. 32), information came up (to the castle of 
Antonia, bordering on the north-west side of the temple) to 
the tribune of the (Roman) cohort (Claudius Lysias, xxiii. 26). 
On ¢daous, comp. Dem. 793. 16, 1323. 6 ; Pollux, viii. 6. 47 £.; 
Susannah 55; and see Wetstein. — 78 xAudpxo] a simple 
dative, not for pos tov x. See Bornemann and Rosenmüller, 
Repert. II. p. 253.— em’ adbrovs] upon them. On kararpe- 
xew, to run down, comp. Xen. Anab. v. 4. 23, vii. 1. 20. — 

éxéX. SeOjvar] because he took Paul to be an at that time 
notorious insurgent (ver. 38), abandoned to the self-revenge 
of the people. In order, however, to have certainty on the 
spot, he asked (the crowd): ris dy ein kat Ti Estı memomk.] 
who he might be (subjective possibility), and of what he was 
doer (that he had done something, was certain to the inquirer). 

1 Therefore they would hardly suppose that Paul would fly to the altar. 
Besides, they had him sure enough ! 
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Comp. Winer, p. 281 [E. T. 375]; Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. 
i. 3. 14. — eis thy mapewßornv] in castra (see Sturz, Dial. Al. 
p. 30; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 377), we. to the fixed quarters of 
the Roman soldiery, the military barracks of the fortress. So 
xxl. 24, xxiii. 10, 16, 32. 

Vv. 35, 36. "Emi +. avaßadu.] when he came to the stairs 
(leading up to the fortress, Joseph. Bell. Jud. v. 5. 8). See 
examples of the form PaOués, and of the more Attic form 
Bacpos, in Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 324. — ovveßn Baora£. 

aurov] brings forward what took place more markedly than 
the simple eßaoradero. Either the accusative (as here) or 
the nominative may stand with the infinitive. See Stallb. 
ad Plat. Phaed. p. 67 C. — aipe adrov| The same cry of exter- 
mination as in Luke xxiii. 18. Comp. Acts xxii. 22. On 
the plural xpdafovves, see Winer, p. 490 [E. T. 660]. Comp. 
weet 6. 

Vv. 37, 38. Ei &€eore «.7.0.] as in xix. 2; Luke xiv. 3; 
Mark x. 2. “ Modeste alloquitur,’ Bengel. —“EAAnuoti yıro- 
axes] wnderstandest thow Greek? A question of surprise at 
Paul’s having “spoken in Greek. The expression does not 
require the usually assumed supplement of Aare (Neh. 

_ xii. 24), but the adverb belongs directly to the verb yıro- 
okeıs, comp. Xen. Anab. vii. 6. 8, Cyrop. vii. 5. 31: Tods 
Zvpioti ErioTauevovs, comp. Graece nescire in Cic. p. Flacco, 4. 
— ok dpa ov ei x.7.d.] Thou art not then (as I imagined) the 
Egyptian, etc. The emphasis lies on ovx, so that the answer 
would again begin with ov. See Klotz, ad Devar. p.186. Comp. 
Bäunlein, Partik. p.281. Incorrectly, Vulgate, Erasmus, Beza, 

and others: nonne tu es, etc—The Egyptian, for whom the 

tribune had—probably from a mere natural conjecture of his 
own—taken Paul, was a phantastic pseudo-prophet, who in 
the reign of Nero wished to destroy the Roman government 
and led his followers, collected in the wilderness, to the Mount 

of Olives, from which they were to see the walls of the capital 
fall down. Defeated with his followers by the procurator 
Felix, he had taken to flight (Joseph. Bell. ii. 13. 5, Antt. 
xx. 8. 6); and therefore Lysias, in consequence of his remem- 
brance of this event still fresh after the lapse of a consider- 
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able time,’ lighted on the idea that the dreaded enthusiast, now 
returned or drawn forth from his long concealment, had fallen 
into the hands of popular fury. — rerparıoxır.] Joseph. Bell. 
l.c. gives the followers of the Egyptian at tpsopupious ; but this 
is only an apparent inconsistency with our passage, for here 
there is only brought forward a single, specially remarkable 
appearance of the rebel, perhaps the first step which he took 
with his most immediate and most dangerous followers, and 
therefore the reading in Josephus is not to be changed in accord- 
ance with our passage (in opposition to Kuinoel and Olshausen).” 
—How greatly under the worthless Felix the evil of banditia 
(rdv otxapiov, the daggermen, see Suicer, Thes. II. p. 957 : the 
article denotes the class of men) prevailed in Jerusalem and 
Judaea generally, see in Joseph. Antt. xx. 6 £. 

Vv. 39, 40. I am indeed (wév)—not the Egyptian, but—a 
Jew from Tarsus (and so apprehended by thee through being 
confounded with another), yet I pray thee, etc. — avOpwros] 
In his speech to the people Paul used the more honourable 
word avnp (Schaefer, ad Long. p. 408). See xxii. 3. — ovx« 
aonuov] See examples of this litotes in the designation of 
important cities,in Wetstein ad loc. Comp. Jacobs, ad Achill. 

Tat. p. 718. A conscious feeling of patriotism is implied in 
the expression. — xatéo. r. x.] See on xii. 17.— qoddsjs de 
suys yevou.] “Conticuere omnes intentique ora tenebant,” 

Virgil. Aen, ii, 1.— 79 ‘EBp. Siad.] thus not likewise in 
Greek, as in ver. 37, but in the Syro-Chaldaie dialect of the 

country (i. 19), in order, namely, to find a more favourable 
hearing with the people—We may add, that the permission 
to speak granted by the tribune is too readily explainable from 

1 For different combinations with a view to the more exact determination of the 
time of this event, which, however, remains doubtful, see Wieseler, p. 76 ff. ; 

Stölting, Beitr. z. Exegese d. Paul. Br. p. 190 ff. 
2 But there remains in contradiction both with our passage and with the 

rpiewupioss Of Josephus himself, his statement, Antt. xx. 8. 6, that 400 were 

slain and 200 taken prisoners; for in Bell. ii. 13. 5, he informs us that the 

greater part were either captured or slain. But this contradiction is simply 
chargeable to Josephus himself, as the incompatibility of his statements dis- 
closes a historical error, concerning which our passage shows decisively that 
it was committed either in the assertion that the greater part were captured 

or slain, or in the statement of the numbers in Anit. l.c. 
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the unexpected disillusion which he had just experienced, 
ver. 39, to admit of its being urged as a reason against the 
historical character of the speech (Baur, Zeller), just as the 
silence which set in is explainable enough as the effect of sur- 
prise in the case of the mobile vulgus. And if the following 
speech, as regards its contents, does not enter upon the position 
of the speaker towards the law, it was, in presence of the pre- 
judice and passion of the multitude, a very wise procedure 
simply to set forth facts, by which the whole working of the 
apostle is apologetically exhibited. 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

VER. 1. ww] is decided by its attestation. Elz. has viv. — Ver. 2. 
mpooepwvsı] Tisch. Born. read spocpwve?, following D E min. 
Theoph. Oec. Rightly; the Recepta is a mistaken alteration in 
accordance with xxi. 40, from which pwsepdunoev is inserted in G, 
min. — Ver. 3. «&v] is wanting in important witnesses; deleted 
by Lachm. Born. But its non-logical position occasioned the 
omission. — Ver. 9. xa/ zugoSu &ytvovro] is wanting in ABH 8, 
min. and several vss. Deleted by Lachm. But the omission 
is explained by the homoeoteleuton. Had there been interpola- 
tion, &weos from ix. 7 would have been used. — Ver. 12. ciceBjs] 
is wanting in A, Vulg. Condemned by Mill. On the other 
hand, BG H 8, and many min. Chrys. Theophyl. have süraßxg, 
which Lachm. and Tisch. read. The omission of the word is to 
be considered as a mere transcriber’s error; and <iAaBys is to be 
preferred, on account of the preponderance of evidence. — 
Ver. 16. airod] Elz. has rot Kupiov, against decisive attestation. 
An interpretation, for which other witnesses have “Inood. — 
Ver. 20. Zrepdvov] is wanting only in A, 68, and would fall, 
were it not so decidedly attested, to be considered an addition. 
But with this attestation the omission is to be explained by an 
error in copying (SregavOY rOT).— After cuvevdoxdv Elz. has rf 
dvoupéoe: abrod, which, however, is wanting in A B D Ex, 40, 
and some vss., and has come in from viii. 1 (in opposition to 
Reiche, nov. descript. Codd. N. T. p. 28). — Ver. 22. xabjxev] 
Elz. has x«0%xov, supported by Rinck, in opposition to decisive 
testimony. — Ver. 23. dpa] D, Syr. Cassiod. have odpaviv. Re- 
commended by Griesb., adopted by Born. But the evidence is 
too weak, and op. bears the character of a more precise definition 
of dépa.— Ver. 24. eioayeoduı] Elz. has &yeobu, against greatly 
preponderating evidence. EIZ was absorbed by the preceding 
02. «ras is to be read instead of eirwv, according to decisive 
testimony, with Tisch. and Lachm.— Ver. 25. spoérewav] has, 
among the many variations,—zpoérevev (Elz.), xpoereivavro, mpooe- 
reıvav, mpoozreivov, rpooerevev,—the strongest attestation. The change 
of the plural into the singular is explained from the fact that 
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the previous context contains nothing of a number of per- 
sons executing the sentence, and therefore 6 yAiupyos was 
still regarded as the subject. — Ver. 26. Before ri Elz. has épa, 
against A B C EX, min. Vulg. and other vss. So also Born., 
following D G H, min. vss. Chrys. Certainly “ vox innocentis- 
sima” (Born.), but an addition by way of gloss according to 
these preponderating witnesses. — Ver. 30. sapé] Lachm. and 
Born. read ürs, according to A BC E®, min. Theophyl. Oec. 
The weight of evidence decides for is. — After ervozv air. Elz. 
has dad r. deouav. An explanatory addition, against greatly pre- 
ponderating testimony. — Instead of owwerden Elz. has Erden, 
against equally preponderant evidence. How easily might =YN 
be suppressed in consequence of the preceding SEN !— sé rö 
suvédpiov| Elz. has érov rd ouveöp. airév, against decisive evidence, 
although defended by Reiche, /.c. p. 28. 

Vv. 1-3. ’AdeAdol x. marepes] quite a national address; 
comp. on vii. 2. Even Sanhedrists were not wanting in the 
hostile crowd; at least the speaker presupposes their pre- 
sence. — axovoate «.T.r.| hear from me my present defence to 
you. As to the double genitive with dxovew, comp. on John 
xu. 46. — After ver. 1, a pause. — ey» nev] Luke has not at 
the very outset settled the logical arrangement of the sentence, 
and therefore mistakes the correct position of the wev, which 
was appropriate only after yeyevv. Similar examples of the 
deranged position of wév and de often occur in the classics. 
See Bäumlein, Partik. p. 168 ; Winer, p. 520 [E. T. 700]. — 

avateOpappévos . . . voxov] Whether the comma is to be 
placed after tavty (Alberti, Wolf, Griesbach, Heinrichs, 
Kuinoel, Lachmann, Tischendorf, de Wette) or after Tapanujr 
(Calvin, Beza, Castalio, and most of the older commentators, 

Bornemann), is—seeing that the meaning and the progression 
of the speech are the same with either construction — to be 
decided simply by the external structure of the discourse, 
according to which a new element is always introduced by the 
prefixing of a nominative participle: yeyevvnuévos, avaredpay- 
nevos, memaidevuevos: born at Tarsus in Cilicia, but brought 
up in this city (Jerusalem) at the feet of Gamaliel (see on v. 
34), instructed according to the strictness of the ancestral law, 
The latter after the general avateOpapp. «.7.d. brings into 
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relief a special point, and therefore it is not to be affirmed 
that mapa T. 708. Tap. suits only wemad. (de Wette). — mapa 
Tovs .‚modas] a respectful expression (THv moAmv pds TOV 
dvöpa aid® Secxvis, Chrysostom), to be explained from the 
Jewish custom of scholars sitting partly on the floor, partly 
on benches at the feet of their teacher, who sat more ele- 

vated on a chair (Schoettg. in loc.; Bornemann, Schol. in Lue. 
p. 179). The tradition that, until the death of Gamaliel, the 
scholars listened in a standing posture to their teachers 
(Vitringa, Synag. p. 166 f.; Wagenseil, ad Sota, p. 993), even if 
it were the case (but see on Luke ii. 46), cannot be urged 
against this view, as even the standing scholar may be con- 
ceived as being at the feet of his teacher sitting on the elevated 
cathedra (Matt. xxiii. 2; Vitringa, lc. p. 165 f.).— cata äxpiß. 
ToD maTpwov voucv] ie. in accordance with the strictness con- 
tained in (living and ruling in) the ancestral law. The genitive 
depends on axpiß. Erasmus, Castalio, and others connect it 

with wead., held to be used substantively (Hermann, ad Viger. 
p. 777): carefully instructed in the. ancestral law. Much too 
tame, as careful legal instruction is after dvateOp. ... mapa T. 
moo. Tapan. understood of itself, and therefore the progress of 
the speech requires special climactic force. — The sratp@os 
vouos is the law received from the fathers" (comp. xxiv. 14, 
xxviii. 17), ie. the Mosaic law, but not including the precepts 
of the Pharisees, as Kuinoel supposes—which is arbitrarily 
imported. It concerned Paul here only to bring into pro- 
minence the Mosaically orthodox strictness of his training; the 
other specifically Pharisaic element was suggested to the 
hearer by the mention of Gamaliel, but not by Tr. wazp. vomov. 
Paul expresses himself otherwise in Phil. iii. 5 and Gal. i 14. 
— &mrotis imdpy. tod Ocod] so that I was a zealot for God 
(for the cause and glory of God), contains a special cha- 
racteristic definition to werauevuevos . . . vopov. Comp. 

1 Tlarpae piv ra ix rarépwy sis vids Kwpovvra, Ammonius, p. 111. Concerning 

the difference of rarpgios, raérpios, and rarpixts, not always preserved, however, 
and often obscured by interchange in the codd., see Schoemann, ad Js. p. 218 ; 
Maetzn. ad Lycurg. p. 127; Ellendt, Lew. Soph. II. p. 531 f. On warpwos 
vowos, comp. 2 Mace. vi. 1; Joseph. Antt. xii. 3.3; Xen. Hell. ii. 3. 2; Thuc. 
Vill. 76. 6: warpıos vowon 
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Rom. x. 2. “ Uterque locus quiddam ex mimesi habet; nam 
Judaei putabant se tantum tribuere Deo, quantum detraherent 
Jesu Christo,” Bengel. 

Vv. 4, 5. Tavr. 7. 086v] for Christianity was in his case 
the evident cause of the enmity. Comp. on odds, ix. 2, 
xviii. 25, xix. 9, 23.—dyps Oavarov]) Grotius appropriately 
remarks: “quantum scil. in me erat.” It indicates how far 
the intention in the éd(w£a went, namely, even to the bringing 
about of their execution.— 6 dpyvep.] The high priest at the 
time (still living). See on ix. 2.— paptupet] not futurum 
Atticum, but: he is (as the course of the matter necessarily 
involves) my witness. — ka) mäv TO mpeoßvr.] and the whole 
body of the elders, Comp. on Luke xxii. 66, and the yepovoia, 
v. 21.— mpös tods adeAgovs] ic. to the Jews. See ix. 2. 
Bornemann: against the Christians. Paul would in that case 
have entirely forgotten his pre-Christian standpoint, in the 
sense of which he speaks; and the hostile reference of rpös 
must have been suggested by the context, which, however, 
with the simple émior. Seay. pds is not at all here the case. 
— Kal tods éxeice (i.e. eis Aanackov) évtas] also those who were 
thither. Paul conceives them as having come thither (since 
the persecution about Stephen) and so being found there; 
hence exeioe does not stand for éxe? (so still de Wette), but is 
to be explained from a pregnant construction common espe- 
cially with later writers (Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 44; comp. 
1:39, xxi. 3). | 

Vv. 6-11. See on ix. 3-8. Comp. xxvi. 13 fl. i«avov] 
ae. of considerable strength. It was a light of glory (ver. 11) 
dazzling him ; more precisely described in xxvi. 13. — Ver. 10 
GV tetaxtal cor mornoaı] what is appointed to thee to do; by 
whom, is left entirely undetermined. Jesus, who appeared to 
him, does not yet express Himself more precisely, but means: 
by God, ver. 14.— Ver. 11. @s öde ob evéBrerrov] but when I 
beheld not, when sight failed me; he could not open his eyes, 
ver. 13. Comp. on the absolute éu@rérew, Xen. Mem. iii. 
11.10; 2 Chron. xx. 24. 

Vv. 12-15. But Ananias, a religious man according to the 
law, attested (praised, comp. x. 22, vi. 3) by all the Jews resident 
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(in Damascus), thus a mediator, neither hostile to the law 
nor unknown ! — dvaBreov ... aveßAeıra eis alrov] avaBré- 
mew, which may signify as well to look up, as also visum 
recuperare (see on John ix. 11, and Fritzsche, ad Mare. p. 
328), has here (it is otherwise in ix. 17, 18) the former 
meaning, which is evident from eis avtov: look up! and at 
the same hour I looked up to him. We are to conceive the 
apostle as sitting there blind with closed eyelids, and Ananias 
standing before him. — mpoexeıip.] has appointed thee thereto, 
See on iii. 20 ; comp. xxvi. 16. — tdv Sixavov] Jesus, on whom, 
as the righteous (2 Cor. v. 21), the divine will to save (70 
OeAnna abtod) was based. Comp. iii. 14, vii. 52. — rpös mavr. 
av0p.| Direction of the éon wapr., as in xiii. 31: to all men." 

Ver. 16. Ti pérrevs ;] Why tarriest thow? pédrdewv so used 
only here in the N. T.; frequent in the classics. -The ques- 
tion is not one of reproach, but of excitement and encourage- 
ment. — damoAovoaı Tas auapr. cov] let thyself be baptized 
and (thereby) wash away thy sins. Here, too, baptism is that 
by means of which the forgiveness of the sins committed in 
the pre-Christian life takes place” Comp. ii. 38; Eph. v. 26; 
and see on 1 Cor. vi. 11. Calvin inserts saving clauses, in 
order not to allow the grace to be bound to the sacrament. 
As to the purposely-chosen middle forms, comp. on 1 Cor. 
x. 2. — émixan. TO dvopa adtod] Wolf appropriately explains: 
“postquam invocaveris atque ita professus fueris nomen 
Domini (as the Messiah). Id scilicet antecedere olim debebat 
initiationem per baptismum faciendam.” 

Vv. 17, 18. With this the history in ix. 26 is to be com- 
pleted. — cai mpocevyopévov mov] a transition to the genitive 
absolute, independent of the case of the substantive. See 
Bernhardy, p. 474; Kühner, $ 681; Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. 
p. 518 A.— ékotdce] see on x.10. The opposite: yiveodaı 
ev éavT@, xii. 11. Regarding the non-identity of this ecstasy 
with 2 Cor. xiii. 2 ff, see in loc.— ov mapadeé. o. T. papr. 

1 That is, according to the popular expression: before all the world. Fre- 
quently so in Isocrates. See Bremi, ad Panegyr. 23, p. 28. But the universal 

destination of the apostle is implied therein. Comp. ver. 21. 
® Comp. the Homeric éroavumaiverdas, Il. i. 113 f., and Nägelsbach in loc. 
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epi €uov] mept Ewod is most naturally to be attached to r. 
papTup., as waptupeiv rept is quite usual (very often in John). 
Winer, p. 130 [E. T. 172], connects it with mapad. Observe 
the order: thy witness of me. 

Vv. 19-21. “I interposed by way of objection’ the contrast, 
in which my working for Christianity (my paptupia) would 
appear toward my former hostile working? (which contrast 
could not but prove the truth and power of my conversion 
and promote the acceptance of my testimony), and (ver. 21) 
—Christ repeated His injunction to depart, which He further 
specially confirmed by örı éy@ eis Edvn pwaxpav é€arroot. ce.” 
“ Commemorat hoc Judaeis Paulus, ut eis declararet summum 

amorem, quo apud eos cupivit manere iisque praedicare ; quod 
ergo iis relictis ad gentes iverit, non ex swo voto, sed Dei 
jussu compulsum fuisse,” Calovius. — adroit Emior.] is neces- 
sarily to be referred to the subject of mapaöe&ovraı, ver. 18, to 
the Jews in Jerusalem, not to the foreign Jews (Heinrichs). — 
FRG 5 OP \ oP . eyo numv «.T.r.| I was there, etc. — kat avtos] et ipse, as well 
as other hostile persons. On ouvevdox., comp. viii. 1.— 
Ver. 21. éy#] with strong emphasis. Paul has to confide in 
and obey this 2. — e&aroorteA@] This promised future sending 
forth ensued at xiii. 2, and how effectively! see Rom. xv. 19. 

— eis €@vn] among Gentiles. 
Ver. 22. "Ayps tovrov tod Aöyov] namely, ver. 21, eiwe 

Mmpos me‘ mopevov, OTe eis EOvn paxp. E&amoor. oe. This ex- 
pression inflamed the jealousy of the children of Abraham in 
their pride and contempt of the Gentiles, all the more that 
it appeared only to confirm the accusation in xxi. 28. It 
cannot therefore surprise us that the continuation of the 

1 Ewald, p. 438, understands ver. 19 f. not as an objection, but as assenting : 
‘*however humanly intelligible it might strictly be, that the Jews would not 
hear him.” But the extraordinary revelation in itself most naturally presup- 
poses in Paul a human conception deviating from the intimation contained in it, 
to which the heavenly call runs counter, as often also with the prophets (Moses, 
Jeremiah, etc.), the divine intimation encounters human scruples. If, more- 
over, the words here were meant as assenting, we should necessarily expect a 
hint of it in the expression (such as: vai, xvpis), 

2 In which I was engaged in bringing believers to prison (pvaaxiZ., Wisd. 
xviii. 4), and in scourging them (Matt. x. 17), now in this synagogue, and now 
in that (xara r&s euvay.). Comp. xxvi. 11. 
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speech was here rendered impossible, just as the speech 
of Stephen and that of Paul at the Areopagus was broken 
off on analogous occasions of offence (which Baur makes 
use of against its historical character). — od yap kaßnkev 
K.T.r.| for it was not fit that he should remain in life; he 
ought not to have been protected in his life, when we designed 
to put him to death (xxi. 31). Comp. Wimer, p. 265 
[E. T. 352]. 

Ver. 23. They cast off their clothes, and hurled dust ın the 
air (as a symbol of throwing stones)—both as the signal of 
a rage ready and eager personally to execute the alpe dao Tijs 
yhs Tov TotovTov! The objection of de Wette, that in fact 
Paul was in the power of the tribune, counts for nothing, as 
the gesture of the people was only a demonstration of their 
own vehement desire. Chrysostom took it, unsuitably as re- 
gards the sense and the words, of shaking out their garments 
(Ta inarıa Ektivaooovres Kkovioprov EBaAov date YaheTwTEpaV 
ıyeveodaı Ty oTacıv TOTO moLodeww, 7) Kal PoRoat BovAöwevor 
Tov äpxovra). Wetstein, Heinrichs, Kuinoel, Hackett, and 
others explain it of waving their garments, by which means 
those at a distance signified their assent to the murderous 
exclamations of those standing near; and the throwing of the 
dust at all was only signum tumultus. But the text contains 
nothing of a distinction between those standing near and those 
at a distance, and hence this view arbitrarily mutilates and 
weakens the unity and life of the scene. The fizz. 7. inar. 
is not to be explained from the waving of garments in Lucian, 
de saltat. 83 (but see the emendation of the passage in Bast, 
ad Aristaenet. epp. p. 580, ed. Boisson.) ; Ovid, Amor. iii. 2. 74 
(when it is a token of approbation, see Wetstein) ; but—in 
connection with the cry of extermination that had just gone 
before—from the laying aside of their garments with a view to 
the stoning (ver. 20, vii. 58), to which, as was well known, the 
Jews were much inclined (v. 26, xiv. 19; John x. 31 ff). 
On pirrev ra iuar., comp. Plat. Rep. p. 473 E; Xen. Anab. 
1.9458. 

Ver. 24. It is unnecessarily assumed by Heinrichs, Kuinoel, 
and de Wette that thetribune did not understand the Hebrew 
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address. But the tumult, only renewed and increased by it, 
appeared to him to presuppose some secret crime. He 
therefore orders the prisoner to be brought into the barracks, 
with the command eiwas (see Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 236 f. 
[E. T. 275]), to examine him by the application of scourging 
(averabeodaı, Susannah 14, Judg. vi. 29, not preserved in Greek 
writers, who have é£erdfeo@ar), in order to know on account of 
what offence (xiii. 28, xxiii, 28, xxv. 18, xxviii. 18) they so 
shouted to him (to Paul, comp. xxiii. 18). — av7@] for the crying 
and shouting were a hostile reply to him, vv. 22,23. On émid, 
tut, comp. Plut. Pomp. 4. Bengel well remarks: “ acclamare 
dicuntur auditores verba facienti” Comp. xii. 22; Luke 
xxiii, 21; 3 Mace. vii. 13.— Moreover, it was contrary to 
the Roman criminal law for the tribune to begin the inves- 
tigation with a view to bring out a confession by way of 
torture (L. 1, D. 48. 18), not to mention that here it was 
not a slave who was to be questioned (L. 8, ibid.). As in 
the case of Jesus (John xix. 1), it was perhaps here also 
the contentment of the people that was intended. Comp. 
Chrysostom: dmAd@s 7h éEovcia xpäaraı (the tribune), «al 
Erelvoıs Tpos Xapıv Trou’... dws mavoeıe Tov Ereivwv Oupov 
ddıkov dvTa. | 

Vv. 25-27. ’Ns &é mpoereıvav adtov tois inao.] But when 
they had stretched him before the thongs. Those who were to 
be scourged were bound and stretched on a stake. Thus 
they formed the object stretched out before the thongs (the 
scourge consisting of thongs, comp. bubuli cottabi, Plaut. Trin. 
iv. 3. 4). Comp. Beza: “ quum autem eum distendissent loris 
(caedendum).” On (uds of the leathern whip, comp. already 
Hom. Jl. xxiii. 363; Anthol. vi. 194; Artemidor. ii. 53. 
The subject of mpoér. is those charged with the execution 
of the punishment, the Roman soldiers. Following Henry 
Stephanus, most expositors (among them Grotius, Homberg, 
Loesner, Heinrichs, Kuinoel, Olshausen) take zpoteivew as 

equivalent to mpoBddrew (Zonaras: mpoteivovow' dvri Tod 
mporideaoı Kal mpoßaAAovraı): cum loris eum obtulissent s. 
tradidissent. But mporeiveıv never means simply tradere, 
but always to stretch before, to hold before, sometimes in the 
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literal, sometimes in a figurative’ sense. But here the context, 
treating of a scourging, quite demands the entirely literal 
rendering. Others take rois (ua@ow instrumentally (comp. 
Vulg.: “cum adstrinwissent eum loris”), of the thongs with 
which the delinquent was ecther merely bound (Erasmus, Castalio, 
Calvin, de Dieu, Hammond, Bengel, Michaelis, also Luther), 

or, along with that, was placed in a suspended position (Scaliger, 
Ep. ii. 146, p. 362). But in both cases not only would rois 
iwaow be a very unnecessary statement, but also the rpo in 
mpoér. would be without reference; and scourging in a sus- 
pended position was not a usual, but an extraordinary and 
ageravated, mode of treatment, which would therefore neces- 
sarily have been here definitely noted. — ei dvOp. ‘Pop. x. 
axataxp. «.7.r.] See on xvi. 37. The problematic form of 
interrogation: whether, etc. (comp. on i. 6), has here a dash of 
irony, from the sense of right so roughly wounded. The xai 
is: in addition thereto. Avo Ta EyrAnuara‘ Kal TO dvev AOyou 
kal T0 ‘Pwpaiov övra, Chrysostom. On the non-use of the right 
of citizenship at Philippi, see on xvi. 23.— Ver. 27. Thou 
art a Roman? A question of surprise, with the emphatic 
contemptuous at. 
Vv. 28, 29. ’Ey® moXAod Kedar. x.7..] The tribune, to 

whom it was known that a native of Tarsus had not, as such, 

the right of citizenship, thinks that Paul must probably have 
come to it by purchase, and yet for this the arrested Cilician 
appears to him too poor. With the sale of citizenship, it was 
sought at that time (Dio Cass. lx. 17)—by an often ridiculed 
abuse—to fill the imperial chest. Comp. Wetstein and Jacobs, 
ad Del. Epigr. p. 177.—See examples of xebaraıov, capital, 
sum of money,—as to the use of which in ancient Greek (Plat. 
Legg. v. p. 742 C) Beza was mistaken—in Kypke, II. p. 116. 
— eyo de Kalb yeyévynuat] But I am even so (Kat) born, namely, 
as ‘Pwpaios, so that my moXıTela, as hereditary, is even yevvato- 
repa! a bold answer, which did not fail to make its impression. 

1 For example, of the holding forth or offering of conditions, of a gain, of 
money, of the hand, of friendship, of a hope, of an enjoyment, and the like, 
also of pretexts. See Bornemann, Schol. in Luc. p. 181 f. ; Valckenaer, ad 
Callim. fragm. p. 224. 
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— kal 6 yin. de eboß.] and the tribune also was afraid. On 
Kat... O¢, atque etiam, see on John vi. 51. “ Facinus est, 
vinciri civem Romanum; scelus, verberari; prope parricidium 
necari,” Cic. Verr. v.66. Comp. on xvi. 37. And the bind- 
ing had taken place with arbitrary violence before any examina- 
tion! It is otherwise xxiv. 27, xxvi. 29. See on these two 

passages. Therefore dedexws, which evidently points to xxi. 33, 
is not to be referred, with Böttger, Beitr. II. p. 6, to the bind- 

ing with a view to scourging (on account of ver. 30); nor, with 

de Wette, is the statement of the fear of the tribune to be 

traced back to an error of the reporter, or at all to be 
removed by conjectural emendation (Rinck: dedapxws). And 
that Paul was still bound after the hearing (xxiii. 18), was 
precisely after the hearing and after the occurrences in it in 
due order. See Böttger, l.c.; Wieseler, p. 377.— kai dru] 
dependent on épo8.: and because he was in the position of 
having bound him. 

Ver. 30. To ri xatny. mapa r. *Iovd.] is an epexegetical 
definition of 76 aodanés. The article, as in iv. 21. The vi 
is nominative. Comp. Thue. i. 95. 2: adıria moAAN KaTn- 
yopeito aurod vmo av “EAXAjvav, Soph. O. R. 529. — &Avoev 
aurov] Lysias did not immediately, when he learned the 
citizenship of Paul, order him to be loosed, but only on the 

following day, when he placed him before the chief priests 
and in general the whole Sanhedrim (rods apxıepeis Kat mau 
To ovveöp., comp. Matt. xxvi. 59; Mark xiv. 55). This was 
quite the proceeding of a haughty consistency, according to 
which the Roman, notwithstanding the é¢o@76, could not 
prevail upon himself to expose his mistake by an immediate 
release of the Jew. Enough, that he ordered them to refrain 
from the scourging not yet begun; the binding had at once 
taken place, and so he left him bound until the next day, when 
the publicity of the further proceedings no longer permitted 
it. Kuinoel’s view, that &Avoev refers to the releasing from 
the custodia militaris, in which the tribune had commanded 

the apostle to be placed (bound with a chain to a soldier) 

1 During imprisonment preparatory to trial binding was legally admissible, so 
far as it was connected with the cusiodia militaris. 
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after the assurance that he was a Roman citizen, is an arbi- 

trary idea forced on the text, as &Avoev necessarily points 
back to dedex@s, ver. 29 (and this to xxi, 33). — karayayav] 
from the castle of Antonia down to the couneil-room of the 

Sanhedrim.” Comp. xxiii. 10. 
1 See also Wieseler, Beitr. z Würdig. d. Ev. p. 211. 
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CHAPTER «XX ITT, 

VER. 6. viig Dapısaiav] approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. 
Tisch. Born., according to ABC &, min. Syr. Vulg. Tert. But 
Elz. and Scholz have viös @apisaiov. The sing. was inserted, 
because people thought only of the relation of the son to the 
father. — Ver. 7. Audrgjouvrog] Lachm. reads efrévros, only accord- 
ing toA E 8, min. — ray 3add.] The article is to be deleted with 
Lachm. Tisch. Born. on preponderating evidence. — Ver. 9. oi 
ypupuareis rou wepous rav Dapıc.] A E, min. Copt. Vulg. have rw:s 
ray Dapıo., so Lachm. But BCX, min. vss. and Fathers have 
rues Tov ypammartuv rod ip. vr. Dapıc.; SO Born. Lastly, G H, 

min. Aeth. Oec. have ypauuareis rod wép. r. Dapic.; so Tisch. At 
all events, rwes is thus so strongly attested that it must be 
regarded as genuine. It was very easily passed over after dvac- 
rdyres. But with rwes the genitive rav ypawmar. x.7.A. originally 
went together, so that the omission of rné¢ drew after it the 
conversion of réiv ypuymar. into ypauwareis (Tisch.) and of ypau- 
wareis (Elz.). The reading of Lachm. is an abbreviation, either 
accidental (from homoeoteleuton) or intentional (from the dele- 
tion of the intervening words superfluous in themselves). We 
have accordingly, with Born., to read: rig rav ypapmaréwy rod 
pep. rav Dapio— After äyysros Elz. has, against greatly prepon- 
derating testimony, #9 deowayvauer, Which was already rejected 
by Erasm. and Mill as an addition from v. 39, and, following 
Griesb., by all the more recent editors (except Reiche, /.c., p. 28). 
— Ver. 10. siraßndeis] Preponderant witnesses have indeed 
ooßndeis, which Griesb. has recommended and Lachm. adopted ; 
but how easily was the quite familiar word very early substituted 
for <bAa@., which does not elsewhere occur in that sense in the 
N. T.!— Ver. 11. After éépoe: Elz. has Matas, in opposition to A 
BC*E &,min. vss. Theophyl. Oec. Cassiod. Ambrosiast. An addi- 
tion for the sake of completeness. Ver. 12. cvorpopay of "Iovdaio] 
Elz. Rinck read rig ray’ Toudatwy ovorp., in opposition to A BCE 8, 
min. Copt. Syr. p. Aeth. Arm. Chrys. Occasioned by ver. 13. 
— Ver. 13. romodwsvor-is to be read instead of semomxores, with 
Lachm. Tisch. Born., on decisive testimony. — Ver. 15. After 

ACTS I. P 
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érws Elz. has aipiov. An addition from ver. 20, against decisive 
evidence. — pig üwäs] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read eis iués, follow- 
ing AB Ex, lo“ Sahid. Rightly; zpés is the more usual. — 
Ver. 16. ry Bear] B G H, min. Chrys. Theophyl. Oec. have »ö 
évedpov, Which Griesb. and Rinck have recommended, and Tisch. 
and Born. (not Lachm.) have adopted. But the preponderance 
of the Codd. is in favour of rau évédpav. The neuter was known 
to the transcribers from the LXX., therefore the two forms 
might easily be interchanged. — Ver. 20. méAdovrec| Lachm. 
Tisch. Born. read w&rAw, after A BE, min. Copt. Aeth. The 
very weakly attested Zecepta is from ver. 15. N* has médroy, 
N** werAdvrwv. — Ver. 25. epitxovoav] Lachm. Born. read éxoucuy, 
according to BE, min. Neglect of the (not essential) com- 

- pound. — Ver. 27. «öröv] is wanting in A BEX, min. Chrys. 
Oec. Deleted by Lachm. and Born. But how easily was the 
quite unessential word passed over! — Ver. 30. wéddrcw eocodous] 
Lachm. Born. have only ceca, according to A B E 8, min. 
But the future infinitive made wédazwv appear as superfluous ; 
there existed no reason for its being added—After éoecdas Elz. 
Scholz have id rév *Iovdaiwy, which is deleted according to pre- 
ponderant evidence as a supplementary addition. ‘Instead of 
it, Lachm. and Born. have ¢& airav (with the omission of 2Zaurjs), 
following A E s, min. vss. But é& airav is also to be regarded 
as a marginal supplement (as the originators of the éSovaq are 
not mentioned), which therefore displaced the original éZaurijs. 
—The conclusion of the letter !?iwoo is wanting in A B 13, 
Copt. Aeth. Sahid. Vulg. ms. Deleted by Lachm. Tisch. Born. ; 
and rightly, as it is evidently an addition from xv. 29, from which 
passage H, min. have even ¢ffwodec.— Ver. 34. After dvayv. dé 
Elz. has 6 yysuw, against decisive testimony. — Ver. 35. éxéAcusé 
re] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read nercvous, after A BE x** (n* has 
xerevouvros), min. Syr. p. The Recepta is a stylistic emendation. 

Vv. 1, 2. Paul, with the free and firm look (atevicas 76 

ovveöp.) in which his good conscience is reflected, commences 
an address in his own defence to the Sanhedrim, and that in 

such a way as—without any special testimony of respect 
(comp. iv. 8, vii. 2) for the sacred court, and with perfect 
freedom of apostolic self-reliance (which is recognisable in the 
simple dvdpes a5edpol)—to appeal first of all to the pure self- 
consciousness of his working as consecrated to God. The 
proud and brutal (Joseph. Antt. xx. 8 f.) high priest sees in 
this nothing but insolent presumption, and makes him be 
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stopped by a blow on the mouth from the continuance of such 
discourse. — mdon ovveıd. ay.] with every good conscience, so 
that in every case I had a good conscience, £.e. agreeing with 
the divine will (1 Tim. i. 5, 19; 1 Pet. iii. 16). Comp. on 
xx. 19.—-Im the ey® at the commencement is implied a moral 
self-consciousness of rectitude. — meroXirevuaı TO Ocw] I have 
administered (and still administer, perfect) mine office for God, 
in the service of God (Rom. i. 9); dative of destination. He 
thus designates his apostolic office in its relation to the divine 
polity of the church; see on Phil. i. 27.— 0 6€ dpysepeds 
"Avavias] Ver. 4 proves that this (see Krebs, Obss. Flav. p. 
244 ff.) was the high priest actually discharging the duties of 
the office at the time. He was the son of Nebedaeus (Joseph. 
Antt. xx. 5. 2), the successor of Joseph the son of Camydus 
(Antt. xx. 1. 3, 5. 2), and the predecessor of Ishmael the son of 

Phabi (Anit. xx. 8. 8, 11). He had been sent to Rome by 
Quadratus, the predecessor of Felix, to answer for himself before 

the Emperor Claudius (Antt. xx. 6. 2, Bell. 11. 12. 6) ; he must 
not, however, have thereby lost his office, but must have con- 

tinued in it after his return. See Anger, de temp. rat. p. 92 ff. 
As ver. 4 permits for o apxıep. only the strict signification of 
the high priest performing the duties, and not that of one of 
the plurality of äpxuepeis,' and as the deposition of Ananias 
is a mere supposition, the opinion defended since the time of 
Lightfoot, p. 119 (comp. ad Joh. p. 1077), by several more 
recent expositors (particularly Michaelis, Eichhorn, Kuinoel, 
Hildebrand, Hemsen), is to be rejected,—namely, that Ananias, 

deposed from the time of his suit at Rome, had at this time 
only temporarily administered (usurped) the office during an 
interregnum which took place between his successor Jonathan 
and the latter’s successor Ishmael. Against this view it is . 
specially to be borne in mind, that the successor of Ananias 
was Ishmael, and not Jonathan (who had been at an earlier 
period high priest, Joseph. Antt. xviii. 4. 3, 5. 3); for in the 
alleged probative passages (Antt. xx. 8. 5, Bell. ii. 13. 3), 
where the murder of the dpysepevs Jonathan is recorded, this 

1 In opposition to van Hengel in the Godgel. Bijdrag. 1862, p. 1001 ff., and 
Trip, p. 251 ff. 
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apxvep. is to be taken in the well-known wider titular sense. 
Lastly, Basnage (ad an. 56, $ 24) quite arbitrarily holds that at 
this time Ishmael was already high priest, but was absent from - 
the hastily (?) assembled Sanhedrim, and therefore was repre- 
sented by the highly respected (Antt. xx. 9. 2) Ananias. — 
rois mapeot. avTd] to those who (as officers in attendance on 
the court) stood beside him, Luke xix. 24. — timt. abrod TO 
oT.] to smite him on the mouth. Comp. as to the aurod 
placed first, on John ix. 15, xi. 32, al. 

Ver. 3. The words contain truth freely expressed in righteous 
apostolic indignation, and require no excuse, but carry in them- 
selves (kat od xaOy &.r.X.) their own justification. Yet here, 
in comparison with the calm meekness and self-renunciation 
of Jesus (John xviii. 22; comp. Matt. v. 39), the ebullition 
of a vehement temperament is not to be mistaken. — rÜrreıv! 
ae wédret 6 Oeos is not to be understood as an imprecation 
(Camerarius, Bolten, Kuinoel), but—for which the categorical 

pérXev is decisive—as a prophetic announcement of future certain 
retribution ; although it would be arbitrary withal to assume 
that Paul must have been precisely aware of the destruction 
of Ananias as it afterwards in point of fact occurred (he 
was murdered in the Jewish war by sicarli, Joseph. Bell. 
ii. 17. 9). — Toixe xexov.] figurative designation of the hypo- 
crite, inasmuch as he, with his concealed wickedness, resembles 

a wall beautifully whitened without, but composed of rotten 
materials within. See Senec. de provid. 6; Hp.115; Suicer, 

Thes. II. p. 144. Comp. Matt. xxiii. 27.— kai ov] thou too, 
even thou, who yet as hich priest shouldest have administered 
thine office quite otherwise than at such variance with its 

nature. — xpivov] comprises the official capacity, in which the 
high priest sits there; hence it is not, with Kuinoel, to be 

taken in a future sense, nor, with Henry Stephanus, Pricaeus, 
and Valckenaer, to be accented xpwav. The classical mapa- 

1 Observe the prefixing of the rörr:w, which returns the blow just received in 
a higher sense on the high priest. That the command of the high priest was 
not executed (Baumgarten, Trip), is an entirely arbitrary assumption. Luke 
would have mentioned it, because otherwise the reader could not but understand 

the execution as having ensucd. 

od 
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voneiv, to act contrary to the law, is not elsewhere found in the 
NT. 

Vv. 4, 5. Iapeotates] as in ver. 2.— Tov äpxıep. T. 
@cod] the holy man, who is God’s organ and minister. — ovx« 
Mdeww K.7.r.| I knew not that he is high priest. It is absolutely 
incredible that Paul was really ignorant of this, as Chrysostom,’ 
Oecumenius, Lyra, Beza, Clarius, Cornelius a Lapide, Calovius, 

Deyling, Wolf, Michaelis, Sepp, and others (comp. also Ewald, 

Holtzmann, p. 684, Trip) assume under various modifications. 
For, although after so long an absence from Jerusalem he 
might not have known the person of the high priest (whose 
office at that time frequently changed its occupants) by sight, yet 
he was much too familiar with the arrangements of the San- 
hedrim not to have known the high priest by his very activity 
in directing it, by his seat, by his official dress, etc. The 
contrary would only be credible in the event of Ananias not 
having been the real high priest, or of a vacancy in the office 
having at that time taken place (but see on ver. 2), or of such 
a vacancy having been erroneously assumed by the apostle, 
or of the sitting having been an irregular one,—not at least 
superintended by the high priest, and perhaps not held in the 
usual council-chamber,—which, however, after xxii. 30, is the 

less to be assumed, seeing that the assembly, expressly com- 
manded by the tribune, and at which he himself was present 
(ver. 10), was certainly opened in proper form, and was only 
afterwards thrown into confusion by the further sagacious 
conduct of the apostle (ver. 6 ff.). Entirely in keeping, on 
the other hand, with the irritated frame of Paul, is the 

iromical mode of taking it (rives already in Chrysostom, further, 
Calvin, Camerarius, Lorinus in Calovius, Marnixius in Wolf, 

Thiess, Heinrichs ; comp. also Grotius), according to which he 
bitterly enough (and ddeAgot makes the irony only the more 

! Rejecting the ironical view, Chrysostom says: xai cQsdpa weilouau, mn cidevacs 
ebröv, Ges üpagıspeüs tori Dice manpod piv twaverdovra ypovov, wn cuyyivemevoy Ot auvexgas 

"Iovöwios, opavera dt xal ixcivoy iv Ta meow mite WoAAwY Kal Exépuy. 

2 This hypothesis cannot be accepted, as Paul had already been for so many 
days in Jerusalem ; therefore the interpretation of Beelen : ‘‘je ne savais pas, 
quil y eit un souverain Pontife,” is a very unfortunate expedient. äpxısp. did 
not require the article any more than in John xviii. 13, xi. 49, 51. 
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sharp) veils in these words the thought: “a man, who shows 
himself so unholy and vulgar, I could not at all regard as the 
high priest.” Comp. Erasmus! What an appropriate and 
cutting defence against the reproach, ver. 4! It implies 
that he was obliged to regard an dpxıepevs, who had acted. so 
unworthily, as an ov« apxıepeivs (2 Mace. iv. 13)., Others, 
against linguistic usage (comp. on vii. 18), have endeavoured 
to alter the meaning of ov« 75a, either : non agnosco (so, with 
various suggestions, Cyprian, Augustine, Beda, Piscator, Light- 

foot, Keuchen, and others), or non reputabam (so Simon Epis- 
copius, Limborch, Wetstein, Bengel, Morus, Stolz, Kuinoel, 

Olshausen, and others, also Neander), so that Paul would thus 

confess that his conduct was rash. This confession would be 
a foolish one, inconsistent with the strong and clear mind of 
the apostle in a critical situation, and simply compromising 
him. Baumgarten has the correct view, but will not admit 
the irony. But this must be admitted, as Paul does not say 
ovx &yvov, or the like; and there exists a holy irony. Lange, 
apost. Zeitalt. II. p. 314, imports ideas into the passage, and 
twists it thus: “ Just because it is written, Thou shalt not curse 

the ruler of thy people, and YE have cursed the high priest of our 
people (Christ), for that reason I knew not that this is a high 
priest.” Zeller understands the words (left by de Wette 
without definite explanation) as an actual untruth, which, 
however, is only put into the mouth of the apostle by the 
narrator. But such a fiction, which, according to the naked 
meaning of the words, would have put a lie into the mouth 
of the holy apostle, is least of all to be imputed to a maker 
of history. The exceptionableness of the expression helps to 
warrant the certainty of its originality. — yeyparraı yap] 
gives the reason of ov« 7oew. In consequence, namely, 
of the scriptural prohibition quoted, Paul would not have 
spoken kax@s against the high priest, had not the case of the 
ovx new occurred (by the conduct of the man!). The passage 
itself is Ex. xxii. 28, closely after the LXX.: a ruler of thy 

1 Baur also, I. p. 237, ed. 2, recognises the admissibility of no other view 

than the ironical ; but even thus he sees in it an element of the unworthiness of 

the (fictitious) story. 
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people thow shalt (future, see on Matt. i. 21) not revile = Kaxo- 
Novelty, xix. 9. The opposite: ed eimelv, to praise, ed Acyeıv, 
Hom. Od. i. 302; Xen. Mem. ü. 3. 8. The senarian metre in 

our passage is accidental (Winer, p. 595 [E. T. 798]). 
Vv. 6, 7. Whether the irony of ver. 5 was understood by 

the Sanhedrists or not, Paul at all events now knew that here a 

plain and straightforward defence, such as he had begun (ver. 1), 
was quite out of place. With great presence of mind and 
prudence he forthwith resorts to a means—all the more effec- 
tual in the excited state of their minds—of bringing the two 
parties, well known to him in the council, into collision with one 
another, and thereby for the time disposing the more numerous 
party, that of the Pharisees, in favour of his person and cause. 
He did not certainly, from his knowledge of Pharisaism and 
from his previous experiences, conceive to himself the pos- 
sibility of an actual “internal crisis” among the Pharisees 
(Baumgarten); but by the enlisting of their sectarian interests, 
and preventing their co-operation with the Sadducees, much was 
gained in the present position of affairs, especially in presence 
of the tribune, for Paul and his work.— ev 7@ cuvedp.] so 
that he thus did not direct this exclamation (&xpa£ev) to any 
definite individuals. — éy@ Bapıc. ein, vios Papic.] ü.e. I for 
my part am a Pharisee, a born Pharisee. The plural Bapı- 
caiwy refers to his male ancestors (father, grandfather, and 

perhaps still further back), not, as Grotius thinks, to his father 
and mother, as the mother here, where the sect was concerned, 

could not be taken into account (it is otherwise with Phil. iii. 5, 
é& ‘“EBp.). We may add, that Paul’s still affirming of him-. 
self the Bapıoatov eivaı is as little untrue as Phil. iii. 5 (in 
opposition to Zeller. He designates himself as a Jew, who, 
as such, belonged to no other than the religious society of the 
Pharisees ; and particularly in the doctrine of the resurrection, 
Paul, as a Christian, continued to defend the confession of the 

Pharisees (in opposition to all Sadduceeism) according to its 
truth confirmed ip the case of Christ Himself (iv. 1 f). 
His contending against the legal righteousness, hypocrisy, etc., 
of the Pharisees, and his consequent labouring in an anti- 
Pharisaical sense, were directed not against the sect in itself, but 
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against its moral and other perversions. Designated a Jew, 
Paul still remained what he was from his birth, a Pharisee, 

and as such an orthodox Jew, in contrast to Sadducean 

naturalism. — repi EX. kal dvaor. vexp. éy@ Kpiv.] on account 
of hope, etc.; hope and (and indeed, as regards its object) 
resurrection of the dead it is, on account of which I (éyo 
has the emphasis of the aroused consciousness of unjust treat- 
ment) am called in question. Comp. xxiv. 15, xxvi. 6-8. 
As the accusations contained in xxi. 28, obtos ... diddoKor,' 
were nothing else than hateful perversions of the proposition : 
“ This man preaches a new religion, which is to come in place 
of the Mosaic in its subsisting form;” and as in this new 
religion, in point of fact, everything according to its highest 
aim culminated in the hope of the Messianic salvation, which 
will be realized by the resurrection of the dead (1 Cor. xv.): 
so it follows that Paul has put the cause of the xpivouav in 
the form most suited to the critical situation of the moment, 

without altering the substance of the matter as it stood objec- 
tively — oraoıs Tov Papic. Kal Yadd.] without repetition of 
av (see the critical remarks): the Pharisees and Sadducees, 
the two parties conceived of together as the corporation of the 
Sanhedrim (comp. on Matt. iii. 6), became at variance (xv. 2), 
and the mass—the multitude of those assembled—was divided. 

Ver. 8. For the Sadducees, indeed, maintained, etc. — umde 
äyıyeAov ponte mvedua] not even angel or spirit (generally). The 
pnte mveöua is logically subordinate to the unde ayy. (in- 
asmuch as 7vedua is conceived as being homogeneous with 
ciyyedos); for Ta aubörepa divides the objects named into two 
classes, namely (1) avdoracıs, and (2) dyyedos and mvedpa. 
Hence unöe before ayyeX. is to be defended, and not (in op- 
position to Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 158, and Lachmann) to be 

1'The untruth added to these accusations, !rı re zul “EAAnves x.¢.2., Paul might 
here with reason leave entirely out of consideration. 

2 The procedure of Paul in helping himself with dialectic dexterity was accord- 
ingly this : he reduces the accusations contained in xxi. 28 to the pure matter of 
fact, and he grasps this matter of fact (the announcement of the Messianic king- 
dom) in that form which was necessary for his object. ‘* Non deerat Paulo 
humana etiam prudentia, qua in bonum evangelii utens, columbae serpentem 
utiliter miscebat et inimicorum dissidiis fruebatur,” Grotius. 
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changed into pyre. See Klotz, ad Devar. p. 709; comp. also 
Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 315 [E. T. 367], and on Gal. i. 12. 
In the certainly very important codd. (A B C E x) which 
have pare, this is to be viewed as a grammatical correction, 
originating from the very old error, which already Chrysos- 
tom has and Kuinoel still assumes: auborepov .. . Kal wept 
TpLoav Aaußaveras. — The Sadducees (see on Matt. iii. 7) 
denied (as materialists, perhaps holding the theory of emana- 
tions) that there were angels and spvrit-beings, i.e. independent 
spiritual realities besides God. To this category of mvevpuata, 
denied by them, belonged also the spirits of the departed ; 
for they held the soul to be a refined matter, which perished 
(ovvadavicaı) with the body (Joseph. Antt. xviii. 1. 4, Bell. 
il. 8. 14). But it is arbitrary, with Bengel, Kuinoel, and 
many others, to understand under mvedna anima defuncti ex- 
clusively. Reuss,in Herzog’s Hncykl. XIIL p. 294, has a view 
running directly counter to the clear sense of the narrative. 

Ver. 9. The designed stirring up of party-feeling proved so 
successful,’ that some scribes (“os partis suae,” Bengel), who 
belonged to the Pharisaic half of the Sanhedrim, rose up and 
not only maintained the innocence of Paul against the other 
party, but also, with bitter offensiveness towards the latter, 
added the question: But if a spirit has spoken to him, or an 
angel? The question is an aposiopesis (comp. on John vi. 62 ; 
Rom. ix. 22),-indicating the critical position of the matter 
in the case supposed, without expressing it (quid vero, st, 
etc.). We may imagine the words uttered with a Jesuiti- 
cally-treacherous look and gesture toward the Sadducees, 

! Baur and Zeller, following Schneckenburger, p. 144 ff., contest the historical 
character of this event, because the two parties had already so long been rubbing 
against each other, that they could not have been so inflamed by the apple of 

discord thrown in among them by Paul ; the sequel also contradicting it, as Paul 
a few days afterwards was accused by the chief priest and Sanhedrim before 
Felix. But in this view sufficient account is not taken of the frequently quite 
blind vehemence of passion, when suddenly and unexpectedly aroused, in parties 
whose mutual relations are strained. As this vehemence, particularly in the 

presence of the tribune, before whom the sore point of honour was touched, 
might easily overleap the boundaries of discretion and prudence ; so might the 
prudent concert for a joint accusation subsequently take place, when the fit of 
passion was over. Comp. also Baumgarten, II. p. 197 £. 
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to whom the speakers leave the task of supplying in thought 
an answer to this dubious question. — vedua] is not, with 
Calovius and others, to be taken of the Holy Spirit, but with- 

out more precise definition as: a spirit, quite as in ver. 8, 
where Luke by his gloss prepares us for ver. 9. — eAaAnoev] 
giving him revelation concerning the eAmis and avdorasıs, 
ver. 6. A reference precisely to the narrative, which Paul 
had given of his conversion at xxii. 6 ff., is not indicated. 

Ver. 10. Mn öiaomao®n] that he might be torn in pieces. 
Comp. Symm., 1 Sam. xv. 33; Herod. üi. 13; Dem. 136. 15; 
Lucian, Asin. 32. The tribune saw the two parties so inflamed, 
that he feared lest they on both sides should seize on Paul— 
the one to maltreat him, and the other to take him into their 

protection against their opponents—and thus he might at length 
even be torn in pieces, as a sacrifice to their mutual fury ! — 
éxéd, TO oTpaT. karaß. «.7.d.] he ordered the soldiery to come down 
(from the Antonia) and to draw him away from the midst of 
them. The reading karaßijvaı kai is a correct resolution of the 
participial construction. See Hermann, ad Viger. p. 774. 

Vv. 11-14. Whether the appearance of Christ encouraging 
Paul to further stedfastness was a vision in a dream, or a 

vision in a waking state, perhaps in an ecstasy, cannot be 
determined (in opposition to Olshausen, who holds the latter 
as decided, see on xvi. 9). — eis ‘Iepovo. and eis 'Pou.] The 
preacher coming from without preaches into the city; comp. 
Mark xiv. 9. See on Mark i. 39, also on ix. 28, xxvi. 20. 

Observe also, that Jerusalem and Rome are the capitals of the 
world, of the East and West. But a further advance, into Spain, 

were it otherwise demonstrable, would not be excluded by the 
intimation in this passage, since it fixes no terminus ad quem 
(in opposition to Otto, Pastoralbr. p. 171).— Ver. 12. avo- 
tpopnv] a combination (xix. 40; 1 Macc. xiv. 44; Polyb. iv. 
34. 6), afterwards still more precisely described by cvvwpociap, 
a conspiracy. That the conspirators were zealots and sicarii, 
perhaps instigated by Ananias himself (concerning whom, 
however, it is not demonstrable that he was himself a 
Sadducee), as Kuinoel thinks, is not to be maintained. Cer- 
tainly those Asiatics in xxii 27 were concerned in it. — oi 
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’Iovdatoı] the Jews, as the opposition. This general statement 
is afterwards more precisely limited, ver. 13. — dveOe. 
éavtovs] they cursed themselves, pronounced on themselves 
(in the event of transgression) the DW, the curse of divine 
wrath and divine rejection, declaring that they would neither 
eat nor drink (yevoacOa1, ver. 14, expresses both) until, etc. 
See on similar self-imprecations (which, in the event of the 
matter being frustrated without the person’s own fault, could 
be removed by the Rabbins, Lightfoot in Jloc.), Selden, de 
Synedr. p. 108 f.— és] with the subjunctive, because the 
matter is contemplated directly, and without av; Fritzsche, 
ad Matth. p. 499; Winer, p. 279 [E. T. 371].— Ver. 14. 
Tois apx. K. T. mpeoß.) That they applied to the Sadducean 
Sanhedrists, is evident of itself from what goes before. — 
avadeu. avadenaric.] Winer, p. 434 [E. T. 584]. 

Ver. 15. “Tyeis] answering to the subsequent pels de. 
Thus they arrange the parts which they were to play. — odv 
T® ovveöpiw] Non vos soli, sed una cum collegis vestris (of whom 
doubtless the Pharisees were not to be allowed to know the 
murderous plot), guo major significationi sit auctoritas, Grotius. 
— Oras abröv K.T.\.] design of the éugavicate 7. xır. From 
this also it follows what they were to notify, namely, that they 
wished the business of Paul to be more exactly taken cognis- 
ance of in the Sanhedrim than had already been done (comp. 

“xxiv. 22).— Tod dved. adt.] The design of Erouoi écper,; 
mChrom vi. 2; Ezek: xxi. 11; 1° Mace. in; 58, v. 39, 
xiii, 37. Comp. also ver. 20.— po tod éyyicat avr.] so that 
you shall have nothing at all to do with him. 

Vv. 16-20. Whether the nephew of Paul was resident 
in Jerusalem; whether, possibly, the whole family may have 
already, in the youth of the apostle, been transferred to 
Jerusalem (as Ewald conjectures),—cannot be determined. — 
mapayev.] belongs to the vivid minuteness with which the 
whole history is set forth. — Ver. 18. The centurion on 
military duty, without taking further part in the matter, 
simply fulfils what Paul has asked. — 6 décpuos IIaöXos] he is 
now, as a Roman citizen, to be conceived in custodia militaris 

(comp. on xxii. 30). See on xxiv. 27.— Ver. 19..émAaf. de 
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THs yetp.] “ut fiduciam adolescentis confirmaret,’ Bengel. — 
avaxwp. Kat’ idiay] in order to hold a private conversation 
with him, he withdrew (with him) without the addition of a 
third person, perhaps to a special audience-chamber. Comp. 
Luke ix. 10.— Ver. 20. örı] recitative.— avvedevro] have 
made an agreement to request thee. Comp. on John ix. 22. 
— os pérr.] ae. under the pretext, as if they would. See 
Pflusk, ad Eur. Hec. 1152. It is otherwise in ver. 15: in 
the opinion, as, etc. 

Vy. 21, 22. And now (kai viv, see Hartung, Partikell. I. 
p. 135) they are in readiness to put into execution the avedeiv 
avrov (comp. ver. 15), expecting that on thy part the promise 
(to have Paul brought on the morrow to the Sanhedrim) will 
take place. — Emaryy. is neither jussum (Münthe, Rosenmiiller) 
nor nuntius (Beza, Camerarius, Grotius, Alberti, Wolf; Henry 
Stephanus even conjectured arayy.), but, according to its con- 
stant meaning in the N. T., promissio. — erXaX.] he commanded 
to Zell it, to divulge it, to noone. Comp. Dem. 354. 23 ; Judith 
vii. 9 ; not elsewhere in N. T. — éved. pds pe] Oratio variata. 
See on i. 4. 

Ver. 23. Avo rıvas] some two; see on xix. 14. Comp. 
Thue. viii. 100. 5: twés dvo. Luke vii. 19. It leaves the 
exact number in uncertainty; Krüger, $ li. 16. 4.—So con- 
siderable a force was ordered, in order to be secure against any 
possible contingency of a further attempt. — otpatitas] is, 
on account of the succeeding irrreis, to be understood of the 
usual Roman infantry (mefol orparıwraı, Herodian, i. 12. 19), 
milites gravis armaturae, distinguished also from the peculiar 
kind of light infantry afterwards mentioned as de&ioAdßoı. — 
de&ioAaßovs] a word entirely strange to ancient Greek, perhaps 
at that time only current colloquially, and not finding its 
way into the written language. It first occurs in Theo- 
phylactus Simocatta,' and then again in the tenth century in 
Constant. Porphyr. Themat. i. 1 (see Wetstein). At all events, 

1 In the seventh century. The passage in question, iv. 1, is as follows : xpoe- 
carr Of xa; dekiorAa Bos dvvznecıy IxynAareiv x. Tas arpurovs wacns narucQurl- 

Zeodeı. From this it only follows that they must have been a light-armed 

force. 
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it must denote some kind of force under the command of 
the tribune, and that a light-armed infantry, as the defn. 
are distinguished both from the cavalry and from the orpa- 
tt. That they were infantry, their great number also 
proves. It is safest to regard them as a peculiar kind 
of the light troops called rorarii or velites, and that either 
as jaculatores (javelin-throwers, Liv. xxii. 21) or funditores 
(slingers), for in Constant. Porphyr. (oi de Xeyouevor Tovp- 
papxaı eis bmovpylav Tov orparmyav Eraxdmcav. Snpaiver 
de towodTov akiowa Tov Exovra bp Eavrov oTpatiwtas Tofo- 
&öpovs evrakoclovs, Kal TéXTAGTAS TpLakociovs, Kal deEioAd- 

Bovs Exarov) they are expressly distinguished from the sagit- 
tarii, or bowmen (ro£odöp.), and from the targeteers, the 
peltastae (or cetrati, see Liv. xxxi. 36). Detailed grounds are 
wanting for a more definite decision." The name Secon. (those 
who grasp with the right hand) is very naturally explained 
from their kind of weapon, which was restricted in its use to 
the right hand (it was otherwise with the heavy-armed troops, 
and also with the bowmen and peltastae). This word has 
frequently been explained (following Suidas: mapapbünares) 
halberdiers, life guardsmen (who protect the right side of the 
commander), to which, perhaps, the translation of the Vulgate 
(also Ath. and Sahidie): Jancearios (from the spear which the 
halberdiers carried), is to be referred. Already the Coptic and 
Syriac p. translate stipatores. Meursius (in the Glossar.), on 
the other hand: military lictors (“ Manum nimirum injiciebant 
maleficis”). But even apart from the passages of Theophyl. 
Simocatta, and Constant. Porphyr., of whom the latter parti- 
cularly mentions the defor. alongside of the purely light- 
armed soldiers, and indeed alongside of mere ordinary soldiers : 
the great number of them is decisive against both views. For 
that the commander of a cohort should have had a body-guard, 
of which he could furnish two hundred men for the escort of 

1 Ewald, p. 577, now explains it from 26%, grasp of the sword ; holding that 
they were spiculatores cum lanceis (Sueton. Claud. 35); and that they carried 
their sword, not on the left, but on the right. But we do not see why this was 
necessary for the sake of using their spears by the right hand. The sword on 
the left side would, indeed, have been least a hindrance to them in the use of 

the spear. Earlier, Ewald took them to be slingers. 
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a prisoner, is just as improbable, as that he should have had as 
many lictors at his disposal. On the whole, then, the reading 
SeEioßorovs in A (Syr. jaculantes dextra ; Erp. jaculatores), 
approved by Grotius and Valckenaer, is to be considered as a 
correct interpretation, whether they be understood to be javelin- 
throwers or slingers. — do Tpirns Spas THs vuKTos] from this 
time (about nine in the evening) they were to have this force 
in readiness, because the convoy was to start, for the sake of 
the greatest possible security from the Jews, at the time of 
darkness and of the first sleep. 

Ver. 24. Kryvm te mapacricat| still depends on eier, 
ver. 23. The speech passes from the direct to the indirect 
form. See on xix. 27.—«rnvn] sarcinaria jumenta, Caes. 
Bell. civ. i. 81. Whether they were asses or pack-horses, 
cannot be determined. Their destination was: that they (the 
centurions to whom the command was given) should make 
Paul mount on them, and so should bring him uninjured to 
Felix the procurator. The plural number of the animals is not, 
with Kuinoel, to be explained “in usum Pauli e¢ militis ipsius 
custodis,” but, as va erıß. 7. Ilaöi. requires, only in usum 

Pauli, for whom, as the convoy admitted of no halt (vv. 31, 32), 

one or other of the «ryvn was to accompany it as a reserve, in 
order to be used by him in case of need.— On Felix, the freedman 
of Claudius—by his third wife son-in-law of Agrippa 1 and 
brother-in-law of Agrippa I1., and brother of Pallas the favourite 
of Nero,—that worthless person, who “ per omnem saevitiam ac 
libidinem jus regium servili ingenio in Judaea provincia exer- 
cuit” (Tac. Hist. v. 9), and after his procuratorship was accused 
to Nero by the Jews of Caesarea, but was acquitted through 
the intercession of Pallas, see Walch, Diss, de Felice Judaeor. 

procur. Jen. 1747 ; Ewald, p. 549 ff.; Gerlach, d. Rom. Statt- 
halter in Syr. u. Jud. p. 75 ff. 

Vv. 25, 26. Tpayas] adds to elev, ver. 23, a contem- 
poraneous accompanying action. Such passports, given with 
transported prisoners, were called at a later period (in the 
Cod. Theodos.) elogia. — mepıex. T. rUmov TodT.] which contained 
the following form; rümos (3 Macc, iii, 30), the same as 
tpomros elsewhere (Kypke, II. p. 119; Grimm. on 1 Mace. 
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xi. 29), corresponds entirely to the Latin exemplum, the literal 
form, the verbal contents of a letter. Cic. ad Div. x. 5: “ literae 
binae eodem exemplo.”—The lie in ver. 27 (see in loc.) is a 
proof that in what follows the literal expression is authentically 
contained ; therefore there is no reason, with Olshausen, to 

regard the letter as a literary production of Luke. A docu- 
mentary source, it is true, from which the verbal form came 

to him, cannot be specified, although possibilities of this nature 
may well be imagined. — 7@ xpatictw] see on Luke, Introd. 
§ 3. Comp. xxiv. 3, xxvi. 25. 

Vv. 27-30. See xxi. 30-34, xxii. 26, 27, 30, xxiii. 1 ff, 
19 ff. — ovAAn60.] without the article: after he had been seized. 
Observe, that Lysias uses not Tov dvOpw7rov, but with a certain 
respect, and that not only for the Roman citizen, but also for the 
person of his prisoner, 7. dvdpa. — E£eıAoumv adtov, wabav Ste 
‘Pop. eotı] contains a cunning falsification of the state of the 
facts, xxi. 31-34 and xxii. 25 ff.; for ver. 28 comp. with xxii. 
30 proves that the tribune did not mean the second rescue of 
the apostle, xxiii. 10. Therefore the remark of Grotius is 
entirely mistaken, that uad®v denotes “ nullum certum tempus” 
but merely xai &ua0ov generally ;' and so is Beza’s proposal to 
put a stop after adrov, and then to read: pabov de Ot K.T.A. 
— avirov] Compare on this resumption after a long intervening 
sentence, Plat. Rep. p. 398 A; and see, moreover, Matthiae, 
$ 472; Winer, p. 139 f. [E. T. 184].— Ver. 30. unvvdeisns 

. . €oeodaı] The hurried letter-writer has mixed up two con- 
structions: (1) umvudelons de poe EemißovAns THs peddrovons 
Eoeodaı, and (2) unvvdevros (comp. Polyaen. ii. 14. 1) € 
pot EmiBovAnv pérrewv Eredar. See Grotius in loc.; Fritzsche, 
Conjectur. I. p. 39 f.; Winer, p. 528 [E. T. 710]. Similar 
blendings are also found in the classics; Bornemann, ad Xen. 
Anab. iy. 4.18. As to the import of unvVeıwv, see on Luke xx. 37. 

+ Nor does it mean, as Otto suggests: “‘on which occasion (in consequence of 
which) I learned.” The Vulgate, Erasmus, and Calvin correctly render: cognito, 
comp. Phil. ii. 19. Beza also correctly renders by edoctus, with the remark : 
** Dissimulat ergo tribunis id, de quo reprehendi jure potuisset.” Castalio 
anticipated the misinterpretation of Grotius and Otto: ‘‘eripui ac Romanum 
esse didici.” Andso also Luther. The alas dos x.r.2. is nothing else than 
tmsyvous brs "Pupaiös tors, XXil. 29. Comp. xvi. 38. 
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Vv. 31-34. Antipatris, on the road from Jerusalem to 
Caesarea, built by Herod ı., and named after his father Anti-- 

pater, was 26 miles (thus 54 geographical miles) distant from 
Caesarea. See Robinson, III. p. 257 ff.; Ritter, Zrdk. XVI. 

p. 571.— va tis vurrös] as in xvii. 10. Inexact statement 
a potiori,; for, considering the great distance between Jeru- 
salem and Antipatris (about 8 geographical miles), and as they 
did not set out from Jerusalem before nine in the evening 
(ver. 25), besides the night a part of the following forenoon must 
have been spent on the journey to Antipatris, which must, more- 
over, be conceived of as a very hurried one; yet the following 
night is not, with Kuinoel (against ver. 32), to be included. — 
Ver. 32. &aoavres «.r.X.] thus from their own foresight (because 
such a strong force was unnecessary at the distance which they 
had reached, and might be required in case of an uproar at Jeru- 
salem), not according to the literal command of the tribune, 
ver. 23. — tods immeis] not also the Öe&iordßovs, whom they 
took back with them, as may be concluded from their not 
being mentioned. — Ver. 33. oirwes] “ad remotius nomen, 
secus atque expectaveris refertur,” Ellendt, Zex. Soph. II. 
p. 368. — xal r. Hair] simul et Paulum. — Ver. 34. Felix 
makes only a preliminary personal inquiry, but one necessary 
for the treatment of the cause and of the man, on a point 
on which the elogium contained no information. — moias] is 
qualitatwe: from what kind of province. Cilicia was an 
imperial province. 

Ver. 35. Acaxovcouat| denotes the full and exact hearing 
(Xen. Occ. 11. 1, Cyrop. iv. 4. 1; Polyb. iii. 15. 4; Dorvill. 
ad Char. p. 670), in contrast to what was now held as merely 
preliminary. — 70 mpaırwpıov Tod “Hp.| was the name given 
to the palace which Herod the Great had formerly built for 
himself, and which now served as the residence of the pro- 
curators. From our passage it follows that the place, in 
which Paul was temporarily kept in custody, was no common 
prison (v. 18), but was within the praetorium. The deter- 
mination of the manner of the custodia reorwm depended on 
the procurator (L. 1, D. xlviii. 3), and the favourable elogium 
might have its influence in this respect. 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 

VER. 1. röv mpeoß.] Lachm. and Born. read apeo8. wär, according 
to A BERS, min. Sahid. Arm. Syr. p. Vulg. Theophyl. rwäv 
was written on the margin as a gloss (see the exegetical re- 
marks). — Ver. 3. xaropdawdrev] Lachm. and Born. (following 
A BES) read Öopdaudrav, which already Griesb. recommended. 
Neither occurs elsewhere in the N.T. The decision is given 
by the preponderance of evidence in favour of örpd., which, 
besides, is the less usual word. — Ver. 5. créow] ABES, min. 
Copt. Vulg. Chrys. Theophyl. Oec. have or«ssı.. Recommended 
by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and Born. And rightly ; oréow 
was easily enough occasioned by the writing of ordoıs instead 
of ordoeg (comp. 8).— Vv. 6-8. From xai xurd to &mi o8 is 
wanting in A B G H 8, min. vss. Beda. And there are many 
variations in detail. Condemned by Mill, Beng., Griesb., and 
deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. Rightly; it is a completion of 
the narrative of the orator. Had the words been original 
(Matth. and Born. defend them), no reason can be assigned for 
their omission. For xor& +. awer. vou. ner. xpivev in the mouth 
of the advocate who speaks in the name of his clients could be 
as little offensive as the preceding éxparjcaue ; and the indirect 
complaint against Lysias, ver. 7, was very natural in the relation 
of the Jews to this tribune, who had twice protected Paul 
against them. But even assuming that this complaint had 
really caused offence to the transcribers, it would have occa- 
sioned the omission of the passage merely from sapeAddv, not 
from zai xard.— Ver. 9. ovverédevro] is decidedly attested, in 
opposition to the Recepta ouvédevro.— Ver. 10. sddvudrepv] A B 
Es, min. Vulg. Ath. have ciéiuws. Approved by Griesb., fol- 
lowing Mill and Bengel ; adopted by Lachm. Tisch. Born. But 
how much easier it is to assume that the reference of the com- 
parative remained unrecognised, than that it should have been 
added by a reflection of the transcribers ! — Ver. 11. &v ‘Ispovo.] 
Lachm. Tisch. Born. have, and also Griesb. approved, eig ‘Iepous., 
according to AEH 8, min. This weight of evidence is decisive; 
as according to the difference in the relation either preposition 

ACTS II. Q 
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might be used.— Ver. 12. iwısyorasw] Lachm. reads Zmioruon, 
according to ABEs,min. A transeriber’s error. — Ver. 13. 
After öivavroı Lachm. and Born. have oo, according to A B E 8, 
min., and several vss. Some have it before öiv.; others have, 
also before dtv., sometimes wo and sometimes ws (so Mill and 
Matth.). Various supplementary additions. — Ver. 14. ros & 
ro] Elz. has merely &v vos. But against this the witnesses are 
decisive, which have either ro% &v rose (so Griesb., Scholz, and 
others) or simply ros (so Lachm. Tisch. Born., following Matth.). 
If ro% év rois were original (so 8**), then it is easy to explain 
how the other two readings might have originated through 
copyists—in the first instance, by oversight, the simple soi 
(AG H x* vss. Theophyl. Oec.), and then by way of explana- 
tion év rors (B). If, on the other hand, ro% were original, then 
indeed the resolution of the dative construction of the passive 
by 2 might easily come into the text, but there would be no 
reason for the addition of rot before &v. — Ver. 15. After Zoeodas 
Elz. Scholz have vexpav, which, in deference to very important 
evidence, was suspected by Griesb. and deleted by Lachm. 
Tisch. Born. A supplementary addition. — Ver. 16. xa! airéc| 
so A BC EGR, min. vss. Approved by Griesb., and adopted 
by Lachm. Tisch. Born. But Elz. Scholz have 6: airéc. The 
reference of xe/ was not understood, and therefore sometimes 4é, 
sometimes 6: xaf was put.— Ver. 18. & os] A BC EX, min. 
have é ais, which Griesb. recommended, and Lachm., Scholz, 
Born. adopted. But the fem.,in spite of the preponderance of its 
attestation, betrays its having originated through the preceding 
xpoopopacs. — rivig ö£] Elz. has merely rıis, against decisive testi- 
mony. The ö was perplexing. — Ver. 19. 2ée:] BG H, min. Sahid. 
Aeth. Slav. Chrys. 1, Oec. have ée Recommended by Griesb., 
and adopted by Beng. and Matth. But ds is preponderantly 
attested by A CE s, min. Syr. utr. Copt. Vulg. Chrys. 1, Theoph., 
and is much more delicate and suitable than the demanding dz 
— Ver. 20. ri] Elz. has «7 r,, against decisive witnesses. From 
ver. 19.— Ver. 22. üveßar. d: adr. 6 DArıE] Adopted, according 
to decisive testimony, by Griesb. and all modern critics except 
Matth. But Elz. has dxotoug 6: raira 6 &. dveß. airodc, which 
Rinck defends. An amplifying gloss.— Ver. 23. aidrév] Elz. 
has röv IIaörov, against decisive attestation.— 7 wpoospxsodas] 
wanting in A BC E 8, min., and several vss.; amplifying 
addition, perhaps after x. 28.— Ver. 24. After 7% yuvosmi Elz. 
has «öroö, and Lachm.: 77 iöia yuvami. The critical witnesses 
are much divided between these three readings ; indeed several, 
like A, have even iör« and airod. But in view of this diversity, 
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both iöig and airod appear as additions, in order to fix the 
meaning conjux on rH ywaıni.— After Xpıorv B E G N* min. 
Chrys. and several vss. have "Inoovv, which Rinck has approved, 
and Lachm., Scholz, Born. adopted. A frequent addition, which 
some vss. have before Xpıorov. — Ver. 25. rot werAovrog apituorrog | 
rot xpiwaros rod werrovrog (Lachm. Tisch. Born.) is preponderantly 
attested, and therefore to be adopted. So also Elz., which, 
however, adds ?!oesdaı (deleted by Scholz); and Tisch. has again 
inserted it, following G H min. and some Fathers. The word, just 

- as being in itself quite superfluous, would have to be received, if 
it were more strongly attested. — Ver. 26. After Mataov Elz. has 
bras Avon aöriv, against preponderating testimony. A gloss. — 
Ver. 27. xépiras] Lachm. and Born. read xdpıra, according to 
A BC x* and some min.; E G x** min. have xdpw. Thus for 
xdpıras there remains only a very weak attestation (H, min. and 
some Fathers; no vss.). The best attested reading, xapıra, 1s 
the more to be adopted, as this accusative form, not elsewhere 
used in the N. T. (although to be read also in Jude 4), could 
not but occasion offence. 

Ver. 1. Mera de mevre nuep.] The point of commencement is 
not to be reckoned, with Cajetanus, Basnage, Michaelis, Stolz, 

Rosenmiiller, Morus, Hildebrand, as the arrest of Paul in Jeru- 

salem,—an opinion which has arisen from an erroneous com- 

putation of the twelve days in ver. 11,—nor yet with Calovius, 
Wetstein, and others, as the arrival of Paul at Caesarea, but 
as (see on ver. 11) his departure for Caesarea. We may add 
that the popular mode of expression does not necessarily 
denote that the fifth day had already elapsed, but may just 
as well denote on the fifth day (comp. Matt. xxvii. 63, and see 
on Matt. xii. 40). That the latter view is to be assumed 
here, see on ver. 11. — peta toév mpeoß.] of course, not the 

whole Sanhedrists, but deputies who represented the council. 
It is obvious, withal, that the two parties in the Sanhedrim, 

after the variance temporarily aroused between them (xxiii. 
6 ff.), had in the interval bethought themselves of the matter, 
and united against the common enemy, in order to avert his 
eventual acquittal by the Roman authority—Tertullus (a 
common Roman name, see Wetstein) was an orator forensis 
(see Barth, ad Claudian. p. 76), a public causidicus. Such 
speakers, who were very numerous in Rome and in the pro- 
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vinces, bore the classical name of the public orators : pyropes 
(see Photius, p. 488, 12; Thomas Mag., Suidas), in the older 
Greek cuviyopot (Dem. 1137. 5, 1349. pen.; Lucian. Tou. 26; 
Hermann, Staatsalterth. § 142, 14),the advocates of the accusers. 
— éved. TO Hy. Kata tod II.] they laid information before the 
procurator against Paul. . That this took place in writing, by 
a libel of accusation (Camerarius, Grotius), is not affirmed by the 
text, which, by «ar&ßn and the «Andevros de aurod immediately 

following, does not point to more than oral accusation. Comp. 
xxiii. 15, xxv. 2,15. The reciprocal rendering, comparuerunt 

(Beza, Luther, Castalio, Wolf, and others, following the Vulgate), 

is an unnecessary deviation from the usage in the N. T., xxii. 
15, 22, xxv. 2, 15; John xiv. 21£.; Heb. xi. 14, and else- 
where also not capable of being made good. Comp. Borne- 
mann in Rosenmiiller, Repert. II. p. 271; Krebs, p. 252 f. 

Vv. 2, 3. After the accusation brought against Paul the 
accused is summoned to appear, and now Tertullus commences 
the address of accusation itself, and that (after the manner of 
orators, see Grotius i loc.) with a captatio benevolentiae (yet 
basely flattering) to the judge.—The speech, embellished with 
rhetorical elegance, is to be rendered thus: As we are par- 
taking (continuously) of much peace through thee, and as 
improvements have taken place for this people on all sides and 
in all places through thy care, we acknowledge it, most excellent 
Felix, with all thanksgiving. Observe here, (1) that the orator 
with zoAAjs eipnvns «.7.r. praises Felix as pacator provinciae, 
which it was a peculiar glory of procurators to be, see 
Wetstein ; (2) that the object of drodexöueda is evident of 
itself from what precedes ; (3) that mavrn Te Kat mavraxod is 
not to be referred, as usually, to ad7odey., but, with Lachmann, 

to yıvouevwv, because, according to the flattering character of 
the speech, SiopPwp. ywop. requires a definition of degree, and 
it is arbitrary mentally to supply woAAdv. — SdiopPeparta (see | 
the critical remarks) are improved arrangements in the state 
and nation. Comp. Polyb. iii. 118. 12: ai T@v moAırevudrov 
Suopdwceıs, Arist. Pol. iii. 13; Plut. Num. 17, al. On the 
Greek idiom of the word, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 250 f. 
karopbouara would be successes, successful accomplishments ; 
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see Raphel, Polyb. in loc. ; Lobeck, .c. — mavrn] only here in 

the N. T., not semper (Vulgate and others), but towards all 
sides, quoquoversus, as in all classical writers; with iota sub- 

scriptum (in opposition to Buttmann and others), see Ellendt, 
Lex. Soph. II. p. 493. — On arodéxecOau, probare, “ admittere 
cum assensu, gaudio, congratulatione,” Reiske, Ind. Dem. p. 
66; see Loesner, p. 229; Krebs in loc.—How little, we may 

add, Felix, although he waged various conflicts with sicarii, 
sorcerers, and rebels (Joseph. Bell. ii. 13. 2, Antt. xx. 8. 5 f.), 
merited this praise on the whole, may be seen in Tac. Hist. 
v. 9, Ann. xii. 54; and what a contrast to it was the com- 
plaint raised against him after his departure by the Jews 
before the emperor (Joseph. Antt. xx. 8. 9 £)! 

Ver. 4. That, however, I may not longer (by a more length- 
ened discourse than I shall hold) detain thee, keep thee from 
thy business. On éyxomrew, see Valckenaer, Schol. p. 600 f. 
émt mAeiov, as in xx. 9; Judith xiii, 1. See on iv. 17. 
Comp. Plat. Rep. p. 572 B: emi mréov EEnxOnuev eimeiv. — 
AeEdvtTay is not to be supplied with ovvrouws (Kuinoel, 
Olshausen, and others), but it contains the definition of measure 

to axovoa. The request for a hearing of brief duration is, at 
the same time, the promise of a concise discourse. — Th of 
eriein.] with thy (thine own peculiar) clemency (see on 2 Cor. 
xD); 

Vv. 5-8. Kal xara... émt oé is to be deleted. See the 
critical remarks. — edpovtes yap «.r.A.] The structure of the 
sentence is anacoluthic, as Grotius already saw. Luke has 
departed from the construction ; instead of continuing, ver. 6, 
with éxpatjcapev adtév, he, led astray by the preceding relative 
construction, brings the principal verb also into connection with 
the relative. Comp. Winer, pp. 330, 528 [E. T. 442, 710]; 
Buttmann, p. 252 [E.T. 293]. Comp. on Rom. xvi. 27. The 
yap is namely; see on Matt. i. 18.—Examples of Aoıuos and 
pestis, as designating men bringing destruction, may be seen in 
Grotius and Wetstein. Grimm on 1 Macc. x. 61. — mv 
oikovp.] is here, in the mouth of a Roman, before a Roman 
tribunal, to be understood of the Roman orbis terrarum. See 
on Luke ii. 1.— rpwroorarnv] front-rank man, file-leader. 
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Thue. v. 71. 2, and Krüger in loc. — tav Nalwpaiwv] a con- 
temptuous appellation of Christians as the followers of Jesus 
of Nazareth, whose presumed descent from Nazareth stamped 
Him as a false Messiah (John vii. 42). — ös wal T. iepov «.T.A.] 
who even the temple, etc. Comp. Erı re kai, xxi. 28. — 
Ver. 8. map’ od] refers, as the preceding mention of Lysias is 
spurious, to Paul, to whom, however, it could not have been 

referred, were the preceding portion genuine, in opposition to 
Cornelius a Lapide, Grotius, Limborch, Rosenmiiller, who have, 

moreover, arbitrarily understood avarpivas of a quaestio per 
tormenta ; it denotes judicial examination generally. — av] 
=a by attraction—-That we have not before us the speech of 
Tertullus in a quite exact reproduction is obvious of itself, as 
the source of the narrative could only be the communication 
of Paul. The beginning, so much in contrast with the rest, is 
doubtless most faithfully reproduced, impressing itself, as it 
naturally did, alike as the commencement of the imposing 
trial and by reason of the singularly pompous flattery, with the 
most literal precision on the recollection of the apostle and, 
through his communication, on the memory of Luke. 

Ver. 9. Zuverredevro «.7.r.| but the Jews also jointly set upon 
him ; they united their attack against Paul with that of their 
advocate, inasmuch as they indicated the contents of his state- 
ments to be the true state of the case. Comp. on ovverriridenat, 
Plat. Phil. p. 16 A; Xen. Cyrop. iv. 2. 3; Polyb. i. 31.2, 
ii. 3. 6; also in the LXX. — daoxovres] comp. xxv. 19; and 
see on Rom. i. 22. 

Ver. 10. In what a dignified, calm, and wise manner does 
Paul open his address ! — ex moAA@v Erwv] therefore thou hast 
an ample judicial experience as regards the circumstances of 
the nation and their character. “ Novus aliquis praeses propter 
inscitiam forte perculsus esset tam atroci delatione,” Calvin. 
— Felix entered on the procuratorship after the banishment of 
his predecessor Owmanus, in the year 52 (according to Wieseler, 
53); see Joseph. Antt. xx. 7.1. Even in the time of Cumanus 
he had great influence, particularly in Samaria, without, how- 
ever, being actually governor of that country, as is incorrectly 
stated in Tac. Ann. xii. 54 in contradiction to Josephus, or 
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of Upper Galilee (as is erroneously inferred by Heinrichs, 
Kuinoel, Hildebrand, and others, from Joseph. Bell. ii. 12. 8). 
See Anger, de temp. rat. p. 88; Wieseler, p. 67 f.; comp. also 
Gerlach, Jc, p. 75; Ewald, p. 549. He was thus at this 
time (see Introduction, § 4) probably in the seventh year of his 
procuratorship.' — «pırnv] is not, with Beza, Grotius, Heinrichs, 
Kuinoel, and others (after naw), to be taken generally as prae- 
fectus, rector, but specially as judge; for the judicial position 

of Felix in his procuratorship was the point here concerned. 
On the participle with émorap., see Winer, p. 324 [E. T. 435]. 
— ei@vuorepov] the more cheerfully, namely, than I would be 
able to do if thou wert still new in this judicial office. — ra 
mept emavrod amokoyoüuaı] I bring forward in defence the 
things concerning myself. Comp. Plat. Crit. p. 54 B, Phaed. 
p. 69 D, Conv. p. 174 D, and Stallb. in loc., Pol. iv. p. 420 B, 
453 C; Dem. 227. 13, 407. 19; Thue. iii. 62. 4. 

Ver. 11. Paul adds a more special reason subordinate to 
the general one (ver. 10), for his ev@uuotepov . . . aroAoyoDuau. 
Since he had returned from abroad only twelve days ago, and 
accordingly the ground of facts on which they wished him con- 
demned (TO iepov érreipace BeßnAdcaı, comp. xxi. 28) was still 
quite new, the procurator, with his long judicial experience 
among the Jewish people, could the less avoid the most 
thorough examination of the matter. — od mAelovs . . . nuepaı 
dexadvo] without 7, which Elz. has as a gloss. See on iv. 22. 
— ab ns aveßnv] from the day on which (ab’ ns, sc. juépas, 
comp. on i. 2,22) / hadcome up. This is the day of the accom- 
plished avaßaivew, the day of the arrival, not of the departure 
from Caesarea (Wieseler). Comp. xi. 2; Kühner, § 444; 
Winer, p. 258 [E. T. 343]. As to the reckoning of the twelve 
days, it is to be observed: (1) That by the present eicı the 

1 To reduce the ix roAAay tray to three years (Stölting, Beitr. z. Exeg.d. Paul. 
Br. p. 192), even apart from the duration of the government of Felix being 
thereby assumed as much too short (ver. 27), is rendered exegetically impossible 
by the expression itself. For a captatio benevolentiae, so definite (ira) a state- 
ment of time, if by +oAAev were meant only three years, would be very inappro- 
priate, as the words would contain a flat untruth. How easily would a more 
flexible expression have presented itself for such a purpose, such as ix weAAoo 
xpövov, OF IE ixavay (Or wAssovay) ira | 
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inclusion of the days already spent at Caesarea is imperatively 
required. Hence the assumption of Heinrichs, Hildebrand, 
and others is to be rejected as decidedly erroneous: “ Dies, 
quibus P. jam Caesareae fuerat, non numerantur; ibi enim 
(!!) in custodia tumultum movere non poterat” (Kuinoel). 
(2) That ov mAeiovs eicı permits us to regard as the current 
day on which the discussion occurred, either the twelfth or the 
(not yet elapsed) thirteenth ; as, however, Paul wished to express 
as short a period as possible, the latter view is to be preferred. 
There accordingly results the following calculation :— 

I. Day of arrival in Jerusalem, xxi. 15-17. 
II. Meeting with James, xxi. 18 ff. 

IIL| Undertaking of the Nazarite vow and offerings, 
xxi. 26. 

V.{The seven days’ time of offering broken. off by the 
VL arrest, xxi. 27. 

VIL! Arrest of the apostle, xxi. 27 ff. 
VIII. Paul before the Sanhedrim, xxii. 30, xxiii. 1-10. 

IX Jewish conspiracy and its disclosure, xxiii. 12 ff. 
On the same day Paul, before midnight, is brought 

away from Jerusalem, xxiii. 23, 31. 

XI Mera de mevre nuepas K.T.A., xxiv. 1. 

XII. 
XIII) The current day. 

It further serves to justify this calculation: (1) that it suffi- 
ciently agrees with the vague statement in xxi. 27: @s 6é 
EuedXov ai Erta Nuepaı ocuvTedeicOat, to place the arrest on 
the fifth day of that week; (2) that, as terminus a quo for 
peTa mevre nuepas, xxiv. 1, the ninth day may not only be 
assumed generally (because the immediately preceding section 
of the narrative, xxiii. 31 ff, commences with the departure 

of Paul from Jerusalem), but is also specially indicated by the 
connection, inasmuch as this eta mrevre nuep. so corresponds to 
the 7H Sé émavpuov, xxiii. 32, that there is presented for both 
statements of time one and the same point of commencement, 
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namely, the day on which the convoy (after nine in the even- 
ing) left Jerusalem. Anger (de temp. rat. p. 110) deviates 
from this reckoning in the two points, that he places as the 
first of the five days, xxiv. 1, the day of the arrival at 
Caesarea; and he does not include at all in the reckoning the 
day on which Paul came to Jerusalem (because Paul reached 
it, perhaps, only after sunset). But the former is unnecessary 
(see above), and the Jatter would not only be at variance with 
Pauls own words, ab’ fs dvéBnv mpockvvyjc. év ‘Tepove., 
ver. 11 (by which the day of arrival is included), but also 
would bring the reckoning of the apostle into contradiction 
with xxi. 17, 18 (79 de emiovon). Wieseler, p. 103 f, and on 
Gal. p. 588, has reckoned the days in an entirely different 
manner—but in connection with his opinion (not to be ap- 
proved) that the Era nuepaı in xxi. 27 are to be understood 
of the Pentecostal week—namely: two days for the journey to 
Jerusalem ; the third day, interview with James; the fourth, 

his arrest in the temple (Pentecost) ; the fi/th, the sitting of the 
Sanhedrim ; the sixth, his removal to Caesarea; the seventh, 

his arrival there; the Zwelfth, the departure of Ananias from 
Jerusalem, xxiv. 1; the thirteenth, the hearing before Felix. 

—tpocxvvjcwv] thus with quite an innocent and legally 
religious design. — eis “Iepovo.] (see the critical remarks) 
belongs to aveßnv. 

Vv. 12-21. In the following speech Paul first disclaims 
the accusations of his opponents generally and on the whole 
as groundless (vv. 12, 13); then gives a justifying explana- 
tion of the expression mpwtootdtny tis tav Nalwp. aipéc., 
by which they had maliciously wished to bring him into sus- 
picion (vv. 14-16); and Jastly refutes the special accusation ° 
kat TO iepov érreip. BeBndA@oar (vv. 17-21). 

Vv. 12,13. ’Eriovoraoı] uproar. LXX. Num. xxvi. 9, 

xvi. 40; Joseph. c. Ap. i. 20. — Both after ode Ev tats cuvay. 
and after ovte kata ti modu (throughout the city) edpov pe 
mpos Twa Siadreyouevov, 1 Emiovoracıv TowodvTa dyAov is 
mentally to be supplied. — See examples of mapaorncaı, to 
present, i.e. to make good, to prove, in Kypke, II. p. 121 f.; 
Morus, ad Longin. p. 43; and from Philo in Loesner, p. 230 f. 
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Vv. 14, 15. 4é] opposes the positive confession, which now 
follows, to the preceding merely negative assurance (vv. 12, 1 3): 
but, doubtless, I confess: “ Asa Christian I reverence the same 

God with the Jews, follow the same rule of faith, and I have 

the same hope on God, that there shall be a resurrection,” ete. 

Thus, notwithstanding that malicious mpwrtootdtny tis TOV 
Naf. aip., 1 am in nowise an enemy of the existing religion: 
(protected by the Roman laws!). And with full truth could this 
“ confessio ingenua, voluntaria, plena” (Bengel) be furnished 
by Paul (in opposition to Baur and Zeller; also Schnecken- 
burger, p. 147 f.), as he recognised in Christianity the com- 
pletion of the divine law and the fulfilment of the prophets ; 
and this recognition, as regards the law, necessarily presupposes 
the belief im all that is written in the law, namely, in its 
connection with the fulfilment effected by Christ (comp. Rom. 
iii. 31, xii. 8 ff.; Gal. iii. 34), although the law as a rule of 

justification has reached its end in Christ (Rom. x. 4). — «ata 
mv odov K.T.A.] according to the way, which, ete., according 
to the Christian mode of life (xxii. 4, ix, 2, xix. 23). — 

tw réy. alpeoıv] for Tertullus had, ver. 5, used alpeoıs, in 
itself a vox media (school, party, see Wetstein on 1 Cor. 
xi, 19), in a bad sense (a schismatic party, sect). —T@ Tatpow 
@c@] the God worshipped by the ancestors of my nation and 
from them received (xxii. 3). How inviolable were even to 
the heathen their ancestral gods! See Wetstein and Kypke, 
II. p. 122 f.; and on the expression very common also among 
the Greeks, Lobeck, Aglaoph. p. 1206, 769 ff.; Ellendt, Lea. 

Soph. II. 533 £.— mıorevwv «.7.r.] is now that which is em- 
phatically indicated by odtw: in this way: (namely) believing 
all things, etc. Comp. Bornemann in Rosenmiiller, Repert. IL. 
p. 277; Bernhardy, p. 284.— Kata tov vöpov] throughout the 
law (-book). — eXmida éywv] contains a characteristic eircum- 
stance accompanying mictevwy Tact K.T.N. — Kal avTod ovToL] 
even they themselves there, is spoken Sextexds to those present 
as the representatives of the nation in the transaction. It 
was natural that this point of view in its generality should 
admit no reference to the Sadducean deviation from the 
national belief of the resurrection, or at all to special difier- 
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ences concerning this dogma. It is just as certain that Paul 
understood Sicaiwy and adixwv morally, and not according to 
the sense of the self-conceit of the descendants of Abraham 
(Bertholdt, Christol. pp. 176 ff., 203 ff). Comp. on Luke 
xiv. 14. — mpooödexovraı] expectant. The hope is treated 
as objective (see on Rom. viii. 24). Comp. Eur. Ale. 131; 
Job ii, 9; Isa. xxviii. 19; Tit. ii. 13; and comp. on Gal. 

wud, 
Ver. 16. ’Ev rovt@] on this account, as in John xvi. 30. 
It refers to the whole contents of the confession just expressed 
in vv. 14, 15, as that on which the moral striving, which Paul 

constantly (diarravr.) has, has its causal basis. — kat aurös] et 
ipse, like other true confessors of this faith and this hope. — 
acKka| I exercise myself, ie. in eo laboro, studeo (Stallb. ad 
Plat. Rep. p. 389 C); often also in classical writers with the 
infinitive. See Sturz, Lex. Xen. I. p. 439. — mpös tov Ocdv 
«.T.A.] ethical reference (Rom. v. 1). The good conscience 
(xxiii. 1) is conceived as having suffered no offence (dmpoox., 
here passive, comp. on Phil. i. 10), i.e. as unshaken, preserved 
in its unimpaired equilibrium. 

Ver. 17. Ac Er@v de mAcıövwv] interjectis autem pluribus 
annis. The 6é leads over to the defence on the special point 
of accusation in ver. 6. Regarding oid, after,’ see on Gal. 
ii. 1. Paul means the four years, which had elapsed since 
his last visit to Jerusalem, xviii. 22. How does the very fact of 
this long alibi, preceding the short period of my present visit, 
witness against that accusation!— eis TO €@vos pov] for my 
nation. What a contrast in this patriotic love to the hostile 
calumnies of his accusers! And Paul might so speak, for the 
Greek and Asiatic contributions which he had brought (1 Cor. 
xvi. 1 ff.; 2 Cor. viii. 9; Rom. xv. 25) were destined for the 
support of the Jerusalem Christians, who for the most part 
consisted of native Jews. If he conveyed alms for these, he 

1 Not while (in opposition to Stölting, Beitr. z. Exegese d. Paulin. Briefe, 
1869, p. 163 f.), as if Paul would say : while I have done this (the &exeiv x.¢.2.) 
already for several years ; which neither stands in the text, nor would be suit- 
able after the d:aravrés already expressing far more, Bengel gives correctly the 
practical significance in this statement of time. 
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assisted in them his nation, in doing which he cherished the 
national point of view, that the Gentiles, having become par- 
takers of the spiritual blessings of the Jews, owed corporeal 
aid to these in turn (Rom. xv. 27).— mposdopds] ie. festival 
offerings. The performance of these had been among the 
objects of the journey. The taking on him the Nazarite 
offerings was only induced after his arrival by circumstances. 
Whether Paul defrayed the expenses of the Nazarite offer- 
ings from the contribution-moneys (Baumgarten), is neither 
here nor elsewhere said, and cannot be determined. 

Vv. 18, 19. ’Ev ots, during which (applies to the tpoogopas), 
during which sacrificial occupations. “Graeci, licet alius 
generis nomen praecesserit, saepe neutro plurali pronominis 
utuntur, generalem vocabuli notionem respicientes,’ Kühner, 
ad Xen. Anab. vii. 7. 14. Comp. Matthiae, p. 987 ; Poppo, ad 
Thue. iti. 97. 3.— Hyvionevov] purified, as a Nazarite (see 
xxi, 27), thus, in an unobjectionable and holy condition, 
without multitude and without tumult.— A point is not, 
with Griesbach, Scholz, and de Wette, to be placed after 
AopdBov, because otherwise rıves de «.7.A. would be an imper- 
fect sentence, which the simplicity of the structure of the 
discourse (it is otherwise in ver. 5 f.) does not justify our 
assuming. Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Bornemann have 

correctly put only a comma. It is accordingly to be explained 
in such a way, that Paul with edpov . .. tuwvés dé «.r.X. glances 
back to what was said in ver. 5 f., which had sounded as if 

the Sanhedrists had found him. On the other hand, tuvés dé 
forms the contrast, introducing the actual position of the matter, 
in which öe withal refers to swppressam aliquam partem sen- 
tentiae (Hermann, ad Philoctet. 16), thus: Therewpon there 
found me—not these, as they asserted, ver. 5,—but doubtless 

certain Asiatic Jews. Comp. Bornemann, Schol. in Luk. p. 184, 

and in Rosenmiiller, Repert. II. p. 278.— &e] The sense of 
the praeterite, and that without dv, is here essential; for the 
Asiatics must have appeared, like the Sanhedrists, before the 
procurator, if they, etc. That this did not happen, is a fact of 
the past. Comp. Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 187 [E. T. 216 £.. — 
ei Tı Exouev, in so far as they should have ought (subjective 
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possibility). On e with the optative, and in the following 
sentence the indicative, see Bernhardy, p. 386 f.; Winer, 
p. 276 [E. T. 367]. 

“Vv. 20, 21. Or else (as certainly those absent can make no 
statement, comp. Baeumlein, Partik. p. 126 f.) let these there 
(pointing to the Sanhedrists present) say what wrong they 
found in me, while I stood before the Sanhedrim, unless in 
respect to this one exclamation, which I made, etc. — otavtos 

pou «.7.X. forbids us to refer odro: to the Asiatic Jews, ver. 18 
(Ewald). Comp. ver. 15.—% wept wäs raüurns dwvns] The 
comparative 7 after ri without dAdo is found also in the 
classics, Alciphr. Hp. iii. 21; Plat. Crit. p. 53 E; Kühner, 

§ 747, A.1. Comp. on John: sii 10. The anticle istnpt 
placed before dwvnjs, because the sense is: wept tavTns pds 
ovens dwvns (Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. iv. 7. 5). Comp. Stallb. 
ad Plat. Apol. 18 A, Gorg. p. 510 D. The exclamation, 
xxili. 6, was really the only one which Paul had made in the 
Sanhedrim. epi refers back to aöikmua. In respect of this 
exclamation I must have offended, if they have found an 
adiknua in me! In this one exclamation must lie the crime 
discovered inme! A holy irony. — ns instead of %v, attracted 
by dwvns, Buttmann, newt. Gr. 247 [E. T. 287]. 

Ver. 22. With the frank challenge to his accusers (vv. 20, 
21) Paul closes his speech. But Felix, who declares that he 
wished still to institute a further examination of the matter 
with the assistance of Lysias, decides for the present on an 
adjournment : aveBdreTo avtovs, ampliavit eos (both parties). 
He pronounced until further investigation the non liquet 
(Cic. Cluent. 28, Brisson. formul.), and for the time being 
adjourned the settlement of the accusation, See on the 
judicial term avaßardecdaı (Dem. 1042 ult.), Wetstein, and 
Kypke, II. p. 123 £. — üxpıßeorepov eidws Ta epi ths 0500] 
The only correct interpretation is: because he knew more 
exactly what referred to Christianity (ver. 14). As Felix had 
been procurator for more than six years, and as Christianity 
was diffused everywhere in Judaea, even in Caesarea itself, it 

was natural that he should have an axpıßeorepov knowledge — 
of the circumstances of that religion than was given to him. in 
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the present discussion ; therefore he considered it the most 
fitting course to leave the matter still in suspense. In doing 
so he prudently satisfied, on the one hand, his regard for the 
favour of the Jews (comp. ver. 27) by not giving Paul his 
liberty; while, on the other hand, he satisfied his better 
intelligence about Christianity, by which, notwithstanding his 
badness in other respects, he felt himself precluded from 
pleasing the Jews and condemning the apostle. This con- 
nection, which in essentials the Vulgate, Chrysostom, Erasmus, 

Luther, Castalio, Wolf, and others (comp. Bengel : “ consilia 
dilatoria, tuta mundo in rebus divinis”) have expressed, has 
been often mistaken. Beza and Grotius, followed by Rosen- 
miiller, Heinrichs, and Ewald, regard d«piBéotepov . . . 0600 
as part of the speech of Felix: “ Ubi exactius didicero, quid 
sit de hac secta, et ubi Lysias venerit, causam illam termi- 
nabo” (Grotius). But so late a bringing in of the eimwv is 
entirely without precedent in the N. T. (see also Bornemann, 
and Rosenmiiller, Repert. II. p. 281 f.). Michaelis and Morus 
resolve eiöws by guamquam ; notwithstanding his better know- 
ledge of Christianity, Felix did not release Paul. But this 
resolution is the less suggested by the relation of the par- 
ticiple to the verb, as afterwards, ver. 23, the specially mild 

treatment of the apostle is expressly stated. According to 
de Wette (comp. Wetstein), the sense is: “ As he needed no 
further hearing of the accused, and it was only necessary now 
to hear the tribune.’ But the reference to the tribune is 
only to be regarded as a welcome pretext and evasion; an 
actual hearing of Lysias would have been reported in the sequel 
of the history. Lastly, Kuinoel erroneously renders: when 
he had inquired more exactly, which eid#>5 does not mean. — 
ta Kal ünäs] your matters, not: your misdeeds (so Böttger, 
Beitr. II. p. 12, as a threat to the Jews), as if it were ra xa? 
tpov. On Siayvec., comp. xxiii. 15. 

Ver. 23. Avaraé.] belongs, like eimwv, to dveBareTo; and (yet 
re has preponderant testimony against it) having given orders. 
Comp. KeAevoas, xxill. 35. — rnpeiodaı adtov x.7.r.] ‘that he 
should be kept in custody and should have relaxation. He was 
to have rest (“ requiem,” Vulgate), to be spared all annoyance. 
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Comp. Plat. Pol. ix. p. 590 B: yaddoe te kal dvécet. Polyb. 
i. 66. 10: äveoıs Kal oxoAn. Joseph. Anti. xviii. 6. 10: 
vdaki ev yap Kal TIpmoıs Hv, pETA pévTOL dveoews TIS eis 
tiv Siartav. So correctly also Wieseler, p. 381. Usually 
aveow is understood of release from chains, custodia libera, 

bvAarn adeopos (Arrian. ii. 15. 7; see on it, Geib, Gesch. d. 
Jöm. Criminalprocesses, p. 562 f.); but without indication of 
this special reference in the text, and against ver. 27. From 
TO Erartovrapyn it is rather to be inferred that the present 
custody was the usual custodia militaris, in which, however, 

Paul was to be treated with mildness and to be left without 
other molestation. — cal pndéva kwdvew] the construction is 
active: and that he (the centurion) should hinder no one. — 
Tov idiwy avtod] is not to be understood of the Jewish 
servants of the procurator, but of those belonging to the apostle. 
They were his friends and disciples, among whom were 
perhaps also relatives (xxiii. 16). They were allowed to be 
at hand and serviceable for the satisfaction of his wants. 

Ver. 24. IIaparyev.] denotes the coming along of Felix and 
Drusilla to the prison (xxiii. 35), where they wished to hear 
Paul. Grotius thinks that it refers to the fetching of Drusilla 
as his wife, which took place at this time. But this must 
have been more precisely indicated, and is also not chrono- 
logically suitable, as the marriage of Felix with Drusilla 
occurred much earlier (53 or 54). See Wieseler, p. 80.—On 
the beautiful Drusilla, the third wife of Felix (Suet. Clawd. 
28), the daughter of Agrippa I. and sister of Agrippa IL, who 
was at first betrothed to Antiochus Epiphanes, the prince of 
Commagene, but afterwards, because the latter would not allow 
himself to be circumcised, was married to Azizus, king of 
Emesa (Joseph. Antti. xx. 7. 1), and lastly was, with the help 
of the sorcerer Simon, estranged from her husband and 
married by Felix (whose first wife, according to Tac. Hist. v. 9 
the granddaughter of Antony and Cleopatra,’ is said to have 
been also called Drusilla), see Gerlach in the Luther. Zeitschr. 
1869, p. 68 f.; Ewald, p. 556 ff. — pereméuyp. r. II] cer- 

! Suetonius, /.c., calls him “ trium reginarum maritum.” We know only the 
two, 
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tainly at the desire of his Jewish wife, whose curiosity was 
interested about so well known a preacher of Christ. 

Vv. 25, 26. What a sacredly bold fidelity to his calling ! 
Before one, who practised all manner of unrighteousness and 
incontinence (the victim of his lust sat beside him !), “ cuncta 
malefacta sibi ömpune ratus” (Tac. Ann. xii. 54), Paul, his 

defenceless prisoner, discoursed on righteousness, continence, and 
the wmpending last judgment. Such is the majesty of the 
apostolic spirit in its drdde&s (1 Cor. ii. 4). The extraordi- 
nary phenomenon strikes even the heart of Felix; he trembles. 
But his ruling worldliness quickly suppresses the disturbing 
promptings of his conscience ; with the address of a man of 
the world, the conference is broken off; Paul is sent back to 

his prison; and Felix—remains reprobate enough to expect 
from such aman, and in spite of the Lex Julia de repetundis, a 
bribe, and for this purpose in fact subsequently to hold several 
conversations with him. — 70 viv éyov] for the present. See 
Kypke, II. p. 124; Bornemann and Rosenmüller, Zepert. IL. 
p. 282. — kaıpöv de petar.] tempus opportunum nactus. Here 
consequently Paul had spoken deaipws, 2 Tim. iv. 2—A 
comma only is to be placed after wetaxanr. ae, as édmifwr, ver. 
26, does not stand for the finite verb, but is a further defini- 

tion to amerpiöm. Also before 66 (wherefore) a comma only 
is to be placed. — xpnuara] Certainly Felix had not remained 
in ignorance how the love of the Christians had their money in 
readiness for Paul. “Sic thesaurum evangelii omisit infelix 
Felix)” Bengel. 

Ver. 27. Aıerias 5é mAnpwO.] namely, from the commence- 
ment of the imprisonment at Caesarea.—On the time of the 
accession of Festus (61), see Introd. $ 4.! — xäpıra (see the 
critical remarks) karadecdaı, to lay down (deposit) thanks for 
himself, v.e. to earn for himself thanks (xxv. 9), to establish 

1 What Wieseler has further urged in favour of the year 60 in his most recent 
learned investigation (Beitr. z. Würdig. d. Evang, p. 322 ff.) does not remove 
the chief objection that, according to Josephus, Poppaea, about the time (xara 
röy xaspsv) that Festus succeeded, was no longer the mistress, but the wife of 

Nero. Especially when the discourse is of an empress, 4 yu» is least of all to 
be lightly passed over ; on the contrary, it is to be presumed that the expression 
is meant, and is to be understood, strictly. 
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claims to their gratitude. An old classical expression (Herod. 
vi. 41). See Krüger on Thuc. i. 33.1. Grotius aptly says: 
“Est locutio bene Graeca...quales locutiones non paucas 
habet Lucas, ubi non alios inducit loquentes, sed ipse loquitur, 
et quidem de rebus ad religionem non pertinentibus.” The 
form xapıra, only here and in Jude 4 in the N. T., is also 

found in classical poets and prose writers, although less 
common than ydpw.— dedeuévov] According to what was 
remarked on ver. 23, Paul had not hitherto been released 

from chains; and therefore we have not to suppose that Felix 
on his departure changed the captivity of the apostle, which 
was previously free from chains (but see on ver. 23), into the 
custodia militarts allowable even in the case of Roman citizens, 

in which the prisoner was bound by a chain to the soldier 
who kept him. This period of two years in the life of the 
apostle, we may add, remains to us, as far as the Book of 
Acts goes, so completely unknown, that we are not in a 
position (with Ewald and Otto) to maintain that no letters of 
his from that interval could be in existence.—Of Porcius 
Festus, the better successor of Felix, little is known except 
his energetic measures against the sicarü.. See Joseph. Antt. 
xx. 8. 9f. to xx. 9. 1, Bell. ii. 14.1. He died in the fol- 

_ lowing year, and was succeeded by Albinus, whose knavery 
was yet surpassed by that of his successor, Gessius Florus. 

ACTS II. R 
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BIHIATTER AA 

VER. 2. 6 üpxıspsüs] of apxıspsiz is decidedly attested. Recom- 
mended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Tisch. Born. The singular 
arose from xxiv. 1. — Ver. 4. eis Kasoép.| so Lachm. Tisch. Born., 
according to preponderating testimony. Elz. Scholz have é& 
Kaısapeig. An interpretation. — Ver. 5. rodrw] A BC E®, min. 
Arm. Vulg. Lucifer. have é&rovo. So Lachm. and Born. But 
how easily, with the indefiniteness of the expression ¢ rı éoriv 
év u.7.A., WaS &romov Suggested as a gloss, perhaps from a recol- 
lection of Luke xxiii. 41! This then supplanted the super- 
fluous rolrw. Other codd. have roirw äromo. And ürorov is 
found variously inserted. — Ver. 6. ob Asloug dura 7 dena] SO 
Griesb. Lachm. Tisch. Scholz, Born. But Elz. has Azioug 7 déxa, 
in opposition to ABC 8, min. Copt. Arm. Vulg. As the oldest 
codd., in which the numbers are written as words, likewise all 
the oldest vss. (of which, however, several omit od, and several 
od mAsious), have éxrw, it is very probable that in later witnesses 
the number written by the numeral sign 7 was absorbed by the 
following 7. Finally, the omission of od was suggested by é 
raxsı, ver. 4, as it was thought that diarpipac de. . dere must 
be taken as a contrast to &v r«xsı (he promised to depart speedily, 
yet he tarried, ete.). — Ver. 7. aizi¢uara] Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. 
Tisch. read wirıauare, which is so decidedly attested that, not- 
withstanding that this form does not occur elsewhere, it must 
be adopted. — gépovres xar& rod IataAov] Lachm. Tisch. Born. 
read xurapépovres, following A BC x, lo® 40, Vulg. Lucifer. The 
Recepta is one interpretation of this ; another is eaipép. rw Tl. in 
E. — Ver. 11. yep] A BC E8, min. Copt. Slav. Chrys. Theophyl. 
2, have oiv, which Griesb. has approved, and Lachm. Tisch. Born. 
have adopted. Rightly; « wiv odv déix% seemed entirely at 
variance with the preceding oddév 7d/xnou.— Ver. 15. dingy] ABR, 
min. Bas. have zaradixyy. Recommended by Griesb., adopted 
by Lachm. and Born. An interpretation. — Ver. 16. After 
&vopwmov Elz. Scholz have eis drwasıav. It is wanting in pre- 
ponderating witnesses, and is an addition of the nature of a 
gloss, — Ver. 18. éégepov] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read Epespor, 
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according to decisive testimony.— After ir v. ¢yw A C* have 
movnpév (so Lachm.), and B E X** sovypév (so Born.). Two 
different exegetical additions.— Ver. 20. roirwy] has decisive 
attestation. But Elz. Scholz have rotrov, which (not to be 
taken with Grotius and others as the neuter) was occasioned by 
the preceding 6 IIaörog and the following ¢/ BouAoro. — Ver. 21. 
dvaréubw is to be adopted, with Lachm. Tisch. Born., according 
to preponderating testimony, instead of riu)w. The reference 
of the compound was overlooked. — Ver. 22. 297, and afterwards 
6 62, are deleted by Lachm. Tisch. Born., according to A Bx; 
and rightly. They were added by way of completion. — Ver. 
25. noraraßöwevos]| Lachm. and Born. read zareraßöunv, follow- 
ing A BC Es** lot Vulg. Copt. Syr., which witnesses also 
omit xa before airot. A logical emendation. — Ver. 26. oa, 
rı ypdnyaı] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read oxy, ri ypanpa, according 
to A BC,min. The fecepta is a mechanical repetition from 
the preceding. 

Ver. 1. Naturally it was the interest of Festus, both in his 
official and personal capacity, after he had entered upon his 
province as procurator of Judaea, zc. after having arrived in it, 
soon to acquaint himself more fully with the famous sacred 
capital of the nation which he now governed. — émBaivew, 

with the dative. See Thue. vii. 70. 5; Diog. L. i. 19; Diod. 
xvi. 66; Pind. Nem. iii. 19. — 7h erapxia (xxiii. 34); for 
the procurators were also called &mapxoı. See Krebs in loc. 

Vv. 2, 3. Evebavıoav «.7.0.] See on xxiv. 1.— of apycepets] 
see the critical remarks, as in xxii. 30; consequently not 
merely the acting high priest (as in xxiv. 1), who at that 
time was Jshmael, son of Phabi, and successor of Ananias. 

See Joseph. Antt. xx. 8. 8, 11.— kat oi rpatot tov Iovdaiov] 
thus not merely the mpeoßvrepo:, xxiv. 1. The opposition 
mow came forward in a larger spiritual and secular repre- 
sentation of the nation against the enemy of the national 
religion. It is true that most of these wpérov were without 
doubt Sanhedrists, and therefore also Festus, ver. 15, names 

them directly a potiori mpecBurepor, ver. 15; but this does 
not justify the assertion of Grotius, that Luke here uses rp@roı 
as equivalent to mpeoß. So also de Wette and Ewald. Ver. 
5 is opposed to this view. — aitodpmevos xapıv x.7.r.] desiring 
for themselves favour against him. Comp. ver. 15. — émas 
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«.7..|] The design of maperaA. abt. — évédpav rrovodvtes K.T.A.] 
an accompanying definition to maperdAovv . . . "Iepovoary, 
giving a significant explanation of the peculiar nature of this 
proceeding : inasmuch as they (thereby) formed a snare, in order 
to put him to death (through assassins), by the way. 

Ver. 4. For the reasons of the decision, see ver. 16.—By 
TnpeicOar . . . éxmropeverOar, the reply of refusal: “ Paul 
remains at Caesarea,” is expressed indirectly indeed, but with 
imperative decidedness. Observe in this case the rnpeiodaı 
emphatically prefixed in contrast to nerareuf., ver. 3. — eis 
Kaıcap.] In Caesarea, whither he was brought in custody, 
xix. 22, xxi. 13.—Notice the contrast between the Jewish 

baseness and the strict order of the Roman government. 
Ver. 5. The decidedly attested order of the words is: o¢ 

odv Ev üuiv dnow Sdvatrow (Lachmann, Tischendorf, Borne- 

mann). See on similar intervening insertions of dnoı, Kühner, 
ad Xen. Mem. iii. 5.13; Bornemann, ad loc.; Stallb. ad Plat. 

Rep. p. 472 D. oi Svvaroi Ev dy. are: the holders of power 
among you, %.e. those who are invested with the requisite 
official power (for making a public complaint in the name of 

the Jewish nation). Thus the usual literal meaning of övvaros 
is to be retained, and it is neither to be explained, with 

Erasmus, as idonei ; nor, with Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Homberg: 

quibus commodum est ; nor, with Bengel : those who are strong 
for the journey; nor, with Er. Schmid and Wolf (comp. 
Castalio, de Dieu, and others): quibus 7 promptu sunt aceu- 
sandi capita. Certainly if oi mp@roı, ver. 2, were the same 
as of mpeoßürepoı, then of övvaroı Ev üuiv would be unsuitable, 

as those persons in power were just the Sanhedrists ; wherefore 
ot mp@roı must include also other prominent persons. — 
ovyraraß.] having gone down with me. Thue. vi. 30. 2; 

Diod. xii. 30; Wisd. x. 13; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 398. — 
el tt Eoriv] namely, an object of accusation. 

Vv. 6, 7. Auatpias ... era] includes the whole brief stay 
of Festus at that time among the Jews at Jerusalem (ev 
avrois), not merely the time that had elapsed since the rejec- 
tion of that proposal. — epıieorncav] stood round Paul, as is 
evident from the preceding mapay. de avtod. Comp. ver. 18. 
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Grotius and Kuinoel incorrectly hold that it is to be referred 
to To Biya. — moANa kal x.7.r.] as in John xx. 30. — aitud- 
para (see the critical remarks), instead of airıauara, accusa- 
tions, is not elsewhere preserved. Yet Eust. p. 1422, 21, has 
aitiwous instead of airiacıs. — karabepovres (see the critical 
remarks), they brought against him. Gen. xxxvii. 2; Deut. 
xxi. 14. 

Ver. 8. They were not in a condition to prove them, seeing 
‘that he stated for his vindication, that, ete. On amoAoyeiodaı 
‘with örı (more frequently with ws), comp. Xen. Oce. xi. 22. — 
ovTe &.T.X.] These were consequently the three principal points 
to which the moda kat Papéa aitıwuara of the Jews referred. 
Comp. xxi. 28, xxiv. 5 f, to which they now added the 

' political accusation, as formerly against Jesus. 
Ver. 9. Xapıv karadesdaı] see on xxiv. 27.— Oereıs... 

Em’ EwoD;) Grotius correctly renders: visne a Synedrio judicarı 
me praesente? For that Festus meant a xpiveodaı by the 
Sanhedrim, is evident of itself from eis “Iepoo. avaß. and Erei. 
— em Ewod] coram me. Bengel aptly observes: hoc Festus 
speciose addit— Paul must be asked the question, deXeıs, 
because he had already been delivered over to the higher 
Roman authority, and accordingly as a Roman citizen could 
not be compelled again to renounce the Roman tribunal.— 
If Festus had previously (ver. 4) without ceremony refused 
the request of the Jews, which was at variance with the 
course of Roman law, he now shows, on the other hand, after 

they had conformed to the ordinary mode of procedure, that 
he was quite willing to please them. Certainly he could not 
doubt beforehand that his @édevs would be answered in the 
negative by Paul; yet by his question he made the Jews 
sensible at least that the frustration of their wish did not 
proceed from any indisposition on his part. 

Ver. 10. Paul gives a frank and firm refusal to that request, 
both positively (em tod yy. Kaic. «.7.r.) and negatively 
(’Iovöalovs oVödev x.7.2., to the Jews I have committed no offence). 
— ei T. Ryu. Kaicapos] for “ quae acta gestaque sunt a pro- 
curatore Caesaris, sic ab eo comprobantur, atque si a Caesare 

ipso gesta sint,’ Ulpian. L. I. D. de offic. procuratoris. — xadreov | 
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namely, than appears to follow from your question. Paul 
makes his judge feel that he ought not to have proposed that 
Oérxers x.7.r. to him at all, as it could not but conflict with 

his own better conviction. 
Ver. 11. From his preceding declaration that he must be 

judged before the imperial tribunal, and not by Jews, Paul 
now reasons (oöv, as the correct reading instead of ydp, see 
the critical remarks) that he accordingly by no means refuses 
to die, if, namely, he is in the wrong; but in the opposite 
case, etc. In other words: “ Accordingly, I submit myself to 
the penalty of the Roman law, if I am guilty; but if,” ete. 
And, in order to be sure of the protection of Roman law, 

amidst the inclination of Festus to please the Jews, he imme- 
diately adds the appeal to the Emperor.— ei... aduma] If I 
am at fault. See Kriiger, Index. Xen. Anab.; Jacobitz, ad 
Inc. Tim. 25, p. 25 £.; Heind. ad Plat. Protag. § 4, p. 463 f. 
The idea of the word presupposes the having done wrong 
(Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 5. 12), therefore the added kai 
äfıov Sav. memp. contains a more precise definition of ada, 
and that according to the degree. — ov mapasroduaı x.7.d.] non 
deprecor. Comp. Joseph. Vit. 29; Herod. i. 24: yruyhy dé 
mapatteopevov. Lys. adv. Sim. § 4: d&ia de... ei pev dbdiKd, 
undepiss ovyyvouns Tuyxävew. — TO amodaveiv] “id ipsum 
agi, notat articulus,” Bengel. Comp. Buttmann, neut. Gr. 
p. 226 [E. T. 262].— ei öe obdéy Eorıv dv] but if there exists 
nothing of that, of which they, etc. ov is by attraction for 
tovTwy & Comp. xxiv. 8; Luke xxiii. 14. — övvaraı] namely, 
according to the possibility conditioned by the subsisting legal 
relations. — avrois xapioacdaı] to surrender me to them out of 
complaisance. See on iii. 14.— Kaicapa érixanr.| I appeal to 
the Emperor. See examples from Plutarch of erırar. in Wet- 
stein; also Plut. Graech. 16; in Dem. and others: édvévau. 
Certainly the revelation, xxiii. 11, contributed to Paul’s em- 

bracing this privilege of his citizenship (see Grotius in loc. ; 
Krebs, de provocat. Pauli ad Caes. in his Opuse. p. 143 ff.). 
“ Non vitae suae, quam ecclesiae consulens,’ Augustine accord- 
ingly says, Hp. 2. 

Ver. 12. The conference of Festus with the council acting 
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as his advisers, as may be inferred from the answer afterwards 
given, referred to the question whether the ewixAnoıs of the 
Emperor was to be granted without more ado. For in cases 
of peculiar danger, or of manifest groundlessness of the appeal, 
it might be refused. See Geib, lc. p. 684 f. The consiliarw 
(Suet. 7ib. 33) of the provincial rulers were called also wap- 
edpot, assessores (Suet. Galba, 19). See generally, Perizonius, 
de Praetorio, p. 718; Ewald, p. 326.—After ewırexX., the else- 

where usual note of interrogation (which simply spoils the 
solemnity and force of the answer) is already condemned by 
Grotius——Baumgarten thinks that, from the appeal to Caesar 
(which in his view will not have been pernicious to Paul), 
and from xxvii. 24, it may be inferred that the Acts of the 
Apostles is decidedly favourable to the supposition of a libera- 
tion of Paul from the Roman imprisonment. Too rash a con- 

clusion. Neither the appeal nor xxvii. 24 points beyond 

Rome. To Rome he wished to go (appeal), and was to go 

(xxvii. 24). 
Ver. 13. This Marcus Agrippa was the well-meaning, 

but too weak, Herod Agrippa 11., son of the elder Agrippa, 
grandson of Aristobulus, and the great-grandson of Herod 1. 
Soon after the death of his father (xii. 23) he received from 
Claudius, at whose court he was brought up (Joseph. Antt. 
xix. 9. 2, xx. 1. 1), the principality of Chaleis, and instead of 
this, four years afterwards (A.D. 53), from the same emperor, the 
former tetrarchy of Philip and Lysanias, along with the title 
of king (Joseph. Antt. xx. 7. 1); and at a later period, 
from Nero, a further considerable increase of territory. He 
did not die till the third year of Trajan, being the last reign- 
ing prince of the Herodian house. See Ewald, p. 555 ff; 
Gerlach in the Luther. Zeitschr. 1869, p. 62 ff. — Bepvixn, 

also Beronice and Berenice (i.e. equivalent to Bepevi«n, Sturz, 

Dial. Maced. p. 31), was his sister, formerly the wife of her 
uncle Herod the prince of Chalcis, after whose death she lived 
with her brother,—probably in an incestuous relation (Joseph. 
Antt. xx. 7. 3),—a state of matters which was only for a short 
time interrupted by a second marriage, soon again dissolved, with 
the Cilician king Polemon (Joseph. Antt. xx. 7.5). Ata later 
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period still she became mistress of the Emperors Vespasian 
and Titus. See Gerlach, I... — domaoöuevor] It was quite in 
keeping with the relation of a Roman vassal, that he should 
welcome the new procurator soon after his accession to office. 

Ver. 14. The following conversation between Festus and 
Agrippa most naturally appears not as a communication by an 
ear-witness (Riehm, Kuinoel), but as drawn up by Luke him- 
self as a free composition ; for he had the materials for the pur- 
pose in his accurate information, received from Paul, as to the 

occurrence set forth in ver. 7 ff.—avedero] he set forth, enarravit, 

Gal. ii. 2. His design in this was (see ver. 26 f.) to learn the 
opinion of the king; for Agrippa, as an Idumean, as belong- 
ing himself to Judaism (comp. xxvi. 27; also Schoettg. Hor. 
p. 481), and especially as chief overseer of the temple and 
of the election of high priest (Joseph. Antt. xx. 1. 3), was 
accurately acquainted with the state of Jewish affairs. 

Vv. 15,16. Airovpevos x.7.r.| asking for punishment against 
him. That öikmv (comp. 2 Thess. i. 9; Jude 7) is so to be 
taken (according to its very frequent use by the classical 
writers, see Reiske, Ind. Dem. p. 162 f.; Ast, Lex. Plat. I. 
p. 538), is shown by ver. 16. Comp. the passages with air. 
dix. in Wetstein. — piv 7] refers to the conception of con- 
demnation contained in yapifec@a. As to the principle of 
Roman law here expressed, see Grotius in loc., and on xvi. 37. 
Likewise as to the Greek law, see Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. 

p. 160. On the optative with piv after a negative clause, 
when the matter is reported “ut in cogitatione posita,” see 
Klotz, ad Devar. p. 726. 

Vv. 17-20. After they had therefore come together here (to 
Caesarea, just as in ver. 24), I made no delay, etc. See ex- 

amples of avaPornv mowiodaı (comp. avaBddreo Pat, xxiv. 22) 

in Wetstein. — Ver. 18. zrepi ob] belongs to oradevres. Comp. 
ver. 7. — aitiav Ebepov (see the critical remarks): they brought 
no accusation. The classical expression would be air. errıbepeiv 
(Herod. i. 26; Thue. vi. 76; Plat. Legg. ix. p. 856 E; and: 
often in the orators), or emayeıv (Dem. 275. 4). — dv (instead 
of Ereivwv &) bmevoovv éyé] In the case of a man already 
so long imprisoned, and assailed with such ardent hostility, 
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_ Festus very naturally supposed that there existed some peculiar 
capital crimes, chiefly, perhaps, of a political nature. It is true 
that political charges were also brought forward (ver. 8), but 
“ hine iterum conjicere licet, imo aperte cognoscere, adeo futiles 
fuisse calumnias, ut in judicii rationem venire non debuerint, 
perinde ac si quis convicium temere jactet,” Calvin. — Ver. 19. 
mept THs idias Serovdayp.| concerning their own religion. Festus 
prudently uses this vox media, leaving it to Agrippa to take 
the word in a good sense, but reserving withal his own view, 
which was certainly the Roman one of the Judaica superstitio 
(Quinctil. iii. 8). Comp. on xvii. 22. — Gv] that he lives, 
namely, risen and not again dead. Moreover, the words kat 
mepi twos ’Incod ... Ev bear quite the impress of the indif- 
ference and insignificance which Festus attached to this very 
point, inasmuch as, in regard to the redvn«oros, he does not 
even condescend to designate the mode of death, and, as regards 

the önv, sees in it an empty pretence (Ebaoxev, comp. xxiv. 9). 
— Ver. 20. dsropovpevos] but I, uncertain on my part. Quite 
in accordance with the circumstances of the case (for before 
the king, Festus might not lay himself open to any imputation 
of partiality), Luke makes the procurator keep silence over the 
real motive of his proposal (ver. 9).— eis tiv wept tovTav 
&nr.] regarding the investigation to be held on account of these 
(to me so strange) matters (€jryous in the judicial sense, as in 

Pol. vi. 16. 2). Instead of eis ryv «.7.r. (comp. Soph. Trach. 
1235), Luke might have written only (as A H actually read) 
mv «.7.. (Heind. ad Plat. Crat. p. 409 C), or tis «7.2. 
(Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. p. 557 D). 

Ver. 21. After, however, Paul had appealed to be kept in 
ward (ver. 4) for the cognizance (judicial decision, Wisd. iii. 18, 
and often in the classical writers) of Augustus, etc. — TnpN- 
Onvaı] is not equivalent to eis TO tTnpNO. (Grotius, Wolf, Hein- 
richs, and others), but is the contents of the expressed appeal, 
namely, the legal demand which it contained. After this 
appeal had been in law validly made, no further proceedings 

_ might be taken by the authorities at their own instance against 
the appellant. See Wetstein on ver. 11.— avröv] is not to 
be written atrdv, as there is no reflexive emphasis. — Seßao- 
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tos] Venerandus, the Lat. Augustus, the well-known title of 

the emperors since the time of Octavianus! (abrös yevomevos 
apxn veßaonod Kat Tois &meıra, Philo, Leg. ad Caiwm, p. 1012). 
Vell. Patere. ii. 91; Dio Cass. liii. 16; Herodian, ii. 10. 19, 

iii. 13. 7; Strabo, vii. p. 291.— &ws od dvatréurpw (see the 
critical remarks *) is direct address. Comp. on xxiii. 12. 

Ver. 22. The narrative of Festus has excited the Jewish 
interest of the king, so that he also, on his part (x. auros), 
wishes to hear the prisoner. — éGovAdunr] quite like our: 7 
wished [Germ.: ich wollte], namely, if it admitted of being 
done. Comp. Rom. ix. 3; Gal. iv. 20. See Winer, p. 265 £. 
[E. T. 353]. Calvin erroneously infers from the imperfect 
that Agrippa had previously cherished a wish to hear Paul, 
but had hitherto refrained from expressing it, in order not 
to appear as if he had come for any other reason than to 
salute Festus. — avjpiov axovon ... avtov] The wish of the 
king is very welcome to the procurator. Why? see ver. 26. 

Ver. 23. Davtacia, show, pomp, mapamoumn (1 Mace. 
ix. 37), ambitio (Nep. x. 2. 2). See Polyb. xv. 25.5) xva 
21. 1, xxxii. 12. 6; Diog. L. iv. 53; Jacobs, ad Del. epigr. 

p. 152; and Wetstein. — 76 dkpoarnpıov (Plut. Moral. p. 45 F, 
937 D, Cat. 22) is the audience-chamber appointed for the 
present occasion. That it was, as is assumed, just the usual 
judgment-hall, is at least not conveyed in the words. — ovv 
Te Tols K.T.X.] TE is placed after ody, not after xırıapx., because 
the cvv is again mentally supplied before dvépdou. See 
Schoemann, ad Isae. p. 325 f.; Stallb. ad Plat. Crit. p. 43 B. 
By tots yuArdpxous (there were jive cohorts, and therefore five 
tribunes in Caesarea) and by dvdpact... moAews are meant 
the principal military and the prominent civil personages of 
the city. — Instead of roßs kat’ é£oynv odct, a classical writer 
would say tots e£oyoıs or E£oxwraroıs. On the periphrastic 
Kata, see Winer, p. 396 [E. T. 528]. 

1 See generally, Fincke, de appellationib. Caesarum honorif. et adulator. usque 
ad Hadrian., Regiom. 1867. 
2On ävariureıw, to send up, of the transport of prisoners to Rome, comp. 

Polyb. i. 7. 12, xxix. 11. 9; Lucian, Tox. 17; and Jacob in loc. See also on 

Luke xxiii. 7. 
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Vv. 24, 25. Oewpetre] Indicative. — mäv To Abos] ap- 
pears to conflict with vv. 2 and 15, and is at all events an 
exaggeration. But how natural is it to suppose that the per- 
sons there named were accompanied by an impetuous crowd ! 
Hence also emıßowvres. On Evervxov pos, they have approached 
me, in a hostile spirit towards him, comp. 1 Mace. viii. 32, 
x. 61; 2 Mace. iv. 36. On’ évOdde, comp. xxv. 17.— kal 
avtod Öe TovTou] and, on the other hand (cal... dé as in 
xxl. 29; see on John vi. 51), this person himself (itemque 
apse alle). 

Vv. 26, 27. ’Aodares te] something trustworthy, whereby 
the emperor (0 xüpios, Dominus, the appellation declined by 
Augustus and Tiberius, but accepted by their successors, see 
Wolf and Wetstein, also Dougt. Anal. p. 96; Fincke, /.c.) may 
inform himself certainly concerning the state of matters. Such 
a fixing of the real airia had not been possible for the pro- 
curator, who had to draw up the literae dimissoriae, so long 

as the proceedings were constantly disturbed and confused 
by intentional fabrications of the Jews.— dvaxpic.] A pre- 
liminary examination, “ judicis edocendi causa,” Grotius. See 
also Heind. ad Plat. Phaedr. p. 277 E; Hermann, Staats- 
alterth. § 141. 1.—In ox® 7) ypdıro (see the critical remarks) 
ypavrw is the future (see on Phil. i. 22): what I am to write. 
— ddoyov] unreasonable, absurd, Thue. vi. 85.1; Plat. Gorg. 

p. 519 E, Apol. p. 18 C. Without eivar: see Sauppe, and 
Kühner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 1. 5.—- tas kat’ avtod aitias| This 
was just the adogandés, which was still wanting to the procura- 
tor. Without having made himself clear as to the contents of 
the charges brought against Paul, he would have been obliged 
frankly to report to the emperor that he was in ignorance of 
them. Olshausen, however, is hasty in holding that, with the 
placing of the apostle before Agrippa the prediction of the Lord 
(Matt. x. 18; Mark xiii. 9) was now for the first time fulfilled. 
We know far too little of the previous history of the other 
apostles to be able to take this ground. Perhaps the elder James 
and Peter had already stood before Herod (Agrippa 1), xii. 
2,3 f. But Paul stood here for the first time before a king, 

who, however, is by no means to be considered as the repre- 
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sentative of the power of the heathen world (as Baumgarten 
supposes), as Agrippa was himself a Jew (see on ver. 14), 
ruled over the Jews, was by Paul addressed as a Jew (xxvi. 
3, 27), and was, in fact, even regarded as representative of 

the Jews (see map’ bpiv, xxvi. 8). 
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CHAPTER XX VI. 

Ver. 1. örtp] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read «ers, upon decisive evi- 
dence. — Ver. 3. After déoua: Elz. Scholz have oov, which is 
deleted by Lachm. Tisch. Born., according to A B E 8, min. 
Aeth. Syr. p. Arm. Vulg. A supplementary addition. — Ver. 6. 
eis] Elz. Scholz have apéc. «ig has A B E8, min. in its favour; 
is recommended by Griesb., and adopted by Lachm. Tisch. 
Born.; zpé¢ is explanatory, in accordance with xiii. 32. — After 
war. A B CER, min. Chrys. Theophyl. and many vss. have 
nua». Adopted by Griesb. Scholz, Lachm., and, in view of the 
considerable preponderance of testimony, rightly. The unneces- 
sary pronoun was easily passed over.— Ver. 7. The critically 
established order of the wordsis: éyzaAotwos ixd “Iovdaswv (not iad 
viv Iovd.,as Elz. has) Baoıred. So Lachm. Born. Tisch. ’Aypirra, 
which Elz. and Scholz have after BaoA<d, is an addition opposed 
to greatly preponderant testimony. — Ver. 10. puraxais] decisive 
witnesses have &v guva.; so Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. Tisch. Born. 
— Ver. 12. 2v ois xai] xai is wanting in A BCEJS8, min. and 
several vss. Deleted by Lachm. and Born.; and on that pre- 
ponderating testimony with the more right, as the frequent zai 
after the relative was easily added mechanically.— räs rapa 
cav| Lachm. and Born. have merely ray, according to A E J, 
min. vss. (B 8 omit only zapé). But r7s might be just as easily 
left out after the syllable 77s, as rapé might be overlooked as 
superfluous. If only ré» stood originally, there was no reason 
why it should be completed from ver. 10. Therefore the Recepta 
is to be retained. — Ver. 14. Aurodouy wpig we x. Atyovoav] Lachm. 
and Born. read Azyousuy wpös ne, following ABC J Ss, min. vss., 
to which also E, min., having gwvijg reyobons apis us, are to be 
added. But the comparison of ix. 4, xxii. 7, occasioned the 
abbreviation.— Ver. 15. 6 6¢] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read 6 ö 
Kipios, according to very considerable testimony. The Recepta 
is from ix. 5 (see the critical remarks thereon). — Ver. 16. eiöss] 
B C* (2) 137, Arm. Syr. p. Ambr. Aug. have sidé¢ wz. More 
precise definition, although defended by Buttmann in the Stud. 
u. Krit. 1860, p. 360.— Ver. 17. Instead of éyw, Elz. Scholz 

} 
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have viv, against decisive cesta ny oe 20. After xpairov 
Lachm. Born. Tisch. have se, as in A Bs. Inserted for closer 
connection with xa/‘Ispoo. Comp. the following re... xai. — eig 
rücav] eis is wanting in A BX, and is deleted by Lachm., but is 
indispensable, and might be easily enough passed over after the 
syllable os. — Ver. 21. The article is wanting before ‘Iovédaio in 
BG s*, which Buttmann approves; it was easily overlooked 
on account of the similarity of the following syllable, but would 
hardly be added, comp. vv. 2, 3, 7.— Ver. 22. rapé] aaé has the 
stronger attestation (Lachm. Tisch. Born.). — waprupodimevos] A B 
G Hs, min. Chrys. Theophyl. have waprupéuevos. Approved by 
Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Tisch. Born. A correction. See 
the exegetical remarks. er. 25. 6 62] Lachm. and Born. read 
6 6 Ilataos, which, indeed, has important attestation, but has 
the suspicion of having arisen from the very usual practice of 
writing the name on the margin. — Ver. 28. #97] is to be deleted, 
with Lachm. Tisch., according to important witnesses (includ- 
ing &).— yevéodar] Lachm. and Born. read cojjou:, after A B®, 
lot: three min. Copt. Syr. p. (on the margin). This variation is 
connected with the reading MEIOHI (instead of zefdes), but 
which is found only in A, and along with zo7ou is of the nature 
of a gloss.! — Ver. 29. 7oxzA@] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read peydrw, 
after A B s, min. Syr. utr. Copt. Arm. Vulg. Rightly; var 
involuntarily intruded itself as a contrast of éA‘yw.— Ver. 30. 
dvéorn ve] Elz. has xa! raitra simövrog abrod dvéorn, against A BR, 

min. Syr. Erp. Aeth. Arm. Vulg. An amplification. 

Vv. 1-3. ’Erırpererai cov] it is (herewith) permitted to 
thee to speak for thyself, ü.e. to defend thyself. Comp. Soph. 
Aj. 151, El. 545; Xen. Hist. i. 7. 16. — exreivas nv xeipa] 
after stretching forth his hand, is not equivalent to the xara- 
ceioas TH xeıpt, xii. 17, xiii. 16 (in opposition to Er. Schmid 
and Hammond), because this latter had for its object the ouvyav 
of the hearers (xii. 17); but it conveys a trait descriptive of 
the solemnity of this moment: . Paul comes forward in the 
attitude of an orator, with all the ingenuousness and candour of 
a good conscience, although the chain hung on his hands, 
ver. 29. Comp. in contrast to the simple gesture of Paul, the 
artificially rhetorical one in Apuleius, Metamorph. ii. p. 54: 
“ Porrigit dextram et ad instar oratorum conformat articulum, 

1 Expressing the meaning : thou believest to make me a Christian. Neverthe- 
less Lachmann, Praef. p. x., considers the reading of A as correct. 
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duobusque infimis conclusis digitis ceteros eminentes porrigit.” 
According to Lange’s fancy, it is an intimation that “he 
stretched out his hand at length for once to an intelligent judge.” 
—How true and dignified is also here (comp. xxiv. 10) the 
conciliatory exordium, with which Paul commences his speech ! 
— imo ’Iovöalwv] by Jews (generally), not: by the Jews, comp. 
xxv. 10. In regard to Jewish accusations, Paul esteemed him- 
self fortunate that he was to defend himself before Agrippa, as 
the latter was best informed about Jewish customs and contro- 
versies. — Ver. 3. ualıora yvoorny dvta ce] as thou art most 
(more than all other authorities) cognizant. The speech, continu- 
ing by a participial construction, is joined on in an abnormal 
case, as if an accusative expression had been previously used 
(such as mpds ce... dmodoyeicOat, Plat. Apol. p. 24 B). 
Less simply Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 272 [E. T. 317]. See 
on Eph. i. 18, and Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. p. 386 B. The view 
of Bornemann is very harsh (as 610 ö&ouaı entirely closes the 
previous construction, and commences a new sentence of the 
speech) : that Paul has put the accusative, because he had it in 
view to continue subsequently with aia... dxodcai pov, but 
omitted to do so on account of ravrwv ... Enrnuatwv. — kata 

’Iovd.] among Jews throughout. See Winer, p. 374 [E. T. 499]. 
Vv. 4, 5. Mev oöv] introduces, in connection with the pre- 

ceding exordium, the commencement now of the defence 
itself. See Bäumlein, Partik. p. 181. — Biwow] manner of 
life. Ecclus. Praef. 1, Symm. Ps. xxxvii. 6. Not preserved 
in Greek writers. — nv am’ apyis .. . ‘Iepoc.] a significant 
epexegesis of tv Ex veornros, for the establishment of the 
following ioacı x.T.A. — Tpoyıwworovres ... Dapıcalos]| my 
manner of life . . . know all Jews, since they knew me from the 
outset (since the first time of my becoming known)—namely, 
that I, according to the strictest (xxil. 3) sect of our religion 
(Opnoxeias), have lived as Pharisee. This Sapicaios, calling that 
axpiB. aipecw by its name, stands with great emphasis at the 
close. Notice generally the intentional definiteness with which 
Paul here describes all the circumstances of the case, to which 

belongs also the emphatic repetition of r7v (see Bornemann 
in loc.). —In mpoywock., mpo, before, contains the same con- 
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ception, which is afterwards still more definitely denoted by 
dvobev. They knew Paul earlier than merely since the pre- 
sent encounter, and that indeed dvwev, from the beginning 
(Luke i. 3), which therefore, as it refers to the knowing, and 
not to joa, may not be explained: from my ancestors (Beza). 
— éav HeAwaı paptupety] if they do not conceal or deny, but 
are willing to testify it: “ Nolebat autem, quia persentis- 

cebant, in conversione Pauli, etiam respectu vitae ante actae, 
efficacissimum esse argumentum pro veritate fidei Christianae,” 
Bengel. Comp. xxii. 19 £. | 

Vv. 6, 7. As Iwas known from of old by every one as a 
disciple of the strictest orthodoxy, so it is also now far from 
being anything heterodox, on account of which I stand accused 
(Eornka Kpwvopevos),—it is the universal, ardently-cherished, 
national hope, directed to the promise issued by God to our 
fathers. — Em’ édmids] on account of hope toward the promise, 
etc. That Paul means the hope of the Messianic kingdom to be 
erected, the hope of the whole eternal «Anpovouia (Heb. ix. 15), 
not merely the special hope of the resurrection of the dead 
(Grotius), the following more precise description proves, in 
which the universal and unanimous solicitude of the nation is 
depicted. . He had preached of this hope, that the risen Jesus 
would realize it (comp. xiii. 52 f.), and this was the reason of his 
persecution. See also xxviii. 20.— eis tods xatépas nuov] 
issued to our fathers. On the order of the words, the participle 
after the substantive, see Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. v. 3. 4. — 
eis nv refers to the Errayyeria. — 7d Swoexadvroy numv] our 
twelve-tribe-stock (a theocratically honourable designation of the 
nation as a whole, comp. Jas. i. 1). The word is also found 
in the Protevang. Jacobi, 1 (see Thilo in loc., p. 166 f.) ; Clem. 
1 Cor. 55, comp. chap. 31, p. 76: TO Öwderdexnmrpov Tod 
Icpayr. Quite analogous is Sexdpvdos, Herod. v. 66 (comp. 
rerpdovXos in the same place). To understand the expression 
historically, it need only be remarked, that even after the exile 
the collective body of the people actually consisted of the 
twelve tribes; in which view the circumstance, that ten tribes 
did not return from the exile, did not alter anything in the 
objective relation, and could not destroy the consciousness, 
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deeply interwoven and vividly bound up by history and pro- 
phecy with the whole national character, that every Jew 
(wherever he was) belonged to the great unity of the dwde- 
Kagpvrov,—to say nothing of the fact that al! the members of 
the ten tribes did not go into exile, and of the exiled all did 
not jointly and severally remain in exile. The question, 
therefore, as to the later fate of the ten tribes (see espe- 
cially, Baumgarten) does not belong to this place. — év 

 Eerreveia «.7.r:] with constancy attending to the worship of God, 
as well by the VOM (sacrificium juge; see Ewald, Alterth. 

p. 171) as by prayer and every kind of adoration. Comp. on 
Luke ii. 37, where also, in order at once to give prominence 
to the earnestness of the constant worship, virra precedes. 
— karavrncaı] to arrive, as if at a goal, which is the con- 

tents of the promise. Comp. on Phil. iii. 7. The conception 
AapBavev thy Emayyer., ii. 23, Gal. iii, 14, Heb. ix. 15, 
x1. 13, is analogous. The realization of the Messianic promise 
is also here represented as attaching itself to the pious prepara- 
tion of the nation. Comp. iii. 20 f. — imo ’Iovdalwv] by Jews ! 
placed at the end, brings into emphatic prominence the contrast. 
The absurdity and wickedness of being impeached by Jews con- 
cerning the hope of the Messianic kingdom were to be made 
thoroughly palpable. 

Ver. 8. The circumstance that Paul made the resurrection 
of Jesus the foundation of his preaching of the Messianic 
kingdom, had specially provoked the hatred of the Jews. This 
resurrection they would not recognise (xxv. 19), and therefore 
he continues—in his impassioned address breaking away from 
what had gone before, and in the person of the Jewish king 
addressing the Jews themselves as if present (map! tutv)— 
with the bold inquiry: Why is it esteemed as incredible with 
you ? etc. Beza and others (also de Wette and Lange) place 
after ri a note of interrogation: How? Is it incredible? etc. 
But it tells decisively against this view that the mere ri is not 
so used ; Ti yap, Ti ody, or Ti 5é would be employed. — ei 6 Oeds 
verp. éyetper] if God (as He has done in the instance of Jesus) 
raises the dead. Comp. Vulgate, Erasmus, and others. ei is 
neither equivalent to örı (Luther, Beza, Grotius, and others), 

ACTS IL 5s 
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nor is it the problematic whether (de Wette and others); the 
more especially as the matter under discussion is not that of 
doubt or uncertainty on the part of the Jews, but that of their 
definite unbelief, which is absurd. 

Vv. 9,10. In consequence of this unbelief (wév oöv), I 
myself was once a decided opponent of the name of Jesus. — 
Edofa éuavte] mihi ipsi videbar. See examples in Wetstein. 
The view of Erasmus, Calovius, de Dieu, and Vater, who 

connect Euavr® with deiv, is to be rejected; for detv with the 
dative, although not without example in classical writers (Xen. 
Mem. iii. 3. 10, Anab. iii. 4. 35, Oecon. vii. 20; see Kühner, 

§ 551, note 5; Schoem. ad Js. p. 380), is foreign to the N. T. 
éuavT@ has the emphasis of his own personal opinion: I had 
the self-delusion, that I ought to exert myself. “Tanta vis 
errantis conscientiae,’ Bengel. — pos TO övoua] in reference to 
the name, namely, in order to suppress the confession and 
invocation of it. Observe how Paul uses ’Inood rod Nafwp. 
according to his standpoint as Saul. — 6] which moAA& évavtia 
mpaéat I also actually did. Comp. Gal. ü. 10. This is 
then more particularly set forth by nal (and indeed) rodXods 
«.t.. Mark the difference between mpdocew and moıeiv ; see 
on John iii. 20.— r@v dyiwv] spoken from the Christian 
standpoint of the apostle, with grief. The éy# also has pain- 
ful emphasis. — avaıp. Te aut. karıveyka whdov] and when 
they were put to death (when people were on the point of 
executing them) I have given vote (thereto), caleulum adjeci, 
ie. I have assented, avvevdornoa, xxii. 20. The plural ävaıp. 
avT. is not, with Grotius, Kuinoel, and others, to be referred 

merely to Stephen, but also to other unknown martyrs, who 
‘met their death in the persecution which began with the killing 
of Stephen. Comp. viii. 1, ix. 1. . Elsner and Kypke make 
the genitive dependent on xarıyveyka, and in that case take 

kara- in a hostile reference (comp. kcatawndifew). Harsh, 
and without precedent in linguistic usage; cvacp. avr. is the 
genitive absolute, and karnv.is conceived with a local reference, 

according to the original conception of the wWwidos (the voting- 
stone), which the voter deposits in the urn. Classical authors 
make use of the simple dépew Widov (Plat. Legg. vi. p. 766 B, 
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p. 767 D, and frequently), also of Suaépew, or Emubep., or 
avadép., or éxdép. . But to xatadépe in our passage 
corresponds the classical rıdevaı yidov (Plat. Tim. p. 51 D; 
Eur. Or. 754; Dem. 362. 6, and frequently). 

Vv. 11-13. Kara maocas T.' ovvay.] throughout all the 
synagogues (in Jerusalem), going from one to another and 
searching out the Christians in all; comp. xxii. 19. — tipwpav 
avrovs] taking vengeance on them, dragging them to punishment, 

Soph. O0. R. 107. 140; Polyb. ii. 56. 15. Comp. xxii 5, 
and Wetstein in loc. The middle is more usual. — PAao- 

&nweiv] namely, tov "Incodv, which is obvious of itself, as the 
object of the specific reverence of Christians (Jas. ii. 7). 
Comp. Plin. Zp. x. 97; Suicer, Thes. I. p. 697. Whether 
and how far this #vdyxal. Bracd. was actually successful, 

cannot be determined. — €ws kal eis tas EEw mores] till even 
unto the extraneous cities (outside of Palestine). By this remark 
the following narrative has the way significantly prepared for 
it. — Ev ois] in which affairs of persecution. Comp. xxiv. 18. 
— per EEovo. x. Emirp.] with power and plenary authority 
(Polyb. iii. 15. 7; 2 Mace. xiii. 14). “Paulus erat commis- 
sarius,” Bengel. — juépas péoas] At noon, nernußpias (comp. 
xxii. 6), genitive of the definition of time, Bernhardy, p. 145. 
On the non-classical Greek expression péon nuepa, see Lobeck, 
ad Phryn. p. 55 f.— rara thv odor] along the way, xxv. 3, 
viii. 36.— Ümep T. Naurp. T. MAlov] surpassing the brightness 
of the sun. See Winer, p. 376 [E. T. 502]. 

Vv. 14, 15. See on ix. 4 ff; comp. xxii. 7 f. — 7 “EBp. 
dian.| It was natural that the exalted Christ should make 
no other language than the native tongue of the person to be 
converted the medium of his verbal revelation. Moreover, 

these words confirm the probability that Paul now spoke not, 
as at xxi. 40, in Hebrew, but in Greek.— oxdAnpdv cou mpos 
Kevtpa Aarrikewv] hard for thee, to kick against goads ! ie. it is 

' for thee a dificult undertaking, surpassing thy strength, and not 
to be accomplished by thee (compare Gamaliel’s saying, v. 39), 
that thou (as my persecutor) shouldest contend against my will. 
‘H &é porn ano av Body: TÜV yap of Atakroı Kata TIP 
yewpylav kevrpıkonevo td dpotytos, AaKtifover TO KEvTpOV 
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Kal wardov mAnrrovraı, Schol. ad Pind. Pyth. ii. 173. Comp. 
Aesch. Agam. 1540 (1624): mpös kevrpa um Aarrıde. See 
other examples from Greek and Roman writers in Grotius and 
Wetstein ; also Blomfield, ad Aesch. Prom. 531; Elmsl. ad 

Eur. Bacch. 794. 
‘Vy. 16-18. ’ArAa] “ Prostravit Christus Paulum, ut eum 

humiliaret ; nunc eum erigit ac jubet bono esse animo,” Calvin. 
— eis TodTO yap] eis TovTO points emphatically to what follows 
(mpoxeipisacdaı K.T.X.), and yap assigns the reason for what 
precedes (avdornOt K.T.A.). — mpoxeip.] in order to appoint 
thee. See on iii. 20, xxii. 14. He was, indeed, the oxedos 

Eerdoyis, ix. 15.— dv Te 6pOyjoopuai cor] &v is to be resolved 
into rovrwv &; but dpOjcouas is not, with Luther, Bengel, and 
others, including Bornemann, to be taken as causative (videre 
jaciam), but purely passive (I shall be seen). The & contained 
in wv is equivalent to &’ a, on account of which; see Stallb. 
ad Plat. Symp. p. 174 A; Ellendt, Zex. Soph. IL. p. 374; 
especially Soph. Oed. 7. 788, where av pév ixouny is likewise 
to be resolved into tovtwv 81 & ixounv. Consequently: and 
of those things, on account of which I shall appear to thee (tibi 
videbor). Comp. Winer, p. 246 [E. T. 329], who, however, ~ 
without reason contradicts himself, p. 135 [E. T. 178]. — 
éEatpovpevds ce] is an accompanying definition to dpOjcopai 

cot: rescuing thee (as thy deliverer) from the people (ie. Kar’ 
é£oynv, the Jewish nation) and from the Gentiles, from their 

hostile power. On é£asp., comp. vii. 10, xii. 11, xxiii. 27; 

Gal. i. 4, LXX. and Apocr.; Dem. 256. 2, al. Calvin appro- 
priately says: “ Hic armatur contra omnes metus, qui eum 
manebant, et simul praeparatur ad crucis tolerantiam.” — eis 
ovs] is not, with Calvin, Grotius, and others, to be referred 

merely to tov edvav, but, with Beza, Bengel, Heinrichs, 

Kuinoel, de Wette, to tod Aaod x. 7. eOv@v together, which is 
required by the significant bearing of vv. 19, 20. — dmoaréAro | 
not future, but strictly present. — dvoifaı obharuovs adtov] 
contains the aim of the mission. And this opening of their eyes, 
%.e. the susceptibility for the knowledge of divine truth (the 
opposite: xxviii. 27; Rom. xi. 8), which was to be brought to 
them by the preaching of the gospel (ver. 23), was to have the 
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design: Tod émuctpéas (that they may turn themselves ; on 
account of ver. 20,Iess admissible is the rendering of Beza and 
Bengel : wt convertas) amo akorovs eis has, from darkness to light, 
ie. from a condition, in which they are destitute of saving truth 
and involved in jgnonage nd i, to the opposite element, «ai 
(amd) tis eEovcias Tod Zürava KT... The two more precise 
definitions of &miorpewas apply to both, to the Jews and 
Gentiles; but the latter has respect in its predominant refer- 
ence to the Gentiles, who are deo. Ev TS KOopo (Eph. ii. 12), 
under the ‘power of Satan, the dpxwv tod Koo mou TOUTOU, 
Eph. ii. 2.— tod AaBeiv avrovs aperw .. . eis Eue] This 
now contains the aim of Tod Emiorpeyan K.T.A., and so the 
ultimate aim of davotEar obharuois aurav. — ae Ev Tots 
jytacp.| See on xx. 32.— wioteı TH eis Eue] belongs to 
Aaßelv. Faith on Christ, as the subjective condition (causa 
apprehendens) of the forgiveness of sins and the attainment of 
the Messianic salvation, is with great emphasis placed at the 
close; the form also of the expression has weight. ; 

Wy. 19," 20. ”Odev] Hence (Matt. xiv. 7), namely, because 
such a glorious ministry has been promised to me. — ov« eye- 
vom] Ge. non praestiti me. See Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 
7. 4. — Observe the address to the king, as at ver. 13 in the 
narrative of the emergence of the Christophany, so here imme- 
diately after its close; in both places, for the purpose of 
specially exciting the royal interest. — r7 odpavio ömracia] 
the heavenly” an because it came oüpavödev (ver. a — 

preached,;-(t) to im Damascus ; (2) to the city ee 
salem (Iepocodvpors, simple dative, no longer dependent on 
ev), and unto all the land of Judaea (eis, as in Luke viii, 34, 
and frequently ; see on ix. 28, xxiii. 11); (3) to the Gentiles? 
Thus Paul indice*es his whole ministry from his conversion - 
till now (see ver. 21). Consequently there is here no con- 
tradiction with Gal. i. 22 (Zeller). It was also the interest 

1 Ver. 19 proves the resistibility of the influences of grace. 
2 The rparov belongs only to reis tv Azpaoxs, not also to ‘Izpoeoa. (Hofmann, 

N.T. I. p. 118), as between Damascus and Jerusalem, in the consciousness of 
the apostle (Gal. i. 18), there lay an interval of three years. 
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of the apostle, persecuted by the Jews, to put his working for 
the Jews into the foreground. The shift td which Hofmann, /.c., 
resorts, that the apostle does not at all say that he has preached in 
all Judaea (he certainly does say so), but only that his preach- 
ing had sownded forth thither, is the less required, as he here 
summarily comprehends his whole’ working. — wpdocovtas] 
accusative. See Bornemann, ad Xen. Anab. i. 2.1; Kühner, 

ad Mem. i. 1. 9; Breitenb. ad Oecon. i. 4.— Paul certainly 
gives the contents of his preaching in a form reminding us of 
the preaching of the Baptist (Luke iii. 8); but he thus speaks, 
because he stands before an assembly before which he had to 
express himself in the mode most readily understood by it, 
and after a type universally known and venerated, for the 
better disclosure of the injustice done to him (évexa rovrwv, 
ver. 21!); to set forth here the yvornpiov of his gospel, with 
which he filled up this form, would have been quite out of 
place. Without reason, Zeller and Baur (see also his neutest. 
Theol. p. 333) find here a denial of the doctrine of justification 
by faith alone; an opinion which ought to have been pre- 
cluded by the very miotes rn eis Eye, ver. 18, which leaves 
no doubt as to what was in the mind of the apostle the specific 
qualification for weravoeiv .. . mp4ooovras. 

Vv. 21, 22. “Evexa Toorwv] because I have preached this 
petavociv and émotpépew among Jews and Gentiles. — dia- 
xeip.| Beza correctly explains: “ manibus suis interficere ” 
(see on v. 30). Comp. xxi. 30, 31. — Erıkovpias ody ... Oeod] 
This ody infers from the preceding ézep. Ösaxeıp. that the 
EoTnka Axpı THS Hep. TavTys is effected through help of God 
(without which no deliverance from such extreme danger to 
life could come). Observe withal the triumphant &ornka, I 
stand, keep my ground ! — paptupovpevos piKpe TE Kal weyaro | 
as one witnessed to by small and great, i.e. who has a good 
testimony from young and old (viii. 10). Accordingly, pap- 
Tupouevos is to be taken quite Saal as passive, and that 
in its very current sense, as in vi. 3, x. 22 al. ; while pikp@ and 
peyaXo are the datives usual with the PASSIVE construction (see 
on Matt. v. 21), instead of which to is used in x. 22, xvi. 2, xxii 
12. The usual rendering, following the Vulgate : witnessing 
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to small and great, i.e. “ instituens omnis generis homines ” 
(Küinoel), arbitrarily assumes a deviation from linguistic usage, 
as uaprupeioda: is always used passively (on which account, in 
1 Thess. ii. 12, the reading naprupopevos is necessarily to be 
defended ; see Lünemann in loc.). See Rinck, Zucubr. crit. 
prvi; eho, however (as also de Wette, Baumgarten, Ewald), 

declares for the reading aptupou. ; this, although strongly 
attested (see the critical remarks), is an old, hasty emendation, 
which was regarded as necessary to suit the dative. But in 
what a Een contrast to that deadly hatred of his enemies 
appears the statement (ver. 21): “By help of God I stand 
till this day, well attested by small and great”! The following 
words then give the reason of this paptupovmevos: because I 
set forth ar else than what (avy =Tovtwy a) the prophets, 
etc. — weAAövrwv] On the attraction, see Lobeck, ad Aj. 1006 ; 
Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 261 [E. T. 305]; and on the expres- 
sion Ta ueAAovra yiver Oar, Jacobs, ad Philostr. p. 630. 

Ver. 23 is to be separated simply by a comma from the 
preceding : What the prophets and Moses have spoken con- 
cerning the future, whether (whether, namely) the Messiah is 
eaiposed to suffering, etc. Paul expresses himself in problematic 
form (ei), because it was just the point of debate among the 
Jews whether a suffering Messiah was to be believed in (John 
xii. 34), as in fact such an one constantly proved an_ offence 
unto them (1 Cor. i. 23; Gal. v.11). “ Res erat liquida; 
Judaei in guaestionem vocarant,” Bengel. Paul in his preach- 
ing has said nothing else than what Moses and the prophets 
fave spoken as the future state of the case on this point ; he 
has propounded nothing new, nothing of his own invention, 
concerning it. Pay ane passibilis (Vulgate), not, however, in 
the Be hysical sense of susceptibility of suffering, but of the 
divine destination to suffering: subjected to suffering. Plut. 
Pelop. 16: ro Ovntov kal er pe amoßaxovras. The oppo- 

! Erasmus, Castalio, Calvin, Bengel, and others take zuxp. +. x. wsyaa. in the 

sense of rank : to persons of low and of high degree. This is historically unsuitable 
‚to the correct view of waprupodu., as Paul was despised and persecuted by the 
great of this world. The wisdom, which he preached, was not at all theirs, 
1 Cor. ii. 6 ff. 
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site days in classicwriters.since_the time of Herodotus. 
Comp. Justin. e. Tryph. xxxvi. p. 133 D: maßnrös Xpiarös 
mpoebnrevdn weAXeıv eivau.—The other point of the predictions 
of Moses and the prophets, vividly introduced without a con- 
necting particle, in respect of which Paul had just as little 

“deviated from their utterances, is: whether the Messiah as as the 

First from the resurrection of the dead (as the first for ever 
risen, a8 mpwTdToKes éx TOV veKpay, Col. i. 18; comp. I Cor. 
xv. 33) will proclaim. light (as in ver. 18) re the (Jewish) 
people and to the Gentiles, The chief stress of this sentence 
lies on mp@Tos €E avacr. verp@v ; for, if this was, in accordance 
with the O. T., appropriated to the Messiah as characteristic, 

thereby the a of the cross, of Christ was removed. 
After His resurrection Jesus proclaimed light to all the 
Gentiles by His self-communication in the Holy Spirit (see 
on Eph. ii. 17), whose organs and mediate agents the apostles 
and their associates.were.....Comp. on Col. i. 12. 

“ Ver. 24. While he was thus speaking in his defence, Festus 

said with a loud voice (wey. TH bwvn, see on xiv. 10), Thou art 
mad, Paul!  Tavra is to be referred to the whole defence (as. 
to aroXoy. Tt, see on Luke xii. 11), now interrupted by Festus 
(observe the present participle), but in which certainly the 
words spoken last (ovdév Exrös x.r.A.) were most unpalatable 
to the cold-hearted statesman, and at length raised his im- 

patience to the point of breaking out aloud. His profane 
mind remained unaffected by the holy inspiration of the 
strange speaker, and took his utterances as the whims of a 
mind perverted by much study from the equilibrium of a sound 
understanding. His paivy! was indignant earnestness ; with 

all the more earnestness and bitterness he expressed the idea of 
eccentricity by this hyperbolical paivy, the more he now saw 
his hope of being enlightened as to the true state of matters 
grievously disappointed. Comp. Soph. 0. R. 1300: tis o’, & 
Anuov, mpooeßn yavia! That solicitude of the procurator 
(xxv. 26), which naturally governed his tone of mind, was 
much too anxious and serious for a jest, such as Olshausen 
takes it to be. Nor does peyddyn 77 dwvn suit this, on which 

Chrysostom already correctly remarks: oürw nv x. dpyis 7 
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dwv7. The explanation, thow art an enthusiast ! is nothing 
but a mistaken softening of the expression. So Kuhn (in 
Wolf), Majus (Odss. IV. p. 11 ff.), Loesner, Schleusner, 
Dindorf. However the furor propheticus may be nourished 

by plunging into moAA& ypdppata, the paivy in this sense is 
far less suited to the indignation of the annoyed Roman; and 
that Paul regarded himself as declared by him to be a madman, 
is evident from ver. 25 (dAneias x. cwppoc.).— Ta TOARA oe 
ypappata] multae literae (Vulgate), the much knowledge, learn- 
ing, with which thou busiest thyself. See on John vii. 15. 
Not: the many books, which thou readest (Heinrichs, Kuinoel, 

Hildebrand), for, if so, we cannot see why the most naturally 
occurring word, 8:8r<a or BißAoı, should not have been used. 

—tThe separation of woAdd from pa. by the interposition of 
ce puts the emphasis on woAAd. Bengel correctly adds: 
“ Videbat Festus, naturam non agere in Paulo; gratiam non 
vidit.” 

Ver. 25. ‘O dé] pera érruevxelas dmorpıvöwevos, Chrysostom. 
— äAnbeias x. cwppoc. pnuara] words, to which truth and intelli- 
gence (sound discretion) belong. a‘mdeıa may doubtless accom- 
pany enthusiastic utterance, but it is a characteristic opposed 
to madness. For passages in the classics where cwppocivn is 
opposed to wavia, see Elsner-and Raphel. Plat. Prot. p. 323 B: 
0 €xel cwppoortyny iyobvTo civar TAANOH Akyeıv, EvtadOa paviav. 

_ Comp. also Luke vii. 35; 2 Cor. v. 13.— drodOéyyouar] 
“aptum verbum,” Bengel. See on ii. 4. 

Ver. 26. In proof (yap) that he spoke truly, and in his 
sound mind, Paul appeals to the knowledge of the king (in 
quo plus erat spei, Calvin). — wept tov’tTwy and te To’Twy refer 
to what Paul had last said concerning the Messiah, which had 
overpowered the patience of Felix and drawn from him the 
paivn (comp. on raüra, ver. 24). Todro is the same, but 
viewed together as an historical unity. emiorauaı with epi 
is not found elsewhere in the N. T., but often in Greek writers. 
— ovöev] like nihil, in no respect ; Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. vi. 
6.12. Taken as accusative of object, it would be inappro- 
priate (on account of ri); hence A E x** min. omit it (so 
Lachmann and Bornemann), while, on the other hand, B has 
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not r.—Observe also the correlates emioraraı and Aavdaveıv 
placed at the beginning. — ov... ev ywvia] A litotes: not in 
a corner (Ev kpvrt®), but publicly in the sacred capital of the 
nation. See examples in Wetstein. 

Ver. 27. Instead of adding to the “ for this was not done 
in a corner” as a second reason, “ and the prophets in whom 
the king believes have foretold it,” in the increased vehemence 
of his impassioned discourse (comp. Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. 
pp. 186, 346) Paul turns to the king with the question: 
Believest thou the prophets ? and immediately himself answers 
the question with confidence: I know that thow believest ! 
Thus with fervent earnestness he suddenly withdraws the 
sacred subject from merely objective contemplation, and brings 
it as a matter of conscience home to the king’s consciousness 
of faith, Paul could reasonably say without flattery, otda, dre 
mıoTeveıs, since Agrippa, educated as a Jew, could not have 
belief in the truth of the prophecies otherwise than as a 
heritage of his national training, although it had in his case 
remained simply theory, and therefore the words of the apostle 
did not touch his heart, but glanced off on his polished and 
good-natured levity. 

Ver. 28. The king is of course well-meaning enough not to 
take amiss the burning words, but also, as a luxurious man of 
the world, sufficiently estranged from what is holy instantly 
to banish the transiently-felt impression with haughtily con- 
temptuous mockery. The conduct of Pilate in John xviii. 38 
is similar to this and to ver. 32. — év ddty@ is to be taken as 
neuter, and without supplement, as in Eph. iii. 3 (see in Joc.), 
namely: With little (ev, instrumental) thow persuadest me to 
become a Christian! This sarcasm is meant to say: “ Thus 
summarily, thus brevi manu, you will not manage to win me over 

to Christianity.” Appropriately, in substance, Oecumenius: 
Ev Odbyw" Tovreori Sv oAlywv pynudtwv, Ev Bpayeoı Aöyoıs, Ev 
oAlyn SidacKaria, ywpls TON\oD Tovov Kal auvexovs SiaréEews. 
Most expositors either adopt the meaning (Calvin, Wetstein, 
Kuinoel, Olshausen, Neander, de Wette, Lange) sometimes 
with and sometimes without the supplement of ypdvm: in a 
short time (Pind. Pyth, viii. 131; Plat. Apol. p. 22 B; and 
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see the passages in Raphel, Polyb.; comp. the analogous 8” 
ortyov, Thuc. i. 77. 4, ii. 85. 2, iii, 43. 3; Schaefer, ad Bos. 
Ellips. pp. 101, 553; and see on Eph. iii. 3) ; or (Chrysostom, 

Valla, Luther, Castalio, Beza, Piscator, Grotius, Calovius, and 

others, to which also the modica ex parte of Erasmus comes in 
the end): propemodum, parum abest, quin. So also Ewald, 
who calls to his aid the 2 of value (for a Little, i.e. almost). 
But in opposition to the view which takes it temporally, may 
be decisively urged the reading peyddw, to be adopted instead 
of 7roAX® in ver. 29 (see the critical remarks), an expression 
which proves that Paul apprehended ev oA/'yw in a quantitative 
sense ; and there is no reason in the context for the idea (to 
which Calvin is inclined, following Chrysostom) that Paul took 
the word in one sense and the king in another. The same 
‚reason decides against the explanation propemodum, which 
also is not linguistically to be justified, for there must have 
been used either oAlyov (Plat. Prot. p. 361 C, Phaedr. p. 258 E; 
Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. p. 563 B), or oAiyov Se? (Wolf, ad Dem. 
Lept. p. 238), or wap’ odtyov (Bernhardy, p. 258). — Lastly, 
that the words of the king are to be taken ironically, and not, 
with Heinrichs and many other expositors, as an earnest con- 
fession, is evident even from the very improbability in itself 
of such a confession in view of the luxurious levity of the 
king, as well as from the name Xpiotiavov, which, of Gentile 

origin (see on xi. 26), carries with it in the mouth of a Jew 
the accessory idea of heterodoxy and the stain of contempt 
(1 Pet. iv. 16). Schneckenburger also would have the 
expression to be earnestly meant, but in favour of the apologetic 

design imputed to the Book of Acts. 
Ver. 29. In the full consciousness of his apostolic dignity, 

Paul now upholds the cause of the despised Xpıoriavov yevér Bar 
as that which he would entreat from God for the king and all 
his present hearers, and which was thus more glorious than all 
the glory of the world. — evéaiunv dv T6 Oc] I would indeed 
(in case of the state of the matter adınitting it) pray to God. 
See on this use of the optative with av, Fritzsche, Conyect. I. 
p. 34 f.; Bernhardy, p. 410; Krüger, § 54, 3. 6. Eüyeoda:; 
with the dative, to pray to any one, only here in the N. T., but 
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very frequently in classical writers—In what follows onpepov 
belongs to 7. arovovras p., not to yev&odaı (Chrysostom), as is 
to be inferred from Ev weyddw. — Kai Ev odiy Kal Ev peyaro 
ov povov ae K.7..| that as well by little as by great—whether 
in the case of one, little (see on ver. 28), and in the case of 
another, much (xömos x. mövos ev TH SidacKxadria, Oecumenius, 
reading ev moAA»), may be employed as a means for the pur- 
pose,—not merely thou, but also all... were such also as I 

am (Christians). On xay®, comp. 1 Cor. vii. 7; Baeumlein, 

Partik. p. 153. — mapekrtös tév Secuav tovtwr] The chains 
which had bound him in prison, and were again to bind 
him (comp. on xxiv. 23, 27, xxviii. 30), chaining him, namely, 

after the manner of the custodia militaris to the soldiers who 
watched him, he bore now hanging down freely on his arm. 
Comp. Justin. xiv. 4,1. The maperrös «.7.X., although to the 
apostle his chains were an honour (Eph. ii. 1, iv. 1; Philem. 
1. Comp. Phil. ii. 17 f.), is “suavissima emidepamelia et 
exceptio” (Bengel), in the spirit of love. | 

Vv. 30-32. Perhaps this bold, grand utterance of the sin- 
cular man had made an impression on the king’s heart, the 
concealment of which might have occasioned embarrassment 
to him, had he listened any longer: Agrippa arose and thereby 
brought the discussion at once to a close. With him arose, in 
the order of rank, first the procurator, then Bernice, then all 

who sat there with them (of cvyxaOpevor aurois). After they 
had retired from the audience chamber (dvaxwpnoavres), they 
communicated to each other their unanimous opinion, which 
certainly amounted only to the superficial political negative: 
this man (certainly by the most regarded as a harmless 
enthusiast) practises nothing which merits death or bonds. 
But Agrippa delivered specially to Festus his opinion to this 

1 The interpreters who take iv öriy» as brevi tempore (see on ver. 28) here 
translate (according to the reading +oaad@): ““be it for short or for long” (de 
Wette). Those who take iv éaiyw as propemodum, translate : “non propemo- 
dum tantum, sed plane” (Grotius). With our view of iv éaiy, the reading &» 
0110 makes no difference of meaning from iv wsyéaw. Ewald, likewise following 

the reading iv zey., takes iv also here consistently in the sense of value: by little 
and by much, that is, by all I wish, etc. 
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effect: this man might (already) have been set at liberty,’ if he 
had not appealed unto Caesar (by which the sending him to Rome 
was rendered irreversible, see Grotius). — mpaooceı] practises, 
Grotius rightly remarks: “agit de vitae instituto:” hence in 
the present. Comp. John iii. 20; Rom. i. 32, al.; John 

vil. 51.—The “recognition of the innocence of the apostle in 
all judicatures” (Zeller, comp. Baur) is intelligible enough 
from the truth of his character, and from the power of his 
appearance and address; and, in particular, the closing utter- 
ance of Agrippa finds its ground so vividly and with such 
internal truth in the course of the proceedings, that the im- 
putation of a set purpose on the author's part (“in order that, 
with the Gentile testimonies, xxv. 18, 25, a Jewish one might 

not be wanting,” Zeller) can only appear as a frivolously 
dogmatic opinion, proceeding from personal prepossessions 
tending in a particular direction. The apostle might at any 
rate be credited, even in his situation at that time, with an 

amrobeEus mveluaros K. Övvanews (1 Cor. ü. 4). 

t Not: ‘‘ dimitti poterat,” Vulg. Luther, and others. See in oppositionto this, 
and on the expression without év, Buttmann, newt. Gr. pp. 187, 195 [E. T. 216, 
226). Comp. also Nägelsb. on the Iliad, p. 430, ed. 3. 
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CHAPTER XXVIL 

VER. 2. wars} So A BS, min. and most vss. Approved 
by Mill., Bengel, and Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Tisch. Born. 
The usual :AAovres is an alteration in accordance with the pre- 
ceding éa@dvres.— robg] Lachm. reads eic rot, following A Bk, 
min. Other codd. have &ri. Different supplementary addi- 
tions. — Ver. 3. opsudivra] Lachm. reads sopevdéves, following 
A Bs, min. A hasty correction on account of érérpebe. — 
Ver. 12. xdxeiev] Lachm. and Scholz read éxeiev, following 
A BGR, min. vss. Chrys. But the want of a reference of the 
nai in what goes before easily occasioned the omission. — 
Ver. 19. fav] Approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. and 
Born., after ABC 8, min. Vulg. The Recepta is éppipaue. As 
this might just as easily be inserted on account of airéyeipes, as 
pray on account of érootvro, the preponderance of witnesses 
has alone to decide, and that in favour of Epprnbav. — Ver. 23. 
The order sadry rf wxri (Lachm. Tisch. Born., also Scholz) 
is decidedly attested. ”Ayyerog is to be placed, with Lachm. 
Tisch. Born., only after Aurpebw (ABC ss, min.), and ya is to 
be adopted (with Lachm. and Born.) after «iz/, on the evidence of 
A C* 8, min. vss.; it might very easily be suppressed before 
gi. — Ver. 27. éyévero] A, lo# 68, Vulg. have éxeyévero. So Tisch. ; 
and rightly, as the very unusual compound (only again in 
XXviii. 13) was easily neglected by the transcribers. — Accord- 
ing to preponderating attestation, xara (instead of eis) is to 
be read in ver. 29 with Lachm. Tisch. Born.; comp. vv. 17, 
26, 41. — éxréowuev] Elz. has éxréowow, against decisive testimony. 
Alteration to suit the following jixyovre. — Ver. 33. mpooAwßöpevor] 
Lachm. reads xpocrAupmSavéwevor, merely in accordance with A, 40. 
But the part. pres. is to be viewed as an alteration to suit 
mpoodoxmvres. — Ver. 34. neraraßen] Elz. has mpooraßen, against 
preponderant testimony. From ver. 33.— aociza:] Griesb. 
Lachm. Scholz, Tisch. Born. read d“rorsire, which indeed has 
weighty attestation in its favour, but against it the strong 
suspicion that it was borrowed from Luke xxi. 18. This tells 
likewise against the Recepta &x, instead of which &#ö is to be 
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read, with Lachm. Tisch. Born. It is less likely that weosiraı 
should have been taken from the LXX. 1 Kings i. 52; 1 Sam. 
xiv. 45; 2 Sam. xiv. 11.— Ver. 39. é@ovAcicavro] Lachm. and 
Born. read éGovaActovro, after BC 8, min. But on account of the 
preceding imperfects, the imperfect here also was easily brought 
in; and hence is to be explained the reading (explanatory 
gloss) &Boörovro in A, min.— Ver. 41. ra» xuwdrav] has in its 
favour C G H s** and all min. Chrys. and most vss., and is 
wanting only in A B s*. Deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. 
There is, however,—especially as with r#s ßräs a definition, 
although not necessary, is probable,—amidst such strong attes- 
tation less a suspicion of its being a supplementary addition, 
than a probability that the transcribers confounded this ray 
with the ray of ver. 42 and thus overlooked ray zuudrur. 
Besides, it would have more naturally suggested itself to a 
glossator to write on the margin ry: dardoo. than r- zundran, 
which does not again occur in the whole narrative of this 
voyage.— Ver. 42. Elz. has dapiyo. But Griesb. Lachm. 
Tisch. read ö,“90yn, which is attested, indeed, by ABC s,min,, 
but has arisen from the usual custom of the N. T. in such com- 
binations to put not the optative, but the subjunctive. —On 
the variations in the proper names in this chapter, see the 
exegetical remarks, 

Ver. 1.1 Tod dromciy judas] contains the aim of the 
éxplln. “ But when (by Festus) decision was made (to the 
end) that we should sail away.” The nature of the “ becom- 
ing resolved” (xpiveoda:) implies that the object—the contents 
of the resolution—may be conceived as embraced under the 
form of its aim. The modes of expression: «eArevew iva, 
eimreiv iva, Oédew iva, and the like, are similar; comp. ver. 42, 
BovAn Eyevero, iva. See also Luke iv. 10.— yds] Luke 
speaks as a fellow-traveller. — apeöidovv] namely, the persons 
who were entrusted with the execution of the expidn. — 
érépous is purposely chosen (not @AAovs), to intimate that they 

1 Comp. on chap. xxvii. the excellent treatise of James Smith, The Voyage 
and Shipwreck of St. Paul, London 1848, ed. 2, 1856 ; Vömel, Progr., Frankf. 

1850 ; in respect of the language, Klostermann, Vindiciae Luc. VII.—In Baum- 
garten there is much allegorizing and play of fancy ; he considers the apostle as 
the true Jonah, and the ship’s crew as a representative of the whole heathen 
world. — Hackett treats chap. xxvii. with special care, having made use of 
many accounts of travels and notes of navigation. 
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were prisoners of another sort (not also Christians under arrest), 
Comp. Luke xxiii. 32; Tittmann, Synon. N. T. p. 155 £.; and 
see on Gal. i. 7. repos in xv, 35, xvii. 34, also is to be simi- 
larly taken in the sense of another of two classes (in opposition 
to de Wette). — oweipns Zeßacr.] cohortis Augustae, perhaps : 
the illustrious (the imperial) cohort. SeBacr. is an adjective. 
Comp. Ai Zeßaor. in Joseph. Antt. xvii. 5.1: the ömperial 
harbour (in Caesarea). Probably (for historical demonstration 
is not possible) it was that one of the five cohorts stationed 
at Caesarea, which was regarded as body-guard of the 
emperor, and was accordingly employed, as here, on special 
services affecting the emperor. We have no right, considering 
the diversity of the names used by Luke, to hold it as identical 
with the oreipa ’Iraxırn, x. 1 (so Ewald). Wieseler, Chronol. 
p. 351, and Beitr. z. Würdig. d. Hv. p. 325 (comp. Wetstein), 
finds here the cohors Augustanorum (imperial body-cohort) at 
Rome, consisting of Roman equites, of the so-called evocate 
(Tac. Ann. xiv. 15; Sueton. Nero, 25; Dio, Ixi. 20, Ixiüi. 8), 

whose captain, Julius, he supposes, had been at this very time 

on business at Caesarea, and had taken the prisoners with 
him on his return. In this way the centurion would not 

‚have been under the command of Festus at all, and would 

have only been incidentally called into requisition, which is 
hardly compatible with the regulated departmental arrange- 
ments of Rome in the provinces; nor is there in the text 
itself, any more than in the oeipa Itadixn, x. 1, the least 
intimation that we are to think of a cohort and a centurion, 

who did not belong at all to the military force of Caesarea. 
Schwarz (de cohorte Ital. et Aug., Altorf, 1720), with whom 

Kuinoel agrees, conceived that it was a cohort consisting of 
Sebastenes (from Sebaste, the capital of Samaria), as in fact 
Sebastene soldiers are actually named by Josephus among 
the Roman military force in Judaea (Antt. xx. 6. 2, Bell. 
ii. 12. 5). But the calling a cohort by the name of a city (the 
cohort of Sebaste) is entirely without example; we should 
necessarily expect Seßaornv@v (Joseph. Bell. ii. 12. 5: “ iA 
immewv karovueımv Zeßaotnvov”), or an adjective of locality, 
such as Seßaornvn, after the analogy of 'Iradırn, x. 1.— 
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Nothing further is known of the centurion Julius. Tacitus 
(Hist. ii. 92, iv. 11) mentions a Julius Priscus as centurion 
of the Praetorians; but how extremely common was the 
name ! 

Ver. 2. ’Emıßavres] with dative, see on xxv. 1.— mAoio 
"Aöpap.] a ship which belonged to Adramyttium, had its home 
there, the master of which resided there. ’Aöpauürrıov, or 
’Aöpauvrreiov (for several other modes of writing the name, see 
Steph. Byz. s.v. ; Poppo, ad Thuc. I. 2, p. 441 f.), was a seaport 
of Mysia, and is not to be confounded with Adrumetum on 
the north coast of Africa (Grotius, Drusius, Richard Simon), 

because amidst all the variations in the codd. ("Adpapytwe, 
"Adpanvvrnvo, Arpayvryvo, Aödpauyvrıvo) the v in the middle 
syllable is decidedly preponderant. — ueAAovrı mAelv «.7.A.] 
The ship, certainly a merchant-ship, was thus about to start 
on its homeward voyage. The prisoners were by this oppor- 
tunity to be brought to the Asiatic coast, and sent thence by 
the opportunity of another vessel (ver. 6) to Italy. — Tovs kara 
t. "Aciav TOmovs] to navigate the places situated along Asia (on 
the Asiatic coast). On the accusative, see Winer, p. 210 [E. T. 

280]; Thue. vi. 63. 2: mA&ovres Ta Te Errereiva THS Zurekias. 
Pausan. i. 35.— 'Apıorapyxov] see xix. 29, xx. 4; Col. iv. 10; 
Philem. 24. Thus he also had from Asia (xx. 4) come again 
to Paul; Trophimus (see on xxi. 29) already joined him 
at Jerusalem. But whether Aristarchus accompanied Paul 
as a fellow-prisoner (Ewald) does not follow with certainty 
from Col. iv. 10. See in loc. 

Ver. 3. Eis Suddva] unto Sidon, into the seaport. Comp. 
xxl. 3, xxvi. 12. — xphjodaı tui] to have intercourse, fellow- 
ship, with any one. See Wetstein, and Ruhnk. ad 7im. p. 101. 
The fact that the centurion treated Paul so kindly may be 
sufficiently explained from the peculiar interest, which a 
character so lofty and pure could not but awaken in humane 
and unprejudiced minds. It may be also that the procurator 
had specially enjoined a gentle treatment. — mopevdevra is to 
be analysed as accusative with infinitive. See on xxvi. 20, 
and Lobeck, ad Soph. Aj. 1006.— mpös 7. dtdovs] Without 
doubt Paul had told the centurion that he had friends (namely, 

ACTS II. T 
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Christian brethren, ix. 19) in Sidon. Still the centurion 
would not leave him without military escort, as indeed his 
duty required this. ‘Comp. Grotius, “cum milite.” 

Vv. 4, 5. ‘Yaremdeto. Tr. Kirpov] We sailed under Cyprus, 
so that we remained near the shore (elevated above the level 
of the sea), because the (shifting) winds were contrary, and 
therefore made a withdrawal to a distance from the (northern) 
shore not advisable. — xara 7. Kırik.] along. Just so ver. 7, 
Kata Sadkwovnv; comp. ver. 2.— Müpa] or, as Lachmann, 
following B, reads, Möppa (it is neuter, yet the feminine form 
was also used, see Steph. Byz. s.v.), was a seaport of Lycia, only 
twenty stadia from the coast (Strabo, xiv. p. 981). Forbig. 
Geogr. II. p. 256. The readings Avorpa or Avotpay (A , 
Copt. Vulg. Fathers), and Zuvpvav (31, Beda), are explained 
from want of acquaintance with that name of a town. 

Vv. 6, 7. Whether the Alexandrian ship was freighted with 
grain (which at least is not to be proved from ver. 38) or with 
other goods, cannot be determined ; as also whether it was by 
wind and weather, or by affairs of trade, that it was constrained 
not to sail directly from Alexandria to Italy, but first to run 
into the Lycian port.— mdéov] It was already on its voyage 
from Alexandria to Italy. — eveß. judas] he embarked us, put 
us on board, a vox nautica.’ See examples in Palairet and 
Wolf. — Ver. 7. But when we had made slow way for a con- 
siderable number of days, and had come with difficulty toward 
Cnidus (into its neighbourhood, thus in the offing, having 
passed along by Rhodes), so that the wind did not allow us 
(to land at Cnidus), we sailed under Crete, near Salmone. The 
wind thus came from the north, so that the vessel was drawn 

away from Cnidus and downward towards Crete.—pocedvTos | 
finds a definite reference in the immediately preceding xara 
tiv Kvidov, and hence the view of Grotius (following the 
Peshito), that rectum tenere cursum should be supplied, is to be 
rejected. — Cnidus was a city of Caria on the peninsula of 
Cnidia, celebrated for the worship of Aphrodite and for the 
victory of Cimon over Pisander. See Forbiger, Geogr. II. 

1 Baumgarten, II. p. 373f., collects the nautical expression of this chapter, 
adducing, however, much that belongs to the general language. 
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p. 221.—The promontory ZaAuwvn, on the east coast of 
Crete, is called in Strabo, x. p. 727, ZaAuw@vıov, and in Dionys. 
Perieg. 110, Jadrpovis. 

Ver. 8. ITapanéyeo@ar| corresponds entirely to the Latin 
legere (oram), to sail along the coast, Diod. Sic. xiii. 3, xiv. 55. 
This keeping to the coast was only with difficulty (#oXıs) suc- 
cessful. — aurnv refers to t. Kpntnv. — Nothing is known from 
antiquity of the anchorage Karol Améves (Fair Havens’). 
The name is perhaps, on account of ver. 12 (avevderov «.T.X.), 
to be considered as ewphemistic. The view that the place is 
identical with the town called by Stephanus Byzantinus Kad») 
axtn, is improbable, because the Fair Havens here was not a 

town, as may be inferred from the appended remark : & eyyüs jv 
Tons Aac. — nv] not éort. The preterite belongs to the graphic 
description. They saw the neighbouring city. Comp. Krüger, 
and Kühner, ad Xen. Anab.i. 4.9 ; Breitenb. ad Xen. Hier. ix. 4. 

The town Aacaia also is entirely unknown ;” hence the many 
variations, Aacéa (B. min.; so Tischendorf), "Adacoa (A, 40,96, 

Syr. p. on the margin ; so Grotius, Lachmann, Ewald), Thalassa 
(Vulgate, Aethiopic), Thessala (codd. Lat.), et al. The evidence 
in support of these other forms is not strong enough to displace 
the Recepta (G H), seeing that it is also supported by Bx* 
(which has Aacocaia). Beza conjectured ‘EXaia (Plin. N. H. 
iv. 12); but such a conjecture, especially in the case of Crete 
with its hundred cities, was uncalled for. 

Ver. 9. ‘Ikavod de xp. duay.] namely, since the beginning of 
our voyage. — mAoös] See on this late form, instead of AoD, 
Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 453, Paralip. p. 173.— Sia TO Kai T. 
vmoTeiav dn Taper.] because also (even) the fasting was already 
past” The vnoreia (kat’ éfoyyv) is the fasting of the great day 
of atonement, which occurred on the 10th of Tisri (Lev. xvi. 

! It is certainly the bay still called Limenes kali, Pococke, Morg. II. p. 361. 

Comp. Smith, p. 88, ed. 2. See, moreover, on the above localities generally, 

Hoeck, Kreta, I. p. 439 ff. 
2 Yet see on ruins with this name, Smith, p. 262. 
3 According to Bleek and de Wette, this Jewish definition of time, as well as 

that contained in xx. 6, betrays a Jewish-Christian author. But the definitions 
of the Jewish calendar were generally, and very naturally, adopted in the apostolic 
church. Comp. Schneckenburger, p. 18. 
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29 ff, xxiii. 26 ff). It was thus already after the autumnal 
equinox, when navigation, which now became dangerous 
(eriodar.), was usually closed. See Wetstein.—-7apyver o II.] 
he had experience enough for such a counsel (2 Cor. xi. 25). 

Vv. 10, 11. Oewpd] when I view the tumult of the sea. — 
éTe... péedrew écecOat] A mixing of two constructions, of 
which the former is neglected as the speech flows onward. 
See Heind. ad Plat. Phaed. p. 63 C; Winer, p. 318 [E. T. 426]; 
Raphel, Polyb. in loc. Comp. on xix. 27, xxiii. 23 £. — pera 
UBpews | with presumption. Paul warns them that the continuance 
of the voyage will not take place without temerity. Accordingly 
pera Gp. contains the subjective, and (mera) words Inpias ov 
povov x«.T.r. the objective, detriment with which the voyage 
would be attended. The expositors (Ewald, however, takes 
the correct view) understand peta bBp. of the injuria or 
saevitia tempestatis. But as the definition tempestatis has no 
place in the text, the view remains a very arbitrary one, and 
has no corresponding precedent even in poets (comp. Pind. 
Pyth.i. 73 : vavoiorovov Üßpıv idwv, Anthol. iii. 22.58: detoaca 
Oaratrns UBpw). The whole utterance is, moreover, the natural 

expression of just fear, in which case Paul could say juav 
without mistrusting the communication which he ‘received in 
xxiii. 11; for by wodAjs the Snuia trav >Avyer is affirmed, 
not of all, but only of a great portion of the persons on 
board. He only received at a later period the higher revelation, 
by which this fear was removed from him, see vv. 23, 24. 

He speaks here in a way inclusive of others (Au@v), on account of 
their joint interest in the situation. A special “ entering into the 
fellowship of the Gentiles” (Baumgarten) is as little indicated 
as is the assumption that he did not preach out of grief over 
the Jews. The present time and situation were not at all 
suitable for preaching. — Erreidero wadXov] Tots ewrreipws Exovaı 
BaAXOv pos TO MAEIV, 7) emißarn ameipw vavTiKhs, Oecumenius. 

So the opposite view of the steersman and the captain of the 
ship (vav«Anpos) prevailed with the centurion. By reason of 
the inconvenience of the haven for wintering, the majority of 
those on board came to the resolution, etc., ver. 12. 

Ver. 12. ’Avevderov] not well situated, Hesychius and 
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Suidas, elsewhere not found; the (later) Greeks have 
dvaGeTos. They ought, according to the counsel of Paul, 
to have chosen the least of two evils. — mpös mapayeınaclav] 
for passing the winter. Diod. Sic. xix. 68, and more fre- 
quently in Polybius. Comp. xxviii. 11.-— xareidev] also from 
thence. As they had not hitherto lain to with a view to pass 
the winter, the resolution come to by the majority was to the 
effect of sailing onward from thence also. On &devro BovAnv, 

comp. Judg. xix. 30; Ps. xiii. 3.— eas StvawTo] ie. in 
order to try, whether perhaps they would be able. See Hartung, 
Partikell. II. p. 206.— The haven oi is called in Ptolem. 
iii. 17, Dowvixods, and the adjacent town oi Stephanus 
Byzantinus, on the other hand, remarks: ®owvKods morıs 
Kpyrns. Perhaps the two names were used in common of the 
haven and the city. Whether the haven was the modern 
Intro, is uncertain. In opposition to Smith, p. 88, see 

Hackett. — Brérrewv] quite like spectare, of the direction of 
the geographical position. See Alberti, Obss. p. 274; Kypke, 
II. p. 134 f.— Adp is the Africus, the south-west wind, and 
Xa@pos the Cawrus, the north-west. See Kapp, ad Aristot. de 
mundo Exc. III. The haven formed such a curve, that one 

shore stretched toward the north-west and the other toward 

the south-west. 
Ver. 13. But when gentler south wind had set in (bmomveva., 

Arist. probl. viii. 6 ; Heliodor. iii. 3)—this was the motive of 
the following do£avres. As, namely, Fair Havens, where they 
were, and also Phoenix farther to the west, whither they wished 
to go, lay on the south coast of the island, the south wind 
was favourable for carrying out their resolution, because it kept 
them near to the coast and did not allow them to drift down into 
the southern sea.—xexparnxévat] to have become masters of their 
purpose, that is, to be able safely to accomplish it. Examples 
in Raphel, Polyb. — äpavres] namely, the anchor, which is under- 
stood of itself in nautical language: they weighed anchor. See 
Bos, Ellips., ed. Schaefer, p. 14 f£.—- docov rapehéy. t. Kpnr.] 
they sailed closer (than could previously, ver. 8, be done) along 
the coast of Crete. docov, nearer, the comparative of apt, is 
not only found in poetry from the time of Homer, but also in 
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prose; Herod. iii. 52, iv. 5; Joseph. Antt. i. 20.1, al. The 
Vulgate, which Erasmus follows, has: cwm sustulissent de Asson, 

so that thus AS SON is connected with dpavtes and regarded 
as the name of a city of Crete ("Acos in Steph. Byz,, Asus in 
Plin. H. N. iv. 12); hence also Elz. Mill, Scholz have "Aooov 

(as a proper name). But as this translation is at variance 
with the words as they stand, Luther, Castalio, Calovius, and 

several older expositors have taken “Acoov as the accusative 
of direction: cum sustulissent Assum. But, even if the little 
town had really been situated on the coast (which does not 
agree with Plin. l.e.), the expression would have been extremely 
harsh, as äpavres does not express the notion of direction ; and 
not only so, but also the mere accusative of direction without a 
preposition is only poetical (Kühner, II. p. 204), and is foreign 
to the N. T. 

Ver. 14. ”Eßare] intransitive: fell upon, threw itself 
against it; often in the classical writers after Homer. — kar’ 
avtis| refers to the nearest antecedent Kpyrnv, not (Luther) 
to mpobéc. — ävenos Tubwvıros] The, adjective is formed from 
rubov, a whirlwind, and is found also in Eustathius. See Wet- 
stein. — Evpoxavdwr] the broad-surging, from eüpos, breadth, 
and «Av&w. It is usually explained: Hurus fluctus excitans, 
from Eöpos (the south-east wind) and «Avdwv. But this com- 
pound would wather yield an appellation unsuitable for a 
wind: south-east wave, fluctus Euro excitatus. EipvrrVdon,‘ 

from evdpvs, according to the analogy of edpuxpelwr, eupvpedw, 
evpudivys, ete., would certainly be more suitable to the explana- 

tion broad-surging ; but on this very account the reading 
Evpuxdviwoy in B** 40, 133, is not to be approved with 
Griesbach, but to be considered as a correction. Lachmann 

and Bornemann, followed by Ewald, Smith, and Hackett, have 

Evparvrwv, according to A x (Vulg. Cassiod.: Huwroaquilo), 
which also Olshausen, after Erasmus, Grotius, Mill, Bengel, and 

others, approves (the best defence of this reading is by Bentley, 
in Wolf, Cur.). This would be the east-north-east wind ; the 
compound formed, as in evpovotos (Gel. ii. 22. 10), ewroauster, 

1Defended by Toup, Hmend. in Suidam, III. p. 506. Comp. Etym. M. 
P. 772, 31: rupav yap tors 4 rod Avimov opidpe wvon, d; zz} sipuxrAdav xererros, 
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euroafricus. But the words of the text lead us to expect a 
special actual name (xadovp.) of this particular whirlwind, not 
merely a designation of its direction. It is difficult also to 
comprehend why such an easily explicable name of a wind as 
Euroaquilo, evpaxddwv, should have been converted into the 
difficult and enigmatic EtpoxAvéwrv. Far more naturally would 
the converse take place, and the EvpoxAvdwv, not being under- 
stood, would be displaced by the similar Evpaxtdwy formed 
according to the well-known analogy of Evpovotos k.T.A. ; so 
that the latter form appears a product of old emendatory 
conjecture. Besides, Evpaxtdwv, if it were not formed by a 
later hand from the original EvpoxAvdwv, would be an improb- 
able mixture of Greek and Latin, and we do not see why the 
name should not have had some such form as EvpoPopéas ; 
axvdkov = aquilo, is nowhere found. 

Ver. 15. Zvvapracd.] but when the ship was hurried along 
with (the whirlwind). — On avrobdarueiv, to look in the face, 
then to withstand, see Schweigh. Lex. Polyb. p. 57. Comp. 
Ecclus. xix. 6; Wisd. xii. 14. — ésruddvres] may either, with 
the Vulgate (data nave flatibus ferebamur), Luther, Elsner, 
and many others, be referred to 70 Aotov, or be taken in a 
refiecive sense (Raphel, Wolf, Bengel, Kypke): we gave our- 
selves wp and were driven. Comp. Lobeck, ad Aj. 250. The 
former is simpler, because r. mAoiov precedes. 

Ver. 16. KXavön, or according to Ptol. iii. 7 KXaddos, or 

according to Mela ii. 7 and Plin. iv. 20 Gaudos, according to 
Suidas Kavöo, was the name of the modern Gozzo to the south 
of Crete. From the different forms of the name given by the 
ancients must be explained the variations in the codd. and 

vss., among which Kavda is attested by B »”* Syr. Aeth. 
Vulg., adopted by Lachmann, and approved by Ewald. We 
cannot determine how Luke originally wrote the name; still, 
as most among the ancients have transmitted it without X, the 
‘, which has in its favour AG HS“ vss. and the Greek 

Fathers, has probably been deleted by subsequent, though in 
itself correct, emendation. — tis oxddys] they could scarcely 
become masters (repırpareis, Simmias in the Anthol. I. p. 137, 
Jacobs) of the boat (belonging to the ship) which swam attached 
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to it, when they wished to hoist it. up (vv. 17,.30), that it 
might not be torn away by the storm. 

Ver. 17. And after they had drawn this wp, they applied 
means of protection, undergirding the ship. This undergirding 
(Polyb. xxvii. 3. 3) took place, in order to diminish the risk 
of foundering, by means of broad ropes (i7rofwpara, tormenta) 
which, drawn under the ship and tightened above, held its 
two sides more firmly together." Comp. Plat. Rep. p. 616 C: 
olov Ta wTofmpata THY Tpımpwv, oürw Tacav Euvexwv THY 
mepipopav ; Athen. v. 37 ; and see generally, Boeckh, Urkunden 

üb. d. Seewesen des Attischen Staats, p. 133 ff.; Smith (Zhe Ships 
of the Ancients), p. 173 ff.; Hackett, p. 426 ff By Bondelaıs 
is to be understood all kinds of helpful apparatus (Aristot. 
het. ii. 5) which they had in store for emergencies, as ropes, 
chains, beams, clamps, and the like; see Wetstein. The 

referring it to the help rendered by the passengers (Grotius, Hein- 
sius, and others), which was a matter of course amidst the 
common danger, makes the statement empty and unnecessary. 

— hoBovpevol te «.7.r.] and fearing to strike on the (nearest) 
Syrtis. It is entirely arbitrary to understand tyv Zuprw, 
without linguistic precedent, in the wider sense of a sandbank 

(Gis, rawia, Eppa, o7HOos), and not of the African Syrtis. Of 
the two Syrtes, the Greater and the Lesser, the former was 
the nearest. As the ship was driven from the south coast of 

Crete along past the island of Clauda, and thus ran before the 
north-east wind, they might well, amidst the peril of their 
situation, be driven to the fear lest, by continuing their course 
with full sail, they might reach the Greater Syrtis; and how 
utterly destructive that would have been! See Herod. iii. 25 f., 
iv. 173 ; Sallust. Jug. 78 f.; Strabo, xvii. p. 834 f. — éxaimrew, 
of ships and shipwrecked persons, which are cast (out of the 
deep, navigable water) on banks, rocks, islands, shoals, or on the 
land, is very common from Homer onward; Locella, ad Xen. Eph. 

p. 239; Stallb. ad Plat. Phil. p. 13 D.— 0 cxedos] the gear, 
the tackle, is the general expression for all the apparatus of the 

1 Yet it is doubtful whether the procedure was not such, that the ropes ran 
in a horizontal manner right round the ship (Boeckh, Stallb. ad Plat. l.c.). 
But see Smith. 
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ship (Plat. Crit. p. 117 D: oxevdv bca Tpınpeoı rpoonxer, 
Dem. 1145.1: oxevn rpınpapxırd, 1145. 9 ; Xen. Oce. viii. 12. 
Polyb. xxii. 26. 13; and see Hermann, Privatalterth. § 
50. 20). The context shows what definite tackle is here 
meant by specifying the aim of the measure, which was to 
prevent the ship from being cast upon the Syrtis, and that by 
withdrawing it as far as practicable from the force of the storm 
driving them towards the Syrtis. This was done by their 
lowering the sails, striking sail, and accordingly choosing rather 
to abandon the ship without satis to the wind, and to allow it 
to be driven (oftws é¢épovto), than with stretched sails to be 
cast quickly, and without further prospect of rescue, on the 
Syrtis. Already at a very early date TO oxedos was justly 
explained of the sails, and Chrysostom even read ta lorıa. 
According to Smith, the lowering of the rigging is meant, by 
which the driving of the ship in a straight direction was 
avoided. But this presupposes too exact an acquaintance with 
their position in the storm, considering the imperfection of 
navigation in those times; and both the following descrip- 
tion, especially ver. 20, and the measure adopted in ver. 29, 

lead us to assume that they had already relinquished the use 
of the sails. But the less likely it is that in the very exact 
delineation the account of the striking of the sails, which had 
not hitherto taken place (in opposition to Kypke and Kuinoel), 
should have been omitted, and the more definitely the collec- 
tive meaning is implied in TO oxevos, the more objectionable 
appears the view of Grotius, Heinsius, Kuinoel, and Olshausen 

(after the Peshito), that 76 oxedos is the mast. Still more 
arbitrary and (on account of ebepovro) entirely mistaken is 
the rendering of Kypke: “ demittentes ancoram,’ and that of 
Castalio and Vatablus: “demissa scapha” (see, on the other 
hand, ver. 30). 

Vv. 18, 19. "ExBory érrototvto] they made a casting out, 
i.e. they threw overboard the cargo." Dem. 926. 17; Aesch. 

1 Had the ship been loaded with ballast, and this been thrown out (Laurent), 
we should have expected a more precise designation (fpue). The oxsv4, too, 
would not have been included in the category of things thrown out at once on 
the following day, but after the ballast would have come, in the first instance, 
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Sept. 769; Arist. Hth. iii. 1; Pollux, i 99; LXX. Jonah i. 5. 
For the lightening of the vessel in distress, in order to make 
it go less deep and to keep it from grounding, they got rid in 
the first instance of what could, in the circumstances, be most 

fitly dispensed with, namely, the cargo; but on the day after 
they laid hands even on the oxevn Tod mAolov (Diod. Sie. 
xiv. 79), ae. the ship’s apparatus,—the utensils belonging to 
the ship, as furniture, beds, cooking vessels, and the like. The 

same collective idea, but expressed in the plural, occurs in 
Jonah i. 5. Others (Wetstein, Kypke, Rosenmiiller, Kuinoel) 

understand the baggage of the passengers, but this is at variance 
with tod mAoiov; instead of it we should expect judy, espe- 
cially as adroyerpes precedes. Following the Vulgate, Erasmus, 
Grotius, and many others, including Olshausen and Ewald, 

understand the arma navis, that is, ropes, beams, and the like 

belonging to the equipment of the ship. But the tackling 
is elsewhere called ta 6mAa, or Ta okein (from oxedos), and 
just amidst the danger this was most indispensable of all. — 
avToxerpes| with our own hands (Hermann, ad Soph. Ant. 
1160), gives to the description a sad vividness, and does not 
present a contrast to the conduct of Jonah (who lay asleep, 
Jonah i. 5), as Baumgarten in his morbid quest of types 
imagines. 

Ver. 20. Myre dé nAlov x.7.r.] For descriptions of storms 
from Greek and Roman writers, which further embellish this 

trait (Virg. Aen. i. 85 ff, iii. 195 ff. ; Ach. Tat. iii. 2, p. 234, al.), 

see Grotius and Wetstein. — Erıreiodaı] spoken of the inces- 
santly assailing storm, see Alberti, Obss. 279; Wolf, Cur. — 
Aovrrov] ceterum in reference to time, 2e. henceforth. See 
Vigerus, p. 22, and Hermann thereon, p. 706, Kiihner, ad 

Anab. ii. 2. 5.— judas] not 7piv, which would not have been 
suitable to Paul (xxiii. 11), nor yet probably to his Christian 

companions. 
Vv. 21, 22. The perplexity had now risen in the ship to 

despair. But, as the situation was further aggravated by the 

the cargo. The ship was without doubt a merchant-vessel, and doubtless had 
no ballast at all. Otherwise they certainly would have commenced with throwing 
the latter out, but would not thereupon have at once passed to the exsun. 
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fact that there prevailed in a high degree (moAA7js) that absti- 
nence from food which anguish and despair naturally bring with 
them, Paul came forward in the midst of those on board (ev 
#éo@ avTov),in the first instance with gentle censure, and after- 
wards with confident encouragement and promise.— On dorria, 
jejunatio (Vulg.), comp. Herod. iii. 52; Eur. Suppl. 1105; 
Arist. Eth. x. 9; Joseph. Antt. xii. 7. 1. — rote] then, in this 
state of matters, as in xxviii. 1. So also in the classics after 

participles, Xen. Cyr. i. 5. 6; Dem. 33. 5, 60. 18. — oradeis 
#.T.%.] has here, as in xvii. 22, ii. 14, something solemn. — 
avT@v| not nu@v ; for the censure as well as also primarily 
the encouragement was intended to apply to the sazlors. — 
Eder mev] it was necessary indeed. This wev does not stand in 
relation to the following xai, but the contrast (possibly: but 
it has not been done) is suppressed. See Kühner, $ 733, note, 
p- 430 ; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 163. Comp. on xxvii. 22. 
Bengel well remarks: “ «al modestiam habet.” — xepdjcar 
K.7.r.| and to have spared us this insolence (see on ver. 10) 
and the loss (suffered). Taurmv points to the whole present 
position of danger in which the #@pis, wherewith the warn- 
ings of the apostle were despised and the voyage ventured, 
presented itself in a way to be keenly felt as such. xep- 
dalveiv, of that gain, which is made by omission or avoidance. 
See examples in Bengel, and Kypke, IL p. 139 f. The evil in 
question is conceived as the object, the non-occurrence of which 
goes to the benefit of the person acting, as the negative object 
of gain. Analogous to this is the Latin lucrifacere, see Grotius. 
On the form kepönoaı, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 740 f.— 
amoBorn yap wuxis «.7.r.] for there shall be no loss of a soul 
From the midst of you, except (loss) of the ship, ü.e. no loss of 
life, but only the loss of the ship. An inaccuracy of expression, 
which continues with Av, as if before there had simply 
been used the words azo. yap ovo. Eoraı. Comp. Winer, 
p. 587 [E. T. 789] —To what Paul had said in ver. 10, his 

present announcement stands related as a correction. He has 

now by special revelation learned the contrary of what he had 
then feared, as respected the apprehended loss of Irfe. 

Vy. 23-25. "“Ayyedos] an angel. But naturally those 
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hearers who were Gentiles, and not particularly acquainted 
with Judaism, understood this as well as tod Ocod «7X. 
according to their Gentile conception (of a messenger of the 
gods, and of one of the gods). — ob eiul éyo, @ Kat Aarpevo] 
to whom I belong, as His property, and whom I also (in accord- 
ance with this belonging) serve. Comp. Rom.i.9. Paul thus 
characterizes himself as intimate with God, and therewith 

assures the credibility of his announcement, in which tod 
@cov with great emphasis precedes the Ayyedos «.r.A. (see the 
critical remarks). On éy# (see the critical remarks), in which 

is expressed a holy sense of his personal standing, Bornemann 
correctly remarks: “ Pronomen Paulum minime dedecet coram 
gentilibus verba facientem.” — Keydptotai cor 6 Oeds] God has 
granted to thee, i.e. He has saved them (according to His 
counsel) for thy sake. See on iii. 14.—Here, too (comp. on 
xvi. 10), the appearance, which is to be regarded as a work of 
God, is not a vision in a dream. The testimony and the con- 
sciousness of the apostle, who was scarce likely to have slum- 
bered and dreamed on that night, are decisive against this 
view, and particularly against the naturalizing explanation of 
Eichhorn (Bibl. III. p. 407, 1084), Zeller, and Hausrath. 
De Wette takes objection to the mode of expression kexapıorau 
«.7.X., and is inclined to trace it to the high veneration of the 
reporter; but this is unfair, as Paul had simply to utter what 
he had heard. And he had heard, that for his sake the 
saving of all was determined. Bengel well remarks: “ Non 
erat tam periculoso alioqui tempore periculum, ne videretur 
P., quae necessario dicebat, gloriose dicere.” — oürws Kal” ov Tp.] 
comp. i. 11. 

Ver. 26. But (dé, leading over to the mode of the promised 
deliverance) we must be cast (£xmeoeiv, see on ver. 17) on some 
island. This assurance, made to Paul probably through the 
appearance just narrated, is verified ver. 41 ff. But it is 
lightly, and without reason assigned, conjectured by Zeller that 
vv. 21—26 contain a vaticiniwm post eventwm on the part of 
the author. 

Vv. 27-29. But after the convmencement of the fourteenth 
night (namely, after the departure from Fair Havens, comp. 
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vv. 18, 19), while we were driven up and down (diadgep., see 
the passages in Wetstein and Kypke, II. p. 141, and Philo, de 
migr. Abr. p. 410 E) in the Adriatic sea, about midnight the 
sailors descried, etc. The article was not required before the 
ordinal number (Poppo, ad Thuc. ii. 70. 5), as a special 
demonstrative stress (Ameis on Hom. Od. xiv. 241) is not con- 
templated, but only the simple statement of time. On w0v& 
émeyévero (see the critical remarks), the night set in, comp. 
Herod. viii. 70; Thuc. iv. 25; Polyb. i. 11. 15, i. 25. 5. — 
0 ’Adpias] here and frequently, not in the narrower sense 
(Plin. iii. 16. 20) of the Golfo di Venetia, but in the wider 
sense of the sea between Italy and Greece, extending southward 
as far as, and inclusive of, Sicily. See Forbiger, Geogr. II. 
p. 16 ff. “ Hadriae arbiter notus.”’ Horat. Od. i. 3. 15. — 
mpooäyeıv] that it approaches to them. “ Lucas optice loquitur 
nautarum more,” Kypke. See Cic. Quaest. acad. iv. 25. The 
opposite is dvaywpeiv, recedere. See Smith and the passages in 
Kuinoel. The conjecture of the sailors (Umevoovv) had doubt- 
less its foundation in the noise of the surf (Smith), such as is 
usual in the vicinity of land.— On Borlfev, to cast the sound- 

ing lead (BoXis, in Herodotus karameıparnpia), see the passages 
from Eustathius in Wetstein ; and on öpyvıa (concerning the 
accent, Göttling, p. 138), a measure of length of six feet, like 

our fathom, see Herod. ii. 169; Boeckh, metrol. Unters. 
p. 210 ff. — diaornoavres] note the active: having made a 
short interval, i.e. having removed the ship a little way farther. 
Comp. Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 41 [E. T. 47]. — dexamevre] 
With this decrease of depth the danger increased of their falling 
on reefs (kata Tpaxeis rörovs), such as are frequent in the 
vicinity of small islands. — reocapas] Comp. Caes. Bell. civ. 
1.25: “ Naves quaternis ancoris destinabat, ne fluctibus move- 
rentur.” For the different expressions for casting anchor, see 
Poll. i. 103. 

Ver. 30. While they were lying here at anchor longing for 
daylight (yvxyovto Nuepav yevéo Pax, ver. 29), the sailors, in order 

! Comp. Scherzer, statistisch commercielle Ergebnisse, p. 51: ‘During the 
European winter a sailing vessel may be often forced to lose fourteen days or 
more by a persistent south-east wind in the Adriatic Gulf.” 
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with the proximity of land to substitute certainty for uncer- 
tainty, make the treacherous attempt to escape to land in the 
boat, which they had already let down under the pretence of 
wishing to cast anchor from the prow of the ship, and thus 
to leave the vessel together with the rest of those on board 
to their fate. Certainly the captain of the vessel (the vav- 
KXnpos, ver. 11), whose interest was too much bound up with 

the preservation of the ship, was not implicated in this plot 
of his servants ; but how easily are the bonds of fidelity and 
duty relaxed in vulgar minds when placed in circumstances 
of perilous uncertainty, if at the expense of these bonds a safe 
deliverance may be obtained ! — mpodaceı ws . . . weANOVT@V] 
The genitive is absolute, subordinate to the preceding yadag., 
and mpopace (comp. Luke xx. 47; Thuc. v. 53. 1, vi. 76. 1) 
is adverbial (Bernhardy, p. 130), as in classical writers the 
accusative mpodacıy more commonly occurs (Dorv. ad Charit. 
p. 319; .Krüger on Thue. iii. 111. 1); on ®s, comp. on 1 Cor. 
iv. 18, and see Xen. Anab. i. 2.1. Hence: on pretence as 
though they would, etc. — éxreivev] extendere (Vulg.). They 
affected and pretended that by means of the boat they were 
desirous to reach out anchors (“ fune eo usque prolato,” Grotius) 
from the prow, from which these anchors hung (Pind. Pyth. 
iv. 342, x. 80), into the sea, in order that the vessel might 

be secured not only behind (ver. 29), but also before. Incor- 
rectly Laurent renders: “to cast out the anchors farther into 
the sea.” Against this, it is decisively urged that dyxvpas is 
anarthrous, and that é« mpwpas stands in contrast to é« mpUnuvns, 

ver. 29. . 
Vv. 31, 32. Paul applied not first to the captain of the 

vessel, but at once to the soldiers, because they could take 
immediately vigorous measures, as the danger of the moment — 
required ; and the energetic and decided word of the apostle 
availed. — obro. . . . tpets] Correlates. Paul, however, does 
not say jets, but appeals to the direct personal interest of 
those addressed. — cwOfvar od Öivaode] spoken in the con- 
sciousness of the divine counsel, in so far as the latter must 

have the fulfilment of duty by the sailors as the human means 
of its realization. — éxzrecety] to fall owt. We are to think on 
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the boat let down into the sea (ver. 30), yet hanging with 
its fastened end to the ship— when the soldiers cut the ropes 
asunder. 

Ver. 33. But now, when he had overcome this danger, it 
was the care of the prudent rescuer, before anything further, 

to see those on board strengthened for the new work of 
the new day by food. But until it should become day,—so 
long, therefore, as the darkness of the night up to the first 

break of dawn did not allow any ascertaining of their posi- 
tion or further work,—in this interval he exhorted all, etc. — 

TETTAPEOK. OMU. Huépav K.T.r.] waiting (for deliverance), the four- 
teenth day to-day (since the departure from Fair Havens), ye 
continue without food. dovrot holds with diated. the place of 
a participle. See the passages in Winer, p. 326 [E. T. 437]; 
Krüger on Thuc.i. 34. 2, and Kühner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 6. 2. 

— umdev mpooXaß.] since ye have taken to you (adhibuistis) 
nothing (no food). This emphatically strengthens the dovro.. 
That, however, the two terms are not to be understood of 

complete abstinence from food, but relatively, is self-evident ; 
Paul expresses the “insolitam cibi abstinentiam” (Calvin) 
earnestly and forcibly. Comp. moAAs, ver. 21. 

Ver. 34. IIpos tijs üner. owr.] on the side of your deliverance, 
e salute vestra, ie. corresponding, conducing to your deliver- 
ance. Comp. Thue. ili. 59.1, v. 105.3; Plat. Gorg. p. 459 C; 
Arr. An. vii. 16. 9. See on this use of zpos with the geni- 
tive (only found here in the N. T.), Bernhardy, p. 264; Winer, 
p- 350 [E. T. 467 f.]. Observe the emphatic duerépas; your 
benefit I have in view. — ovdevds yap x.r.A.] assigns the reason 
for the previous mpos T. üuerep. owrnpias. For your deliver- 
ance, I say, for, etc. In this case their own exertions and the 

bodily strengthening necessary for this purpose are conceived 
as conditioning the issue.—On the proverbial expression itself, 
which denotes their being kept utterly exempt from harm, comp. 
Luke xxi. 18; 1 Sam. xiv. 45; 2 Sam. xiv.11; 1 Kingsi. 52. 

Vv. 35, 36. Like the father of a family (comp. Luke xxiv. 
39) among those at table (not, as Olshausen and Ewald sup- 
pose, notwithstanding that most of the persons were heathens, 
regarding the meal as a Christian love-feast), Paul now, by way 
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of formal and pious commencement of the meal, uttered the 
thanksgiving-prayer—for the disposition towards, and relative 
understanding of, which even the Gentiles present were in this 
situation susceptible—over the bread (Matt. xiv. 19, xv. 36; 
Mark viii. 6; John vi. 11), broke it, and commenced to eat 

(jpEato écOiew). And all of them, encouraged by his word 
and example, on their part followed. — mpoceddB. rpodnjs] 
partook of food. Comp. Herod. viii. 90. It is otherwise in 
ver. 33, with accusative. 

* Ver. 37. And what a large meal was thus brought about !— 
The number 276 may surprise us on account of its largeness 
(see Bornemann 7n loc.) ; but, apart from the fact that we have 
no knowledge of the size and manning of the Alexandrian ship, 
ver. 6, it must, considering the exactness of the entire narra- 
tive, be assumed as correct; and for the omission of dıaroauar 
the single evidence of B (which has @s) is too weak. 

Ver. 38. Now, seeing that for some time (and in quite a 
brief period must the fate of those on board be decided) further 
victuals were unnecessary—now they ventured on the last means 

of lightening the ship (which, with the decreasing depth, ver. 28, 
was urgently required for the purpose of driving it on to the 
land), and cast the provisions overboard, which, considering the 
multitude of men and the previous dovtia, was certainly still 
a considerable weight. Chrysostom aptly remarks : ovt@ Aouzrov 
70 Tav Eppınrav Ei tov Ilaödov, ws Kal tov olrov éxPanreiv. 
Siros may denote either corn, or also,as here and often with Greek 
writers, provisions particularly prepared from corn (meal, bread, 

etc.). Others (Erasmus, Luther, Beza, et al., including Baum- 

garten, Smith, Hackett) have explained it asthe corn with which, 
namely, the ship had been freighted. But against this it may 
be urged, first, that this freighting is not indicated ; secondly, 
that xopeo@. de rpobnjs corresponds to the throwing out of the 
provisions, and not of the freight ; and thirdly, that the throw- 

ing out of the freight had already taken place, ver. 18, as this 

indeed was most natural, because the freight was the heaviest. 
Ver. 39. Tyv yhv ov« Ereyivwor.] i.e. when it became day, 

they recognised not what land it was; the land lying before 
them (rv yfv) was one unknown to them.—xodzov 6€ Twa kare- 

Pe ————— eS 
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voovv Exovra aiyiadov] Thus Luke writes quite faithfully and 
simply (I might say naively) what presented itself to the 
scrutinizing gaze of those on board: but they perceived a bay 
which had a beach. A bay and a beach belonging to it—so much 
they saw at the unknown land, and this sufficed for the resolu- 
tion to land there, where it was possible. Observe that aiyıaros 
is a flat coast (Matt. xiii. 2; and see Nägelsbach on the Iliad, 
p- 254, ed. 3), thus suitable for landing, in distinction from 
the high and rugged a«ry (see Hom. Od. v. 405, x. 89; Pind. 
Pyth.iv. 64; Lucian, Tox. 4). Hence it is not even necessary, 
and is less simple, to connect, with Winer, eis ov «.T.A. as 

modal definition of aiyıar. closely with the latter: “a shore 
of such a nature, that,” etc. — eis dv] applies to aiyıar. See 
ver. 40. For examples of e&wdeiv, used of the thrusting a 
ship from the open sea on to the land (navem ejicere, expellere), 
see Wetstein. On St. Paul’s Bay, see the description and 
chart of Smith. 

Ver. 40. A vivid description of the stirring activity now 
put forth in making every effort to reach the shore. 1. They 
cut the (four) anchors round about (mepıeAovres), and let 
them fall into the sea, in order neither to lose time nor to 

burden the ship with their weight. 2. At the same time they 
loosened the bands, with which they had fastened the rudders 
to the ship in order to secure them while the ship lay at anchor 
from the violence of the waves, for the purpose of now using them 
in moving on. 3. They spread the top-sail before the wind, and 
thus took their course («atetyov) for the beach (eis Tov aiysanov). 
— eiwv] is to be referred to the ayxüpas, which they let go by 
cutting, so that they fell into the sea. Arbitrarily, following the 
Vulgate (committebant se), Luther, Beza, Grotius take it as 
“ eiwv TO TAoioY levar eis THY Oddaccav.”—That tov mndadiov 
is not to be taken for the singular, but that larger ships had two 
rudders (Aelian, V. H. ix. 40) managed by one steersman, 
see Smith, p. 9, also Scheffer, de milit. nav. ii. 5; Boeckh, 
Urkunden, p. 125. — 6 üpreuwv] not elsewhere occurring in 
Greek writers as part of a ship, is most probably explained of 
the top-gallant-sail placed high on the mast. See especially 
Scheffer, de milit. nav. ii. 5 ; Forcellini, Thes. I. p. 231. Labeo 

ACTS II. ‚U 
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in Jabolen. Dig. lib. 1. tit. 16, leg. 242, points to this view: 
“ Malum navis esse partem, artemonem autem non esse, Labeo 
ait,” in which words he objects to the confounding of the artemon 
with the mast: the mast constituted an integral part of the 
ship, but the artemon did not, because it was fastened to the 
mast. Luther’s translation: “mast” [Segelbaum], is therefore 
certainly incorrect. Grotius, Heumann, Rosenmiiller, and 
others, including Smith, explain it of “the small sail at the 

prow of the ship.” In this they assume that the mast had 
already been lowered; but this is entirely arbitrary, as 
Luke, although he relates every particular so expressly, has 
never mentioned this (comp. on ver. 17). Besides, we can- 
not see why this sail should not have been called by its 
technical name ö0oAwv, Polyb. xvi. 15. 2; Diod. xx. 61; 
Pollux, i. 91; Liv. xxxvi. 44, xxxvii. 30 ; Isidor. Orig. xix. 3 ; 

Procop. Bell. Vandal. i.17. Hadrianus, Junius, Alberti, Wolf, 

and de Wette understand the mizzen-sail at the stern, which 

indeed bears that name in the present day (Italian, artimone ; 
French, voile dartimon ; see Baysius, de re nav. p. 121), but 
for this émidpoyos, Pollux i. 91, is well known to be the old 
technical name. — TH mveovon] sc. avpa, has raised itself quite 
to the position of a substantive. See examples in Bos, Ell., ed. 

Schaefer, pp.32, 40. The dative indicates the reference ; they 
hoisted up the sail for the breeze, so that the wind now swelled 
it from behind. For examples of ézaipew, for hoisting up 
and thereby expanding the sail, and for xatéyew, to steer 

towards, see Kypke, II. p. 144. 
Ver. 41. But when they had struck upon a promontory. As 

to repım., comp. on Luke x. 30.—It is altogether arbitrary to 
abandon the literal import of ödaracoos, forming two seas, 
or having the sea on both sides, bimaris (see the passages in 
Wetstein), and to understand by römos dıdar. a sandbank or a 
reef (situated after the manner of an island before the entrance 
of the bay). This view is supposed to be necessary on account 
of ver. 43 f., and it is asked: “quorsum enim isti in mare se 
projicerent, si in ipsum litus navis impegerat prora ?” Calovius; 
compare Kuinoel. But the promontory, as is very frequently 
the case, jutted out with its point under the surface of the 
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water, and was covered to so great an extent by the sea, 
that the ship stranding on the point was yet separated from 
the projecting dry part of the isthmus by a considerable sur- 
face of water; hence those stranded could only reach the dry 
land by swimming. Even in Dio Chrys. v. p. 83, by which 
the signification of reef is sought to be made good, because 
there tpayéa x. dudararra x. Tawiat (sandbanks) are placed 
together, ddan. is not to be taken otherwise than tozos dar. 
here. — EmwreıNav] emoxeANcıv may be either transitive: to 
thrust the ship on, to cause it to strand (Herod. vi. 16, vii. 182; 
Thue. iv. 26. 5), or intransitive : to strand, to be wrecked. So 

Thae wir 102: 3; Polyb. i. 20. 15, iv. 41. 2, and see 

Loesner, p. 240. As rnv vadv is here added (which in the 
intransitive view would be the accusative of more precise 
definition, but quite superfluous), the transitive view is that 
suggested by the text: they thrust the ship upon, they made it 
strand. Lachmann and Tischendorf, following A B* C, have 
érréxetAay, from émiKéAdo, to push to the land, navem appellere. 
But neither does this meaning suit, as here it is the ship 
going to wreck that is spoken of; nor can proof be adduced from 
the aorist form Erexeıra (Hom. Od. ix. 138, 148, xiii. 114: 
éméxedoa), see Bornemann. In Polyb. iv. 31. 2, emıreAAovres 
has been introduced by copyists’ mistake for ésroxéAXovTes. — 
epeioaca] having fixed itself. On épeidew, used also by the 
Greeks in an intransitive sense, comp. Prov. iv. 4.— de mpluva 
€dveTo K.T.A.] for the promontory had naturally the deeper 
water above it the farther it ran seawards, so that the stern 

was shattered by the power of the waves. This shipwreck was 
at least the fourth (2 Cor. xi. 25) which Paul suffered. 

Vv. 42-44. Now, when the loss of the ship was just as 
certain, as with the proximity of the land the escape of those 
prisoners who could swim was easily possible, the soldiers 
were of a mind to kill them; but the centurion was too 
much attached to Paul to permit it! Not sharing in the 
apprehension of his soldiers, he commanded that all in the ship 

1 In this remark (ver. 43) Zeller conjectures very arbitrarily a later addition 
to the original narrative, which was designed to illustrate the influence of the 
apostle upon the Roman. 
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who knew how to swim should swim to land, and then the 

rest (to whom in this way assistance was ready on shore) were 
to follow partly on planks and partly on broken pieces of the 
ship. — BovAn Eyevero, iva] there took place a project (in the 
design), that, etc.; comp. on ver. 1, and see Nägelsb. on the 
Iliad, p. 62, ed. 3, who on such modes of expression appro- 

priately remarks that “ the will is conceived as a striving will.” 
— amoppimteıv, to cast down, intransitive, in the sense of se 
projicere. See Schaefer, ad Bos Hil. p 127. —xal rods Aormovs] 
sc. é&tévae (e mart) Em thy yhv.— él cavicw] on planks, 
which were at hand in the ship. — ei twav tdv amo Tod 
mAoiov] on something from the ship, on pieces which had partly 
broken loose from it by the stranding, so forming wreck (vavd- 
yıov, Epelmiov), and were partly torn off by the people them- 
selves for that purpose. &rri denotes both times the local being 
upon, and the change between dative and genitive is to be 
regarded as merely accidental. See Bernhardy, p. 200 £.; 
Kühner, $ 624, ad Xen. Mem.i. 1. 20.—In the history of this 

final rescue, Baumgarten, II. p. 420, has carried to an extreme 

the arbitrariness of allegorico-spiritual fietion. 

REMARK 1.—The extraordinarily exact minuteness and vivid- 
ness in the narrative of this whole voyage justifies the hypothesis 
that Luke, immediately after its close, during the winter spent 
in Malta, wrote down this interesting description in the main 
from fresh recollection, and possibly following notes which he 
had made for himself even during the voyage — perhaps set 
down in his diary, and at a later period transferred from it to 
his history. 

REMARK 2.—The transition from the first person—in which 
he narrates as a companion sharing the voyage and its fortunes— 
into the third is not to be considered as an accident or an incon- 
sistency, but is founded on the nature of the contents, according 
to which the sailors specially come into prominence as subject. 
See vv. 13, 17, 18, and 19, 21, 29, 38-41. 
Remark 3.—If the assumption of the school of Baur as to the 

set purpose animating the author of the Acts were correct, this 
narrative of the voyage, with all its collateral circumstances in 
such detail, would be a meaningless ballast of the book. But it 
justifies itself in the purely historical destination of the work, 
and confirms that destination. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

VER. 1. éréyvwouv] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read éréyvwuev, according 
to A B C8, min. and most vss. Rightly; the third person was 
introduced with a retrospective view to xxvii. 39, through the 
connection with the concluding words of xxvii. 44.— Ver. 2. 
dvénpavres] Lachm. Born. read épavres, according to A BCR, 
min. But AN was lable to omission even in itself, and espe- 
cially through the preceding N.— Ver. 3. &x] Lachm. Tisch. 
Born. read &rö, which is decidedly attested, and therefore to 
be adopted. — de%erdoticw] So Tisch. Born. Scholz, according 
to A G H, min. Chrys. Theophyl. But Elz. and Lachm. 
have é&<Aéotcw. The double compound was the more easily 
neglected as it was not elsewhere known from the N. T.— 
Ver. 5. dworwdgas]| drormakdmevos, although adopted by Scholz 
and Tisch., is not sufficiently attested by A G H, min. — Ver. 10. 
ryv xpeiav] Lachm. Tisch. Born. have rds xpeias, according to 
ABJ8,min. A gloss on r& mpös riv xpeiav, after xx. 34. — 
Ver. 14. éa aörors] Lachm. and Born., following A BJ 8, min., read 
wap aivrois, which was introduced as explanatory. — Ver. 16. 
6 inarévrapyos ... orparomsödpxn]| is wanting (so that the passage 
continues: éverpérn 7H IL.) in A B N lof 40, Chrys. and most 
vss. Condemned by Mill, Bengel, and others, suspected by 
Griesb., and deleted by Lachm. and Tisch. Defended especially 
by Born. in Rosenm. Zepert. II. p. 301 f. The words, attested 
by G H and most min. Ar. p. Slav. Theophyl. Oec., have cer- 
tainly the suspicion of being an expansion. Yet in opposition 
to their rejection we may urge, first, that there are no varia- 
tions in detail, as is the general rule with interpolations; 
secondly, that the writer of a gloss, instead of + orparoreö., 
would probably have written the more readily occurring plural ; 
and thirdly, that in transcribing one might very easily pass 
from exarovrAPXO® directly to orpurore} APXH, which corruption 
would then produce the form of Lachmann’s text. — Ver. 17. 
auröv] Elz. has riv IIaörov, against A B 8, min. Chrys. and several 
vss. The name came in, because in ver. 17 a separate new act 
of the history commences; therefore also Chrys. has once, and 
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indeed at the beginning of a homily, r. Mata.— Ver. 19. xarn- 
yopjou:] A B®, min. have xarnyope, which Lachm. Tisch. and 

Born. have adopted. Rightly; xarnyopjoo: is a mechanical 
alteration, in conformity with érmarécucdos.— Ver. 23. Axor] 
A BR, min. have 7Aéo. Recommended by Griesb. and adopted 
by Lachm. The extremely common word has been involun- 
tarily substituted for the classical imperfect qxov, not elsewhere 
occurring in the N. T. — r& pi] Lachm. Tisch. Born. have only 
epi, following A B H 8, min. vss. Comp. on vill. 12, xix. 8.— 
Ver. 25. au] A B s, min. vss. Fathers have iva», which 
Lachm. and Tisch. have adopted. The Recepta is justly sup- 
ported by Born. The tone and contents of the speech, convey- 
ing censure and rejection, involuntarily suggested the second 
person to the transcribers. Comp. vii. 51 f.— Ver. 27. idowpar] 
A BG Hx, min. Theophyl. have idoowe, recommended by 
Griesb. and adopted by Tisch. Rightly; see on John xii. 40. 
— Ver. 28. rö owräp.] Lachm. Tisch. Born. read roüro rd owräp., 
according to A B s* min. Chrys. and several vss. The omission 
of roüro, which has no express reference in the text, is quite in 
keeping with the inattention of transcribers — Ver. 29 is entirely 
wanting in ABER, lo“ 13, 40, 68, Lect. 1, Syr. Erp. Copt. 
Vulg. ms. In. the Syr. p. it is marked as suspected by an 
asterisk. Condemned by Mill and others, deleted by Lachm. and 
Tisch. Very suspicious as an interpolated conclusion of the 
whole transaction (according to ver. 25). Yet it is saved from 
complete rejection by the fact, that here also in detail there are 
only found very immaterial variations. — Ver. 30. After Zee 
éz, instead of which there is to be read, with Tisch., according to 
Bw lot 13, évduewev 62, Elz. has 6 Wataros, against witnesses of 
very considerable importance. See on ver. 17. 

Ver. 1. Tore] then, after our rescue, we recognised ; looks 

back to xxvii. 39. — That by MeXirn is to be understood the 
well-known modern Malta (Diod. Sic. v. 12; Strabo, vi. 2, 
p. 277; Cie. Verr. vi. 46; Ovid. Fast. iii. 567 £.: Fertilis est 
Melite, sterili vicina Cosyrae, Insula quam Libyei verberat unda 
Jreti), and not — as some of the older commentators, following 
Constantin. Porph. de administr. imper. p. 36 (see in Wolf, 
and in Winer, Realw.), would infer partly from ev r@ ’Aöpia, 
xxvil.'27, partly from ßapßapoı, ver. 2, and partly from the 
observed fact (which, though true in the present day, cannot at 
all be made good for those times) that there are no venomous 
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serpents in Malta—the island now called Meleda in the Adriatic 
Gulf, not far from the Illyrian coast (Apoll. Rhod. Arg. iv. 572), 
is proved as well by the previous long tossing about of the ship, 
which was hardly possible with a continued storm in the Adri- 
atic Gulf, as more especially by the direction of the further 
voyage, vv. 11,12. The local tradition, also, in Malta, is in 

favour of it (Beza on xxvii. 41; Smith, Vomel, Hackett). In 

the Act. Petri et Pauli 1, the island is called Tavöouerfrn. 
Ver. 2. Bapßapoı] from a Roman point of view, because 

they were neither Greeks nor Romans, but of Punic descent, 
and therefore spoke a mixed dialect, neither Greek nor Latin. 
It was not till the second Punic war that Malta came under 
the dominion of the Romans, Liv. xxi. 51. — ov Tr. tvyodcar] 

See on xix. 11.— mposeAaß.] they took us to themselves. Comp. 
on Rom. xiv. 1. — dua T. veröv T. Ebert.) on account of the rain 
which had set in. Comp. Polyb. xviii. 3. 7: da tov Edeo- 
tata Copov. — Yyüxos] thus to be accented, although in oppo- 
sition to a preponderance of codd. (see Lipsius, gramm. Unters. 

p. 44), not wüxos. See Hom. Od. x. 555; Soph. Phil. 17. 
Ver. 3. ‘Amro r. Oépy.] (see the critical remarks) on account 

of the heat.’ See Winer, p. 348 [E. T. 465]; Hermann, ad 
Arist. Nub. 834. The reading é« would have to be rendered : 
From out of the heat. — dueEeAPotca] Plat. Pol. iii. p. 405 C; 
Phaed. p. 109 E; Xen. Anab. vi. 6.38; 2 Sam. ü. 23. It 

denotes that the viper came out from the brushwood in which 
it was, and through the layer of the same which was above it. 
See Bornemann, and Kühner, ad Xen. Anab. vi. 6. 38. — 

kabmye Tis xeıpös avTod] it seized on his hand. Comp. Arr. 
Epict. iii. 10. 20; Lobeck, ad Aj. 700. The reading «a67- 
yraro, recommended by Griesbach, following C, min. Chrysostom, 
al., appears to be an emendation. That this xadnyre took 
place by means of a bite, Luke himself makes sufficiently 
evident in ver. 4 by xpeuduevov ... ex THs xeıpos avTod; but 
it follows decidedly, and without rashly leaping to a conclu- 
sion, from the judgment, from the expectation, and from the 
subsequent &Xeyov Ocdv avr. eivaı of the Melitenses, vv. 4, 6, 
in all which it is necessarily presupposed that they, the near 

1 On the late form ¢épun, instead of dpa, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 331. 
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bystanders, had actually seen the bite of the serpent. From 
this at the same time it follows just as certainly, that the 
animal must have been definitely known to the islanders as a 
poisonous viper. Hence we must reject the view of Bochart, 
Hieroz. ü. 3, p. 369: “ illigavit se etc., nempe wt... mor- 
deret, sed eam cohibuit Deus, sicut leones illos, Dan. vi. 22,” 

and of Kuinoel (comp. Heinrichs): “erat autem vipera ista 
aut non venenata, etsi Melitenses eam pro venenata habuerint, 

aut si erat, insinuavit quidem se Pauli manui, non vero mo- 
mordit.” The latter (also hinted at by Ewald) follows least 
of all from Emadev ovdév karöv, ver. 5, by which the very 
absence of result (brought about by special divine help) is 
placed in contrast with the poisonous bite. Nevertheless, 
Lange (apost. Zeitalt. II. p. 344 f.) supposes that the reptile 
may have hung encircling his hand without biting, and Leke- 
busch, p. 382, that Luke had in view the alternative contained 

in Kuinoel’s explanation. Indeed, according to Hausrath, the 
judgment in ver. 5 is only ascribed to the islanders by Luke. 
They were, as he thinks, aware that there were no poisonous 

serpents with them, and that thus the bite was not dan- 
gerous. 

Vv. 4, 5. "Ex tis xeup. adt.|] from his hand, so that it 
hung fastened with its mouth in the wound. Comp. Kiihner, 
§ 622 e.— mavrws doveis Eotıv «.7.r.] he is at all events a 
murderer, etc. From the fact that the stranger, though he had 

escaped from shipwreck, yet had now received this deadly 
bite, the people inferred that it was the work of Ad«n, who 

was now carrying out her sentence, and requiting like with 
like, killing with killing. Perhaps it had been already told to 
them, that Paul was a prisoner; in that case their inference 
was the more natural. The opinion of Elsner, to which Wolf, 
Kuinoel, and Lange accede, that the people might have deduced 

their inference from the locality of the (supposed) bite, according 
to the idea that punishment overtakes the member with which 
a crime is committed (Spanheim, ad Callim. in Cer. 64), is to 
be rejected for the very reason, that in fact from a bite on 
the hand any other crime committed by the hand might quite 
as well be inferred. — elacev] not sinit (Vulgate, Luther, and 
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others), but sivit; they regard the bite as so certainly fatal—On 
the goddess Alkn, the avenger of crime (Hesiod. Op. 256 ff), 
Justitia, the daughter of Zeus (Hesiod. Theog. 902), and Eiv- 
edpos or mdpedpos (Soph. Oed. Col. 1384; Arrian. iv. 9), see 
Mitscherlich, ad Hor. Od. iii. 2. 32; Ellendt, Zex. Soph. I. 

p. 432; Jacobs, ad Anthol. IX. p. 345. How the islanders 
named the goddess to whom Luke gives the Greek name Aikn, 
or whether perhaps they had received the Greek Aicn among 
their divinities, is not to be decided. — On the active arorı- 

vacceıy, to shake off, comp. Luke ix. 5; Lam. i. 7. 
Ver. 6. But when they waited long (not: expectassent), and 

saw, etc. ' On dromov of abnormal corporeal changes, see exam- 
ples in Wetstein and Kypke. Not even the expected swell- 
ing (miwmp.) occurred. — eis adrov yırou.] taking place on him. 
See on Luke iv. 23; comp. Plut. Mor. p. 786 C: aieis oapra 
. 1s Yıvopevar kırmacıs. — petaBddreo Pa] to turn themselves 
round, to change, often used even by classical writers to 

express change of view or opinion (without, however, supply- 
ing nv yvounv). Dem. 205. 19,349. 25, and see Kypke.— 
Qeov avtov eivaı] The good-natured people, running immedi- 
ately into extremes with the inferiority of their rational train- 
ing, think that he is a god appearing in human form, because 
they could not reconcile the complete want of result from the 
poisonous bite of the viper, well known to them in its effects, 
with the knowledge which they had derived from experience 
of the constitution of an ordinary human body. “Trrepßorn 
rıuns @omep Kal TOV dyAwY Tdv ev Avkaovia (xiv. 11 ff), 
Chrysostom. Bengel well remarks “aut latro inquiunt aut 
Deus... ; datur tertium ; homo Dei.” The people themselves 
do not say (Ocdv) that they meant a definite, particular god 
(Grotius, Heinsius, Alberti conjecture Hercules aNeEikaxos ; 
Wetstein, Aesculapius; Sepp, one of the two). Zeller finds 
in ver. 6 simply an unhistorical addition “in the miraculous 
style of our chap. xiv.,” which character belongs still more © 
decidedly to the cures in vv. 8 and 9. 

Vv. 7-10. The otherwise unknown Publius, the p@ros 
ans vnoov, is to be considered as the chief magistrate of the 
island. But this is not so much to be proved from the 
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inscription, discovered in Malta, quoted by Grotius and 
Bochart, Geogr. ii. 1.26 (... IPOTAHNZ.IIIIIETZ. POM. 
IIPNTOZ. MEAITAILN . . .),asit may, both in that inserip- 
tion and in this passage, be justly inferred from the nature of 
the case itself; for certainly the Roman governor, that is, the 
legate of the praetor of Sicily, to which praetorship Malta 
belonged (Cic. Verr. iv. 18), had the first rank on the small 
island. — dvade€. nuäs] Ver. 10 proves that this judas applies 
not to the whole ships company (so Baumgarten), but to 
Paul, Luke, and Aristarchus (xxvii. 2). Certainly the wonder- 
ful course of things in connection with the bite of the viper 
had directed the interest of the humane man to Paul. And 
Paul repaid his kindness by the restoration of his sick father. 
— Ver. 8. mupetots] The plural denotes the varying fever 

_ fits; Dem. 1260. 20; Lucian, Philops. 9. Observe how 
accurately Luke as a technical eye-witness designates the 
disease. — Övoevrepia] dysentery, Herod. viii. 115 ; Plat. Tim. 
p. 86 A; see Cels. iv. 15. Yet the later neuter form öveev- 
tepi (see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 518) is so strongly attested 
that it has been rightly adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, and 
Bornemann. — Vv. 9, 10. &depamevovro] namely, by Paul, 
ver. 8! The conjecture, based on the following nuäs (ver. 10), 
that Luke as a physician was not RES in these cures 
(Lekebusch, p. 382), is not only against the analogy of ver. 8, 
but altogether against the spirit and tendency of the narrative, 
and indeed of the book. — moAAals tipais Erin. npäs #.T.A.] 
They honoured us with many marks of honour ; and when we set 
sail (were on the point of sailing), they placed on (the ship) what 
was necessary (provisions, and perhaps also money and other 
requisites for the journey). Many expositors render tipais 

Eriu., muneribus ornarunt ; but in that case, as in Ecclus. 
xxxviü. 1, the context must undoubtedly have suggested this 
special showing of honour (by rewards). Comp, Xen. Anab. 

1 From the popular representation, ver. 9, it is not to be inferred, with Baum- 
garten, that, not a single sick person remained uncured in the island. This 
Luke would have known how to bring out with corresponding emphasis, espe- 
cially if he, like Baumgarten, had thought on the fulfilment of Ex. xv. 26, and 
had conceived to himself Malta in a fanciful manner as emblematic of the com- 

pleted kingdom of God. 
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vii. 3.19. Even in the well-known honos habendus medico 
(Cic. ad Div. xvi. 9) the general honos is not to be exclusively 
restricted to the honorarium. In 1 Tim. v. 17 also tipijs is 
quite generally honoris. While the very command of Christ, 
Matt. x. 8, is antagonistic to the explanation praemiis orna- 
runt in our passage, the context is also against it, which re- 
presents the actual aid (Erredevro Ta mpos T. xpelav) as a proof of 
gratitude different from that quite general moAAais rıuais Erin. 
nas, both in point of substance (tats .. . Ta rpös THY xpelav) 
and in point of time (dvayouevors) —Tradition makes Publius 

afterwards bishop of Malta; Martyrolog. 21 Jan. 
Ver. 11. Hapaonuw Auookovpoıs] wapac. is not an adjec- 

tive (marked with the Dioscuri), as the adjective mapaonuos has 
always a derogatory reference (e.g. falsely stamped, stigmatised, 
ill-famed, etc.), but a substantive, so that the dative is con- 

nected with dvijyOnuev: we put to sea... with a sign, which 
was the Dioscuri. An image of the Dioscuri was, namely, the 
ship’s device, i.e. the mapdonuov (Plut. Mor. p. 162 A, and see 

Wetstein) or éwionwov (Herod. viii. 88), the insigne of the 
ship. This name was given to the image of a divinity, of an 
animal, or of any other selected object, which was to be found 

either painted or sculptured on the prow (Lucian, Nav. 5) 
See on this, as well as on the distinction from the image of 
the Tutela navis at the stern, Ruhnken, de tutel. et ins. nav. 

p. 5, 42; Drackenb. and Ruperti, ad Sil. It. xiv. 84; the in- 

terpreters, ad Hor. Od.i. 14.14; Stanl. ad Aesch. II. p. 751.— 
For such a mapdonpov the image of the Dioscurt was very 
suitably chosen, as Castor and Pollux (“ fratres Helenae, 
lucida sidera,” Hor. Od. i. 3. 2) were honoured as the apwyo- 
vadraı and generally as protectors in dangers. See Wetstein, 
and Lobeck, Aglaoph. p. 1231 f. On the forms under which 
they were represented, see Müller, Archäol. § 414. On the 

modes of writing Aidoxovpor and Auöookopoı, see Lobeck, ad 

Phryn. p. 235; Pflugk, ad Eur. Hec. 943.— The mention of 
the ship’s sign belongs to the special accuracy of the recollection 
of an eye-witness. According to Baumgarten, Luke designs 
to intimate “that in this vessel there did not prevail that 
former presumptuous security, but confidence in a super- 
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human protection and assistance.” So much the more arbi- 
trarily invented, as we know not what mapdennov the wrecked 
ship had. Luke has noticed the sign in the case of the one, 
and not in the other. It is conceivable enough, even without. 
assuming any set purpose, that after the surmounted disaster 
his attention was the more alive to such a special feature in 
the ship in which they now embarked. 

Vv. 12-14. The voyage proceeded in quite a regular course 
from Malta to Syracuse, and from that to Rhegium,' now Reggio, 

in the Sicilian Straits, and then through the Etruscan Sea to 
Puteoli, now Puzzuolo, near Naples. — Errıyevouevov Norov] 
when thereupon south wind (which favoured the voyage) had 
arisen. — The force of ewi is, in all places where ézruyivec- 

~ Oat occurs of wind, as in Thue. iv. 30. 1, et al., not to be over- 

looked. — Sevrepator] as persons, who were on the second day, 
i.c. on the second day. Herod. vi.106. Comp. on John xi. 39; 
Phil. iii. 5. — ddergpods} Thus Christianity was already at that 
time in Puteoli (whether coming thither from Rome, or perhaps 
from Alexandria?).— Ver. 14. wapexAjOnuev em avtois Emı- 

neivaı] we were invited to remain with them.—ém avrois] beside 
them. Comp. Xen. Anab. vii. 2.1: Emeuevov Em TH otparia, 
Cyrop. v. 3. 52; Plat. Zach. p. 144 A. Rinck (Lucubr. crit. 
p. 93), as also Ewald, prefers the reading ézrupelvaytes, and 
takes (comp. Bengel) maper‘X. Em’ avtois together: we were 
refreshed in them; but the participle is much too weakly 
attested, and without doubt has only come into the text through 
this view of maperX. — kalt ottas eis T. ‘Pop. MA0.] and thus 
(after we had first tarried seven days at Puteoli) we came to 
Rome. &pxeodaı is neither here (in opposition to Beza, Grotius, 
de Dieu, Heinrichs, Kuinoel, and many others) nor elsewhere in 
the N. T. ire (not even in John vi. 17, where the imperfect is 
to be observed); but Luke narrates the arrival at Rome, and 
then in ver. 15 inserts by way of episode something special, 
which stood in close connection with this arrival; hence he again 

1 Gbev wepcabovecs: from which after we had come round, from Syracuse 
round the eastern coast of Sicily. Not: after we had sailed round about 
(Lange, comp. Smith) Luke does not express himself with chartographic 
accuracy. 
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joins on ver. 16 by öre dé 7A@opev eis ‘P. to ver. 14.. Observe 
at the same time that in ver. 14 eis 7. ‘Pép., as the final aim of 
the voyage, but in ver. 16 #A@oper, has the emphasis.—More- 
over, the concession of a seven days’ stay, so near to the end of 
the journey, testifies how much Paul possessed the love and 
confidence of the centurion. The Book of Acts, however, gives 
us no information at all how Christianity was planted in the 
‘Italian cities and in Rome. 

Ver. 15. Oi aöerdoi] Considering the largeness which we 
must assume the church at Rome to have attained, according 
to Rom. xvi. 3 ff, probably a numerous representation of it is 
to be conceived as present. — 7piv] appropriating. dative of 
the pronoun. See Bernhardy, p. 98. Comp. John xii. 13; 
Matt. viii. 34; Judith v. 4.—dypis ’Anmiov db. x. Tpidv 
raß.] kai: and, respectively. Luke narrates from the stand- 
point of the travellers. These came first to Forum Appit, a 
village on the Via Appia, 43 miles from Rome, and then to 
Tres-tabernae (Three-booths), an inn ten miles nearer to Rome; 
in both places they were received by the brethren (who thus 
went to meet them in two detachments). As they had tarried 
seven days at Puteoli, the Roman Christians might have 
obtained information timeously enough in order to come so 
far to meet them with the speed of love and reverence. — 
evyap. T. Oc@ EkaBe Odpoos] How natural was it that Paul, 
to whom Rome, this emıroun tis otkovpévyns (Athen. Deipnos. 
i. 20), had for so long been in view as a longed-for goal of 
his labours (xix, 21, xxiii. 11; Rom. i. 9 ff), should now, at 
the sight of the brethren, who had thus from Rome carried 
their love forth to meet him, glow with gratitude to God, and 

in this elevated feeling receive confidence as to the develop- 
ment of his fate and as to his new sphere of work! Accord- 
ing to Baumgarten, it is true, he saw at the same time in the 
Roman church, not founded by any apostle, “the identity and | 
continuity” of the Pentecostal church—of all which the text 
contains not a hint, as, indeed, such a fancy as to the founding 

_of the church is by no means justified by the circumstances of 
the case being unknown to us. 

Ver. 16. The two praefecti practorio (commanders of the 
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imperial body-guard) had the duty of providing for the custody 
of accused persons handed over from the provinces to the 
Emperor, Plin. Hp. x. 65; Philostr. Vit. scholast. ii. 32. That 
there was at that time only one praefect, namely Burrus, who 
died before the beginning of March 62, and after whose death 
there were again two, does not follow from the singular Té 
orparorr. (in opposition to Anger, Wieseler, and others) ; see 

Introduction, $ 4. It is to be taken as: “to the praefectus 
praetorio concerned,” namely, who then had this duty of 
receiving (comp. 0 lepevs, xiv. 13), and to whose dwelling, 
therefore, the centurion repaired with a view to deliver over 
the prisoners. This does not suppose (as Wieseler objects) 
that the praefect received them in person; he had his sub- 
alterns. — xa0’ éavrov] for himself, apart from the other 
prisoners. See vv. 23, 30. This special favour is explained 
partly from the report of Festus, which certainly pointed to 
no crime (xxv. 25, xxvi. 31), and partly from the influence of 
the centurion who respected Paul, and would specially com- 
mend him as having saved the lives of all on board. — ody 
TO... oTpatioTn] This was a praetorian (Grotius im loc. ; 
Krebs, Opusc. p. 151 f.), to whom Paul, after the manner of 
the custodia militaris, was bound by the arm with a chain 
(ver. 20). See on xxiv. 27. 

Ver. 17. On the interview which now follows with the Jews 
it is to be observed: (1) that Paul even now remains faithful 
to his principle of trying his apostolic ministry in the first 
instance among the Jews, and thereby even as a prisoner com- 
plying with the divine order of the way of salvation: "Iovdat@ re 
mpatov Kal” EXAnu, Rom. i. 16, and with the impulse of his own 
love to his people, Rom. ix. 1 ff., which the painful experiences 
of the past had not weakened. (2) He does this after three 
days, during which time he had without doubt devoted him- 
self, first of all, to the Roman Christians.’ (3) The fact that he 

1 That Luke gives no further information concerning the Roman church can- 
not surprise us (in opposition to Zeller, p. 373), as the theme of his book was 
the ministry of the apostles. A disagreement between Paul and the Roman 
church (Schneckenburger, p. 122) is not at all to be thought of; the church 
was not'Judaizing, but Pauline. According to Zeller, the author has desired to 
make Paul appear as the proper founder of that church. But this is erroneous 
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commences his interview with the Jews by a self-justification 
is—considering the suspicion with which he, as a prisoner, 
must have been regarded by them—natural and accordant with 
duty, and does not presuppose any ulterior design (such as: to 
prevent a prejudicial influence of the Jews on his trial). 
(4) The historical character of these discussions with the Jews 
has unjustly been denied, and they have been wrongly referred 
to the apologetic design of the author (Baur, Zeller). See the 
details below at the passages appealed to, — pera nuep. Tpeis] 

in which he might sufficiently occupy himself at the outset 
with the Roman Christians who came to him, as doubtless (in 
opposition to Zeller) he did in conformity with his long- 
cherished desire to see them (Rom. i. 11 ff.). — tods övras T@v 
"Iovd. mp@rovs] the existing (comp. Rom. xiii. 1) chiefs of the Jews 
(comp. Luke xix. 47; Acts xiii. 50, xxv. 2), ie. the Jewish 
leaders at that time in Rome. — ovdév évavtiov K.T.X.] although 
I have done nothing, etc. This Paul could say, as he had 

laboured only to conduct the nation to the salvation appointed 
for it, and only to bring the Mosaic institutions to their 
Messianic mAnpwoıs. His antagonism to the law was directed 
against justification by the law. This, and not the abolition 
of the law in itself, was his radical contrast to the Jewish 

standpoint (in opposition to Zeller). Comp. on xxiv. 14. — 
Tov 'Ponaiwv] refers to the procurator in Caesarea, who re- 
presented the Romans ruling over Palestine. 

Vv. 18, 19. This observation of the apostle, disclosing his 
presence at Rome thus brought about as a position of necessity, 
completes (comp. xxv. 25) the narrative of xxv. 9. After his 
vindication (xxv. 8) we are to conceive, namely, that Festus 
expresses his willingness to release him; this the Jews 
oppose (xxviii. 19), and now Festus proposes that Paul 
should allow himself to be judged in Jerusalem (xxv. 9), where- 
upon the latter appeals to Caesar (xxv. 11).— ody os Tod 
Edvovs . . . karmyopeiv] thus purely on the defensive, and 
not in unpatriotic hostility. — &xwv and the present infinitive 

on account even of ver. 15, where, it is true, Zeller understands only isolated 

believers from Rome, who are assumed therefore not to presuppose any church 
there, as referred to. See, on the contrary, Ewald, Jahrb. IX. p. 66 f. 
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(see the critical remarks) refer to what Paul has to do now 
in Rome. 

Ver. 20. Therefore (because I am here only as a constrained 
appellant, and entirely free from any hostile effort) Z have 
invited you, to see you and to speak with you. Heinrichs, 
Kuinoel, Schott take it otherwise: “vos rogavi, ut me 
viseretis et mecum colloqueremini.” But the supplying of 
me and mecum is arbitrary, seeing that, in fact, duds and 
üutv are naturally suggested by the directly preceding tas ; 
besides, it is far more in keeping with courtesy for Paul to say 
that he desired to see and speak with them, than that he had 
requested them to see and speak with him. — Everev yap Tijs 
éAmioos «.T.A.] now contains the more special reason, in a 
national point of view so highly important, for the arrange- 
ment of this interview. — The &Aris tod ’Iopanı is to be 
taken entirely, as inxxvi. 6, of the Messianic national hope. 
— On mepikeıuaı with accusative, comp. Heb. v. 2; Kypke, 
Obss. II. p. 147; Jacobs, ad Anthol. IX. p. 75; on 7. äAvoıv 
TavT., comp. xxvi. 29. 

Ver. 21. This answer of the Jews makes it probable that 
Paul in his discourse had definitely suggested that they might 
perhaps have received written or oral insinuations concerning 
him from Judaea.—It appears almost incredible that neither 
took place, but we have to weigh the following considerations : 
—(1) Before the appeal the Jews had no ground inducing 
them to make communications regarding him to the Rom ın 
Jews in particular, because they could not conjecture that 
Paul, then a prisoner in Caesarea, and whom they hoped 
to destroy presently, would ever come into contact with their 
brethren in the distant West. (2) After the appeal it was hardly 
possible for the Jews to forward accounts to Rome before 
his arrival there. For the transportation of the apostle, which 
followed at any rate soon after the entering of the appeal (xxv. — 
13, xxvii. 1), occurred so late in autumn, and so shortly before 

the closing of the navigation (xxvii. 9), that there is extreme 
improbability in the supposition of another vessel having 
earlier opportunity of reaching Italy than Paul himself, whose 
vessel in spring, after the opening of the navigation, had to 
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sail only the short distance between Malta and Puteoli, and 
that, too, with a favourable wind (xxviii. 13). (3) There 
remains, therefore, only the possible case, that during Paul’s 

two years’ imprisonment at Caesarea evil reports concerning 
him might have come to the Roman Jews in some acci- 
dental way (not officially) by means of private letters or 
Jewish travellers. Indeed—considering the lively intercourse 
between Judaea and Rome, and the great noise which the 
labours of the apostle had made for many years, as well as 
the strong opposition which he had excited among the Jews 
—it can by no means be supposed that these labours and 
this opposition should have continued unknown to the Roman 
Jews. But the p@roı of the Roman Jews here proceed with 
reserve under dread of possible eventualities, and prudently 
fall back upon the official standpoint ; and so they aftirm—what, 
taken in all the strictness of the literal sense, might certainly be 
no untruth—that they on their part (jets) had neither received 
letters concerning him, nor oral notification or statement (EXaX. : 
“in sermone quotidiano”) of anything evil concerning him. 
The more impartial they thus appear and maintain a politic 
spirit of frankness, the more openly, they at the same time 

hope, will Paul express his mind and disclose his purposes 
(ver. 22). Zeller therefore too rashly seizes on the seeming 
contradiction to truth in ver. 21, as warranting the inference 
that the non-historical character of the narrative is evident.” 
The explanation also to which Olshausen has recourse appears 
erroneous: that by the expulsion of the Jews from Rome 
under Claudius, the connections, which the Jews of Jerusalem 

had with them, were broken off; that only very slowly and 

1 It has indeed been thought that the Jews, in their plot against the life of 
the apostle, might have had a motive for not allowing their exasperation against 
him to become notorious, least of all at Rome (see Lange, apostol. Zeitalt. I. 

p. 106). But even granting this arbitrarily assumed calculation on their part, 
the hostile disposition in Judaea was much too general (xxi. 21) to admit of 
control over the spread of the hostile report to a distance. 

®2 Comp. Holtzmann, Judenth. u. Christenth. p. 785, who suggests that the 
author wished to evade touching on the wide opposition between Paul and 
Jewish Christianity. But merely to evade this point, he would have needed 
only to suppress vv. 21, 22, instead of putting such a surprising expression 
into the mouth of the Jews. 

ACTS IL x 
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secretly the Roman Jews returned in the first years of Nero ; 
and that therefore those who were in Palestine were not 
properly informed of this situation of matters in Rome, and 
accordingly made no notification concerning Paul to that 
quarter. Even «a priori, such a strange ignorance of the Jews 
as to the fortunes of their very numerous countrymen (Dio 
Cass. xxxvi. 6; Suet. 7ib. 36; Philo, leg. ad Caiwm, p. 568; 

Tac. Ann. ii. 85) in the capital of the world is very improb- 
able; and, from a historical point of view, that expulsion of 

the Roman Jews had occurred so many years before, and the 
edict of banishment was at all events only of such temporary 
force (see on xviii. 2, and Anger, temp. rat. p. 118 f.), that the 

renewed toleration of the Jews, permitted either expressly or 
tacitly, is to be placed even under the reign of Claudius. See, 
moreover, on Rom. Introd. $ 2. 

Ver. 22. "A€vodpev de] But we judge (so as, in such lack of 
information from other quarters, to be better instructed con- 
cerning the circumstances in which thou art placed) «£ right 
(xv. 38)—as a claim which, as matters stand, is no more 
than right and proper—to learn from thee (mapa cod has 
emphasis), ete. —& ¢poveis] i.e. what principles and views 
thou pursuest. — epi pév yap Ths aipéo. ravr.) for of this 
party certainly. As to aipee., see on xxiv. 14. raurns has its 
reference in the more precise expressions, with which Paul 

must be presumed to have accompanied his évexev yap Tis 
eAmidos t. Iocpajr. In the pév without de the tacit contrast 
is to be mentally supplied: “ Although thou thyself art un- 
known to us” Comp. on xxvii. 21; also Buttmann, newt. 

Gr. p. 313 [E. T. 365]. The ydp grounds the a&vodmev K.T.A. 
- on the (apparently) impartial interest of obtaining more par- 
ticular information.—At first view, it must appear strange that 
these Jewish rp@ro: in Rome betray so little acquaintance, or 
none at all, with the great Christian church at Rome, which 

consisted, at any rate in part, of Jewish Christians. This 
difficulty is not solved by the arbitrary (comp. also on ver. 
21) assumption that, after the return of the Jews expelled 
by Claudius, the Jews and Christians kept aloof from each 
other and thus gradually lost acquaintance with one another 
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(Olshausen ; comp. also Kling in the Stud. u. Krit. 1837, p. 
302 ff.) ; nor yet by the circumstances of such a great city as 
Rome, amidst which the existence of the Christian community 
might well have escaped the knowledge of the rich worldly Jews 
(Neander),— which, considering the relationship of Judaism 
and Christianity, would a priori be very improbable. It is 
rather to be explained, like the expression in ver. 21, from a 
cautious sort of official reserve in their demeanour, not exactly 
hypocritical (Tholuck) or intimidated by the Claudian measures 
(Philippi, comp. Ewald), but in which withal the Jewish con- 
tempt for Christianity generally is apparent. The representation 
here given, according to which those Jews simply avoid any sort 
of expression compromising them, is by no means to be used, 
with Baur and Zeller, against the historical truth of the occur- 
rence. Its historical character, on the contrary, gains support 
from the Epistle to the Romans itself, which shows no trace 
that in Rome Christianity had been in conflict with the Jews 
(see Rom. Introd. § 3); and therefore de Wette is wrong in 
his remark that, if Luke had only added kat zap’ nyiv to 
mavtaxov, there would have been no ground of offence. 

Ver. 23. Eis mv Eeviav] to the ac. the dwelling 
which, after his arrival at Rome (ver. 16), he was allowed to 
occupy with a friendly host (Philem. 22). Ata later period he 
obtained a hired house of his own (ver. 30). Whether the &evia 

' was the house of Aquila (Olshausen), cannot be determined. — 
mAeioves] a greater number than were with him on the former 
occasion. — 7re(Owy x.7.r.] and persuading them of what concerns 
Jesus. meidwv is neither to be taken as docens with Kuinoel 
(comp. on xix. 8), nor de conatu with Grotius. Paul, really did 
on his part, subjectively, the eiOew, persuadere ; that this did 
not produce its objective effect in all his hearers, does not alter 
the significance of the word. Comp. on vii. 26; Rom. ii. 4. 
— amo... Tod vonov K.T.A.] starting from it, linking his mreideıv 
to its utterances. Comp. on xvii. 2.—The opinion of Bottger, 

Beitr. II. p. 32 ff, that Paul was liberated between vers. 22 
and 23 is refuted by ver. 30, compared with ver. 16, as well as 
by Phil. i. 13 ff, since the Philippian Epistle was not written 
in Caesarea, as Bottger judges, See also Wieseler, p. 411 ff. 
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Vv. 25-27. ’AmeXVovro] they departed (Polyb. ii. 34. 12, 
v. 98. 6, and frequently), they withdrew. The imperfect is 
graphic. — eimovros r. II. phua Ev] after that (not when, see ver. 
29) Paul (immediately before their departure) had made one 
utterance. €v: one dictum, instead of any further discourse : it 
makes palpable the importance of this concluding saying. Then 
follows this pnua €v in the oratio directa (with 672) as far as ver. 
28.— ka\@s] because completely justified as appropriate by the 
latest result before them. Comp. Matt. xv. 7. — 7d mveöua TO 
äyıov] “Quod Spiritum sanctum loquentem indueit potius 
quam prophetam, ad fidem oraculi valet,” Calvin ; 2 Pet. i. 21. 
— Tpös tos marepas nuwv] to our fathers ;* for the divine 
command imparted to Isaiah, wopevOnts «.T.\., was as such 
made known to the fathers.—Isa. vi. 9, 10 (almost exactly 

according to the LXX.) has its Messianic fulfilment in the 
obduraey of the Jews against the gospel (Matt. xiii. 14 f.; 
John xii. 40),—a fulfilment which Paul here announces to 
the obdurate, so that he recognises himself as the subject 
addressed by aropevOn7. With hearing (auribus) ye shall hear, 
and certainly not understand ; and seeing ye shall see, and cer- 
tainly not perceive. For the heart (the spiritual vitality) of 
this people has become fat (obdurate and sluggish, see on 
“Matt. Lc), and with their ears they have become dull of hear- 
ing, and their eyes have they closed, in order that they may not 
(see on Matt. Lc.) perceive with the eyes, or hear with the ears, 
or understand with the heart, or turn themselves (to me), and 
T (ae. God) should heal them (of their spiritual malady, by 
forgiveness and sanctification). On the expression, comp. 
Dem. 797. 3: opévtas un öpäv Kal dkovovras um axoveL, 
Aesch. Prom. 448: «Abovres ou Hxovov, Jacobs, Del. epigr. 
vil. 1. 4 f£; Soph. 0. R. 371: ru&Aös Ta 7 Ota Tov TE vodv TA 
T öunar et, — eimov (Elz. eime) is oxytonon. See Goettling, 
Lehre vom Accent, p. 53; Winer, p. 50 [E. T. 58]; Borne- 
mann in loc. 

Vv. 28, 29. Oöv] because ye are so obdurate and irre- 

! By nua» Paul as little includes himself (thinking possibly of his conver- 
sion) in the hardening, as with 4a» in 1 Cor. x. 1 (in opposition to Baumgarten). 
It is the simple expression of Israelitish fellowship. Comp. Rom. iv. 1. 
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coverable. — örı tois eOveow x.7.r.] that by my arrival at 
Rome this (rodto, see the critical remarks) salvation of God 
(ze. the Messianic salvation bestowed by God, which is meant 
in this prophecy) has been sent, not to you Jews, but to the 
Gentiles. Comp. Luke ii. 30, iii. 6. — avros] they on their 
part, quite otherwise than you. — kal dxotcovra] namely the 
announcement of salvation, which conception is implied in 
ameaTaAn as its mode (x. 36, xiii. 26). «at, etiam: non 
solum missa est iis salus, sed efiam audient (give ear). Comp. 
Bornemann, Schol. in Luc. p. 24. Bengel appropriately 
observes: “ Profectionem ad gentes declaraverat Judaeis con- 
tumacibus Antiochiae xiii. 46 ; Corinthi xviii. 6, nunc tertium 

Romae; adeoque in Asia, Graecia, Italia.’—Ver. 30. év iöio 
woedou.] ac. in a dwelling belonging to himself by way of 
hire. This he had obtained after the first days when he 

had lodged in the £evia, ver. 23; but he was in it as a 
prisoner, as follows from ver. 16, from kat dameöexero k.T.A., 
and from akwAvrws, ver. 31 (nemine prohibente, although he 
was a prisoner; comp. Phil. i. 7). To procure the means of 
hiring the dwelling, must have been an easy matter for the 
love of the brethren (and support came also from a distance, 
Phil. iv. 10 ff). — ravras] Christians, Jews, Gentiles ; not 
merely the latter, as Baumgarten arbitrarily limits the word, 
while with equal arbitrariness he finds in ver. 31 a pointing 
to the final form of the church, in which the converted Israel 

will form the visible historical centre around which the Gentile 
nations gather, and then the Parousia will set in. This 
modern view of Judaistic eschatology has no support even in 
Rom. xi. 27 ff. 

Ver. 31. Solemn close of the whole book, which is not to 

be regarded as incomplete (see Introd. § 3). The Gospel also 
concludes with a sonorous participial ending (but less full and 
solemn). — xnpvoowr «.r.X.] thus his word was not bound in 
his bonds, 2 Tim. ii. 9.— axwAvrws] Plat. Crat. p. 415 D; 
Herodian. i. 12. 15; “ Victoria verbi Dei. Paulus Romae, apex 

evangelii, actorum finis,” Bengel. 
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